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ABSTRACT
Many childhood malignancies once regardeci as fatal have become curable with
the initiation of multimodal therapy. However, such therapy is not without its costs.

Aggressive treatment is associateci with many adverse consequences for both children
with cancer and their families. Uncontrolied symptoms c m have a negative impact on

families, leading to increased suffering and impaired quality of life. Knowledge about
how the childhood cancer-symptom course is experienced by children and their famïiies
is required to improve symptom management Guided by the philosophy of interpretive
interactionism, an interpretive research design fiameci within the qualitative paradigm
was undertaken to explore and descriie the childhood cancer-symptom course
experienced by children and their families. Such an approach was required to interpret
and understand the personal meanings and responses that the children and families

constructed around living day-to-day with syrnptoms throughout the childhood cancer
trajectory. Tenets fiom the following two philosophical approaches of interpretive work
shaped the research process: the grounded theory research method and illness narratives.

The research was conducted in three settings: the participants' homes, an inpatient
pediatric cancer unit; and an outpatient pediatric cancer unit. Children (4 to 18 years of
age) diagnosed with a variety of cancer diagnoses and their fimilies (parents and siblings)
were the primary participants for this study. A theoretical purposefd sample of 39
families participated in the study with 15 of the families being studied longitudinally over
a perïod of one to two years. Use of multiple data collection methods included: openended formal and idormal interviewing; observing children and their families during

various periods, at various sites, and at different points in tirne; mauitaining field notes

and a reflexive journal; rating the children's symptoms; focus group interviews; and
preparing a demographic profile of al1participants. The gromded theory method of
constant comparative anaiysis was used to ideni@ the basic psychosocial phenomenon

and process related to children's and theu families' experiences with childhood cancersymptoms. As weii, the development of illness narratives helped to confimi the
paradigrnatic relationships of the theoretical categories that emerged fkom thik study and
facilitated the discovery of meaningfùl interpretations of the children's and families'
cancer-symptom experiencesData anaiysis led to the development of two substantive theories. The first theory,
Keeping the Spirit Alive: The Spirit Within, descriies a developing model that depicts
the children's and f d l i e s ' overall expaïence with cancer. Although the original intent

of the study was to interpret and understand the personai meanings and responses that
children and families constnict in relation to the childhood cancer-symptoms, children

and their families were unable to focus solely on the symptoms. Instead they needed to
talk about the overall cancer experience. From the telling of their stories, the fist model,

Keeping the Spirit Aiive, evolved. In this model, the core category of "getting through a l l
the rough spots" was identified as the basic psychosocial phenomenon or problem
experienced by children and their families. All the r o u a spots emphasized the fact that
there were many aspects to the cancer-syrnptom trajectory that made cancer a hard and
difficult experience to live through. Not only did the children and fimilies have to
encounter the rough spots or times, they also had to experience the phenomenon of

having to actually "get through" the rough times in order to truly get a sense of what the
cancer experience encompassedThe second core category of the model, ''keeping the spirit alive," emerged as the
basic psychosocial process. The "keepingthe spirit alive" process refmed to the
children's and families' ability to not let aii the roughness of the cancer-symptom
trajectory get the better of them, or more specificallynot letting the cancer destroy their
spirit because indeed the ailing or suffkrhg body couid niminish the spirit, The spirit was
vital to a state of being or existing in the world. The spirit was represented by the

following characterîstics: a particular mind-set, a force within or the need to persevere, a
passion or wonder for living, and a need to feel connected. It was the very essence that
kept the children and families continuing on in lïfe, and as well, in the face of death.
The second theory, Children's and Families' Lived Experïence of Childhood
Cancer-Symptoms, depicts the lived experience of cancer in relation to the changing
personal meanings that children and families assigned to the cancer-syrnptom
experiences. Spptoms were not viewed as single events or states devoid of any context,

but instead viewed as experiences affected by the context in which they occurred and how
the experiences made children and families feel. The persona1 meanings children and

families assigned to the symptom experiences had a major impact on how they
experienced cancer. The symptom experiences served as a source of knowledge for
children and their families, and affected the children's sense of self which in turn affected
other individual farnily members and the family unit's sense of self.
Two core categories form the foundation of the second substantive theory: (1)

Personal meanings of the cancer-symptom experiences; and (2) Passage through the
transition periods. Tersonal meaaings" which emerged as the basis psychosocial
phenornenon refer to the meanhgs children and families assigned to the cancer-symptoms
as they were experienced within a particdar context Eight personal meanings emerged as

follows: (L) 1have a sick stomach...1 feel sick, 1feel bad; (2) 1feel yucky..I feel r e d y
sick, 1 feel really bad; (3) 1am sore...boy, my body hurts; (4) 1 am cranky...1am not

myself; (5) I am just experiencing an everyday thing...I am just a Little sick; (6) 1feel
wiped out...my body is just too tired for me to care; (7) 1am scared...1 don? h o w what is

going to happen to me; and (8) I am hurting...my heart is sad. "Passage through the
transition penods" emerged as the basis psychosocial process. It refers to the changing
nature of the children's and families' use of the "keeping the spint alive" strategies and
the subsequent way of being in the world as represented by transition periods. Overall,

this core category constitutes seven transition perïods or changing states. The changing
states that could be experienced by the chïldren and their families are: (1) It is just the

Au; (2) It is a blur; (3) It hits home; (4) It is not so bad, it is pretty good; (5) It is nasty; (6)
It is "dragsville"; and (7) It is comeback time. Nested within the first substantive theory,
the second theory and its two core categones are discussed in relation to the basic

psychosocial process of keeping the spirit alive. Recommendations for research,
education, and practice are identified and discussed.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This chapter outlines the purpose and research objectives addressed in this study.
A discussion of the theoretical fiamework and assumptions that guided this study is
provided. Major constructs of the study are defïned. Rationale supporting the study's

theoretical tiamework and research approach is provided. Support for the study and its
significance for improving the quality of life in children with cancer are also briefly
discussed.

Statement of the Problem
Cancer is the leading cause of disease-related death among children. However,

many childhood malignancies once regarded as fatal are now curable (Canadian Cancer
Society, 1996; Hockenberry, Coody, & Bennet, 1990; Kazak & Nachman, 1991;Vami &

Katz, 1987; Woodgate & McClement, 1998). Today, fewer children are dying fiom
cancer (Faulkner, Peace, & O'Keeffe, 1995). Instead of being viewed as an inevitably
fatal disease, childhood cancer is now considered to be a chronic, Me-threatening illness.
SuMval into adulthood is possible for many children since the initiation of

multimodal therapy. Such therapy is not without its costs. The aggressiveness of
treatment is associated with many adverse effects or consequences not only for the
children, but for the entire family unit (Eiser, Havemians, & Eiser, 1995). Moreover, due
to recent advances in cancer treatment, children and their families experience and must

deal with an extension of the period of uncertainty regarding the outcome of treatment, be

it restoration of heaith or eventual death (Martinson, Giiliss, Colaizzo, Freeman, &

Bossert, 1990). Hospitalization, surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, remissions,
relapses, and the fear of death are ail part of the childhood cancer experience which may
contribute to the symptom experiences of children. Symptoms including pain, sleep
disturbances, fatigue, nausea, constipation, atlxiety?and poor outiook are just some of the
symptoms associated with cancer (Hogan, 1997). Late effects of cancer treatment may
also ensue such as chronic fatigue, impaired inteliectual functi~ning~
and limitations in
physical activity (Eiser, 1990, 1994; Maheq 1982; Van Dongen-Melman & SandersWoudstra, 1986; Varni & Katz, 1987). The short- and long-term illness and treatment
symptoms effects c m derail the emotionai, cognitive, social, and physical development of
children (Eiser, 1994; Simms, 1995; Whyte & Smith, 1997). Changes in children's bodies
fkom the effects of cancer and its treatment may affect their sense of self (Ritchie, 1992).
The lengthy and rigorous cancer treatment r e m e n may take its toll on other
family members including the children' s parents and siblings (Ross-Alaoimolki, Heinzer,
Howard, & Marszal, 1995). Uncontrolled symptoms especially can negatively impact on

families, and lead to increased uncertaiaty, impaired quality of life, confusion, decreased
energy, caregiver burden, despair, compromised survivorship, and complicated
bereavement (Hinds, 1990; Hogan, 1997). increased symptom distress can escalate the
anguish or sufferhg experienced by families. Moreover, the meanings that family
members assign to the symptom experiences may fùrther perpetuate the perception bat
cancer is a disease always associated with great physicd suffering (Hogan, 1997). The
family's hctioning and sense of self will be af3kcted; indeed, the family unit as a whole

may change due to treatment- and cancer-related symptoms.
Symptom control is defined as the degree to which the severïty of the adverse
effects of cancer and its therapy for children are contained. It is assumecl to have an effect
on children's and families' quality of life by helping them experience Life that is not al1
unknown and strange, unpredictable, and threatening (Hinds, 1990). Control of
symptoms is thought to facîlîtate a retum to familiar precancer activities, andor a
willingaess to experience new activities (Hinds, 1990). In order to improve symptom
control, there is a need through research to gain a sound knowledge base of symptom
experiences in children with cancer.
Increased research has been directed toward the study of symptom experiences in
children with cancer over the last two decades. However, this work is narrow in its focus
for three reasons. Fîrst, pain and most notably procedural pain, is the cancer-symptom
experience given most research attention. Although the literature acknowledges that
children with cancer will experience an array of symptoms, systematic study of these
multiple symptoms throughout the complete cancer iiiness trajectory is lacking. Secondly,
the study of symptom experiences has been fiamed mainly within the biomedical and

quantitative paradigm.Understanding how children and families interpret and respond to
cancer-symptom experiences by adopting a qualitative meaning-centred approach has
received minimal attention (Woodgate & McCIement, 1998). Nonetheless, how children

and their families respond and cope with ilùiess wiii be affited by their appraisd of the
meaning of the illness experience (Brett & Davies, 1988). Thirdly, there is limited
research describing what it is like for parents and sïblings to respond to and care for

children experiencing cancer symptoms. The effect of the children's symptom
expenences on parents and siblings has not been detailed. Considering that the whole
family is affectecl by the cancer experience (Faulkner et al., 1995)' understanding the
cancer-symptom trajectory fiom the perspectives of all family members is warranted.
Families' social and cuitwal ewironments must be taken into account. Understanding
how the symptom course changes throughout the cancer illness trajectory and what affect
this has on children and their families within a particuiar context will add to an

understanding of symptom expaïences and control in children with cancer.
Purpose of the Study
The overall purpose of this study was to explore and describe the childhood

cancer-symptom course as interpreted and experienced by children and their families
throughout the illness trajectory. An interpretive qualitative research design fiamed
within the naturalistic paradigm was adopted to address the purpose of the study. The

researcher sought to look deeply into the experience of the pediatric cancer-symptom
experience from the perspectives of children and families in order to interpret and
understand the personal meanings and responses that children and families constmct
around living day-to-day with symptoms throughout the childhood cancer trajectory. The
specific research objectives of the study were:
(1)

To interpret and understand the meanings children with cancer assign to their
symptom experiences;

(2)

To interpret and understand the meanings families (parents and siblhgs) assign to
symptom experiences of a family member diagnoseci with cancer (i.e.,the child

with cancer);

To interpret and understand how children with cancer respond to th& symptom
experiences;
To interpret and understand how families (parents and siblings) respond to
symptom experiences of a f d y member diagnosed mth cancer (i-e., the child
with cancer);

To interpret and understand how symptom experiences affect the sense of self in
children with canca, and
To interpret and understand how symptom experiences of children with cancer
affect the family unit's and individual famiiy members' sense of self.
Theoretical Framework
The study was guided by the philosophy of interpretive interactionism.
Understanding human lived experiences such as childhood cancer-symptom experiences,
involves the study of the mutual construction of intersubjectivity among Living, thinkùig,
feeling, and acting individuals, as well as the interpretation of syrnbolic and interactional

expressions of individuals' meaningful, tuming point experiences (Denzin, 1989; Pms,
1996). Accordingly, adopting the philosophy of interpretive interactionism to guide this

study was appropriate as interpretive interactionism supports the study of meaning as
meaning that is grounded in the Lives of individuals such as children with cancer and their

families @ e h , 1984). The philosophy of interpretive ïnteractionism afforded the
researcher the opportunity to study the huma.Iived experience of children with cancer
and their families as it was experienced and grounded in their meanings, interpretations,

activities, and interactions.
Two perspectives that support the interpretive tradition are the theory of symbolic
interactionism and the pragmatic-emotional theory of meaning or hermeneutic-exnotional
theory of interpretation. The principles fkom both these theories were integral to
understanding children's cancer-symptom experiences and therefore, are £ûrther
discussed. With respect to the principles of symbolic interactionism, the focus is on the
cognitive components of expressive meaning (Denzin, 1984). Drawing on the work of
Mead and Blumer, symbolic interactionism envisions symbolic interaction as the study of

ways in which people make sense oftheir life-situations and the ways in which they go
about their activities, in concert with otbers on a daily basis (Prus, 1996). Significant to
symbolic interactionism is the premise that individuals Live in a world of meanings. That
is, individuals respond to situations or objects on the grounds of the meanings they

attnbute to such things (Blumer, 1969). Individuals do not solely respond to events, but to
the meaning those events have for them (HimeIfarb & Richardson, 1982) as was the case
for the children and the families who participated in the study. The meanings held by
them were products of social interaction and context-bound. A s s i g a g meanings to
cancer-related events, most notably symptom experiences, was a continuous interpretive
process for the children and their families, and was reflected in the various transition
periods that they families lived through and experienced. In fact, participants in iris study
engaged in an interna1 dialogue, which according to Himelfarb and Richardson (1982)
involves individuals formulahg their own symbols and i d e n t i w g what is meaningful to

them. Moreover, the children and their families not only developed ways of viewing and

acting toward each other and other objects, but they dso directed, monitored, assesseci,
and adjusted their own behaviors over time This is consistent with Pms' (1996) assertion

that self-reflective beings make self-statements and evaluaîions.
In order to avoid an overly rationaiized view of the children's cancer symptom
experiences, the symbolic interactionkm perspective was balanced by Denzin's (1984)
pragmatic-emotional theory of meaning or hermeneutic-exnotional theory of
interpretation. According to this theory, selEfeelings lie at the core of the meanings
conveyed on objects; that is, the self or the feeling subject is at the centre of the process
that confers meaning on social subjects (Demin, 1984). Self-feelings mise out of self-

interactions that individuals direct toward themselves and out of interaction with others.
"Emotional understanding moves dong emotional lines as ernotionality, self-feelings, and
shared experience enter into the interactional-interpretive process" (Demin, 1989, p. 121).
Meaning fiom this perspective has a dual orientation: "in the interaction process and in
the feelings and thoughts of the interpretive subject" @enzin, 1984, p. 264). The

pragmatic theory of emotional meaning achowledges that the rneaning a person confers
on an event expresses somethùig in the individual's Stream of consciousness that is a
feeling or a thought (Denzin, 1984).

Whereas cognitive Iiiterpretations and understandings laid bare the essential

meanings of the cancer-symptom phenomenon, emotionality provided the conditions for a
deep, authentic understanding of the children's and families' expenences. However, one
must acknowledge that the two types of meanings were intertwined and could not be
easily separated. Indeed, both Baumann (1996) and Denzin (1984) reinforcd that in

practice, it is difficult and artificial to separate these two forms of understanding that are

not always so easily distinguished. Cognitions are thought through the cover of feelings,
whereas feelings are felt and thought through the £ilterof cognition (Demin, 1984).
Moreover, feeling and thinling are not andytically separateci fiom the perceptions of
individuals (Baurnann, 1996). Accordingly, throughout the study the hvestigator
assumed that the perceptions of participants constituted interactions of their feehgs and
thoughts,

Interpretive interactionism afforded the researcher the opportunity to seek new
insights into understanding the children's and families' experiences with cancer and led
to mode1 development which is in keeping with the factor-searching nature of the study's

design. By attending to the voices, emotions, thoughts, and actions of children anci their

families, the researcher was able to explore how children and their families were guided
by the cognitive and emotional meanings that they assignai to their cancer experiences,
and how the experience of cancer changed and shaped the meanings they gave to
themselves and their personal Lives. Understanding the changes that took place was
critical because as van den Berg (1966) noted, the beginning of a serious illness is a halt;
that is, "normal" life changes and a life that is new and unknown to the il1 person and

farnily takes its place. nlness may result in individuals experiencing bbepiphanies"or
turning point experiences. "Epiphanies" are interactional moments that can either leave
positive or negative impressions on people's tives (Denzin, 1989). For the children and
farnilies in this study, it was the cancer experience itself and cancer-related events that
resulted in changing impressions.
8

The children and their families experienced many events reIated to the cancer
experience that had an affect on their thoughts, feelings, and responses to subsequent
events or interactions as describecl in detail in the findings (refer to Chapters N, V,and
VI). Events related to the children's symptom experiences greatly shaped the children's
and families' assigned meanings. The belief that symptoms may represent the meanings

illness has for the involved person (Tishelman, Taube, & Sachs, 1991) was supported in
this study. Additionally, because meanings are bound within a relationship that includes
the sick person's family (Kleinmao, l988), the family's perception and responses were
considered significant. 1den-g

the types of roles children and their families adopted in

managing the cancer, supported the major assumptions of the study's k e w o r k . How
symptom experiences had come to be perceived and valued by participants affect4 how
they responded to such events as symptom expression, care practices, and coping
responses. Understanding behavior by establishing its meaninghl context was necessary

and in accordance with the philosophy of interpretive interactionism.
Integral to adopting the philosophy of interpretive interactionisrn is ùiterpreting
how the sense of self cm be affected by assigned meanings. An illness such as cancer can

especially lead to a disturbed assimilation of the body and the self in which the

individual's body may become foreign to him or her (van den Berg, 1966). This shidy
revealed that chïldren's and their families' self-definitions were ongoing and dynamic in
relation to the changing context of the symptom experiences. Examining the self and
meaning as processes was necessary and in keeping with the philosophy of interpretive
interactionism (Charmaz, 1990, 1991;Denzin, 1989).

Support for the Stiidy's Theoreticai Framework and Research Approach
Approaching the study of symptom experiences in children with cancer fkom a
interpretive, natudistic paradigm was considered warranted since understanding the
experience of cancer has to date been grounded in a biomedical, positivist theory of
Ianguage. A biomedical, empincist perspective conceives diseases such as cancer as
universal biological or psychophysiological entities that result in physiological and
behavioral abnorrnalities or alterations in biological structure or fiinctionùig (Good &
Good, 1982; Kleinman, 1988). The primary interpretative strategy used by the
practitioner is to lin.cornplaints to mderlying processes and ultimately to a specific
disease entity by means of clùùcal, laboratory or psychometric procedures (Good &
Good, 1982). The goal is diagnosis and explanation as opposed to understanding (Good
& Good, 1981). To that end, the practitioner recasts the ilhess in terms of theories of

disorders and reconfigures the patient's and family's illness problems as narrow technical
issues and disease problems (Kleinrnan, 1988). White serving a purpose, the biomedical
approach is lacking as it disregards the meanings individuals assign to their illness; the

cultural form of a patientYsdiscourse is disregarded.
Although the psychosocial difficuities associated with severe disease have been
well documented, a discussion of the actual meaning of changes in patients lives has

rarely been presented because of a reliance on the positivist approach. For example,
Mathieson and Stam (1995) noted that the research focus of adult cancer experiences has
been on the traditional measures of psychosocial sequelae to assess the "impact" of the
disease as well the adjustment of the patient. Understanding has been guided by both the

medical model and cognitive adaptation model. Accessing knowledge in relation to the
classification of patients accordhg to their emotional reactions and their adjustment to

their threatening situations through cognitive activities has been the goal of these models.
However, ''missing is a description of Living with cancer which simultaneously accounts
for the individual's experience of m e s s as well as the organization of a patient's social
world and its location in a medical system" (Mathieson & Stam, 1995, p.286).
Similarly, the focus of childhood cancer research has been on identiwg
psychosocial problems or the presence ofmaladjustment; that is, research has been
deficit-centred (Eiser, 1990, 1994)-The use of quantitative methods including
psychometric scales has been the choice ofmethodology in studying children's cancer
experiences. Such methods seek to compare children with cancer to 'Lhealthy" children.
This is problematic because the tools used to assess fiuictioning in children with cancer
have mainly been developed for "healthy" children, and therefore may not be valid for
children with cancer. While cornparisons may be elicited, the understanding of the illness

experience fiom the children and their families does not emerge fkom such research.
Likewise, the predominant theoretical Famework applied in understanding
symptoms has been the strict biomedical clinical model or the empiricist, positivist
perspective. Although withia the last two decades pediatric researchers have recognized
that certain symptoms, most notably pain, may be viewed as a complex interplay of the
biological, cognitive-developmental, situational, and that certain variables including age,
gender, parental anxiety and support, and coping behaviors of children have an affect on

pain-related distress in children with cancer (Broome, Bates, Liliis, & McGahee, 1990;

Dahlquist, Power, Cox, & Fernbach, 1994; Jay, OzoLins, Elliot, & Caldwell, 1983; Katz,
KeIlerman, & Siegel, 1980; LeBaron & Zeltzer, 1984; Weekes, Kagan, James, & Seboni,
1993; Weekes & Savedra, 1988), for the most part symptoms are still viewed or m e d in

a reductionist mamer. For example, the study of nausea and vomiting in children with
cancer is ofien approached by counting the number of times the child vornits; ignored are
the meanings children assign to such experiences. Symptom experiences are reduced to

an elaborate broadcasting system of signals, rather than being viewed as being shaped
both by the individual and their particular socio-cultural context; sensations that can be
rationally and objectively measwed become the focus (Bendelow & Williams, 1995)This emphasis on studying symptoms solely within a quantitative reductionist, medicoscientific h e w o r k has led to a limited understanding of children's expenences with
symptoms.
Additionally, symptoms are o

h categorized into two distinct groups, physical

symptoms (e-g., emesis) and psychosocial or psychological symptoms (depression)
(Simms, 1995; Varni & Katz, 1987). These categorizations may result in researchers
labelhg certain symptoms as more relevant than others, resulting in a hierarchical
layering of symptoms depending on one's perspective. Yet all symptoms are important

and must be considered fiom the patient's perspective.
Recognizing there are Limitations to the biomedical clinical mode1 or positivist
perspective, researchers are now advocating alternative paradigms such as sociological
and phenomenological approaches to studying iIlness experiences in children. Alternative

approaches would enhance existing bodies of knowledge and help to reclaim symptoms

from the dominant scientifïc paradigm (Bendelow & Williams, 1995); interpretive, nonpositivist approaches would aid in capturing the meaningful experience of the illness
reality of the sufferer. This is critical considering illness is embodied in a particular life

trajectory, soaking up personal and social significance nom the world of the ill individuai
(Kleinman, 1988). Each time the cycle of symptoms begins, the individual may lose faith
in the dependability and adaptability of basic bodily processes that are necessary for our
general sense of well-being (Kleinman, 1988). IUness brings with it threats to daily

activities, special occasions, career, relationships, and perhaps most distressingly, selfesteem (Neinman, 1988). To understand the illness reality of the sufferer, researchers
and practitioners need to adopt a meaning-centred approach (Good & Good, 1981); this
will enable them to dialectically explore the relationship between symptoms (text) and
semantic network (context). Instead of being concerned solely with intervening in the
somatic disease process, the goal is to treat the patient's experience in order to bring to
understanding hidden aspects of illness reality and to transfomi that reality (Good &
Good, 1981). A meaning-centred or interpretive approach to understanding iliness and its
syrnptoms recognizes al1 clinical encounters to be fiindamentally hermeneutic or
interpretive (Good & Good, 198 1). Accordingly, an interpretive, non-positivist
fiamework and research approach was seen to be necessary to the study of children's
cancer experiences. This allowed the researcher to view symptoms such as pain as
everyday experiences linking the subjective sense of self to the perceived "objective"
reality of the world and other people (Bendelow & Williams, 1995).

Theoretical Assumptions Underlying the Study

Ansing fiom and in accordance with the philosophy of interpretive interactionism,
severai key major theoretical assumptions were acknowledged and emphasized in this
study:
Cancer affects the whole human being (Bertero, 1996);
Children's symptoms experiences need to be considered in the context of the
family because the family is integral to the expression of symptoms by children

(Woodgate & Kristjanson, l996a). Meanings are bound within a relationship
(Kleinman, 1988). For the ill child thïs includes the child-parent relationship,
sibling-child relationship, the c h i i d - f d y relationship, and the child himself or
herself;
Havùig a life-threatening illness affects the individual's quality of life and
inauences their e x p k c e of interaction with others and of the care demanded

and given (BerterO, 1996);
Living with cancer is identity-altering; it requires individuals to renegotiate their
identity with others (Mathieson & Stam, 1995);
Meanings of symptoms are "standardized nuths in a local cultural system"
(Kleinman, p.10, 1988). These local truths or meanings contri'bute to one's shared
appreciation of what illness is and what is meant when a person expresses the
illness experience through established patterns of gestures, facial expressions, and
sounds or words. The cultural meanings of illness shape suffering of the
individual and family; and

(6)

Children can be active research participants, able to desmie their thoughts and
feelings especially when appropriate research methods are used (Deatrkk & Faux,

1989; Faux, Walsh, & Deatrick, 1988; Fine & Sandstrom, 1988).

Definition of the Study's Major Constructs
For the purpose of this study, the major co~~~tnicts
were defilneci as foliows:
(1)

Interpretation or "to interpret": Interpretation is the process of setting forth the
meaning of an experience (Denzin, 1989). Interpreiation brings out the meaning

embedded in the text. It creates the conditions for understanding. Interpretation is
a temporal process and is always symbolic'The interpretation of symptoms in the longitudinal course of illness is the
interpretation of a changing system of meanings which are embodied in
the lived experience and which can be understood through the acquisition
of their context of retationships, the nature of their referents, and the
history of how they are experienced" (Weinman, p. 18, 1988).
(2)

Understanding or "to understand": Understnding is the process of grasping what

has been interpreted in a text. It means '%O comprehend, or grasp, the meaning of
an interpreted phenomenon, and may be emotional, cognitive, or both; an
interactional, emotional process, involving shared experience that may produce
spurious or authentic understanding; the goal of interpretation is to build
authentic, shareable understandings of the phenomenon under investigation; also
called verisllnilitude" (Denzin, 1989, p. 145). Both interpretations and
understandings must be conveyed to the reader. Interpretation is the clarification
of meankg; whereas understanding is the process of interpreting, knowing, and
comprehending the meaning that is felt, intended or expressed by another (Deozin,

1984, 1978). interpretation precedes understanding.

(3)

Meanings: Meanings refer to the phenomenological component of children's and
f d y ' s experiences. This includes all symbolic images, feelings, thoughts, and
statements relating to symptom experiences as expressed by children and their
families. W e s s experiences and events such as symptom experiences u s u d y
result in more than one meaning. Meanings may change as changes occur in
situations and relations. Meanings can increase or decrease symptoms, exaggerate
or lessen disability, impede or facilitate treamient ( K l e h a n , 1988). Additionally,

rneanings are lived in that they r e h to the way a person experiences and
understands his or her world as real and meaningful. It is those aspects of an event
or situation as experienced by the person in it that are desmied as lïved rneanings
(van Manen, 1990).
(4)

Symptom experiences: The constnict "symptom" or symptom experiences can be
defined and interpreted in a variety of ways as noted by Tishelman and colleagues
(199 1). One common way of defhing the constnict is fiom a biomedical

perspective in which symptoms are viewed to be phenornena in response to
changes in bodily fünctions that signal a disease or a phase of a disease (Giardino
& Wolf, 1993). This definition is limited in that symptoms are basically seen to be

solely a reflection of the disease process, therefore, not supporting the philosophy
of interpretive interactionism. Moreover, contributing factors to symptoms
experiences such as psychosocial or cultural factors are ignored within a
biomedical perspective. Therefore, Tishelman and colleagues' (199 1) definition

which is more comprehensive and exclusive was adopted for this study. They
defuied symptoms or symptom experiences "as expressions of the reality of the
patient's world, linked to the stresses and experiences of that person, composed of

both cultural and personal rnemhg" (p.230). The experiences may be in relation
to a variety of symptoms such as pain, immobility, fatigue, mood changes, and
anxiety, and result from a variety of cancer- and noncancer-related factors.
Symptoms are the result of multidimensional processes (e-g., physiological,
psychological, cultural) occurring within the context of complex social
transactions, This definition of symptom experîences supports a meaning-centred
approach to understanding children's symptom experiences. Moreover, such a
definîtion circumvents the problem of the Cartesian mind-body split. That is, it
avoids labelhg some symptoms as physical symptoms or sensory events (e-g.,
pain, nausea) and others as psychological reactions (e-g., depression and anxiety)
(Woodgate & McClement, 1998). Instead, al1 symptoms are viewed as
biopsychosocial-cultural phenornena.
(5)

Responses: Responses refer to al1 verbal and non-verbal behaviors that children
and their families could use and used in response to symptorn experiences.
Responses are the idioms of illness. Often idioms help to commuaicate troubles of

any kind. Responses are guided by the meanings individuals assign to their iiiness
experience. Of particular concem for this study were responses related to how
participants coped with symptom experiences as well as their care and cornfort
practices.

(6)

Sense of self: Sense of self refefs to how the individual and families d e h e and
understand the self. This includes ail the considerations that the individual uses to

defhe the self and distinguish the self fkom others (Damon, 1983; Damon & Hart,
1982; Eiser, 1985). The self emerges fkom social interaction; it is a social product
(Kagitçibasi, 1986).

Signiacance of the Study
An understanding of the pediatric cancer-symptom experience tiom the

perspectives of chtldren and their families is still in its infancy. This study provided a
rneans of understanding children' s cancer-symptom trajectones fkom the perspectives of
children and families based upon their feelings, thoughts, and symbolic images. Results
fiom this study provide nurses and other health professionals with a deeper understanding
of the symptom experience in children with cancer. Quaiity of care may be enhanceci for
this population as improved symptom management in children with cancer is conditional

upon a sound knowledge base of pediatric cancer patients' symptoms experiences.
Findings 60m this study provide the foundation for a research program specific to
children's cancer-symptoms experiences and will aid in iÙture research studies such as
the development of valid and diable symptom assessrnent instruments and symptorn

control programs.
Conclusion

The study of pediatric cancer patients' symptom experiences throughout the
illness trajectory was a significant research problem warranting research attention. The
theoretical k e w o r k of interpretive interactionism provided an orienthg perspective

that directed the research process toward a qualitative design which valued children's and

families' perspectives of the cancer syrnptom-iflness trajectory within the context of the
symptom experiences. The next chapter presents background literature which further

c o n h e d support for the research objectives and design.

CHAPTER a
REViEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In this chapter both theoreticai and empiricai literature relating to the research
purpose and questions is reviewed in order to place this study into the context of the
curent knowledge. Specifically, the following areas are reviewed: (1) experiences with
childhood cancer and the iil child's perspective; (2) symptorn experiences in the illness
trajectory of childhood cancer; (3) sense of self in children with cancer; (4) coping
responses in children with cancq (5) family: parents' experiences with childhood cancer;
(6) family: siblings' experiences with childhood canceq (7) sense of self in families of

children with cancer; and (8) health professionais' experiences with childhood cancer-

Experiences with Chiidhood Cancer: The Iil Child's Perspective
Within the last decade there has been greater research interest in examining
children's experiences with cancer fiom the perspectives of the children themselves. This

new ernphasis includes research that explores children's thoughts and feelings about
specific cancer events as well as the total cancer experience. Nonetheless, descriptions of
the cognitive and emotional meanings of children's cancer symptorn experiences are still

in their infancy.
Only a few concepts or constructs have received research attention with respect to
how children conceptualize cancer-related events or stressors. One such work is Aamodt
and colleagues' study which focused exclusively on the meanings children (7- 17 years)

assigneci to treatment-related hair loss (Aamodt, Grassl-Herwehe, Farrell, & Hutter,

1984). Distress was evident in the children's expressed feelings of sadness, anger,
hopelessness, and embarrassment. Multiple domains of cognitive and affective meanings
related to hair loss were developed, but due to the small sample size (n=8) it was
impossible to make any conclusions pertaining to developmental diffaences.
Another study focused on the construct of health fiom the perspectives of
adolescents diagnosed with cancer (Hama & Jacobs, 1993). Findings were similar to
studies involving "healthy" peers in that the adolescents with cancer, like their '%ealthy"
peers, related health to being active, haWig abilities, being normal, having a good
physical appearance, and feeling good. Adolescents with cancer, however, also perceived
health to mean growing and having a future. Further research is warranted that illustrates
the similarities and differences in the meanïng of health held by adolescents with and
without cancer.

Surprisingly, even though research has revealed that the pain due to procedural

and treatment aspects of cancer is viewed to be the worst part of the cancer experience by
children (> 9 years) (Claflin & Barbarin, 1991;Enskiir, Carlsson, Golsiiter, & Hamrin,
1997a; Weekes & Savedra, 1988) and that adolescent cancer sunivors view pain to be

analogous to cancer (Fowler-Kerry, 1990), no study has been undertaken specifically

e x a . ghow children of varying ages conceptualize pain. However, one descriptiveexploratory study examining children's experiences with leukemia revealed that children
with cancer not only conceptualized pain as something physical, but also something

emotional (Ross, 1989). The children (5- 12 years) noted that there were many sources of
pain experienced during the cancer trajectory, including pain fkom treatment and pain

related to the children's expressed concem for the hardships the disease caused for their
families. Children summed up that there were 'hiany things about ALL (acute
lymphoblastic leukemia) that hurt a lot, not just the needles and medicine and stuff."
These fïndings lend support to the notion that experience influences concept formation in

children. In contra* studies examlliing healthy children's conceptualization of pain
revealed that only children in the formal operational stage include both psychological and
physical elements in their dennitions of pain (G&y

& Dunne, 1986, 1987).

The only other construct examined in relation to children's cancer experiences, is
the constnict of death. Two classic works lend support to the assumption that experience

may play a role in cbildren's understanding of death. These studies found that preschool
and school-age children with cancer were aware of the possibiliîy of dying even when
adults did not discuss this with them (Bluebond-Langner, 1978; Waechter, Crittenden,
Mikkelsen, & Holaday, 1986). Bluebond-Langner (1978) was among the first to suggest
that preschool and school-age children with a iife-threatening illness such as cancer, have
a more mature concept of death than healthy cMdren of the same age. Her study revealed

that age and intellectual ability were not related to the speed or completeness with which
children gained an understanding of the factual information about their illness. Some
three- and four-year-01 children of average intelligence knew more about their prognosis

than some nine-year-old children, who were still in their £kt remission, had fewer c h i c
visits, and hence less experience.
Except for the minimai focus on death, health?and haïr loss, no other studies have
been undertaken examining how children concephialize certain cancer concepts or events.

This is of great concern, given that some findings suggest that adolescents with cancer
have limited knowledge of the cancer experïence(Jarnison, Lewis, & Burish, 1986;
Kvist, Rajantie, Kvist, & Siimes, 1991). Research to understand how children with cancer
process information about their iliness and how information processing helps or hinders
them to deal with theu illness is warranted.
Research has revealed, however, that children with cancer struggle with the

question of why they got cancer. That is, thoughts of "why me?" are frequently
expressed by children, especially older children and adolescents newly diagnoseci with
cancer (Aamodt et al., 1984; Bearison, 1991; Claflin & Barbarin, 1991; Ensk5.ret al.,
1997a; Greenberg & Meadows, 1991). Thoughts of "why me?" may be attempts by
children to understand and make sense of events, therefore, belping them to deal with
their cancer diagnosis. Research fïndings also suggest that children and adolescents with

cancer tend to have more positive views about their own chances of recovery in
cornparison to parents and health professionals (Mulhern, Crisco, & Camitta, L98 1). In
fact, Hinds and Martin (1988) reported that in order to maintain hope, adolescents

needed to possess a comforting or life-sustaining, reality-based belief that a positive
fiiture existed for them.

There are few studies examining causal attributions of cancer in chiIdren with
cancer. One study examining children's (4- 19 years) and parents' causal attributions of
cancer revealed that about half the children (n=30) reported casual attributions which was
slightly less than their parents (Bearison, Sadow, Granowetter, & Winkel, 1993). The
children also made more extemai versus interna1 types of attnbutions in cornparison to

their parents. Children who made external attniutions were also found to cope better than
children who did not make this kind of attribution, The authors concluded that children
made more external attributions in order to maintain their self-esteem. This finding is in
keeping with general causal attribution theory which assumes that positive achievements

are attributed to interna1 factors and negative events to external factors. However,
considering the mal1 sample size (n=30), Bearison and colleaguesY(l993)fkdings
should be viewed tentatîvely. Other research revealing that adolescents with cancer had
higher extemal health locus of control scores than healthy peers (lamison et al., 1986;
Kellerman, Zeltzer, Eilenberg, Dash, & Rigler, 1980) and generally felt low responsibility
for the cause of theV cancer (Tebbi, Zevon, Richards, & Cummings, 1989), lends support
for causal attribution theory. Ross (1989) also reported that in school-age children with
cancer, there was absence of self-attriiution. Even preschool children with cancer were
reported to reject immanent justice (the belief that negative consequences automatically
result fkom misbehavior), both in themselves and in others (Springer, 1994). This finding
contradicts the assumption that younger and less cognitively mature children may exhibit

more self-blame for the etiology of illness (Springer, 1994).
In addition to the limited research groundùig related to children's thoughts about
their cancer experiences, the focus of study on children's feelings during the cancer

experience has also received minimal attention. Research has demonstrated that children
experience a multitude of feelings including fear, sadness, anxiety, anger, and loneliness

in relation to hair loss and other treatment side effects, chemotherapy, thoughts of relapse
and death, and concerns about school and relationships (Aamodt et al., 1984; Byme,

Stockwell, & Gudelis, 1984; Dolgin, Katz, Zeltzer, & Landsverk, 1989; EnskZr et al.,
1997a; EnskZr, Carlsson, Golsater, Hamrin, & Kreuger, 1997b; Hockenberry-Eaton,
ManteuEel, & Bottomley, 1997; Kashani & Hakami, 1982; Knilik, 1987; Munet-Vilar6
& Vessey, 1990; Novakovic, Fears, Wexler, et al., 1996; Rudin, Martinson, & Gillis,

1988; Smith, Ostroff, Tan, & Lesko, 1991). However, lacking are detailed descriptions of
children's emotional experiences over the course of the cancer illness trajectory.
Moreover, how these emotions guide children through the illness trajectory has not been
described.
One notable exception is Hinds and Martin's (198 8) grounded theory study that
explored adolescents' perceptions of how they achieved hopefiilness during their cancer
experience. The fïndings revealed that strivïng for a feeling of hopefulness involved
adolescents moving through a series of stages where they learned to deal with their
negative and uncornfortable thoughts and feelings. Social and cognitive factors were
involved in regulating and evaluatîng emotional experiences. Although having a feeling
of hope was important in dealing with the cancer experience and supports previous
research (Aarnodt et al., 1984; Novakovic, Fears, Wexler, et al., 1996), it was not enough
to sustain adolescents through the cancer experience. Adolescents additionally needed to

perceive themselves to be resilient, resourceful, and adaptable. Although focusing on the
feeling of hopefulness, Hinds and Mariùi's (1988) study also descriid children's
thoughts and coping responses in relation to achieving hopefùlness which resulted in the
development of a mode1 incorporating adolescents' thoughts, feelings, and coping
responses.

Except for the fïndings that suggest younger children may exhibit more behavioral
distress than older children (Bradlyn, Harris, Ritchey, et al., 1993; Dahlquist, Power, &
Carlson, 1995; Dahlquist et al., 1994; Jacobsen, Manne, Gorfinkle, et al., 1990; Jay et al.,
1983; Katz et al., 1980) and that older children and adolescents may be more likely than

younger children to experience mked emotions as opposed to summanzing their cancer
experiences either one way or another (Claflin & Barbarin, 199 l), developmental trends
have also not been identified. This is a concern considering it is assumed that feelings and
motions change as a h c t i o n ofone's maturity as weU as social experience. Identiwg
the causes and functions of certain feelings in children with cancer, and descriiing how
children express their feelings are areas d i n g îùrther investigation.

In summary, the literature examining experiences with childhood cancer and the
ill child's perspective is limited in its investigation of cognitive and affective meanings

children assign to their cancer experiences. Most notable is the lack of research

examïning: (1) how children conceptualize the construct of cancer, and cancer-related
events (e-g., pain, death); (2) children's causal atcniutions of cancer; (3) how children

acquire beliefs about their illness experiences; and (4) mediators of children's meanings.
Additionally, most of the studies are cross-sectional in nature, rely mainiy on
standardized instruments not developed in the pediatric cancer population, a .rarely
access young children's feelings (toddlers and preschoolers). These approaches lunit our
understanding of children's thoughts and feelings related to their cancer experiences, and
preclude a more comprehensive understanding of children's cancer-symptom
experiences and cancer experiences in general.

Symptom Experiences in the m e s s Trajectory of Childhood Cancer

The litaahire points to three main areas of study in pediaûic cancer symptom
research: (1) procedural-related pain; (2) treatment-related nausea and vomiting; and (3)
"psychosocial" symptoms relating to the adjustment of cancer. In the area of proceduralrelated pain, the primary emphasis has been on measiiring andior decreasing the degree

of distress (i-e., pain and anxiety) in children who undergo medical procedures (e-g. bone
marrow aspirations or lumbar punctures) (Adams, 1990; Bradlyn, Harris, Ritchey, et al.,
1993; Jay, Elliot, Katz, & Siegel, 1987; Jay et al., 1983; Katz et al., 1980; Reeb & Bush,
1996). This is a legitimate research area given that children find procedural and

investigational aspects of cancer treatment to be worse than the disease itself (Weekes et

al., 1993; Weekes & Savedra, 1988; Ross, 1989; Zeltzer, Kellerman, Eilenberg, Dash, &
Rigler, 1980). To date, most hdings suggest a significant relationship between age and
quantity and type of distress-related behavior with younger children exhibithg more

distress-related behavior in response to painful behaviors and that children exhibit l e s
distress who received behavioral preparation compared to those received routine
preparation(Adams, 1990; Bradlyn et al., 1993; Jay et al., 1987; Jay et al., 1983; Katz et

al, 1980; Reeb & Bush, 1996).
More recent studies that have, in addition to proxy reporting of children's
behavion included children's self-ratings of their pain and anxiety, revealed that distress
behaviors did not correlate with the children's self-reports (LeBaron & Zeltzer, 1984;
West, Oakes, Hinds, et al., 1994). This suggests that kdings ftom earlier studies may be

related to diffaences in measurernent methods rather than true differences in distress-

related expressions a m s s age categories in children with cancer. In fact, some of the
behaviors defined to be an expression of distress, were identined as a form of coping for
some children (LeBaron & Zeltzer, 1984). An idiom of distress that may be a sign of
maladaptive behavior for one individual, may be a form of coping for another individual
(Nichter, 1981). From the perspective of the patient, such behavior may be considered
reasonably adaptive (Brody, 1987; Woodgate & McClement, 1998). Data also obtained
through patient self-reports revealed no differences between the various age groups,
suggesting that younger and older children may experience similar amounts of distress.
This reinforces the need to access children's thoughts and feelings (i.e., the meanings they
assign to their symptom experiences).
Another area of investigation involves examining the effects of parental presence

on children's responses to painful procedures (Blount, Corbin, Sturges, et al., 1989;
Blount, Landolf-Fntsche, Powers, & Sturges, 1991; Manne, Bakernan, Jacobsen,
Gorfinkle, Bernstein, & Redd, 1992; Naber, Halstead, Broome, & Rehwaldt, 1995).
Naber and colleagues' study (1995) was especially detailed with respect to
communication patterns between parent, child, and health care professionals. The
findings revealed that attention by a parent to the child was shown to reduce a child's
distress. However, the type of communication between the child, parent, and health
professional was significant. 'Talkuig with the child," as opposed to '?aiking to the child"
was identified as the most child-centred pattern of communication.

Research focusing on pain other than procedural-related pain has been limited.
Only a few studies have been undertaken that explore the incidence of cancer- and

treatment-related pain. Miser and colleagues (Miser, Dothage, Wesley, & Miser, 1987;
Miser; McCalla, Dothage, Wesley, & Miser, 1987) conducted two surveys, one focusing

-

on the prevalence of pain in pediatric and young adult cancer population (6 months 24

years of age) and the other exarnining the prevalence of pain as a presenting symptom in
children and young adults newly diagnosed. In the first study, therapy or treatment-related
pain predominated in both inpatients and outpatients. Treatment-related pain in relation to
mucositis, radiation dennatitis, abdominal pain fiom protracted vomiting, postoperative
state, prolonged pst-lumbar puncture headache, and neuropathy predominated in
children. Only one-third of the pain experienced by inpatients and less than 20% of the
pain experienced by outpatients was due to the cancer tumor. Tumor pain was primarily
due to bony invasion. For children, only one third of the inpatient population and one fiRh

of the outpatient population experienced tumor-related pain. With pain as a presenting
symptom, 72 of the 92 patients experienced pain prior to diagnosis. Howwer, following
the initiation of cancer treatment there was a short duration of pain (median = 10 days),
M e r reinforcing the finding that treatment-related pain is more prevalent than tumorrelated pain in children once cancer therapy has begun. Sirnilar findings were reported by
Elliot and colleagues (199 1) in that there was a predominance of treatment-related rather
than cancer-related pain reported in children. In contras%tumor-related pain is reported to

be more common in adults (Elliot et al., 1991).
h o t h e r study that was qualitative and more detailed in nature, focused on the
fiequency and type of pain as well as treatment of pain in children away fkom the hospital
(Bossert, Van Cleve, & Savedra, 1996). Perspectives of children (4-16 years) with cancer

and their parents were accessed for this study. Findings revealed that children experienced
pain in a number of locations, most fiequently the "stomach," joints, legs, and back.
Chemotherapy was the source of pain most fkquently identifïed. The onset of
chemotherapy-associated pain occurred between three days and one month after the
treabnent with the temporal nature ranging fiom a bnef moment to a few days in length.
The pain that children experience following bone marrow transplants is also now

being studied. In a descriptive study that interviewed children (5-17 years old) four times,
on the day of transplant and then at weekIy intervals, revealed that each child over time
experienced variability of pain with respect to location and factors that reiieved pain
(Pederson, Parran, & Harbaugh, 2000). More importantly, most children reported low

and medium levels of pain most of the time pst-transplant Such findings suggest that all
types of cancer- and treatment-related pain require more in-depth study. A
comprehensive understanding of children's cancer pain experiences will lead to painrelief strategies that are more comprehensive and specific to the particular pain source.
The focus of the second area of research examinùig treatment-related nausea and
vomiting. This is an important area of study considering research has revealed that
adolescents with cancer viewed treatment as impacting their lives more negatively than
the disease itself (Zeltzer et al., 1980). With respect to treatment-related nausea and

vomiting, researchers have primarily been concemed with comparing the side effeçts of
different chemotherapy agents and evaluating the efficacy of anti-emetic agents andor
nonphannacological measures (e.g., hypnosis) to reduce nausea and vomiting (Cotanch,
Hockenberry, & Herxnan, 1985; Jacknow, Tschann, Linlc, & Boyce, 1994; LeBaron,

Zeltzer, LeBaron, Scott, & Zeltzer, 1988; Relling, Mulhern, Faiclough, Baker, & Pui,

1993; van Hoff, Hockenberry-Eaton, Pattemon, & Hutter, 1991; Zeltzer, Dolgin, Le
Baron, & LeBaron, 1991).
In addition to evaluating the efficacy of anti-emetic agents and/or
nonpharmacological measures, researchers have focused on evaluating nausea and
vomiting in children with cancer. Most notable is the work by LeBaron, Zeltzer, and
colleagues (1988) who undertook a series of assessment and intervention studies focusing
on nausea and vomiting. One of their studies investigated whether or not children (5-1 8
years old) could use a self-report rating scale to quanti@ somatic symptoms (i.e., nausea
and vomiting) in a series of vignettes. A distinct feature of this work was that the
researchers asked the children to rate the amount of tune they felt the child in the
vignettes spent having nausea and vomiting, as well as the extent to which the child was
"bothered" by the symptoms (Le., subjective distress). A 0-10 Likert scale was used by
the children to rate amount of time and "bother," Six faces of children showing increasing
amounts of distress were also placed as sign posts dong the "Bother" scale. Findings
demonstrated that healthy children as well as children with cancer as young as 5 years of
age were able to understand and use a rating scale. As well, no significant differences

were found between the children's and adults' ratings. Findings also showed that for the
pairs of vignettes indicating the same time periods, vomiting was consistently rated as
occurring for a longer duration and producing more bother than nausea. The researchers
concluded that highly distressing symptoms (i.e., symptoms that bother the individual
more), may be perceived as occurring for a longer duration than less distressing

symptoms. Although the children's abilities to rate their own symptoms were not assessed
in this study, these findings demonstrate that children as yomg as 5 years of age couid
understand and utilize a numerical rating scale. Since then LeBaron, Zeltzer, and
colleagues have conducted studies in which children with cancer rate the severity and
distress of their own nausea and vomiting lending fiirther support that children have
abilities to use self-report scales (LeBaron et al., 1988; Zeltzer et al., 1991).
Based on the work of LeBaron, Zeltzer and colleagues (1988), Tyc and
colleagues (1993, 1995) also asked children (6- 18 years old) with cancer undergoing
chemotherapy to rate the fiequency and severïty of their nausea and vomiting- The
children's ratings were compared with their parents' ratings. Parmt and child ratings of
fiequency and severity of nausea were signincantly correlated (p<.01), but not for emesis
symptoms. Most important was the fioding that there were highly significant correlations
between diEerent dimensions of the same symptoms (nausea fiequency versus severity

and emesis fiequency versus severity) and between similar dimensions of different
symptoms (nausea versus emesis fiequency and nausea versus emesis severity). The
authors suggested that different estimates of nausea and emesis will be obtained if raters
are asked to rate their symptoms globally rather than separately and without reference to

their descriptive dimensions. This supports the need for more comprehensive self-report
scales that capture the multidimensional aspect of symptoms.
Other researchers such as Cotanch and colleagues (1985) and Jacknow and
colleagues (1994) have included more than one dimension of nausea and vomihg when
attempting to evaluate childreds self-reports of these symptoms. In addition to

rneasuring nausea and vomithg in school-aged children receiving chemotherapy, G a i

and Wright (2000) focused on developing a reliable and valid instrument that d s o
evduated retching in children. In developing the scale, attention was also given to the
children's bother of eating, bother of not playing, bother of having to rest, and bother of

feeling cranky. initial testing reveals that the scale is reliable and has acceptable interna1
consistency, content and face validity, and construct validity @ = 0.05). However, fbrther
development of the scale as noted by Geib and Wright is warranted in order to
demonstrate a more comprehensive understanding of nausea, vomiting, and retching, and
the bother of these symptoms in children of al1 ages and races.

In developing reliable and valid scaies specific to assessing nausea, vomiting, and
retching in children, researchers also need to arrive at a consensus about the conceptual
definitions of the dimensions evaiuated in this area. Caphving children's perspectives of
nausea and vomiting would help to achieve conceptual clarity. To date, however,
pursuing a meaning-centred approach to understanding children's experiences with

nausea and vomiting has not been considered. LeBaron and colleagues (1988), cautioned
that relying solely on the number of vomits and other symptoms (dystonic reactions)

(e-g., see Relling et al., 1993), is inadequate if an understanding of the impact of cancer
treatments on the lives of children and adolescents is to be achieved. They concluded that
determinhg the impact and meaning of these symptoms for children and families needs
to be explored. As well, they suggested that attention must be given to the intluence that

the family has on chiIdren's symptoms.
Although the majority of research has focused on procedural-related pain and

treatment-related nausea and vomiting, researchers are now directing their attention to
other treatment- and cancer-related symptoms. This is important considering in one study
it was noted that children experienced problems related not only to pain, but as well to
other symptoms including fatigue, nausea, vomiting, and feeling il1 (Enskiir et al.,
1997a).
Acknowledging that lïttle is known about the experience of fatigue, researchers
are now seeking to explore the experience of fatigue in children with cancer. Most
notable is the work by Hinds, Hockenberry-Eaton, and colleagues who were the fist to
define and d e s d e fatigue fiom the perspectives of children receiving cancer treatment
(Hïnds & Hockenberry-Eaton, 200 1; Hockenberry-Eaton, Hinds, Alcoser et al., 1998). In
a study that involved twenty-nine children, 7-to-16 years of age, the researchers focused
on amiving at a contextual understanding of fatigue (Hockenberry-Eaton et al., 1998). The
participants took part in eleven focus groups interviews. Codes were developed in
relation to the children's perspectives about the definitions of fatigue, causes of fatigue,
and what helped to relieve the children's fatigue. Findings revealed that although the
younger children (7 - 12 years) provided fewer detailed responses compared to the

adolescent children (13 - 16 years), similarities existed with respect to dl:(1) describing
fatigue in terms of physical and mental symptoms; (2) feeling sad and mad; (3)
experiencing changes in activities; and (4) needing to rest or take more fiequent naps to
relieve their fatigue. These researchers noted that the themes that emerged eom this
study provided the foundation for developing a conceptual mode1 for cancer-related
fatigue in children (Clarke-Steffen, Hockenbersr-Eaton, Hinds, et al., 2001). Future work

including the development of a self-report tool that determines the incidence, defining
characteristics, and intensity of fatigue in children with cancer is planneci by Hinds,
Hockenberry-Eaton, and colleagues.
Work such as Hockenberry-Eaton and colleagues' (1998) study on fatigue point to
the importance of studying all treatment- and cancer-related symptoms in children with
cancer. As well, the relationship between illness and treatment-related spptoms and the
examination of how multiple symptoms are experienced by children is also necessary.
However, minimal research was located that involved pediatric oncology patients rating
multiple symptoms. One such body of work involved a series of pilot studies in which
pre-adolescent and adolescent cancer patients rated their symptoms during their first six
months of chemotherapy using McCorkle and Young's Symptom Distress Scale (SDS)

(Hinds, 1990; Hinds, Quargnenti, & Wentz, 1992; Hinds, Scholes, Gattuso, Riggins, &
Hefker, 1990). Origïnally developed to measure symptom distress in the adult cancer
population (McCorkle & Young, 1987), the SDS dernonstrateci moderate to strong
intemal consistency and pediatric participants found it was easy to use. Interestingly,
findings revealed that symptoms reported to be most distressing by the participants

during the first six months of cancer treatment were 'Yfeling tired," "concern with
appearance," and "ability to get around."
In another study that involved the development of two instruments to measure
children's (7-13 years, n=75) perceptions of cancer stressors and adjustment to cancer
treatments, a variety of symptoms (referred to as stressors by the authors) were assessed
(Hockenberry-Eaton et al., 1997). Items on the Childhood Cancer Stressors Inventory

(CCSI) were related to physical, emotional, and psychological concems such as haïr loss,

pain, and weight change. Items on the Children's Adjustment To Cancer Index (CACI)
included such items relating to children's interactions with school peers, f d y members
and fiiends, participation in school, other activities, and home life, and feelings about
oneself. Findings showed that hair loss (72%), getthg sick fiom treatment (67%),

needing to take medicine at home (70%), experiencing pain fiom treatment (58%)), and
weight changes as the most fkequent stressors. As well, greater than 25% of the
participants felt that the most frequently identified stressors bothered them quite a bit to a

lot. With respect to adjustrnent, the bothersome areas of adjustrnent identified most
frequently included changes in school attendance (43%), physical appearance (53%),
school attendance (43%)' and expected chores around the home (36%).

study found

some relationship between stressors such as symptoms and adjustment, but the children's
rneanings of these stressors or perceptions of cancer experience were not detailed.
Additionally items for both scales were derived from the literature and the p ~ c i p l e
investigator's experience, but were not grounded in the children's experiences. This may

have limited how children could respond to their symptom experiences. Further study of
adolescents' as well as school-age children's abilities to rate multiple symptoms and the
distress caused by al1 treatment and illness-related cancer symptoms is, therefore,
recornmended. I d e n t i w g possible relationships that may exist between varying cancer
symptoms is also warranted such as was demonstrated in a study conducted by GauvinPiquard and colleagues (1987). The findings of their study showed that the intensiw of

pain in hospitalized children with cancer correlated with a depression-lüre reaction

(Gauvain-Piquard, Rodary, Rezvani, & Lemerle, 1987).
The cancer diagnosis may evoke many feelings such as anxiety, fear, helplessness,

depression, uncertainty and hopelesmess (Whyte & Smith, 1997). Adjusting to cancer
may be manifested through a variety of distressing responses (also referred to as
"psychosocial" problems or "psychologicd" symptoms or "psychological distress") such
as anxiousness, loneliness, sadness, depression, and fear (Gobe1 & Donovan, 1987;

Neville, 1996; Van Dongen-Mehan, Pruyn, Van Zanen, & Sanders-Woudstra, 1986;

Van Dongen-Melman, & Sanders-Woudstra, 1986). Accordhgly, the third researçh area
in the study of children's cancer symptoms involves studying children's adjustment to

potential stressors of cancer and the levels of psychological fünctioning or distress
experienced by children (Anholt, Fritz, & Keener, 1993; Bull & Drotar, 1991; Butler,

Rizzi, & Bandilla, 1999; Greenberg, Kazak, & Meadows, 1989; Mulhern, Fairclough,
Douglas, & Smith, 1994; Neville, 1996, t998; Rynard, Chambers, Klinck, & Gray, 2000;

Sanger, Copeland, Davidson, 1991; Van Dongen-Melman et al., 1986; Van DongenMelman, & Sanders-Woudstra, 1986; Varni, Katz, Colegrove, & Dolgin, 1994, 1995).
Such research usually involves children and/or their parents completing standardized
ins-ents

that measure constructs such as adjustment, depression, state and trait

anxiety, and self-concept (e-g., Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children
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STAIC). To date, findings have been conflicting. At best, one could conclude that

children with cancer may be at risk for experiencing increased psychological symptoms,
but having a cancer diagnosis does not parantee maladjustment in children with cancer.
Unfortunately, how one defines psycho social maladjustment appears to have a highly

significant impact on its epidemiology (Butler, Rizzï, & Bandilia, 1999).
Qualitative studies although few in number, have helped to capture children's
cancer expëriences and the distress some have encountered in adjusting to cancer. For
example, Bearison's (199 1) study descriied the phenomenological experiences of
children diagnosed with cancer. Direct quotes fkom the children such as "1 started getting
really sa4 and 1started pulling my haïr out, one bit by bit..."or "It's sad and it's scary,
'cause 1thought that 1was going to lose my leg" or "When 1got sick again, a lot of people
noticed that 1 was depressed a lot. And it's me, 1wasn't as cheery as 1used to be,"
eloquently illustrated some of the feelings that children endured throughout the cancer
experience. In another study it was revealed that children endured other painful
experiences related to cancer (e.g., being called "cancer kid") and that they viewed the
cancer experience itself as being analogous to pain (Fowler-Kerry, 1990). However, to
date understanding the difference between pain and suffering has been minimally
examined in children.

In suwnary, attention to the symptom trajectory in childhood cancer is in its
infmcy. The primary focus in on procedural-related pain or the more obvious side effects
of treatments. However, when cancer pain is focused on and managed in isolation from

other syrnptoms, poor outcornes such as confusion and increased caregiver burden may
result (Hogan, 1997). Accordingly, studying ail syrnptom experiences that may occur

during the various phases of cancer is necessary. This includes symptoms that may h g e r
on in childhood cancer sunivors. Symptoms resulting nom the disease process as well as
treatment-related symptoms need to be explored. As well, there is a need to understand

how children experience symptoms in a variety of settings such as school, home, or day
care setting. Studying children solely within the health care setting, limits a
comprehensive understanding of children's experïences.

Sense of Self in Children with Cancer
Individuals who have cancer are co&onted with a nemis of psycho social events
which may result in a number of consequences such as loss of fiuictioning, family stress,
personal distress, and stigma. Taken together, these events indicate that one's identity

will forcïbly undergo transformation (Mathieson & Stam, 1995).
Critical to an individual's understanding of his or her self is the act of self-

reflection, that is, the ability to reflect on the self fiom the perspective of other persons.
Whether or not young children are able to engage in self-observations, however, is
disputed. For instance, Harter (1990) maintaîned that the ability to appreciate the fact that
others are evaluating the self and to reflect about one's attn'butes is not fully developed
until adolescence. Denzin (1977), however, believes that the child, like the adult, "is able

to shape, define, and negotiate its relationship to the extemal world of objects, others, and
social situations" (p. 10). Children are able to take one anotherrsroles and present
definitions of the self
A theory that çould be applied to all children f5om early childhood to late

adolescence has been articulated by Damon and Hart (Damon, 1983; Damon & Hart,
1982). These authors have identified four increasingly complex and différentiated stages

deals with the cognitive aspect of the self
of the "self? Their mode1 of ~el~understanding

or self-concept, although it also uicludes evaluative insights that provide the cognitive

bases for self-esteem. Both Damon and Hart beiieved their theoretical model
encompassed al1 aspects of the self, fiom the self-as-object to self-as-subject. The "Me"

was broken down into four constituent self-schemes: the physical, active, social, and
psychological schernes. The "1" was broken down into three subjective processes of
awareness: agency or an awareness of one's agency over life events, distinctness or an
awareness of one's individuality or uniqueness from others, and continuity or an
awareness ofone's personal continuity (Damon, 1983; Damon & Hart, 1982).

Four major developmental trends identified fiom a review of the research on the
"self' were inherent in Damon and Hart's model of self-understanding (Damon, 1983;

Damon & Hart, 1982). These trends included: (1) an early awareness of self based on
one's own activity and contingencies arising fkom such activity; (2) an early awareness of
physical categories of self like gender and size; (3) an age-related shift from defining
oneself through external characteristics to denning oneself through intenial qualities; and
(4) an age-related tendency to integrate the diverse aspects of the self into a coherent

system. While the self undergoes hierarchical developmental change throughout the entire

chîldhood penod, children at al1 ages have some understanding of their physical, active,
social, and psychological selves. As well, the model supports development that is logical
and hierarchical, but evitable (Damon, 1983; Damon & Hari, 1982). Within different

social-context conditions, acceptable differences may result (Damon & Hart, 1982),
thereby allowing for possible differences in understanding of the self in children with
cancer.
To date, however, examining how the sense of self changes in children throughout

the complete illness cancer trajectory has been limited, despite the fact research has

demonstrated that cancer poses a threat to the pediahic cancer patient's sense of self
(Rechner, 1990). Moreover, in order to maintain their identity, children with cancer try to
nomalize their world by imagining or actualiy having a positive appearance, being
active, and having abilities such as the ability to go to school (Hanna & Jacobs, 1993;
Hinds & Martin, 1988; Hockenberry-Eaton & Minick, 1994; Orr, Hofhans, & Bemetts,
1984; Weekes & Kagan, 1994). Rechner (1990) noted that adolescents with cancer tried

to maintain their identity through nomalization ,tryïng to keep their "cancer world"
separate fiom what they defined as their "nomal world."
Findings also consistently indicate that children and adolescents report cancer
had in some way changed who they were (Bearison, 1991;Clafh & Barbarin, 1991;

Smith et al., 1991). Tbe changes in theh personal meanings were positive in that they saw

themselves as more mature, caring, and empathetic. As well, although wanting to be
treated as normal, children reported feelings of being special or different in that they were
resilient in the face of serious ilhess (Aamodt et al-, 1984; Hockenberry-Eaton &

Minick, 1994; Enskiir et al., 1997a; Rechner, 1990; Weekes & Kagan, 1994).
Besides changes to the self and life, Novakovic and colleagues found that
adolescents and young adults reported improved relationships with others and better job
performance (Novakovic et al., 1996). However, studies have also shown that children
report negative changes as a result of their cancer experïences (Smith et al., 1991). In fact,
work by Greenberg and Meadows (199 1) revealed that children (8- 16 years) reported
more negative than positive changes in their lives. The negative responses were related to

womes about death, anger at havhg been iü, and family problems.
Except for the fïndings that cancer does appear to affect the sense of self in
children with cancer, detailed descriptions of the changing self are not evident Moreover,
the majority of research related to children's sense of self has been h e d within a
deficit-centred approach. The purpose of this research is the evaluation of psychological
adjustment or functioning of children and/or the impact of cancer on f d y fùnctioning
(i.e., presence or absence of maladjustment) with self-esteem being one of the variables
used to assess adjustment or hctioning. To date, findings have demonstrated that self-

esteem ratings of children with cancer are within normal range and are not signifïcantly
lower than noms or healthy controls. Unfortunately, most of the work is cross-sectional
in nature, therefore precluding an understanding of how self-feelings evolve. There is also
a reliance on standardized self-esteem scales which may limit the set of response options

available to children.
Only one study based on a qualitative paradigm examined how terminally ili

pediatric cancer patients' perceptions of self-concept or self-understanding changed over
time (i.e., a nine month period) and how children's use of health and illness expressions

was related to their sense of self (Bluebond-Langner, 1978). The researcher used

qualitative methods with an emphasis on interviews and participant observation. Findings

showed that arriving at a ceriain self-image required that the children (three-to-nine
years) not only interpret their own behavior, but also the behavior of others toward them.
As the children passed through five dflerent stages of becoming aware of what their

cancer meant, they also passed through five different definitions of themselves. The

children defined themselves in relation to how ill they were (Le., weil, seriously iU,
seriously ill and will get better, always ill and will get better, always ili and will never get
better, and l a d y dying),
Children were also not able to proceed to the next stage of sel'awareness

without

fist passing through the one before it (Bluebond-Langner, 1978). For example, even if
the child understood that with cancer one could experience a relapse, remission, or death,

the child still could not consider the possibility that he or she could die, unless the child
perceived hùn- or herself as never gening betîer. As well, the children's interpretaîions of
themselves varied depending on the type of social, physical, and temporal settings they
were in. This study reinforced how the acquisition of ùiformation about the self, is
increased through the illness experience; experience as opposed to age may be more
valuable to a child's understanding of illness. Moreover, children's views of themselves

were the result of various kinds of information that they had acquired in interaction with
others, as well as through personal experience. Fuither study is warranted especialiy with
respect to how cancer symptom experiences inauences the changing sense of self
(Woodgate & McClement, 1997) .
Coping Responses in Children with Cancer

Cancer is believed to present with a complex of potential stressors, such as the
life-threatening nature of the illness, the side-effects of treaûnent, and the reactions of
family, fnends, and others (VanDongen-Melman et ai., 1986). However, little is known
about how children cope with these various stressors. The mjority of work in this area
has examined children's coping responses to painfûl medical procedures (Blount et al.,

1991; Broorne et al., 1990; Fowler-Kerry, 1990; Manne et al., 1992; Manne, Bakeman,

Jacobsen, & Redd, 1993; Manne, Bakeman, Jacobsen, Gorfïnkie, & Redd, 1994; Smith,
Ackerson, & Blotcky, 1989; Weekes et al., 1993; Weekes & Savedra, 1988; Weisz,
McCabe, & Dennig, 1994). Fiadings from these studies reveal that children use a variety
of strategies such as crying, kicking, self-distraction, asking questions, and hand holding.
Children had the tendency to use more strategies that focused on attempting to adjust
their selves to painfiil treatments (emotion-focused) as opposed to attempting to alter the

painfùl treatcnents (problem-focused). Although it makes intuitive sense that children's
coping responses would Vary according to the particular phase of the painfbl procedure,

findings examinhg this hypothesis are inconclusive. Whereas Broome and colleagues
(1990) reported that children's use of strategies may Vary depending on the phase of the
procedure with children using more active strategies (e.g., attempting to control, resisting)
prior to the procedure and more passive strategies (e.g., inactive, ignoring) during and
immediately after procedures, Weekes and Savedra (1988) reported that participants
tended to use the same coping strategies before, during, and afier procedures. In a study
that examined the relation between cMdren's traitdependent and situation-specific
coping behaviors during invasive medical procedures, fïndings revealed tbat children with

higher distress reported using more coping behaviors suggesting that successfiil copers
utilized fewer but more focused strategies (Phipps, Fairclough, Tyc, & Muihern, 1998).
The researchers in the previous study also noted that there was no single coping strategy
that was clearly superior in reducing the children's distress (Phipps et al., 1998).
The study of parental behaviors during invasive procedures is dso studied in

relation to how children cope during painfûl procedures, Parental behaviors including the

use of nonprocedural talk, humor, coping-engaging commands, and distraction-coachhg
(Blount et al., 1991; Manne, Bakeman, et al., 1992; Manne et al., 1994) appear to have
an influence on how children cope during the various phases of painflll procedures.

Except for the studies dealing with painfùl medical procedures, few other studies
were located that focused on specific cancer stressors, Only one study was found in
relation to chernotherapy-induced nausea and emesis (Tyc, Mulhern, Jayawardene, &
Fairclough, 1995). This study highlighted the complexity of the coping process in that the
preference for and efficacy of copuig strategies depended in part on the child's age,
gender, seventy of symptom distress, time elapsed fiom last chemotherapy, experience,
and whether or not nausea or emesis was the identifieci problem. Even though the distress

resulting fkom nausea was rated the same as the distress of emesis, coping strategies used
for both types of distress were different. Moreover, sîrategies used for the management of
nausea were rated as more effective than those used for emesis.
Aamodt and coileagues (1984) also focused on the stress caused by hair loss. A
strength of their study was that they examined ail the phases of hair loss and revealed that
different coping processes were used during the different phases of the experience. Not
surprising was the finding that during hair loss, both problem-focused strategies (e-g.,
covering hair loss) and emotion-focused strategies (e-g., ignoring hair loss) were used by
children. Whereas before and a h hair loss, children had more control with respect to
actually changing the situation (e.g., making 'Yhny'' hair styles), children had less
control during hair loss and therefore, tended to rely on strategies directecl toward
45

changing their own feelings. Difkentiating between coping strategies used for noncancer-related stressors and cancer-related stressors has also not received attention in the
literature. Only one study was found suggesting that children and adolescents do indeed
use different strategies for both types of stressors (Bull & Dmtar, 1991).
Instead of focusing on a particula. cancer stressor such as haïr loss, researchers
have also studied how children respond to and cope with the total cancer experienceFindings fiom such work reveal that maintainhg a positive attitude, striving toward
normality, and talking to othen about their illness are strategies used by both adolescents

and school-age children (Bearison, 1991; Ensk5.ret al., 1997a; Rechner, 1990). A
limitation of such work is that for the most part, researchers have not examined how
coping responses change throughout the cancer trajectory. That is, a process-onented
approach to understanding how children cope with cancer has not been undertaken.
Researchers have dso attempted to identifjr developmental trends with respect to
how children cope generally with cancer. To date, research suggests that older children

use more cognitive control strategies in cornparison to younger children who tend to rely
on behavioral strategies (talkuig to others, playing games) (Brown, Kaslow, Hazzard, et
al., 1992; Clafin & Barbarin, 1991; Worchel, Copeland, & Barker, 1987). Findings fiom
studies examining developrnental trends of coping responses in children with cancer must
be viewed tentatively considering that researchers categorize coping strategies in a variety
of ways (e-g., active versus passive, emotion-regulation versus problem-solving), with
many items overlapping between the varied categoncal systems. Additîonally, although

research suggests that adolescents use a greater variety of coping strategies compared to

younger children (Brown et al., 1992; Worchel et al., l987), age may not be the only

variable influencing children's coping responses. There is a need to assess the effect of

age on coping responses in combination with other variables. For instance, in a study that
involved adolescents exclusively, hdings revealed that adolescents who were at l e s t 12
months postdiagnosis used more strategies compared to those who were less than 12
months postdiagnosis (Weekes & Savedra, 1988)- Hockenberry-Eaton and colleagues
also reported that even children as young as six years of age were able to develop
strategies when the perception of cancer stressors was more intense (Hockenberry-Eaton,
Diiorio, & Kemp, 1995).
One variable that appears to significantly affect how children deal with cancer in
general and with respect to specific cancer stressors, is social support. Themes apparent

fiom the literature review include that for children with cancer: (1) parents appear to play
a significant support role for children, although other members within children's social
network are necessary; (2) both instrumental and emotional supportive behaviors are

valued; and (3) some degree of distress is experienced even when supportive relationships
are perceived as positive (Woodgate, 1999). What needs further clarification is whether

or not certain events or behaviors that help children get through the cancer experience,
serve as copuig strategies and social support resources. Accordingly, there is the need to
study and interpret events or behaviors not a sïngular entities, but in relationship to other

events as well as within the context in which they occur. Studying social support and
related constructs or concepts such as social competence and coping as mutually
dependent variables as opposed to operationalizingthem as independent variables is

warranted (Rôhrle & Sommer 1994). This would especially be valuable for children with
cancer and their siblings, considering social cornpetence and coping are increasingly
receivhg research attention in this particular population.
In summary, detaiied descriptions of childrenyscoping responses over the course
of the cancer iIIness trajectory is lacking- Gaps relate to the need to identitjr: (1) coping

responses to specific cancer stressors and noncancer-related stressors; (2) developmental
trends specific to children with cancer; and (3) mediator variables influencing children's
coping responses. Additionally, methodological limitations include the reiiance on crosssectional designs, and the failure to triangulate data sources. Studying childreds and
however, may allow for more detailed
adolescents ' coping responses longit~dinaiiy~
information. For example, Weekes and Kagan's (1994) longitudinai study revealed that
children used a variety of coping strategies before and after chernotherapy completion
and that coping strategies changed depending on the phase of treatment. Therefore, a
longitudinal examination of children's and adolescents' coping responses throughout the

cancer trajectory appears warrantecl- More detailed description of how assigned
meanings to cancer symptorns affect children's coping responses is warranted.

Family: Parents' Experiences with Childhood Cancer
Similar to il1 children's cancer experiences, parents' experiences with childhood
cancer have also been fÏamed within a deficit-centred approach. The majority of research
involving parents has focused on the evaluation of psychological adjustment or
functioning of parents (mainly mothers) (Fife, Norton, & Groom, 1987; Magni, Silvestre,
Tarniello, Zanesco, & C d , 1988; Moore & Mosher, 1997; Muihem, Fairclough, Smith,

& Douglas, 1992; Nelson, Miles, Reed, Davis, & Cooper, 1994; Overholser & Fritz,

1990). Multiple standardized tools assessing such psycho social constructs as depression

and amiety are used to assess parents' level of adjustment. To date, findings have been
conflicting. At best one could conclude that childhood cancer placed parents at increased

rkk to experiencing increased levels of psycho social distress, but childhood cancer
alone, does not guarantee parental mahctioning. Other variables including social
support (Fife et al., 1987; Magni et al., 1988; Muihern et ai., 1992; Overholser & Fritz,
1990); hospitalization of the child (Mulhern et al., 1992); type of coping (Nelson et al.,

L 994; Overholser & Fritz, 1990); preexisting problems prior to the diagnosis of cancer
(Fife et al., 1987); financial strain (Overholser & Fritz, 1990) may contriiute to how
parents adjust to childhood cancer.
Interestingly, findings fiom two studies noted that there was a significant positive
relationship between children's adjustment responses and mothers' adjustment responses

&O)

(Magni et al., 1988; Muihem et al., 1992), and that understandably, mothers with

children off-therapy and their children had better adjustment responses. Mdhem and
colleagues (1992) also noted that depression in mothers was associated with higher levels
of child depression. One study that focused exclusively on fathers revealed that the most
fiequently reported stressors by fathers were related to concems for their cbild's future

and their child's health (Cayse, 1994). The uncertainty of illness experience seemed to be
prevalent in guiding their experiences. However, aithough these shidies assessed parents'
level of adjustment, they provided minimal understanding of what parents were gohg
through.

One qualitative study that focused on descriiing parents' experiences with cancer

and cancer syrnptoms (i.e., pain), revealed that in deahg with their chüd's cancer and
cancer pain, parents experienced a "cornmunity ofsufférîng" (Ferrell, Rhiner, Shapiro, &
Dierkes, 1994; Rhiner, Ferrell, Shapiro, & Dierkes, 1994). Pain was described by parents

in physical terms or metaphors and graphic statements such as "nightmare," "horror,"
' h i s feet felt like there were razors cutting them," or "it was almost like seeing him (i.e.,

the child) dangle fiom the end of a rope." Having a child with pain was described as
unendurable pain. Although parents displayed a total cornmitment to their children, they
also expressed feelings of guilt and fdure. Similar to Bossert and colieagues' (1996)
hdings, parents reported using distraction, imagery, cold compresses, hot tub b a h ,
massage, hot packs, and letting the child gain control to deal with their child's pain.
Despite use of these strategies, parents still experîenced feelings of helplessness. Many
felt unprepared to deai with reiieving pain at home and were often quite willing to stay in

the hospital to avoid a pauiful situation at home.
Parents expressed a fear of addiction in relation to their child's analgesic
medication which resulted in some parents trying to restnct the amount of medications
given. The parents aiso recommended that heaith professionals should listen to the patient
and farnily, aadmùster medications and increase the dosage as needed, and establish a
means of providing continuity of care by increasing communication between staff and

families. The need for a specialized pain senife was voiced by parents. Ferreil and
colleagues (1994) noted that parents also felt that their child's pain was not taken
seriously by health care providers. The pain affected aU famiiy members and often

dismption of the family system occurred even in the strongest of families,
That parents experience helplessness in relation to caring for their child's
symptoms, seems to be consistent in other areas of research examining child care and
illness. For example, in a study exploring the experience of pain in children undergoing
surgical intervention, parents while accepting the role of primary caregiver during
hospitafization, expressed frustration in not knowing how to do things without hurting
their child (e.g., Lifting or moving them) (Woodgate & Kristjanson, 1996a). There were

instances when parents had indeed caused pain in their child due to a lack of knowledge.
Even the more independent parents stated that they needed more help or support
especially when they experienced fatigue. Parents aiso expressed a need to be told more
about how to handle their child's pain at home. Feelings of guilt and sadness were also
expressed by parents. Although most parents rationalized their chiid's pain by stressing
that the surgery was necessary, parents nevertheless questioned if they had doue the nght

thing in consenting to the surgical procedure. Most parents stated that the pain their child
suffered was more than what most people experience in a lifetime and they hoped their

child would never have to go through this again.

In another qualitative study, Enskiû and colleagues (199%) also reported that
Swedish parents of children with cancer had to watch their chîld suffer and that this was
the most difficult or worst aspect of having a child with cancer. Parents felt powerless in
relation to the amount of fear, pain, and suffering that their child was experiencing. The
parents also expressed that their child's disease in relation to treatment, hospitalization,

and check-ups, governeci their everyday life, and had an effect on the parents

opportunities to work, fiancial circumstances, and ability to get insurance. Parental
feelings about and reactions to their child's cancer depended to a great extent on their
child' s feelings and reactions. Uncertainty sunounded their experiences. Except for
studies like this one and others by Ferreil, Rhiner, and coileagues (FerreLl et al., 1994;

Rhuier et al., 1994), minimal description of parents' thoughts and feelings in relation to
their child's cancer symptom experiences exists in the literature.
How parents cope with the childhood cancer experience has also been mainly
discussed in terms of the total cancer experience and not in relation to specific cancer
events such as dealing with uncontrolled symptoms. Findings to date show that although
parents of children with cancer experience more stressfùl Me change events in the areas

of intrafamily strains, marital strains, and finance or business strains than those with
physically healthy children, they use similar coping behaviors (Birenbaum, 1990; Ensk5r
et al., 199%; Thoma, Hockenberry-Eaton, & Kemp, 1993). Information seeking, problem

solving, help-seeking, maintainhg emotional balance, religion, being optimistic or

thinking positively, denying, and accepting are some of the strategies frequently reported
(Barbarin & Chesler, 1986; Birenbaum, 1990).
Although experts emphasize or suggest the importance of understanding coping
within the family context (Seiffge-Krenke, 1995; Sorensen, 1983), few studies have

examined coping in children with cancer within such a context (that is, the whole family
unit). In most researfh, usually the child or parent is the focus. Clarke-Steffen's (1 997)

prospective longitudinal grounded theory study was fiameci within a family context and
involved parents, siblings, and ili children. Unfortunately, despite being fiamed within a

family context, many of their tindings seemed to be derived mainly nom the perspective
of the parents. Another study examining the prognostic views of children and their
families found that parents and children revealed that hope served to help families adapt
to the cancer diagnosis (Mulhern, Cnsco, & Carnitta, 1981). A major limitation of this
work was that siblings were excluded fiom the study.

In contrast, Kupst's (1992) prospective, longitudinal study examining coping in
childhood cancer within the family context, did include parents, ill children and sibluigs.

Findings indicated that: (1) most families with children wiîh cancer coped weil in
cornparison to controls; (2) both parents and children relied on a varie@ of coping
strategies; (3) throughout the course of the child's illness, it was important to maintain a
positive outlook; (4) children's cophg was significantly related to the adequacy of their
parents' coping @ value not reportai); and (5) support fiom family, outside support, and
the quality of marital relationship correlated with f d y coping. F d e r study of how
the family copes as a unit is warrantai. Moreover, explorhg families' coping responses

specific to dealing with cancer symptoms in children is needed.
Research examining whom parents found to be supportive or helpful during their

child's cancer experiences identified a variety of diffeient support roles including other
parents who had a child with cancer (Brown & Barbarin, 1996; Chesney, Rounds, &
Chesler, 1990; Williams, 1999, neighbours (Chesler & Barbarin, 1984a; Williams,
1999, relatives (Enskiir et al., 1997b; Hughes & Lieberman, 1990; Williams, 1999, and
religious affiliations (Hinds, Birenbaum, Clarke-Steffen, et al., 1996; Williams, 1995;
Lauer, Mulheni, Scheli, & Carnitta, 1989). Of aU supportive roles, research revealed that

parents rated their spouses as their most comrnon source of support. Positive supportive
behaviors included the ability to confide in each other, share womes openly, and enjoy a
mutual sense of caring and intimacy (Chesler & Barbarin, 1984a; Enskiir et al., 1997b;
Hughes & Liebennan, 1990). Factors that appear to have some influence on spousals'
perceptions of perceived support include the number of the child' s hospitalizations and
the availability of their spouse (Barbarin, Hughes, & Chesler, 1985). Interestingly, Cayse
(1994) reported that time spent alone with a spouse was difficdt to find for parents of

children with cancer. This could be attributed to the increased care involved in rnanaging
the therapeutic regimen as was noted in a qualitative study conducted by Clarke-Steffen
(1997). Parents had to learn to meet the demands of the ihess, its treatment and side-

effects, and all of the attendhg consequences.
Friends were also reported to be a cornmon source of support for parents (Chesler
& Barbarin, 1984a; Enskiir et al., 1997b; Shields, Schondel, Barnhart, et al., 1995),

however, support h m fiiends was assessed to be more important for wives (Brown &

Barbarin, 1996; Veiel, Crisand, Stroszeck-Somschor, & H k e , 1991). In fact, Veiel and
colleagues (1991) identified that when it came to psychological support, husbands relied
more on their spouses in cornparison to their wives. This fïnding suggests that husbands
are less likely to need the support of others or that they are less likely than their wives to
share their feelings or seek assistance fiom others within their social network. Indeed, a

study conducted by Larson and colleagues revealed that rnothers received significantly
more informational *.O
& Sangren, 1994).

1) and emotional support (pc.03) than fathers (Larson, Wittrock,

Findings have been conflicting with respect to parents' perceptions of social
support received fiom health professionals. Whereas some findings revealed that health
professionals were very helpful (Chesler & Barabarin, 1984b; Martinson, Kim, Yang, et
al., 1999, other fïndings suggest that their help was not vaiued or wanted (Chesler &
Barabarin, 1984a ). One consistent finding reported in the iiterature review is that parents
prefer both motional support nich as being sensitive to their emotional needs as well as
their child's, and instrumental or practical support such as providing information on a

continual b a i s and demonstrating cornpetence in care fiom health professionals (Chesler
& Barbarin, 1984b; Hinds, Birenbaum, Clarke-Steffen, et al., 1996; Hughes &

Lieberman, 1990; Rhiner et al., 1994). Williams (1992) ais0 reported similar hdings in
that parents felt that cacing (i.e., the ability to listen and to show compassion) was the
predominant theme in which parents expressed how professionals could offer support to
families. Parents also wanted to participate in their child's care, be told of test results
promptly, and staff to hear their concerns about their children- Parents voiced anger when
professionals showed a lack of respect for parents' expertise in carhg for their il1
children.
Romaniuk and Knstjanson (1995) noted that nurses who provided both the
"basics" (i.e., providing the bare necessities of care) and the '?iuman touch" (i.e., actions
that made nursing care more humane) were perceived to be caring completely by parents.
With the latter this included such actions as interacting with the chiid in a
developmentally appropnate manner, showing sensitivity to parents' feelings and
concerns, making an effort to answer parents' questions, and demonstrating a willingness

to make time for parents' questions. They aIso revealed that there were four components
to parents' care givhg: (1) just being there; (2) providing everyday care; (3) providing

illness care; and (4) providing supportive care. These four were termed the process cailed

"making it better." hterestingly in a study that focused on children's pain experiences,
"Making it Better" was a theme that children descri'bed throughout their hospitalization in
relation to how others (i.e., parent and hospital staff) could help make their pain go away
(Woodgate & Knstjanson, 199th).
A particularly important fiding noted in the research is that parents did not

always have al1 their counseiling, hancial, informational, and practical needs met
(Sloper, 1996). For example, Mercer and Ritchie (1997) noted that parents whose
children had been diagnosed 12 months or longer had more unmet needs (especiaiiy

financial needs) and that 33% of parents expressed the need for information and contact
with other parents once their child completed treatment. Another study revealed that
parents who had a child die of cancer also did not benefit fiom any sources of social
support (Morrow, Carpenter, & Hoagland, 1984). In looking at problems parents had in
obtaining support, Chesler and Barbarin (1984a) reported that parents who had difficulty

sharing their chîld's diagnosis also reported receiving less support. Parents also expressed
numerous concems in seeking help fiom others, fnends and the co~~ununity,
including a
concern about the emotional impact on others and the need for parents to maintain their
privacy. Factors relathg to the amount of help received uicluded the type of cancer, with
parents of children with lymphoma or osteogenic sarcoma reporting they received more
support (ChesIer & Barbarin, 1984a). Chesler and Barbarin (1984a) suggested that the

effect of visible seriousness and duration of illness and cancer requiring longer treatment
trajectories such as lymphoma and osteogenic sarcoma may account for increased help
reported by parents of deceased children. While these findings identifi that not a l l social
support needs of parents are met, M e r investigation of how social support influences
parents caring for their child's cancer experiences, especialiy with respect to the cancersymptom trajectory is warrantecl.

In summaqr, this review points to the need for h t h e r investigation of parents'
experiences with childhood cancer. This includes research examining: (1) parents'
assigned meanings to their child's cancer and cancer symptom experiences; (2) how
parents care for their child's cancer symptoms; (3) how parents cope with their child
cancer and cancer symptom experiences; and (4) how cancer and cancer symptom
experiences affect the sense of self in parents.

Famiiy: Siblings' Experiences with Childhood Cancer
The sibling bond is believed to develop £kom a unique, complex relationship that
includes positive aspects such as love, caring, fiiendship, and cooperation as well as
normal feelings of cornpetition, jealousy, and feelings of being lefi out (Ross-Alaolmolki
et al., 1995). Moreover, siblings' responses to illness are influenced by the family unit
and how each family member relates to and copes with the illness on a daily basis.
Although clinical anecdotes and theoretical literature suggests that siblings suffer in
response to childhood cancer and experience deprivation, displacement, injustice, anger,
loneliness, and vulnerability (Adams & Deveau, 1987; Bendor, 1990; Whyte & Smith,
1997), systernatic research involving siblings is limited.

To date, the research has focused on an examination the psychosocial hctioning
of siblings and the identification of psychological or adjustment problems with cancer in
general (Barbarin, Sargent, Sahler, et al., 1995; Horwitz & Kazak, 1990; Sahler,
Roghmann, Carpenter, et al., 1994; Sloper & While, 1996) and in relation to the death of
a sibling with cancer (Lauer, Muihem, Bohne, & Camitta, 1985; Michael & Lansdown,
't 986). Findings to date, are conflicting with some studies showing that siblings are at

greater risk for negative changes in behavior since the cancer diagnosis or experïence
more behavioral and emotional problems in comparïson to the general population

(Barbarin, Sargent, Sahler, et al., 1995; Cadman, Boyle, & Offord, 1988; Cohen,
Friedrich, Jaworski, Copeland, & Pendergrass, 1994; Evans, Stevens, Cushway, &

Houghton, 1992; Michael & Lansdown, 1986; Sahler, Roghmann, Carpenter, et al., 1994;
Sloper & m e , 1996). Ln contrast, others report the absence of difficulties in coping and
adaptation in siblings of chiidren with cancer (Horuritz & Kaz& 1990; Madan-Swain,
Sexson, Brown, & Ragab, 1993). At best one could conclude that the outcome of sibling
adjustment, is neither simple nor direct (Cohen et al., 1994). As well, a number of factors

are associated with how siblings adapt including family cohesion and adaptability (Cohen
et al., 1994) degree of family disruption (Sloper & While, 1996), family resources (Sloper
& While, 1996), sibiings' perceptions of negative interpersonal effects on their lives

(Sloper & While, 1996), age and gender of the sibling (Sahler, Roghmsuin, Carpenter, et

al., 1994; Sargent, Sahier, Roghmann, et al., 1995), size of family (Madan-Swain,
Sexson, Brown, & Ragab, 1993), and level of sïbling knowledge (Evans, Stevens,
Cushway, & Houghton, 1992). A limitation of these studies exploring siblings'

expenences is that they rely heavily on proxy reports and standardid psychological
scales (e-g., The Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist) with or without siblings' selfreports. As well, most of the research is guided by a deficit-centred mode1 approach.
Studies that examined the impact ofchildhood cancer nom the perspective of the
sibling by way of semi-structureci interviews, fïndings revealed that siblings experience a

multitude of intense feelings including feelings of deprivation, displacement, injustice,
anger, guilt, foneliness, and vulnerability (Bendor, 1990; Chesler, Aiiswede, & Barbarin,
1 99 1; Havemans & Eiser, 1994; Koch-Hattem, 1986; Martinson et al., 1990). These

feelings were often triggered by separation of the sibhgs fiom their parents and the il1
child. Interestîngly, one study revealed that it was not until the ill child's symptoms
worsen that siblings realized theii ill sibling was really sick (Martinson et al., 1990). This
finding supports the argument that experience with iihess may be necessary to gather or

understand signifiant disease-related information (Bluebond-Langner, 1978).
Sunilarly, in a qualitative study that described the changing appraisals of sïblings
and parents related to childhood leukemia, findings revealed that early symptoms in the il1
child were dismissed by siblings or ignored as unimportant (Brett & Davies, 1988).
However, as the illness progressed, older siblings noted enough evidence of parental
anxiety to concern them, even when they were told that the ill child '%ad a cold" or were
"sicl? and had to stay in the hospital to get better. Worry and "keeping an eye" on the il1
child was part of the siblings' responses to the cancer. Awareness of painful procedures,
the presence of special and protective d e s , or restrictions in the family caused siblings
to continue to appraise leukemia as actively threatening. Another study revealed that

some siblings expressed that seeing the ill sïbling change in physical appearance was the
worse thing about the experience and that these images would always remain with them

(Havermans & Eiser, 1994). This suggests that the impact pediatric cancer symptoms
have on heaithy siblings may be significantSiblings also have been reported to express concern about their sïbling's physical

and emotional ability to cope (Chesler, AUswede, & Barbarin, 1991). Chesler and
colleagues (199 1) noted that in helping the ill sibling, sïblings would use strategies that
related to companionship and numuing (e.g., letting the sibling sleep in their room,
reading a story). They also tried to be carefùl around them- Older sïblings were reportd

to be able to perform more varied and complex tasks. Moreover some siblings reported
trying to provide additional practical and emotional support for their parents, and ofien
were concerned about burdening parents wità theu own problems or womes (Chesler et
al., 199 1; Havermans & Eiser, 1994). The need to ' M e care of' other f d y members
emerged as major theme fiom this area of research which suggests that the needs of
healthy siblings may go unmet.

Worry about the illness and fear of death as experienced by healthy siblings was
also predominant in most work, pointing to the difticulties and suffering that healthy
siblings experience because of their i11 brother's or sister's cancer experience.
Nonetheless, how healthy sibiîngs cope with the cancer experience has been descnbed
minimally. Strategies reported to be used by healthy siblings to deal with their stress and
anxiety include: keeping busy, denial or repression, cognitive reappraisal, venting or
expressing their feelings by screamuig or becoming angry and crying; seeking comfoaing,

doing other things, and t a b g to other peers with similar experiences (Bendor, 1990;
Chesler et al., 1991; Koch-Hattem, 1986). One study noted that no differential coping
styles or fkequencies of coping strategies were found in sibiings of ill children compared
to siblings of healthy children (Madan-Swain et al., 1993). Older children were also

reported to codkont or manage their feelings more directly by readiog about the illness or
talking (Chesler et al-, 1991)-

In summary, research related to the experience of having an iil brother or sister
with cancer is in its infancy. More work is needed that focuses on healthy sïblings'
thoughts and feelings about the cancer experience in general, as well as cancer symptom
experiences, and how such experiences alter th&

lives and sense of self.

Sense of Self in Families of Chiidren with Cancer
E x p l o ~ how
g the sense of self or identity within the family unit changes because
of childhood cancer has to date, been minimal, Most of what is known about the family
unit's changing identity has emerged fiom research that has involved parents evaluating

some characteristic of family interconnectedness such as family cohesion or
expressiveness-Again the studies examining this area are primarily cross-sectional in
nature. The majority of the findings to date suggest that parents report improved family
relations such as higher levels of family cohesion and expressiveness (Birenbaum &
Robinson, 1991;Sloper, 1996); improved marital relationships (Sloper, 1996); closer
parent-child relationships, especiaily the mother-child relationship (Kvist et al., 1991).
Higher cohesion and expressiveness were also predictive of lower psychological distress

and higher social cornpetence in children (Varni et al., 1994). As well, parents who

reported less cohesiveness also reported receiving less help in caring for their children

and other tasks (Manne, Lesanics, Meyers, Wollner, Steinherz, & Redd, 1995). Factors
that seemed to be related to improved f d y relations included hospice services for

terminally ili children (Birenbaum & Robinson, 1991; Lauer et al., 1989) and stronger
pre-existing relationships (Sloper, 1996).

Research also has revealed that change occurs within the family because the
diagnosis and demands of the iilness require that f d y roles be dramaticaily restructured
within the family. Families were prompted to examine their values and pnorities (Clarke-

Steffen, 1997). One study revealed that parents like ill children, reported themselves as
becoming more mature and more caring and sensitive because of the cancer experience
(Ensk* et al., 1997b). Research has shown that sïblings fiequently report that negative
changes occurred in their home and interpersonal relationships since the cancer diagnosis,
and that they experienced feelings of loneliness and sadness pendor, 1990; Chesler et al.,

1991;Havermans & Eiser, 1994; Martinson et al., 1990). However, whereas researçh
reveals siblings experienced negative feelings in themselves and f d y members, they,
especially older sïblings, also experienced becoming more compassionate and mature,

and families became closer (Chesler et al., 1991;Sargent et al., 1995). However, the
detaïled experiences of families and the meanings that parents and siblings a s s i s to the
changing family unit because of cancer have not been described.

Health Professionals' Experiences with Childhood Cancer
Although clinical accounts and theoretical literature exists desmbùig how health
professionals can provide guidance, information, support, and other practical suggestions

to the famiIy with the child with cancer (Brown, 1989), there is little systematic research
examinhg how professionals respond to the child with cancer and the famiy, and to the

children's symptom experiences. To date, the examination of health professionals in
relation to children's cancer-symptom experiences have p h a r i l y focused on whether
health professionals' (mainly nurses) proxy ratings of children's symptom experiences are
congruent with children's self-reports (Grootenhuis, van der Wel, de Gra*Nijkerk,

&

Last, 1996; Manne, Jacobsen, & Redd, 1992; West, O a k , Hinds, et al., 1994). For the
most part, findïngs reveal that professionals and patients have differing perspectives with
professionals' ratings being lower or higher than the chi1dren's (Grootenhuis et ai., 1996;
Manne et al., 1992; West, Oakes, Hinds, et al, 1994). Another area involves assessing the
knowledge base ofpediatric nurses about cancer pain îbrough survey methods. Findings
to date reveal that although pediatric nurses cared for cancer patients regularly, they had a
poor understanding of the general principles of pain management for the cancer patient

(Schmidt, Eland, & Weiler, 1994). Moreover, they had exaggerated concems regarding
the nsk of addiction and respiratory depression associated with narcotic analgesics. As

well, they had a poor understanding of basic phamiacokùietic principles of common
analgesic agents. Unfortunately, surveys like this one, do not capture how nurses and
other professionals respond to and actually care for cbildren experiencing pain and other
cancer symptoms.
One study that focused on parents' perceptions about their relationship with the
pediatric staff nurse during their child's hospitalization for cancer treatment revealed that
parents expressed the importance of parents and nurses working together (Romaniuk &

Kristjanson, L995). 'Workuig together" varied according to the form of care provided by

the nurse. When the nurse was "going through the motion" (i-e., providing the basics) the
relationship was one of "territorial caring," that is, the parent and nurse both provided
direct care to the child (independent care by the nurse and parent), but they did not
provide indirect care (interdependent care by the nurse and parent). When "caring
completely" (i.e., providing the basics with the human touch), the relationship was one of
"sharing care." That is, parents and nurses both cared directly and indirectly, and this
relationship could take on an added dimension of "making fiends" - the relationship
extended beyond providing care for the child- Parents recognized that nursing care could
be influenced by the nurses king too busy, the type of ward (Le., whether the ward had
nurses who specialized in cancer care and who were familiar with the child and family),
hospital hierarchy (i.e., how care was affected by the nurse's place in the hospital
hierarchy), and secret information (Le., attempts to keep infionnation from parents).
A study that interviewed both parents and health st&(mainly nurses) reported

similar findings. Williams (1992) noted health staff felt support could be offered to
parents of children with cancer by "being available." This involved staff k i n g able to sit
down, joke wiîh parents, cary others through difncult emotional times, and help parents
to cope. Staff also felt it was important to have knowledge that was demonstrated by

answering parents questions, telling parents everything that they needed to know, and
teaching parents to reach an optimal level o f coping. For staff, health professionals were
defïned as caring when they '7niew" the families and offered empathy. Staff
acknowledged that lack of tirne, lack of nming staff, lack of communication,

inconsistency of staff, and the medical bureaucracy impeded theV ability to care. The

family was dso identifïed by hospital staff as sometimes being a barrier especially when
they directly resisting support. Interpersonal conflicts arose when parents and staff had
different ideas about what was best for the children,

In one qualitative study that examined aspects of care and assistance that are
important to school-age children with cancer, the researchers gathered data not only fÎom
parents and nurses, but aIso fiom the cNdren themselves (Enskiir & von Essen, 2000).
Data analyzed by content analysis revealed that the actions that nurses take and the
charactenstics of staff were important in making children feel cared for- Important caring
aspects were as foliows: amusement, chical competence, continuity, f a d y
participation, honest communication, information, participation in decision making,
satisfaction of basic needs, social competence, and tirne. However, while the parents and
nurses agreed fairly well on which caring aspects were important, the children presented a
different view on what constitutes good caring. Children more often identified social
competence, amusement, and satisfaction of basic needs as significant care aspects. In
contrast, parents and nurses most fiequently identified the importance of idormation,
social competence, and the participation in decision making. Interestingly, satisfaction of
basic needs such as the need for good food, pain relief, a quiet environment, a single
room, and necessary equipment, was least fiequently mentioned caring aspects by parents

and nurses.
One study exploring patterns of communication between hospital staff and
children with cancer and their families, involved comparing patients' and parents'

perspectives of standard rounds (rounds conducted in the corridor) and bedside rounds in
which management was discussed in ffont of patients and parents (Lewis, Knopf,
Chastain-Lorber, et al., 1988). Findings showed that both children and parents preferred
bedside rounds. Moreovver, it was important that patients and parents have the opportunity
to ask questions, and that the information provideci be clear. Suggestions such as using
more understandable language, reducing the size of groups, and limiting the number or
excluding particular individuals were dso made. With standard rounds, children
perceived that physicians were '%idingsomething"; discussions excluding the child,
signined bad news. Unfortunately this study relied solely on retrospective accounts
without direct observation of rounds.

In a study that involved directly obsening the interactions of parents, health care
professionals (nurses), and children during pauiful clinical interventions, findings
emphasized the importance of nurses being aware of the various child-parent-caregiver
interactions and the need to stay focused on the child during painfûl procedures in order
to enhance the child's ability to cope (Naber et al., 1995). Focusing on issues not related
to the child, such as scheduling, equipment needs, recent activities, or personal interests,
did not appear to contribute to a child's ability to cope or tolerate a painfùl procedure, and
resulted in increased attention. Another study that analyzed interactions in a pediatric
oncology unit suggested that c h i c visits are more acceptable for children when staff
invest personal attention, give appropriate explanations, and handled children sensitively
(Inman, 1991).

Even with advances in medical care, caring for the dying child is still part of the

pediatric oncology nurse's role, Death is a social and cultural phenomenon. How we die
and the way that we permit others to die are greatly afEected or impacted by social and

cultural factors (Bluebond-Langner, L 978). However, to date, there has been minimal
research descniing specific nursing behaviors that are considered essential when caring

for the dying ctiild. One study in a series of comparative works examining "expert"
behavior in nurses caring for the dying children (includïng chiIdren with cancer) revealed
the foilowing behaMors as being critical: comecting, responding to the family, providing

cornfort, enhancing the quality of Mie during dying, responding to anger, respondïng after
the death has occurred, enhancing personal growth, and responding to coileagues

(Hawkins, 1995). Central to experience were behaviors that acknowledged and
incorporated the close relationship that developed between nurses and patients and their
families (i-e., comecing). Perhaps this was why pediatric nurses felt that decisions to

shift fÎom active to supportive, palliative care was even more difficult when the patient is
a child. In many instances, nurses maintaineci contact with a family for an extended

period of time following the death of their child. The essence of a caring relationship
underlaid al1 other components of care. Attending to the physical and psychological pain,
yet at the same time being able to recognize the child developmental and emotional need
to be loved and nurtured was impotant. This study relied on retrospective accounts, thus
M e r study is warranted. More information is needed to better understand such unique
attributes of pediaûic nursing care, such as connecting.
Further work is needed to assess how nurses and other health professionals
Uiteract and respond to cbildren with cancer and their cancer-symptoms. This is especially
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important considering the increased emphasis on medical technology in oncology patient
care settings challenge those caring for patients to provide care that is humanizing and

comforting, as well as technical (Brown, 1992). Hogan (1997) stated that "ensuring
optimal symptom control is a fhite measure of such advocacy and a scared trust that must
be nurtured and guarded as we approach the new rnillennium"(p. 1340).

Conclusion
Interpretation and understanding are critical to social Iife (Denzin, 1989). To date,
however, research directed at children's cancer-symptom experiences has paid minimal
attention to the meanings, interpretations, and experiences of the persons central to these
experiences. Although symptoms experienced by children throughout the cancer illness
trajectory have the potential to alter the sense of self in children and their families, this
has not been adequately studied. Moreover, a review of the pediatric oncology iiterature
reveals that the focus has been on the traditional measures of psychosocial sequelae to
assess the "impact" of the disease on the patient. Children's cancer-symptom experiences
have primarily been studied in terms of the noms and canons of positivistic science.

There are few attempts to write and interpret these experiences as they are iived and given
meaning by children and their families. This literature review provides firm support for
the need to further study children's cancer-symptom experiences, and to study this
phenornenon fkom a qualitative perspective. The next chapter will describe the research
design and process.

CHAPTERIII
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
Introduction to the Research Design
An interpretive research design h e d within the qualitative paradigm was
adopted in the study of children's cancer-symptom's experiences. Underpinnings fkom
the grounded theory and iliness narrative qualitative research methods guideci the research
process and assisted the researcher in the interpretive research process. This chapter
describes the research methodology and procedures used to arrive at meanuigfùl
interpretations of chiidren's cancer-syrnptom experiences. Limitations to the study are
presented,

The Qualitative Interpretive Research Approach
In qualitative interpretive research one seeks to arrive at building meaningful
interpretations of a specific social and cultural probIm (Demin, 1989). Qualitative
interpretive research helps to reveal intricate details of phenornena that are not easily
comrnunicated through quantitative methodology, and reveal what lies behind any
phenornenon about which little is known (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994) such as

children's cancer-symptom experiences.
Characteristics critical to interpretive research are the following: (1) it is
existential, interactional, and biographical; (2) it is naturalistic; (3) it is based on
sophisticated rigor; and (4) it is concerned with social construction including the social
consîruction of knowledge, history, and motion (De&,

1989). The qualitative

paradigm supports the assumption that truth is best achieved by entering the participant's

world with the intent of understanding the "context" of behaMour as it d o l d s naturally
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Whereas the natura1 science approach or quantitative
methodology is concemed with "objects of nature," ''things," 'hatural events," and "the
way that objects behave," the human science approach or qualitative methodology is

concemed with the study of persons or beings that have "consciousness" and "act
purposefully" by creating objects of "meaning" that are "expressions" of how human
beings exist in the world (van Manen, 1990). inasmuch as nature must be explained,
human Me must be understood (Dilthey, 1976 in van Manen, 1990). Human Me requires
knowledge, reflection, and thought to make it knowable to itself (van Manen, 1990). The
qualitative paradigm makes it possible to understand how individuals constnict their
worlds (Charmaz, 1990).
This study's research questions were best approached using a qualitative research
perspective as it aIlowed the researcher to explicate the meaning of the childhood cancersymptom phenornenon and understand the lived structures of meanings assigned to
cancer-symptoms. The method facilitated the researcher's ability to describe the human
dimension of the children's and families' stories of experiencing cancer. It also enabled
the researcher to grasp the simple sounds of symptoms, the cornplex inner language of
hW, desperation, and moral pain and trïumph of living with a .illness (Kleinman, 1988).

Finally, because interpretive research c m result in meaningfül descriptions and
interpretations of social processes (Denzin, 1989), theory development related to
children's cancer-symptom ensued.
Adopting a qualitative research approach was also appropriate because the use of

qualitative methods, especially observational and interpretive research procedures, have
increasingly been recognlzed by professionds as essential to strengthening an
understanding of children's cognitive, emotional, and behavioral development (Jessor,
Colby, & Shweder, 1996). It is recomrnended for researchers who are interesteci in
understanding what children and adolescents thuik about a particular experience (Beck,
1990; Bernheimer, 1986; Deatrick & Faux, 1989; Fine & Sandstrom, 1988; Pas, 1987)-

The need for more qualitative research, however, does not imply that researchers should
stop conducting research fiamed within the quantitative paradigm. Both paradigms are
needed to investigate the whole of the human experience (Beck, 1990). Whereas the

quantitative paradigm is d e d to control phenornena and to predict outcornes of
interventions, qualitative research is needed to identiQ the characteristics that make the
phenornenon what it is (Beck, 1990). While quantitative research is valuable, overreliance on one type of research method leads to biases (Morrow & Richards, 1996).
Children need to be ethnographicaily observed in the different social organizations that
make up the shifting contexts of their social lives (James & Prout, 1995). Accordingly, a
move away f?om a strictly quantitative research base to increased use of context-sensitive
quakative research procedures is being advocated (Graue & Walsh, 1998; Krahn, Hohn,
& Kime, 1995).

Because the overall purpose of this study was to discover meaningfùl descriptions

and interpretations of children's and their families' experiences with the cancersymptoms throughout the cancer-symptom trajectory, a qualitative research methoci that
supported a process-oriented perspective was necessary. Tenets from the grounded theory

qualitative research method were thus used to shape the research process. The grounded
theory method advances the understanding of humaa and soeal processes through the
development of theory that is inductively derived fiom the study of the phenomenon it
represents (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994). Theoretical assumptions of grounded theory
that were congruent with the study's questions included viewing and accepting: (1) the

importance of theory, grounded in reality, to understanding of a particular phenomenon;

(2) the nature of experience as something continually evolving; (3) the active role of
persons in shaping the worlds they live in; (4) an emphasis on change and process, and

the varïability and complexity of life; and (5) the interrelations arnong conditions,
meaning, and responses (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The grounded theory method not only

led to description of data, but more importantiy resulted in interpretation of data by the
development of concepts or core categories and their relationships to each other.
Adopthg a grounded theory approach to the study of children's cancer-symptom
experiences was appropriate as to date, no substantive theory exists.
A second type of interpretive work, the development of illness narratives, was

also used to discover and further facilitate discovery of meaningfül descriptions and
interpretations of the children's and their families' experiences with the cancersymptoms. The narratives helped to c o n f h the paradigmatic relationships of the
categories related to theory development. Illness narratives are variants of biographical
w r i ~ or
g biographical research. Biographical research has evolved fiom an array of
traditions including psychology, literary circles, history, and anthropology as well as
femuiist and cultural thinking (Creswell, 1998). With illness narratives, the researcher

sought to retell and inscribe stories of the children's cancer-symptom experiences as told
by the children and their familes. Combining underpinnings of illness narratives with the

grounded theory method was justified considering an essential step of grounded theory is
to create a story line or a conceptualization of a descriptive story about the central
phenomenon of the study. Approacbing children's cancer symptom experiences nom an
illness narrative perspective was most appropriate as it provided a b a i s for understanding
how illness affects the childreds and familes' biographies by contextualinng ïîhess
events and illness symptoms (Hydén, 1997). What distinguishes i h e s s narratives nom
other forms of qualitative research is that narratives are centred primady on the self

(Viney & Bousfield, 1991). An understanding of the child's and family's changiog sense
of self within the context of chîldhood cancer was facilitated.
Research Setting

in addition to participants' homes, the study was conducted in the outpatient unit
of the Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation (MCTRF) and the pediatric
oncology inpatient unit of Children's Hospital. Both the outpatient unit of MCTRF and
the inpatient unit of Children's Hospital are the two mainpediatric cancer treatment areas

for chiidren residing in the province of Manitoba. A description of these settings is
detailed in this section,
(1)Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation ( M C T m

The MCTRF c h i c that the children attendeci, provided outpatient services for
both adults and children with cancer. Its main floor was where children and adults were
seen for their check-ups and where they received their chemotherapy. The layout of the

chic's main or first floor included one long main hdway. Rooms located to one side of
the hallway included the laboratory room where patients' blood speciinens were taken
and test&, and the chernotherapy rwm where chemotherapy was initiated in ail adult and

child patients. Rooms or areas located on the other side of the hallway included two
waihng room areas and a check-in area for families. Approximately eight examination

rooms were located on both of two smaller hallways that were adjacent to each waiting
room area.

Although each area or room in the clinic had an official purpose such as checking
in families or testing blood, each area also had a nomofficial purpose assigned to them by
the families. For instance the area where blood testing was done was deemed as one of

the areas where parents could carry on serious conversations with other parents. Another

example are the examination rooms that in addition to their official purposes of a place
for check-ups and medical procedures, also served as a place where parents and chiidren
could reflect on the past week pnor to seeing the physician. The hailway itself served

many h c t i o n s including a meeting place and a party area when parties were held for the

children. The hallway also served as one of the main spots where pictures of children
attending the clinic were placed. In faci, except for the treatment rooms ail the areas had

pictures of children on the walls.

The clinic was onginally built specifically for adult cancer patients. Children did

not start using the clinic until the mid 1960's. Before that tirne, children were seen in the
outpatient c h i c at Children's Hospital. Understandably with the increase incidence of
cancer in adults and children and the increase in outpatient care over the last two decades,
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the c h i c space at MCTRF had become hadequate, However, at the time of this study,
the clinic at MCTRF was where the children received the majority of their care and where

families spent a good deal of their tirne. Most days the c h i c had limiteci space and on

days when clinics ran simuitaneously for both children and adults, it was impossible to
find a fkee rwm because al1 treatment rooms u s u d y were in use. At times this became a

problem for those families who needed or wanted to spend some t h e alone for whatever
reason. Understandably the need for a new clinic was long overdue and at the time that
the researcher was conductùig the study, a new clinic was being built.

The atmosphere of the clinic could best be descriied as a 'liappening" place. It

was a place full of people, motions, tallc, and action especially within the waiting rooms.

This made it easier for the researcher to blend in. Often the researcher was mistaken for a
family member of one of the cancer patients. Families, volunteers, and staff were corning
and going and al1 seemed to know where they were going. To describe the chic as
"busy" even when it was quiet would be an understatement. Most amazing was how
everyone maneuvered themselves and got around without interrupting the namal flow of
the c h i c despite alI the going-ons. It was also amazing that no child ever got run over or
knocked down by some machine. Families knew the c h i c so well that they could have

been blindfolded and yet still manage to get around with ease.
Although children and adults shared tàe clinic space on certain days, the c h i c
nonetheless became the domain of the children. The children's presence overpowered that
of the adults attending the clinic. Both waiting areas could be used by adult and children

patients, but for two days of the week, one of the waiting areas was basically desigoated

the waiting area for children and their families. The waiting room designated as the
"children's safe area" contrasteci sharply to the other rmms of the clinic. This room was
so much more f -of iife compared to other areas. Art work, toys, a television, video

garnes filled thïs area. It was extremely cluttered with cbildren and their families packed
into the area like they were sardines. The room was only approximately 10 by 12 feet in

size. On the regular scheduled clînic days for children, the "designated" children's
waiting room area was overflowuig. It was hard for everyone waiting to get a chair. The

waiting room area was the meeting place for both children and parents, It was in the
waiting room that parents couki share their stones with other parents. As well, children

could also update each other in this area and checkout the other chikiren's haïr loss and
growth.

Even more important was that the designated children's waiting room area served
as the children's play area. 1t was at the tables located at the centre of the waiting room

area that the children and sometimes their siblings would play board and video games and
make crafts while they waited to be seen by their physician or while they waited for their

treatments to be started. Under the carefbl guidance of the Child Life Therapist, the place
strived to be a safe area where children could feel more like "regular kids." Even the
nurses shooting in and out to monitor the intravenous lines did not disturb the '%id-like"
atmosphere of the waiting area. The only time this atmosphere was disturbed was when a
child presented with symptoms that were obvious to those in the waiting area. For
example, when a child would state that they were Yeeling sick," parents as weU as other
children wouid rush to get the child a basin to throw-up in and would make sure that the

child could lie down-

During the time the researcher spent at the clinic, the children had a c c d a t e d a
fair number of crafts. Each craft had its own story attached to it and represented a specific

period in the children's cancer-symptom trajectory. Many of the crafts that the children
made became holiday or birthday or "thank you" gifts for the children's fiends and
families. Sometimes when the researcher visited the children' s homes, the researcher was
shown the children's maAs- The amount of cr&s that were made during the time the
researcher was there, could have easily been enough for an Arts and Crafi Show Cancer

Charity Event. Even children receiving chemotherapy or some type of blood product per
intravenous who were weil enough would be gathered around the tables making crafts.
Those not feeling well enough, would lie on the one of the two couches that were situated
near the tables. When children needed to lie down on the couches, there was even fewer

spaces for parents and others to sit. However7no one ever hesitated to give up their seat
for a il1 child. The children themselves would still try to be part of the circle of other
children just by watching them make crafts or play games. Sometimes too, some other
individual be it a child or parent or sibling, would under the carefùl instructions of the ill

child, make a craft for them.
M e n children were feeling ''really sicK' they would often go to lie d o m in the
chemotherapy room. In contrast to the waiting room, the chemotherapy room was not
viewed as a "fun" place by the children or families. However, it provided a much needed

quieter environmentboth for the children and fimilies. In fact, it was ofken the children
who wanted to stay in this room when they felt 'kally sick" (refer to Chapter V for

definition). At the entrance of the chemotherapy room was the nurses' or admïtting desk.
This desk, although small, served as a look-out tower for aLl patients entering and leaving.

As well, it provided a place to observe patients within the room. Regardless of how busy
the area got, there was always someone behind the desk, be it the unit clerk or a nurse.
The chemotherapy room was where most of the chemotherapy was initiated. It was about
the size of two waiting rooms. The room was encircled by chairs and couches with the
middle of the room being clear of objects. Because of the openness of the room, the

researcher did not feel as cornfortable as her presence seemed more obvious; it required
the researcher to be even more discrete.
The chemotherapy room also brought the addt patients in closer proximity to the
children. At t h e s both the children and adults avoided each other, other times, they
interacted with each other, and familes of adult patients became part ofthe children's
community where long-term relationships were established. As was the case with the
waiting rooms, parents would share stories with other parents as well as sometimes with

the adult patients. Not surprisingly, the adult patients as well as the nurses for the most
part gave the impression that the children's suffering was more legitimate, and more
justified. Thedore, the children were treated in a more carefùl manner. Although the

atmosphere of chemotherapy room was less child-centred, stafhonetheless tried hard to
treat the children like "kids'byjust how they spoke to them. They were genuinely
interested in the kids' life outside the c h i c and would always ask them about things that
were important to them such as school. And as always, the clinic's clown would always

make a trip to the chemotherapy room to entertain any children.

Three smaller treatment rooms were also situated in the chemotherapy room near
the nurses' desk. These rooms were for those patients who felt "pcky" (refer to Chapter
V for definition). The rooms although really small, nonetheless served the purpose of

being even quieter places to rest. Often when the researcher attended clinic, the first
treatment room would be occupied by one of the children. The f k t room was more suited

for the children because it not only had its own television attached to the wail, but also
had a lounger chair where younger children could cuddle with a parent while lying on a

parent's lap or where older children could rest It was not uncommon to see the lights off

in this room as weli as in the other two treatment rooms.
Although the three treatment rooms in the chemotherapy room bctioned as
resting areas, they also had two additional hctions. First, in addition to the examination
rooms, it was in these three rooms where "bad news was delivered. Secondly, the
"

treatment rooms were used to put intravenous needles into children who had difficult
veins. Accordingly, it was not uncommon to hem cries coming fkom these rooms even
with the doors closed. The cries could be from the parents receiving bad news or fiom the

children gettùig the intravenous started. So while these rooms served as a restful quiet
comforting area, they could also be a place of discornfort and pain depending on the
context. One of the problems with "closeness" of the clinic's environment was that the
children's responses to pauiful procedures were often impossible to be kept away fkom
the other children and families. As weI1, other families would ofien be well aware of
when families received bad news because of them entering one of these three rooms with
a physician.

Considering the size of the clinic and the sensitive nature ofthe talk that could
occur during c h i c visits, there was Little privacy for familes to grieve about specific
losses or to discuss personal f d y issues. Yet families continued to teli their stories.
More importantly those families not involved in a particular f e l y ' s exchange or
interaction wodd assume a physical presence that tried to support or protect the privacy
of the grieving or upset fatnily. This ranged 6om getting involved in some activity with

their own children to going to coffee with another family. At times it also involved them
becoming part of the family's interaction when it was evîdent that the family needed the
help. The intuition and sense of knowing how other children and families were feeling

and managing was remarkable in aii families attending the clinic. In interaction with the
families, it became evident to the researcher that they were in fact excellent field
researchers. The familes, incIuding the children of al1 ages, had observational skills that
any research team would envy. Each child and adult could clearly identifi the "new"

family, the family with the dying child, the sick child, the rehnning family, and so on.
Gaining a sense of the depth of the families' understanding about other families was truly

evident in the field notes and unfominately is beyond the scope of discussion in this
research report.
Overa11 the outpatient c h i c was more than a treatment area to children and their

families. It was the cornmon ground or meeting place where children and families could
get to know one another, leam from each other, and tell their stories to others who ''trufy
understood!" In spite of or because of its size, some fàmilies felt that the physical

closeness of the environment to some extent facilitated social contact and helped families
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feel closer with each other. The outpatient clinic, iike the inpatient unit, was a home to

them where they could see members of their newly extended family and provide support
for them. The outpatient climc was espeçially important to families as not a l l were
involved in formal cancer support groups nor did hospitalization always allow f d e s to
connect with one another. The type ofsupport tbat f d - e s could get nom each other

during the outpatient clinic visits was deemed important by the families:
Mother: 1think it (makng the most of life) is sornethingyou can learn. W e noticed
too in the waiting room zythere is a majority of us who have that attitude. it tan
be contagious. then we can influence each other. Where zyyou corne into an
environment where there is a bunch of negative vibes..dnd we do influence each
other in that area!
Mother: You hear nightmares like you know thefirst week. Ijust heard
nightmares (in the outparient chic). everybody's got a sr0r-y. and we didn 't want
tu hear that, we needed somethingpositive to heur, and we weren't hearing
anything positive.
The importance of the clinic with respect to support was relliforced by famiIies
whose children's clinic appointments became fewer and fewer such as when treatment
was completed. For these familes they had less of a chance seeing the "regufars" or other
fSLIIUlies who became part of their circle of Eriends. Moreover, as the children moved

M e r and hther away fiom treatment and the "regzilars" moved on, families often felt
less and less like a " c o m m u n i ~or one "big extendedfarniiy" and more like strangers. It

was ofien difficult for them to sit and wait in c h i c when none of their fiiends were in
attendance. Parents and children would sometimes express that "things were not the
same" which truly reuiforces it was the people and not the structure of the c h i c that
made the place.

In spite of the many negatives of the cünic including its busy atmosphere, lack of
privacy, and the paintùl cries of the children, a sense of caring was felt throughout the
chic. Interestingly families even years after treatment would return to the annual
Christmas party. Their return reinforced the love they had for the people they met at the
clinic. Although expressed in different ways, ail children and families shared the
sentiment that as bad as cancer was, there were always the new fiiends, families, and staff
that made cancer bearable, even good at times.
Lady, although the many hours of fieldwork in the clinic was at t h e s stressful
for the researcher, it nonetheless proved to be invaluable to understanding the children's

and families' cancer-symptom experiences.
(2) h ~ a t i e nUnit
t
of Cbildren's Hosnital
The inpatient unit provideci services for ail hospitalized children diagnosed with

cancer. It was the only inpatient pediatnc cancer unit of the unïversity-aniliated
Children's Hospital. Usually only children requiring cancer care were to be admitted to

this unit. Exceptions included ((1cchildren who had had a bone marrow transplant
necessitating admittance to the Bone Marrow Transplant unit; (2) children who were
extremely ill necessitating admittance to the Children's Hospital pediatric intensive care
unit; and (3) children who had surgery necessitating admittance to one of Children's
Hospital pediatric surgical units. However, once the children who were critically iü or
requked surgery became stable, they then would be transfmed to the pediatnc oncology
inpatient unit. This was because the nurses and physicians who worked on the inpatient
pediatric oncology knew the children and their f d i e s and were experts in pediatnc

oncology care. The care that the children received included care related to diagnosing
cancer, receiving chemotherapy or radiotherapy, treathg complications such as infections,
symptom and palliative management, and caring for the dying child Because the
children's immunity was often compromise& many of the children admitted to this unit
would have to be isolated to their rooms. Depending on the reason for hospitalization,

hospital stays varied îrom children requiring only 24 to 48 hours of hospitalization to
children staying months on the unitThe design of the unit itself, was based on a U-shaped configuration with the

patients' rooms situated outside aU dong the "U." The patients' rooms either had singleor double-bed occupancy. The treatment, conference, and supply rooms were located

inside the 'W-" The nurses's desk was located at the bend of the U-shape. Significant to
this was that generally the children considered the "sickest" were admitted to the rooms

closest to and facing the nurses' desk where they could be more closely supervised. In
fact there were a couple of rooms located near the desk that children and families had

labeled as the "dyîng room because it was in these two rooms where they observed most
"

of the children dying. Even children as young of four years of age knew about these
rooms because some of their 'hew" fnends had died in these rooms.
Just as children and families knew which children were the 'Sickest" or dying
because of the room they were admitted to, they also knew when fimilies were going to
be told bad news because of the room in which families would enter into with the
pediatnc oncology team. This room, designated by sorne families as the "bad news
room, " was located near the end of the haiIway. It had a couch, a couple of lounger

chairs, and some coffee tables to make the atmosphere more cornfortable in nature. There
was also a blind on the large g l a s window of the door that helped to ensure the f d y ' s

pnvacy. A "do not dishub" sign would also be put up when meetings with faLnilies and

the health team took place here. Ail the families had been in this room at least once
during their children's cancer diagnosis. Although the reasons for going into the room

varied fkom receiving the news of their children's diagnosis, to being told that their
children's treatment was not working and so on, they all rernembered how it felt entering
and leaving the room, and hence could sense what other families were experiencuig when
they entered the room. They al1 including the younger children knew "the look" of despair

on the families' faces.
Mthough many of the children were on isolation and therefore, could not make
use of the unit's playroom or the hospitalyschild-centred activities, staff including the
nurses and child life therapist wodd try to make the children's stay on the ward as

fkiendly and chiId-centred as was possible. For the children requiring lengthier hospital
stay, staff would try to ensure that the children had enough child-Eendly and

developmentally appropriate objects in their rooms such as toys, books, or crafls. Each
room had a television. The unit also had a couple of portable video players for movies or
video games that the children would take tums sharing. Staff would do special things for

the children such as hang up pictures that represented somethuig significant to the
children or bring in a couch to their rooms so that the children's parents could rest on and

cuddle with their children. Birthdays and holidays were never forgotten by staff. On a
daily basis, someone fiom the Cbildren's Hospital main playroom would corne up to see

the children to see if the children needed any special toys or had any messages to
announce on the hospital's daily afiemoon television show. The hospitd clown who
fouowed them at the outpatient unit would also come up to see the children who were
isolated. If the children felt weLl enough, the hospital school teacher would come up daily
and work with the chdd in his or hm homework. A computer was also available for
children to work on. Some of the children also were given a desk to work on. The
children and families themselves also would bring specific personal belongings fkom
home that helped them to feel more at home, more like a "normal" environment.
Like the outpatient c h i c in MCTRF, the inpatient unit served as a form of
support for children and their families. It was another place where the "newfamii'y

" or

'tiecondfamily could be there for the other families. Unit staff too was a part of this
"

extended family. Relationships that developed between families and staff were often very
deep and close. Although for some this unit may have been the only place where they

interacted with each other, strong bonds nonetheless developed. in fact some families
found that the bonds they established with some of the staff and other families were

stronger than the bonds that they had with their own blood relatives. This would make
sense considering it was on this unit where families and staff were witnessed to and
expenenced the red highs and lows of life. It was on this unit where children could be at
worst point of the cancer-symptom trajectory in that they were extrernely ill with
increased symptom distress. It was also on this unit where some of the children with
cancer would spend their final days. Yet this unit also represented a sign of hope and life

because families were witnessed to or experienced recoveries that were sometimes

described as "miracles." Again like the outpatient unit, it was the families and staff that
made the unit home to the children and their families. Although the physical surroundings
were valued, the relationships provided the true comfiort that children and their families

needed.
(3) Partici~ants'Homes

During the course of the study, the researcher was pnvileged to be invited into the
homes of the families participating in the study. For many of the families, especially the

families studied longitudinaily, the researcher had made at least four visits to each home,
It was during such times that the fomal interviews would take place. However, the home

visits also allowed the researcher to see how families interacted as a f d y unit away
fiom the "official" treatment areas. How children and families interacted and functioned

al1 depended on the degree of symptom distress experienced by the children. For instance
when the children were feeling really well, alrnost fiee of al1 symptom distress, they

would have so much more energy and would be so much more animated and talkative. It
was during such times too that family members wouid focus less on the il1 children and
would not be as "careW around them. In contrast when the children were feeling "really
sict', the home became more like a hospital unit in which the focus of the family was

providing medical and nursing care to the child. Kt was duriog such t h e s that one area of

the home would be designated as the "sick area" where children would spend most of
their time with their mothers. The family h c t i o n e d less as a complete unit and more as

dyads such as the mother-child dyad, the sibling dyad, or the father-healthy children dyad.
The visits also provided the families a chance to show the researcher what they

were like as a family; that is, they wanted the researcher to see a différent side to them.
Quite often this meant showing the researcher family pictures of significant events in

their lives or personal objects that they valued- It was also a chance to meet the family
pet. Most interviews with the parents took place m u n d the kitchen table over a pot of
coffee, whereas most of the children prefetred to be interviewed in their own bedrooms.
The children especially took a lot of pleasure in showing the researcher their bedrooms
because their bedrooms and the personal belongings in the rooms reinforceci who the
children were or reidorced that they had a iife other than one which was focused on
cancer. Prior to and d e r each interview the families would first take time to share events

in their Iives that were not necessarily cancer-related. Again it was their way to share a
part of their lives that were not cancer-related; it was a way to feel like a ''normal"
family.

Participants

This section delineates the sampling selection process and the sample criteria used
ro access potential participants. A description of the children and families who
participated in this study is provided in Chapter IV.
(1) Sam~line
Selection Process
Children diagnosed with cancer and their families (parents and siblings) were the
primary participants for this study. Approaching childrenyscancer-symptom expenences

fiom a farnily perspective instead of an individual perspective (e-g., the child with cancer
or the parent) was deerned necessary not only because the family is integral to the

expression of symptoms by children (Woodgate & Kristjanson, 1996a), but because the

effects of illness on families and individual family members are not simply
unidimensional or lineu, but multifaceted and reciprocal, impacting the total f d y unit
(Wright & Leahey, 2000). Approaching the family unit as opposed to the individual unit

was in keeping with the study's theoretical h e w o r k of interpretive interactionism.
Children's physicians, nurses, social workers, child life therapists,
physiotherapists, occupational therapists, x-ray and laboratory technicians, radiology
technicians, nursing aides, unit clerks, and volunteer support workers were also part of
the study's sample. Samphg of these individuals was important because how they
responded to the children and families had an effect on children's and families'
responses to cancer-symptom experiences. Professionals' and para-professionals' input
served to expand on the children's cancer-symptom experiences and provide for richer,
detailed data. However, the sampling selection process was determiaed by the type of
children and families participating in the study and not the professionals or paraprofessionals.
Child and family participants were selected using the grounded theory method of
theoretical purposeful sarnpling. Whereas the power of statistical sampling depends on
selecting a tmly random sample which will permit generalization, the power of
purposeful sampling lies in selecting information-rich cases for study in depth (Patton,
1990; Sandelowski, 1995). The concern in this study was with the representativeness of

emerging concepts, themes, and ideas and not with the representativenessof the sample.
This method helped to optimize the probability of describing the full range of the
phenornenon (Field & Morse, 1985; Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994) and maximized the

researcher's ability to identify emerging themes that took adequate a c m t of contextual
conditions and cultural noms that helped lead to theoretical saturation of children's
cancer-symptom experiences (Patton, 1990). Further discussion of theoretical saturation
is provided in the Data Analysis section of this Chapter.

In order to capture core experiences that cut aaoss participant variation (Patton,
1990), the researcher endeavoured to obtain a sample that varied with respect to child-

related characteristics such as age and gender. As weli, phenomenai variation of the
children's cancer-symptom experïences was sought. Because it was recognized that
symptoms would Vary depending on the type of cancer as well as the illness trajectory
stage, children with different cancer diagnoses and who were at diffèrent stages or time
frames of their cancer trajectories (e-g., newly diagnosed, active treatment, remission,
relapse, palliative) were sampled. Examining the complete illness trajectory was

warranted considering that various dimensions of iliness (onset, course, outcorne, and
degree of incapacitation) are assumed to affect the family differentially (Rolland, 1984,
1987).

In accessing child and family participants, the pediatric oncology nurse clinician
of Children's Hospital was designated as the intermediary between the researcher and
participants. In addition to other responsibilities, the nurse clinician acts as a liaison
between the outpatient pediatric oncology unit of MCTRF and the inpatient pediatric
oncology unit of Children's Hospital. Therefore, this individual was considered
appropriate in the role of intermediary. The nurse clinician was responsible for
approaching potential participants (i.e., parents), and asking for their permission to allow

their names to be released to the researcher. To allow for consistency and to prevent

overburdening the nurse cihician, a short script was prepared that she referred to when
accessing participants (refer to Appendix A).
(2) S a m ~ l eCriteria

Specific inclusion criteria of child and family participants for entrance into the
study were as follows:

Children with cancer:
who were between five years to 18 years of age;
who understood and spoke English;
who had verbal and written consent provided by their legal guardian;
who had parents fitting the criteria for inclusion in the study;
who had cancer (no specific typdstage of cancer was specifïed);
who were at least two months pst-diagnosis in order to ailow time for families to
adjust to the child's diagnosis and prevent any undue stress; and
who voluntarily gave their assent.
Families - Parents:
(i)

who understood and spoke English; and

(ii)

who voluntarily gave their verbal and written consent.

Families - Siblings:
(i)

who were five years or older;

(ii)

who understood and spoke English;

(iii)

who had verbal and written consent provided by their legal guardian; and

(iv)

who voluntarily gave their assent.
Specific inclusion criteria of professionals, para-professionals, and volunteers for

entrance into the study were as follows:
(i)

who were professionals, para-professionals or volunteers in the designated study
areas (Le., cancer clinic or inpatient unit) assuming responsiaility for some aspect
of the children's care; and

(ii)

who voluntarily gave their verbal consent,

Data Coiiection Methoàs
In support of the study's framework and overall purpose, during data collection
the researcher attended to capturing: (1) the intersubjective nature of human behavior; (2)

the viewpoints of those whose worlds they purport to examine; (3) the interpretations or
meaniags that people attach to themselves, other people, and other objects of their
experiences; (4) the ways in which people do things on both a solitary and interactive
basis; (5) the attempts that people make to influence others; (6) the bonds that people

develop with others over time and the ways in which they attend to these relationships;
and (7) the processes, naturai histones or sequences of encounters exchanges, and events

that people develop an experience over time (Pms, 1996). in addition to theoretical
sampling with concurrent data collection and analysis, theoretical saturation or
completeness was achieved by ûiangulating data collection methods. Data collection
methods involved:
(la) Omri-ended Interviews

In order to arrive at an understanding of how children and their families
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experienced the syxnptom-cancer trajectory, open-ended interviews were planned. The
interviews allowed the researcher to discover the meanings child and family participants
assigned to the symptom experiences. Whereas the "why"question is the focus in logical
positivïsm and scientific sociology, in interpretive research (nonpositivistic) "how" social
experience is organized, perceived, and constructed by interacting individuais is the
concem (Demin, 1989).The traditional interview-respondentsituation is transformed
into a sharing, conversational interaction; sharing of experiences helps to create trust

(Denzin, 1989). The qualitative open-ended interview may be used as a vehicle to
e
the meaning of experience
develop a conversational relation with a i n t e ~ e w e about
(van Manen, 1990).A tnie conversation emerges when a certain topic of mutual interest

develops and those involved become, in a sense, aroused by the notion to which they are
now both oriented (van Manen, 1990). The interviewee becomes the CO-investigatorof
the study (van Manen, 1990).in interviewing, it is aiso important that the researcher stay

close to experience as lived (van Manen, 1990).
Al1 children and their families (parents and siblings) were given the opportunity
to participate in open-ended interviews. Excqt for certain famiy members fiom 13
families, all famiy members meeting the sample criteria of the 39 f d e s participating
in the study took part in the formal interviews. Where the whole family unit had not

pdcipated in formal interviews the following reasons were provided: (1) fathers were
not available due to employment commitments (n=5); (2) siblings were not available due
either to a lack of time, logistics, or because they did not want to be interviewed (n=5);
and (3) children were not available due either to being too ill or because their parents did

not want their children to be intervieweci as they felt it would cause them too much stress
(n=3). D u ~ the
g course of the study a total of 230 open-ended interviews were
conducted. The adults' interviews lasted mywhere Erom 40 to 180 minutes. The
children's interviews lasted f?om 20 to 120 minutes with the younger chitdren usually
participating in shorter interviews. The majority of interviews involved the 15 families
who were followed longitudinaiiy. Multiple interviews were planned as it ailowed the

researcher to follow-up on significant themes, validate the researcher's interpretations,
and assess how perceptions change over tirneFamily rnembers took it upon themselves to decide whether they wanted to be
interviewed individually or with some other family member(s). Some parents preferred
and requested to be interviewed together and some of the parents requested that they be
present while their ill children were being intervieweci. As well, some siblings preferred
to be i n t e ~ e w e d
with their other siblings. In such instances where family members

requested to be interviewed together, the researcher honored their request. When joint
interviews occurred, the researcher tried to ensure that dl mernbers involved were given
the opportunity to voice their views and perspectives. While joint interviews had the
disadvantage of participants potentially hidïng certain information, joint interviewing
provided the researcher with the opportunity to observe how participants interacted and
responded to each other. Discovering and understanding relational possibilities and
mutually created meaning is a strength of joint interviewhg (Morris, 200 1).
The total number of times that mothers were interviewed was 117, for fathers it
was 46, for siblings it was 48, and for the children it was 103 interviews. Despite the

researcher's attempt to have more fathers and siblings involved in interviews, they were
reluctant to be part of the process. Interestïngly the fathers felt that they would not be able
to contribute too much to the study because they did not provide a lot of the children's

direct care. Siblings sometimes did not participate because they found the whole
experience to difficult to share. Their sadness was most evident The smaller number of
i n t e ~ e wthat
s fathers and siblings partïcipated in was also reflective of the fïnding that
both fathers and siblings felt more like outsiders during the child's ïhess. Fortunately,
havuig additional methods of data coilection, especially participant observation and
informal interviewing aided the researcher in capturing the responses and perspectives of
the fathers and siblings.

Al1 open-ended interviews began with a grand tour question. Additionally, an

interview guide with a list of potential questions based on key themes identifieci fiom the
literature and h m the researcher's experience in caring for ill children was used (refer to
Appendix B, C, D). The guide was patterned afier Charmaz' (1990) goundecl theory
inte~ew
question format and hcludes four basic types of questions: informational (e.g.,
"What types of symptoms does your child have?"); reflective (e.g., "What has it been iike
since your child became ill?"); feeling (e.g., "How did that make you feel?'); and lastly
ending questions or questions devised to end the interview on a positive note (e.g., "If you
could have three wishes, what would you wish for?"). The questions sewed as probes to
enhance or extend information as well as to keep the interviews focused on the topic
(Field & Morse, 1985). Additional probes used included: the use of silence; "pumps"
(e.g., sounds such as "uh-huh"or 'km"); c a s for exampies, c d s for reactions to the

researcher's reformulations of what was said; and simple questions to facilitate
conversation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Open-ended questions that encouraged
narrativization was encouraged. For instance instead of asking %en

did X happa?,"

which asks for a distinct piece of data, the question "tell me what happened?" which asks
for more detailed information (Riesman, 1993), was asked.
Although an interview guide had been developed, the open-ended technique
allowed the researcher to focus participants' responses into areas previously not
anticipated or areas deemed signiscant by the participants (Field & Morse, 1985). The
objective here was to elicit fiom participants what they felt was significant. Questions
asked in subsequent foLiow-up intemïews were based on emerging categories and themes
identified in the h t set of interviews. The emerging analysis directeci subsequent
questions asked. In keeping with the qualitative interview, both the researcher
(interviewer) and interviewee tried to interpret the significance of preliminary themes in
follow-up conversations (van Manen, 1990).
Additionally the goal of research interviewing was to maintain enough fiexibility
to elicit individual stories that may vary a great de&, while gathering information with

enough consistency to allow for cornparison between and among participants (May,
1991). Open-ended i n t e ~ e w i n gassumes that meanings, understandings, and
interpretations cannot and should not be standardized (Denzin, 1989). The phrasing of the
questions and the order in which they are asked varieci for each individual. Variation in
the type of questions asked for each participant is not considered to be an "errer" but,

instead is considered endemic and unavoidable (Mishler, 1986). The intent was to avoid

the standard approach (Le., stnictured, survey interview format) which is behavioral and
antilinguistic, relies on the stimulus-responsemodel, and decontextualizes the meaning of
responses (Mïshla, 1986). Instead, the interview was unstmctured in recognition that an
interview is a joint product of what interviewees and interviewer talk about together and
how they talk with each other. As Mishler (1986) noted, an interview is a form of

discourse in which analysis and interpretation are based on a theory of discourse and
meaning. Each participant brought with them diffaent perspectives and circumstance,
just as the researcher did to each research-participant relationship, hence the reason for

variation in questions.
Interviewhg took place in participants' homes or in a quiet, private area in
MCTRF or Children's Hospital. The choice of setting was determined by the participants

based on what they felt most cornfortable with; this helped to assist in the development of
rapport and trust between the researcher and participants. Ail interviews were tape
recorded in order to preserve their authenticity and to facilitate a detailed narrative
analysis. Field notes were made during the interviews which included desmiing the
nonverbal behaviors of the participants (e-g., participants' responses to the researcher)
and the context in which the interviews took place. Notes were recorded briefly durkg

the interview process, and expanded on after the interviews.

(Ib) Strate&es for Child Partici~antInterviews
Recognizing that basic developmental processes shape one's capacity to respond
in an interview setting, additional strategies were undertaken with child participants to

facilitate them in expressing their thoughts. Most important was the building and

maintaining of a tnisting relationship between the researcher and the children.
Establishing tnisting relationships take time, therefore, with each new f d y the
researcher would let the children get to h o w the researcher before commencing any
interviews. Once the researcher felt that the children trusted her, she then commenced
with the interviews. During the interviews, creating the right psychological c h a t e was

critical and therefore, the following strategies recommended by Ross and Ross (1984)
were undertaken: (1) ensuring that the child was aware that he or she codd stop the
interview at any point; (2) ensuring that the child did not feel that the interview process
was a test; (3) allowing the child as much time as they desired in responding to questions;

(4) ensuring there were no feelings of disapproval on the part of the researcher, (5)

handling silences carefiilly; and (6) not placing demands on the child to respond in a
certain way. One of the outcornes of the child interviews was to ensure that the children

came out of the research experience feeling reasonably pleased with themselves and with
enhanced self-esteem. To that end, the researcher ûied to ensure that children viewed
their participation positively throughout the research process.

Tammivaara and Enright (1986) also stressed that in establishingrapport with
child infamants, researchers must monitor the assumptions they intentionally or
unintentionally embed in the infonnants' answers, just as they must monitor the
assurnptions they intentionally or unintentionally embed in the researcher 's ethoographic
questions. To ensure that al1 the power and authority during the interviews were not held
by the adult researcher the following strategies recommendations by Tammivaara and

Enright (1986) were used by the researcher: avoidance of directing the child's behavior;

not doing all of the initiating within the interview; playing dumb; using projective
techniques; alternathg interview settings; and respecting cbildren's own knowledge-

Refer to Table 1 in Appendix E for a sMMary of strategies that the researcher
considered. Although the researcher had a List of strategies, she also found that in
interacting with the children, each situation was unique. Accordingly, adaptability to the
characteristics of each child and situation was essential.
(2) Partici~antObservation

Participant observation as a data cokction method is beiieved to af5ord the
researcher the opportunity to get closer to the lived experiences of participants. By puthg
the researcher in close, sustained contact with others, the researcher can gain insight into

their viewpoints and practices through ongoing commentary and other interactions at
valuable vantage points (Prus, 1996). In ordei to appreciate certain aspects of the
children's and familes' cancer-symptom experiences, the data collection method of
participant observation was another major method used in this study. Because symptoms
are often manifested in spontaneous behaviors (Garbarino & Stott, 1990), observation

was a method well nùted for this study. The goal of participant observation was to
capture a thorough understanding of participants' behaviors in response to the symptoms

(e-g.,symptom expression, care practices, coping responses). As weil, it served to provide
insights as to what affect interpersonal relationships had on the cMdrents symptom
experiences.

The researcher assumeci the role of moderate participation. With this type of
participation, the researcher sought to maintain a balance between participation and

observation, while trying to remain fairly unobtnisive or nondisruptive in a particular
setting. In cornparison to pure observation, participant-obsemation involves a more active

and interactive and ambiguous role as the researcher tries to fit into the setting (Pnis,
1996). It involved, as van Manen (1990) noted, assuming a relationship that is close as
possible while retaining an aiertness to events that ailows the researcher to constantly step
back and reflect on the meaning of those situations. Close observation requires that one
be an observer and participant at the same time, and maintain a certain orientation of
reflectivity while avoiding a more artificial attitude that a reflective attitude tends to
infiise itself in social situations (van Manen, 1990).
Throughout the sîudy, participant observation as a method was undertaken during
various periods, sites, and during different points in time in order to maximize differences

(e-g.,clinic, home environment, hospital, interview periods). Observation sampling
focused on the responses of and interactions between children and their families, and
when appropriate, health professionals. The researcher carried out approximately 960

hours in her role as a participant observer in the outpatient c ~ cThne
. spent in the
outpatient c h i c involved two 6 h o u days per week for a period of approximately 20

months or 80 weeks. Additionally the researcher acted as a participant observer when the
children were hospitaiized. Although the exact hours for the time spent observing
children during any hospital stay were not calcdated, the researcher observed anywhere
fiom one to five hospitalizations for each of the children foliowed longitudinally. During
each hospital day, the researcher obsewed the children daily or every second day that the
children were hospitalized. Each observation day lasted anywhere fiom two to five hours.

To assist in getthg a complete picture, the researcher asked questions similar to
Spradley's (1980) descriptive matrix which focuses on questions based on nine major
dimensions of every social situation: space, object, act, activity, event, tirne, actor, goal,

and feeling. Observations were unstructured in order to permit flexible exploration. All
data pertaining to the observations were recorded in the form of unstructured field notes.
Recording took place during breaks in-between observation periods and were krther
expanded on at the end of each data collection day. A total of 1500 double-spaced typed
pages with one inch margins to ali sides, tops, and bottoms ofthe pages were recorded in
response to the researcher's tirne spent in the outpatient and inpatient Uflits. These field
notes did not include notes specific to observations made in the chiidren's homes. Notes
specific to observations made in the children's homes were attached to the interview
notes.
Acknowledging that being a participant observer in the child's world could pose
difficulties, certain strategies were employed to lessen potential problems. This included
the researcher tryïng to bracket assumptions related to adult superiority in order to
increase the possibility of entering childreds worlds as an active, fùily participating
member (MandeIl, 1988). In order to minimize the social distance between the adult
researcher and child participants it was important for the researcher to view the child
participants simply as social members. Child participants were considered to be equal
participants in the research process and were allowed to make decisions related to the
research study (e.g., when and where observation should take place). Differences between
the adult researcher and the child participant were also reduced by graduai and "reactive"

field entry strategies in which the researcher displayed a much more muted, passive role
and ambiguous status (Siegert, 1986). In order to be accepted by the children, the
researcher entered their world according to the role they prescribed. The researcher aied
to be as non-threatenùig as was possible or to reduce any potential threat within
reasonable limits. Threat in this instance as conceptualized by Lofland and Lofland
(1 995) referred to threats to beliefs, self-confidence, and existing social arratlgements by

means of argument, ridicule, sarcasm, disinterest and so on. Forhinately both the children
and parents of every f d y became very cornfortable early on with the researcher's

presence. They continued on in their interactions with each 0 t h without feeling or acting
"on guard" because of the researcher's presence.
The method of participant observation proved to be a very valuable means to
coliect data about the cancer-symptom experiences especially when the younger children
were the focus. This may have been related to the fact that younger children communicate

through their behavior even more powerfully than through their words (Garbarino &
Stott, 1990).
(3) Informa1 Interviews

As part of the participant observation experience, idormal interviewing took
place and involved asking questions during the course of the ongoing fieldwork
(Spradley, 1980). Children, families, and health professionals were questioned informally

during periods of participant observation. Questions flowed fiom the immediate context
and helped to veri@ what meanings the participants themselves assigned to their
situations (Patton, 1990). Again the infiormal intemiewing proved to be invaluable not
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only for gaining an understanding of the children's perspectives but also the aduits'
perspectives.
(4) Ratine Scale

To measure the intensity of the childrenfssymptoms, a visual analogue scale (Le.,
VAS) was originaUy planned to be used during the formal interviews and when

appropriate, during periods of participant observation (refer to Appendix F). The VAS is
1O-cm line with two endpoints. Anchored at the ends are the words 'ho

(symptom)" and "as bad as it can be

(symptom)." The VAS has shown to be a

practical, sensitive, reliable, and valid tool in measuring dyspnea in children with asthma
(Canieri, Kieclchefer, Janson-Bjerklie, & Souza, 1991) and pst-operative pain in school-

age children five years and older (Dahiquist, 1990; Ross & Ross, 1988). The VAS is
considered useful for children with limited language skills and the unsegmented response
continuum allows the child to rate his or her symptorns within the context of the

maximum number of points that the child can discriminate (Ross & Ross, 1988).
Information obtained fiom the children's ratings were meant to increase an

understanding of the childrenfsexperîences. However, as discussed in the fïnduigs,
children early on in the study became very hstratcd using the rating scale as to them the
ratings could not sufficiently reflect how they were feeling. They could not see the poht

of using the scale and in fact, lost interest. Even using variations of the VAS mch as

asking the children on a scale of one to ten (with ten being as bad as the symptom could
be) to rate their symptoms or use of the Wong-Baker Faces self-report graphic scale
(Wong & Baker, 1988), did not make a diffaence in the children's use of the scale. In

fact, some of the children became 'Yumed of%"when being asked to rate theV symptoms
and would affect the quaiity of the interactions with the researcher during that specific
time period when they were asked. Acc~rdingly~
use of the scale was dispensed with early

on in the study.
(5) Focus G r o u ~ s

Once the majonty of the individual interviews had been completed with the
children and sïblings, audiotaped focus group interviews were conducted by the
researcher. Three interviews were arrangeci and involved one group of five adolescent
males with cancer, another group of four adolescent females with cancer, and l a d y one
group of three adolescent fernale sibhgs. Although the goal was to conduct numerous
group interviews that wouid account for the varied age range of the children and sibhgs
in the study, this did not occur due to difficulties in scheduiing the interviews.

Nonetheless, the three group interviews added to an understanding of the children's
perspectives. Questions originating from the individual interviews as well as questions
developed that were based on emerging themes Erom the data anaiysis, were used to

guide the focus groups. The purposes of the focus groups were: (1) to provide instances
of interchange between contrasting perspectives; and (2) to provide some quality controls

on data collection (Berg, 1998; Hoppe, Wells, Momson, Gillmore, & Wilsdon, 1995;
Lofland & Lofland, 1995; Patton, 1990). Groups helped to validate the researcher's data
analysis, and to ensure that the emerging categories remained closely linked to the data*
Focus groups are especially useful for studies of complex issues involving many levels of
feelings and experience (Carey, 1994; Hoppe et al., 1995). They provide access to both

actual and existentialiy meanin@ interactional experiences (Berg, 1998). Focus groups
interviews are especially considerd valuable source of qualitative interview data with
school-age and adolescent children (Deatrick & Faux, 1989) (refer to Appendix G for
focus group strategies).
(6) Reflexive Journal
A reflexive journal was maintained by the researcher. This provided the

opporhmity for reflection of the researcher's values, assumptions, feelings, and thoughts
as well as information about present methodological decisioos (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

nie journal helped to keep the researcher focused on addressing the research goals by
challenging the researcher to consider what changes or foilow-ups needed to be made
during the course of the study in order to arrive at an accurate representation of the

children's and family's experiences. It aiso provided a means of debriefing for the
researcher, and a way to deal with any experiences that she found stressful.
(7) Demoera~hics

Demographic profiles of ali child and family participants were prepared to M e r
add to the description of participants. Information was gathered mninly fkom the parents

and children (refer to Appendix H), although in some instances the researcher needed to
get some of the information from the children's medical charts. Because professionals
and para-professionals were not the focus of the study, demographics were deemed not

necessary for them.

Research Procedure
The researcher fïrst obtained written permission to conduct the study fiom the:
(1) Ethical Review Cornmittee, Faculty of Nusuig at the University o f Manitoba; and (2)

Access Commîttee of Children's Hospital. Written permission fiom MCTRF was also
obtauied to access the children's medical charts (refer to Appendix I for letters of
permission). Verbal permission to access the outpatient pediatric oncology clinic of

MCTRF and the inpatient pediatric oncology unit from the head nurses and physicians
responsible for the care in those areas, and fiom the Director of Patient Services at
Children's Hospital and the Director of Nursing at MCTRF was also obtained.

Once permission was obtained fiom the appropriate personnel, potential child and

farnily participants who were presently receiving treatment for cancer at the outpatient
oncology unit of MCTRF or the inpatient unit of Children's Hospital were recruited with
assistance from the designated nurse intermediary, the pediatric oncology nurse clinician.
The nurse clinician would îïrst phone potential participants (parents) to get their
permission to release their names to the researcher. Mer getting their permission, the
researcher phoned the parents to explain the study to them (refer to Appendix 0. If the
parents agree to participate, a written consent was provided for them to sign upon

meeting them in person (refer to Appendix K). Next, at a t h e deemed appropriate by the
parents, the researcher then explained the study to their children in tenns that they could
understand (refer to Appendix L). For children to participate in the study, the researcher
also had to obtain their agreement or their assent. Assent is associated with one

understanding the procedures and general purpose of the research as weil as having the

desire to participate (Rae & Fournier, 1986). Obtaining a child's assent is deemed to be
necessary for all pediatric psychosocial research. The possibility of discoverhg a
breakthrough in psychosocial care must be ovenidden by maintainhg the psychosocial

integnty of the child (Maciclin, 1992; Miller, 1993; Rae & Fournier, 1986; Weithom &
Scherer, 1994). For assent, children needed only to have a elementary understanding of
what they would be required to do, have a basic comprehension of the purpose of the
research, and be capable of expressing a preference regardhg participation in that
research (Rae & Foumier, 1986). This is in contrast to consent in which one has to have
the sophisticated abstract evaluating capability and an understanding of the conditions

surrounding the research (Rae & Fournier, 1986). Assent forms were provided for those
children who wanted to participate in the study (refer to Appendix M). The study was
aIso explained to the siblings (refer to Appendix N), and assent foms were prepared to
the siblings (refer to Appendix O). With respect to heaith and other professionals as well

as para-professionais, the researcher had arranged numerous meetings for them to

explain the study and to answer any questions pnor to commencing the study. During
explanation of the study, their verbal consent to participate in the study was obtained.

Explanation sheets of the study with disclaimers were also available in each of the study's
settings (refer to Appendix P).
Once parents, children, and siblings agreed to participate, the researcher focused

on establishing rapport with them. Plans for the fkst interviews with parents, children,
and sibhgs were arranged based on the family's choice and time frame. The initial
interviews allowed the researcher to get a beginning understanding of participantsf

thoughts and feelings. This understanding helped to guide the researcher through the
complete research process. Observation periods were then planned with input fiom
children and families. Subsequent formal interviews and ongoing observation periods
were manged based on the emerging categories derived fkom ongoing data analysis, and
as deerned necessary by the children and f&lies.

Throughout data collection, the

researcher emphasized to all participants that they could withdraw at anytime fiom the
research study,
Important throughout this qualitative research project was aclmowledging that the
study should not be viewed in a static fashion. It was critical that the researcher was ready

to change lines of action and methods and reconceptualize problems as the themes began
to emerge. Qualitative researchers must constantly assess their methods, m e s s the quality
of incoming data, and note the relevance of data to theory (Denzin, 1978).

Data Analysis

Data analysis involved the following two forms of interpretive work: (1) applying
the grounded theory method of constant comparative analysis to identi* the basic
psychosocial phenornenon and process related to children's and thei. families'
experiences with childhood cancer-symptoms; and (2) semantic and hemieneutic analyses
to depict illness narratives. From this analysis, two substantive theones emerged that
were grounded in a meaning-centred approach.
(1)Constant Com~arativeAnalysis

The grounded theory metùod of constant comparative analysis is a research
method developed by sociologists Bamey Glaser and Anselm Strauss for the purpose of

studying social phenornena fkom the perspective of symbolic interactionism (Glaser,
1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994). The goal of this method is
to descnie the meaning of the basic psychosocial process of a particula.phenomenon that
exists within individuals or groups in order to arrive at explanatory models or theones of
human behaviors or processes that are derived inductively (Morse & Field, 1995; Strauss
& Corbin, 1990). Analysis occurs ongoing with data collection and is based on the

recognition that making cornparisons within the data is d c a l to theory development
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Making comparisons involved the researcher movuig back and
forth among data sets to discover patterns or categories and to determine the absence,

variation, or presence of categories (Hutchinsin, 1986); companng and contrashg
emerghg categories with other categones fkom each participant and between participants

was undertaken. Cntical to making comparisons of emerging categories, was the ongoing
process of coding or giving rneaning to a i i units of information- The process of coding as
defïned by Strauss and Corbin (1990) involved: (i) open coding in which data was broken
down and then categorized in terms of its properties and dimensions; (ii) axial codïng in
which connections were made between categories and subcategories; and (iii) selective

coding in which the relationship of the core categones of the basic psychosocial
phenomenon and process were clarified with al1 the emerging categories related to the
core categories. Aslcing questions and make memos related to code notes and data
comparisons was part of the process of codiag. Dependhg on the evolving kdings,
codes were revised and previously coded data was re-coded. The children's own words
were used when possible in labeling the major categories, especially in relation to the

rneanuigs children assigned to the symptom expexiences (refer to Chapter V). Relyhg on
the children's own words was supported by the researcher so that those reading this study
could not only discover what was important to the children but also really hear how the
children spoke. It was a chance to give children a voice as for too long the experiences of
children have been represented by the adult voice. The researcher wanted to provide the
reader with the opportunity to get as close as possible to the chiIdren's experiences.

Although in its idiancy,reiiance on children's own words and dialects in depicting their
experiences with illness is, according to Bearison (2991)' one way to teach others the

value of listening to children on their own ternis. W

e there is the possibility that in the

future the labels assigned to the major categories may need to be revised to keep Pace
with children's changing dialects, what should remain fairly consistent are the meanings

assigned to the categones.
Just as there was trianplation of data collection methods, so too was there
ûiangulation of data analysis which occurred at the aggregate level (e.g., analysis of
participant's perceptions); interactive level (e.g., how participants' perceptions are
generated out of interactions between participants); and coliectiuity (e-g., analysis of how
families' role demands dictate certain perceptions and interactions) (Demin, 1978). In
applying the constant comparative approach, the researcher attempted to "saturate" all

emerging categories. This involved the researcher c o n t i n d y looking for examples of
data that represented all categones. Data collection and analysis was terminated when:
(1) no new information or insights emerged, that is, al1 categories were deemed saturated

or complete; (2) the category development was dense, insofar as ail of the puadi=

elements were accounted for; and (3) the relationships between categories were well
established and validated (Creswell, 1998). The end result was the generation of two
substantive theories specific to children's cancer and cancer-symptom experiences. The
student's dissertation chair (Dr. L. Degner) reviewed all categories of the theories to help
confirm and clari@ the organization and relationships of the derived properties and
categories of the substantive theoria. Theoretical completeness of the data was achieved
midway through the project but longitudinal data collection fkom key participants

continued in order to identiw any potentiai changes over tirne(2) Illness Narratives
The focus of this study's analysis was to identify the main psychosocial
phenomenon and process of children's and families' cancer-symptom experiences, thus
warrantkg grounded theory analysis. However, in order to arrive at a more

comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon under study, the researcher felt that
narrative analysis was also justified. It was the process of narrative analysis of the

children's and families' experïences that helped to confirm the paradigrnatic relationships
of the theoretical categories that emerged fkom this study. Narrative analysis was most
helpful in amving at a meaning-centred approach to understanding the children's cancersymptom experiences. "Depicting illness in the form of narratives is a way of

g
together within a
contextualizing illness events and ibess symptoms by b ~ g i n them
biographical context. By weaving the threads of illness events into the fabric of our lives,
physical symptoms are transformed into aspects of our lives, and diagnoses and
prognoses attain meanhg within the fiamework of personal life " (Hydén, 1997, p. 53).

Narratives do not merely reflect illness experience, but rather contriiute to the experîence
of symptoms and suffering (Kleinman, 1988). The stories are highly personalized,
embedded as they are in individuai lives and experience (Garro, 1994).
In developing the illness narratives the following steps descriied by CreswelI
(1998) were applied: (i) identifying an objective set of experïences and then developing a

isolating narrative
chronology of the individual's life; (ii) discovering epiphanies; (5)
segments and categories with-in the intemïew story; (iv) isolating major patterns and
meanings within the narrative segments; (v) reconstnicting the individual's biography;
and (vi) lastly, preparing a narration. Critical to reconstnicting the children's and

families' biography was h v i n g at the core narrative. The core narrative represents the
essentid meaning of the story in terms of informational content, its interpersonal impact,
and the language in which it has been told (Viney & Bousfield, 1991). Preparing the core

narrative in illness narratives involved arranghg the illness symptoms and events in
temporal order and relathg thern to other events in the participant's life (Hydén, 1997).
Systematic reading of each interview transcnpt for themes with awareness of similarities,
differences, and inconsistencies helped to draw out the core narrative. Listening not only
to the content of the children's narrative report, but also to the children's spontaneous

use of language was critical in the examination of narratives (Steward, Bussey,
Goodman, & Saywitz, 1993). The children's symptoms were evaluated and interpreted in
the larger context of illness meaning because the significance ascribed to various
symptoms iduenced the information children and their families perceived and
communicated about particular illness episodes. Bearkon (Bearïson, 1991) viewed

narratives fiom children with cancer as a means to understanding children's experiences
with cancer from the children's perspective, Bearison found that the narratives provided

the children with an outlet to construct and understand the self, and reflected their
struggle with cancer and theu attempt to resolve it,
(3) Descri~tiveMeasures

Information fkom the demographic forms was analyzed by means of descriptive
measures and provided a summary of the main characteristics of the children and
famifies.

Establishing Trustworthiness

Lincoln and Guba's (1985) tmstworthiness cnteria specific to naturalistic or
qualitative inquîry was used to critique the rigor of the study's fïndings. in achieving
tmstworthiness, the researcher was concemed with trying to convince those interested in
the phenomenon that the study's fïndings are worth noting in that they contniute to an

increased understanding of the phenomenon and that the findings are meaningfbl and
grounded in reality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985)- Four components to achieving
trustworthiness were stnved for in this study: credibfity; transferability; auditability; and

confhmability.
(1)Credibilitv

The first component of tmstworthiness, c~edibility~
is concemed with miving at

an accurate, tathfiil description of participants' experiences (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Findings are considered to be credible when others going through the same or similar

experience as did the research participants, wouid be able to recognize the interpreted

data as their own (Sandelowski, 1986). As well, other researchers or readers should be
able to recognize the experience &er having only read about it in a study (Sandelowski,
1986). The researcher, as the reconstructor of the raw data, needs to show that he or she

has represented multiple constructions adequately in that the data are credble to the
constructors of the original multiple realities (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). As well, the
emerging theory should be able accurately describe the major core categones of the

substantive area.
A variety of strategies were usrd to establish credibility in the study's fïndings.

Most important was the strategy of member checks, that is, sharing one's interpretation
with the participants in order to ensure that one's interpretations were an adequate

representation of the participants' realities (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Tnangdation of data
sources, prolonged engagement in the field, and persistent observation also helped the
researcher to adequately and accurately leam about the phenomenon under study (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985). Whereas the purpose of prolonged engagement was to render the

researcher open to multiple influences, the purpose of persistent observation served to

identifjr those characteristics in the situation that were most salient to the phenomenon

under study and to focus on them in detail (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Prolonged
engagement provided scope; persistent observation provided depth (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). The researcher also explored aspects of the research process and data analysis with
her dissertation supervisor, Dr. L. Degner throughout the study. As a form of peer
debriefing, this served to: (i) help keep the researcher '%onest" by being exposed to
questions that chalienged her with aspects of the inquiry peitaining to substantive,

methodological, legal, and ethical issues; (ii) provided opportunities to test working
hypotheses; (iii) provided opportunities to develop and test subsequent steps in the
emerging design; and (iv) provided the opportunity of catharsis of thoughts or feelings

that may be interfiring with the researcher's ability to carry out the study (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985)Additionally, with respect to approaching validation or credi'biiity in the
narrative work, the researcher was concemed with whether the narratives were persuasive

and plausible, that is, was the interpretation reasonable and convincing. These criteria
were achieved when theoretical claims were supported with evidence Eom participants'
accounts (Riessman, 1993).
(2) Transferabilitv

The second criterion, transferability or applicability, is concerneci with how the
findings can be transfmed to or have applicability in other contexts or infonnants
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Fittingness is the criterion in which the applicability of
qualitative study is evaluated. A study meets the criterion of fittingness when the findings
"fit" the data fiom which they are derived (Sandelowski, 1986). As well, a study mets
this when its findings "fit" into contexts outside the study situation (Sandelowski, 1986).
In qualitative research, however, tbis may be difficult to achieve due to the generaliy

small sample sizes inherent in qualitative research. Moreover, a substantive theory is
thought to be valid only for the studied population. However, by providing detailed,
accurate descriptions of a process related to a particular phenomenon, this may enable one
to predict processes in similar circumstances (Hutchinson, 1986). Accordingly it was the

responsibility of the researcher to provide sufficient descriptive data that wiil enable the
reada to make a decision about whether or not the fïndings are tramferable to another

setting (Bertefi, 1996; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This included providing the widest
possible range of information (i.e., thick description) which was achieved through
purposeful sampiing. As well, thick description included detailing: (i) the context of
specific acts; (ii) the intentions and meanings that organizes the action; (iii) the evolution

and development of specific acts; and (iv) the action as a text that can then be interpreted
(Denzin, 1989).
(3) Auditabilitv

The third criterion, consistency or auditability, is concerned with whether similar
findings would result if the study was replicated with the same or similar participants in
the sïmilar context (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). However, considering that variability is

expected in qualitative research, consistency is defined in terms of dependability
(Krefting, 1990). The concept of dependability implies trackable variability, that is,
variability that can be ascribed to identified sources such as changes in the informant's

Life situation or increased insight on the part of the researcher. Although another
researcher will not arrive at exactly the same conclusions, findings may be comparable
(Sandelowski, 1986). To achieve dependability, the researcher included atypical or nonnormative situations in the hdings. Leaving a clear decision trail of the research process
fiom beginning to end was also necessary, and included detailing the coding procedures

and extensive memos, allowing for examination of the ""decisiontraii" used by the
researcher. Because grounded theory methodology is very systematic and clear in its trail,

dependability should be apparent (Bertefi, 1996). However, one does not seek to arrive at

an exact account of what happened with respect to personal narratives because there is
no reason to assume that one's narrative wili or should be the same fiom one setting to
the next (Riesman, 1993).
(4) Confirmabiiitv

The last miterion, con£ümability, is concemed with whether or not data stem fiom

the participants and the context of the inquùy, and not nom the biases of the researcher
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). That is, the findings must be grounded in data Member checks

and keeping a reflexive journal helped to ensure confirmability. However, in striving for
confirmability, it was important not to disregard the fact that the researcher does in fact

help to CO-constructthe data with the participants. As Pms (1996) pointed out, to

understand what people intend and why they act as they do, the researcher must enter into
their experience. The researcher must become part of the intersubjectivity. Subjectivity is
valued in that subjective involvement of researchers with participants is necessary and
that much emphasis is placed on the subjective reality or the participants' perspectives

(Sandelowski, 1986). Detached, unemotional, purely cognitive interpretation is
impossible in interpretative research (Denzùi, 1989). The researcher must try to look at
the world from the eyes of those he or she studies and to record it faithfully fiom the

participants' views (Prus, 1996).
It is also important to point out that qualitative or human science objectiMty and
subjectivity are not mutually exclusive categones. Objectivity in human sciences research
means that the researcher remains true to the object (van Manen, 1990). Subjectivity

means that the researcher needs to be as perceptive or insightfùl as he or she can be in
order to show the object in its fbll ~ Î C ~ U (van
~ S SManen, 1990). It also irnplies that the
researcher is strong in his or her orientation to the object of study in a personal way, while
avoiding the danger of becorning self-indulgent and carried away with his or her
unreflected preconceptions (van Manen, 1990). Human science researchers must also
accept that lived human experïence is more complex than the result of any singula.
description and that there is always an element of the indesmiable to lifie (van Manen,
2 990).Human science strives for precision and exactness by aiming for interpretive

descriptions that exact fiillness and completeness of detail (van Manen, 1990). "Human
science research is rigorous when it is "strong" or "hard" in a moral and spirited sense"
(van Manen, 1990, p. 18). Human science research is also rigorous in that it is prepared to
be "sensitive" in its effort to bring the range of meanings of life's phenornena to o u
reflective awareness. In contrast, rigor in naturd science research or quantitative research

is seen to be an indication of refinement of measurement and perfection of the research
design and not compromised by "subjective" distinctions (van Manen, 1990).
Lastly, in striving for findings that are trustworthy, the researcher needed to
function adequately as a "human instrument." The qualities that the adult researcher
brings to the research setting will affect the participant-researcherrelationship and his or
her ability to function as a '%maninstrument." Characteristics that uniquely qualifLthe

human as research instrument include: (i) responsiveness to al1 personal and
environmental cues; (ii) adaptability to assessing any other factor; (S) holistic emphasis

in understanding the phenornenon under study; (iv) knowledge base expansion beyond
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mere propositional knowledge to the realm of the felt, silent sympathies, unconscious
wishes, and daily unexamined usages; (v) processual immediacy (Le., the ability of the
human to process data immediately); (vi) opportunities for clarification and

summarïzation; and (vii) opportunities to explore atypical responses (Guba & Lincoln,
1981 in Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In order to achieve trustwortbiness, the researcher strived

to maintain such characteristics.

Limitations
A strength of the study's sample was that it varied with respect to phenornead

variation of the children's cancer-symptom experiences. The children's cancer diagnosis,
treatment, and illness phase varied. However, although the researcher sought to capture

core experiences that cut across participant variation, this was not always possible and
therefore, certain child- and family-related characteristics were under-represented (refer to
Chapter N for a summary of the sample's characteristics). Most notably was the
demographic characteristic of race. The majority of children and their families who
agreed to participate were Caucasian (95%). Fathers and sïblings were under-represented
in the study's fonnal open-ended interviews in cornparison to the number of mothers and
children interviewed. Whde the researcher was able to meet the sample criteria of
involving children who ranged in age fiom five to 18 years of age, there were fewer child

participants of preschool-age. Although in the process of data collection and analysis
theoretical saturation was achieved, M e r research that addresses the limitations of this
study's sample will add to the study's findings and may result in a more comprehmsive
theoretical understanding of chiidren's cancer-symptom experiences.

In addition to limitations related to sampling, three sources of bias associated with
qualitative research, had the potential to occur that could ultimately limit data quaiity.
The first potentid source of bias stems fiom the effects of the researcher on the data

colIection site (Miles & Huberman, 1984). This type of bias occurs when the researcher
disrupts or threatens ongoing social relations. Participants in these situations will switch
into an on-stage role or special persona Children especiaiiy may be more vulnerable to

respond in socially desirable ways in an effort to please adult researchers (La Greca,
1990). However, the researcher believes that this type of bias, social desirability response

bias, did not result and may be attniuted to a number of strategies employed by the
researcher. Most important with respect to the children was reinforcing to thern that they
were the experts and that not al1 children answer in the same way (Brown & Haylor,
1989). Other strategies that helped to d u c e this bias included prolongeci engagement in
the field, using unobtrusive measures where possible, making sure one's mandate was
unequivocal to informants, interviewing in a variety of settings, and not idating one's
importance as a researcher. Making counter-suggestions (Le., repeating questions in
alternative ways) when interviewing also helped to check the firmness of a belief and
response validity (Faux et ai., 1988).

A second source of bias refmed to as "elite bias," c m occur when the researcher
over represents data fiom articulate, well-infomed, usually high-status informants and
under represents data fkom intractable, less articulate, lower status ones (Miles &
Huberman, 1984). Selecting only those children perceived as emotioaally and
psychologicalIy healthy may contribute to biased results (Faux et al., 1988). In order to

reduce the potential for "elite bias" the researcher increased the number of participants in
the study and looked purposively for contrashg cases (negative, extreme, countervailing)
(Miles & Huberman, 1984). Unfortunately because an intermediary was necessary to
access children and th& families, the researcher could not control any potential bias that
the intermediary may have had in selecting potential participants. Some of the parents of
preschool children also contniuted to the potential for some degr= of "elite bias" by
requesting that their preschool children not be inteniewed. The major reason for not
wanting their children to be interviewed was relate. to a fear that the researcher's talking
to them about cancer would only cause distress in their children. Observing the children

in their environments helped to reduce the potential for "elite bis."

The third source of bias stems fiom the effects of the site on the researcher (Miles
& Huberman, 1984). Specifically, there was the potential for the researcher to "go

native" because of the closeness of the researcher-participant relationship and the
researcher's sustained contact in the field. "Going native" involves the researcher losing
his or her awareness of being a researcher and being seduced by the participants'

perspectives (Bryman, 1988). To avoid thi-s, the researcher spent time away nom the
research site, made field notes in order to examine one's behaviors, and trianguiated data
collection methods in order to arrive at a more comprehensive understanding and avoid
stagnation in one's thinking and responses. Aiso important was the process of peer
debriefing or the sharing of one's ideas with a peer for the purpose of exploring aspects of

inquiry (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Peer debneiïng in combination with a reflexive
journal helped the researcher to reflect on her presence in the research setting.

Ethicai Considerations
Involving individuals in social or human science research may make them more
vulnerable to the possibility of their basic rights being violated. Children as research
participants, especially younger children and chronially disabled and temiinally ilL
children rnay be even more vulnerable to social research (Biggar & Glass, 1992).
Increased vulnerability in children may result fiom: (1) lirnited cognitive abilities and
experiential background; (2) limited social power; and (3) an ambiguous legal status as
minors that both protects and limits their rights (Thompson, 1992).
Therefore, in order to ensure that the children's basic rights as well as the Rghts of

their parents and the professionais participating in the study were preserved, the
researcher was guided by four ethical principles throughout the researcher process. The
first principle that the researcher strived to maintain was concemed with respecthg the
individud and aclaiuwledging the individual as an autonomous being. Respect for the
children included respect for prïvacy, confidentiality, intimacy, and veracity (Miller,
1993; Weithom, & Scherber, 1994). Critical to this principle is recognizing that

autonomous actions and choices should not be constrained by others and that participants

must be afforded the opportunïty to make informed choice without pressure or coercion
(B eauchamp & Childress, 1983).

The second principle, the principle of nomnaleficience, required the researcher to
rninimize the nsks of hami to participants (Beauchamp & Childress, 1983; Thompson,
1992). Harm rnay involve physical or mental %ut" including pain, anxiety, and bodily

injury (Miller, 1993). The nsk of harm or the probability of occurrence of hazard to any
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child involved in research must be recognized such that suitable preventive precautions

and alleviating measures be available and appropriately used (Miller, 1993)- Associated
with the second principle is the third principle, the principle of beneficence. Generally

this principle refers to the duty to help others or to confet benefits. Equaiiy important is
the duty to balance possible goods against possible hamis of action (Beauchamp &
Childress, 1983; Macklin, 1992; Thompson, 1992)- Hence the researcher had the
responsibility to remove or minimize existing harms and to provide or maximize benefits
to a l l involved in the study; it required the researcher to be thoughtfcul and act c a r e ~ y

(Beauchamp & ChiIdress, 1983).
The last principle, the principle ofjustice, entailed the obligation to treat equally
those who are equally situated, and to treat differently those who differ in relevant ways
(Thompson, 1992). This required impartiaiity and fairness in responding to participants.
Specific strategies employed in this study that M e r supported these four ethical
principles included:
(1) Informed and Voluntarv Consent

The researcher provided verbal explanations of the study's purposes, data
collection rnethods, use of the data, and risks and benefits to aii adult as well as al1 child
participants. Written explanations were also provided to all adults and for children able to
read. Although the ability for children to understand the research process has been
questioned, findings from a study that examined the capacity of children, adolescents, and
adults diagnosed either with cancer or obesity, demonstrated that chronological age was
not related to related to knowledge ofthe elernents of informeci consent (Susman, Dom,

& Fletcher, 1992). More specificaliy, the researchers found that there were no differences

in the knowledge-of-participation-in-research scores between the older (14-2 1 years) and

younger (7- 13 years) participants. AU were most knowledgeable about those elements of
consent that assessed conçrete information (e-g., fieedom to ask questions and the
benefits of participation), but were less knowledgeable about those elements that assessed
abstract information (e-g., scientific versus therapeutic purposes and alternative
therapies). More than half of the participants knew their role as participants- However, a
limitation of this study was that although the ages of the participants ranged fkom 7-to-20
years, the majority of those par'cipating involved children between 11-to- 18 years of age.
Hence, valuable qualitative differences between the early school-age children and older
adolescents may have been missed. Accordingly, in explaining the cancer-symptomstudy
to children and adolescents, the researchers took special precautions in order to accomt

for potential developmental as well as experiential diffaences amongst the children and
adolescents participating. This included use of différent explanation and consent forms
for younger and older children (refer to Appendices L, M, N, O).
To facilitate the children's understanding of the informed consent and the research
process, the researcher took speciai care in how she descnied her presence to chiid
participants. In previous work, researchers have explained their role as a researcher to
children who did not comprehend the term "researcher" or had vague notions of research

in such terms of being a "reporter" or "someone working on a project" or as "a big kid
going to school" (Bluebond-Langner, 1978; Fine & Glassner, 1979; Fine & Sandstrom,

1988). Identification of the researcher as a nurse needing to leam more about what it is

like to be a,has also been reported as being helpfùl in c1a.r-g

to children why a study

is being conducted (Faux et al., 1988)-For the pwposes of this study and for those
children who had difficulty understanding, the researcher explained the research activity

in relation to doing a school project that would help nurses and doctors better care for
children. Relating the explmation to events commonly understood or experienced by
concrete-operational children is considered appropriate (Brome & Stieglitz, 1992). As
well, developmentaliy appropriate information was provided. The children's concems and
questions concerning the research process were focused on by the researcher (Rae &

Fournier, 1986)In explaining the consent,the researcher also reinforced to all participants that
participation was strictly voluntary and refusal to participate wouId in no way affect their
association with the Manitoba Cancer Treatment Foundation or Children' s Hospital,

Even when written consent was obtained fiom the children's parents or legal guardians,
assent fiom the children nonetheless was obtained. Insofar as children are regarded as
autonomous, the National Council on Bioethics in Human Research (NCBHR) task force
which was established to assist those faced with difticult decisions arising in the ethics of
research involving children, supports the need for chikiren's assent (Miller, 1993).
Because participation in this research study would not result in direct therapeutic benefit
to the child participants, the researcher had planned to honor any refisal made by the
children. Fortunately all the potential parents who were contacted for the study, had
respected their children's choices. Extra precaution to avoid undue pressure being placed
on the children was particularly important because children are more susceptible to subtle

social influence by adults (Brwme & Stieglitz, 1992; Weithom, & Scherber, 1994). AS
Fine and Sandstrom (1988) noted, chîldren must be given a red and legitirnate

opportunity to Say that they do not want to participate in the research study. The
researcher in this study acted accordingly.
Honouring withdrawal from certain questions or observation events as requested
by child participants was reinforceci throughout the research project. The researcher took

precautions to avoid pressurùig child participants and to remind them on a regular basis
that they could withdraw fiom the study whenever they wanted to. This was important
considering Susman and colleagues (1992) reported that while children and adolescents
(7-20 years) demonstrated an understanding of many aspects of the informed consent,

they were less clear about their ability to withdraw fiom the research situation.
Additionally, the researcher was not known to the study's patient population and had no
clinical relationship with them which also put less pressure on them to participate.
(2) Confidentialitv and Anonvmitv

In maintaining the confidentiality and anonymity of ail participants a number of
measures were undertaken. This included replacing al1 names of participants with code
numbers or pretend names and ensuring that only the researcher, her supervisor (Dr. L.

Degner) and the data tramcriber had access to the raw data. While undertaking the study,
al1 data was stored in a locked cupboard and computer protected by a password known
only to the researcher. In order to reduce a source of potential stress, a l l addt and child
participants were also informed of these measures. It was also important to note that
children (especially older children) may discem more sensitively the subtle mes,

demands, and judgements oftheir perfiomiance that occur during research, and may be
adversely influenced as a result of feeling compelled to divulge coddential information
(Thompson, 1992). Being aware of this made the researcher approach child participants

in a more careful and cautious manner. Being sensitive to children's and familes' need
for privacy was also honoured. This included ensuring confidentiality and privacy during
data collection, and continual verbal reassurance of this during the research process (Faux
et al., 1988).

The researcher was also aware that the issue of maintainhg confidentiality and

anonymity was not always as simple as it appeared to be. For example, conflict could
result behveen parents and children when parents want to be informeci of their childreds
responses, but the children do not want to share their thoughts or feelings with them. For
the purposes of this study, the researcher reinforced to al1 participants that information
obtained tbroughout the study would be kept coddential unless those involved give their
permission to share their information with those requesting it.
Another dilemma that could arise is when the child reveals that he or she has a
problem, yet does not request help. When this occurs, Moore and colleagues (1996) noted
that the researcher has to decide either to actively engage in helping the child, thereby

potentially hampering the participant-researcher bond or uphold the child's
confidentiality. For the purpose of this study,the researcber took the stance that if any
child was in danger and required help then the researcher would S o m his or her parents
and the appropriate personnel.

(3) Partici~antBurden

The time required for participants to be involved in the study in itself may have

been burdensome to them. Therefore, the researcher was sensitive to the need to tenninate
interviews or participant observation periods and continue the research process at a later
t h e if fatigue or distress of participants was evident.

(4) Potential Wsks and Benefits

Although risks for this study were deemed minimal, there was still the possibility
for nsks to occur. This included the potential for children to develop induced anxiety or

stress, fear of failure, a lowerùig of self-esteem, reactions to intrusion of pnvacy, conflict
or gult, and embarrassrnent (Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1994). Moreover, it was
important to recognize that some participants may have had significant difnculty coping
with their cancer experience which in tum would only be compounded by the research

experience. Fortunately, neither any of the child participants nor adult participants
appeared to experience physical or emotional stress as a result of participation in the
study- Debriefing participants after every interview session helped to reduce the potential
for increased distress. Also, if any of the participants had difficulty coping, a referral to

the appropriate health professional or counselling services was planned with the family's
permission.

in order to reduce the potential for risks to occur, the researcher was watchfil for
signs of potential adverse outcornes. If signs were evident, it was planned that every effort
would be made to rernove potential factors that could lead to children experïencing risks.
For example, if the children while being inteniewed displayed overt, nonverbal signs of

anxiety, and increasing reluctance to reply even with the researcher's probing then the
researcher had made plans to terminate the interview. In addition to ongoing assesment,
respect, caution, and sensitivity was practiced to help ensure that the researcher did not
risk crossing into participants' private spheres (Bertero, 1996). Additionally, during risk
analysis, the significance of critical developmental periods must also be considered
(Conrad & Homer, 1997). A table noting these critical periods had been prepared to assist
the researcher throughout the research process (refer to Appendix Q).

Leaving the field can be difficult for participants as well as the researcher (Taylor,

1991). Moreover, the better the rapport and the closer the relationships, the more
participants may feel used when the researcher leaves the research scene. Therefore, to
reduce the chance for any h m occurring because of termination, the researcher ended

the relationship with each family gradually. The families also had input into when
termination should take place. Participants were also given the option to contact the
researcher if they had any unresolved issues related to the study. Participants were also
given the option to request a copy of the study's results.
Considering the nature of the study design, it was recognized that there was the
possibility for the researcher to face unanticipated ethical dilemmas that may put
participants at risk. This includes the possibility of the researcher obsening children
receiving care that could be improved on andlor instances in which participants wodd

ask the researcher to intentene or act as a go-between on their behalf. If such situations
did occur, the researcher planned to make suggestions to families that would help them
deal with the problem through other avenues. In this way, the researcher could still be

perceived as a source of help, yet not becorne too enmeshed in the issue. Refusal to he!p
rnay have alienated the major participants and possibly destroyed the research process
(Field, 1989). However, any incidence observed by the researcher that constituted
breaking the law (e.g., child abuse) or that put the child in direct h m , would have
resulted in the researcher ùnmediately removing the child fkom the source of ham and
n o t i w g the appropriate authorities. It was also planned that all data involving hamiful or
dangerous incidences would be discarded from data analysis. Signincant to dealhg
successfully with potential dilemmas is proceeding with the sensitivity and integrïty that
they dictate. Building honest partnerships with participants was essential. Fominately
such incidences were never witnessed by the researcher.
While no harm to children took place, it was deemed that there were no direct
benefits to participants because of the nontherapeutîc nature of this study. However,
there is the possibility for benefiting fûture children diagnosed with cancer in that the
knowledge gained fiom this study rnay be used to improve the children's quality of care.
Miller believed research involving children should be pmued so as to gain knowledge
which rnay benefit not only individual children but children as a group (Miller, 1993).
van Manen (1990) also felt that hope, increased awareness, moral stimulation, insight, a
sense of liberation, a certain thoughtfùiness, and so on rnay also be experienced in hurnan
sciences research. Intense, in-depth i n t e ~ e w rnay
s lead to new levels of self-awareness,
which may lead to positive changes in life style (van Manen, 1990). Moreover, it has been
documented that interviewing children about their experiences including expenences with

cancer for the purposes of research rnay benefit them (Bossert et al., 1996; Faux et al.,

1988; Thompson, 1992). Most children want to tell their story (Bearison, 1991) and this

needs to be recognized. Indeed, the researcher's past research experience suggests that
both parents and children enjoy participahg in qualitative research and found the

experience to be positive (Chalmers, Kristjanson, Woodgate, Taylor-Brown, Nelson,
Ramserran, & Dudgeon, 2000; Wodgate, 1998a, 1998b; Woodgate & Knstjanson,
1996b). Parents and health care providers may also appreciate the oppommity to discuss
and share their experiences in caring for children with cancer. Although interviews may
evoke painfil memories or feelings, as previously discussed, it may be beneficial to let
participants speak about them.
Involving children in the decision-making consent process has additional positive
benefits. These include giving children: (i)the much needed practice in making important

life decisions; and (ii) some control over what happens to them (Weithom, & Scherber,
1994). Children may gain greater feelings of competence and effectiveness, increased
sense of self-esteem, reduced depression, and decreased anxiety (Weithorn, & Scherber,
1994). Miller (1993) believed that to exclude children in research just because they are
children, is to treat them unjustly. To enhance these positive aspects of research

participation, the researcher strived to conduct the study with as much sensitivity as was
possible.

Conclusion
An interpretive qualitative research design based on underpinnings fiom the
grounded theory and illness narratives qualitative research methods was an appropnate
perspective to adopt considering the purpose of this study was to inteipret and understand

the personal meanings and responses that children with cancer and their f d e s

constmct around living day-to-day with symptoms throughout the childhood cancer
trajectory. The study's method allowed for the advancement oftheory developrnent
specific to childhood cancer-symptoms. mess narratives helped to confirm the

paradigmatic relationships of the categories that emerged fiom this study. By examining
children's and families' thoughts, feelings, and actions as expressed in interviews and
observed through behaviors, fiirther knowledge about children's and their families'

experiences with cancer-symptoms evolved. The next three chapters, Chapters N, V,and
VI descnibe the major fhdings of the study.

CEiAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS

Introduction
The original intent of the study was to develop a substantive theory about how
children with cancer and th& f d e s experience symptoms in relation to childhood

cancer. However, it was obvious fiom the outset of the study that the children and
families could not separate the symptom trajectory fiom the 'iwhole" childhood cancer
experience. They needed to taik about the overall or complete cancer experience
regardless of my attempts to narrow discussion, which necessarily led to the development
of the first substantive theory: Keeping the Spirit Aiive: The Spirit Within. This

substantive theory provided an understanding of how children and families experienced
the "whole" cancer trajectory and its many rough spots including those linked to
children's and families' experiences with the cancer-syrnptoms.
However, throughout the process of constant comparative analysis it also became
apparent that the symptom experiences in and of themselves were important to fanilies;
the symptoms helped to shape the families' overall experiences with cancer. There was a

relationship between the symptoms and cancer evidenced by the fact that children and
families had difficulty in talking about one without referring to the other. Accordingly, it
was important to refer to the children's trajectories not exclusively as symptom

trajectones or as cancer trajectones, but rather as cancer-symptom trajectones. Part of
understanding how children and families expenenced childhood cancer was facilitated
through the meanings children and families assigned to the symptom expeences. The

personal meanings attn'buted to the cancer-symptoms and the process of transitioning
through the transition periods emerged as two core categories that led to the development
of the second substantive theory: Childrn's and Families' Lived Expexïence of
Childhood Cancer-Symptorns. This second theory provided direction in comprehenduig
how children and families experienced cancer within the context of the symptom
experiences. Creating illness narratives especiaily facilitated an understanding of thei.

expeziences and helped to identiq and confirm key categories guiding both substantive
theories. The development of substantive theories as opposed to formal theories was
appropriate for this study's level of inquiry which was specific to the study of children's
symptom-cancer experiences. Whereas formal theories are broader, encompassingmany
diffcrent types of situations and levels, substantive theories are midway between the
broad and narrow and encompass fewer situations (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
The focus ofthis dissertation report is on the second substantive theory. However,
a brief discussion on the first substantive theory is provided as it lays the foundation for

the second theory and facilitates an understanding of the relationship that "cancer, the
illness," and "cancer, the symptom phenornenon" have with each other- Hence, the major

findings of the study are organized and presented as following three chapters: (1) the
substantive theory, Keeping the Spirit Alive: The Spirit Within, which describes
children's and families' overall experiences with cancer (Chapter IV); (2) the substantive

theory, Children's and Families' Lived Experience of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms,
which descnbes the lived experïence of cancer in relation to the changing persona1
meanings that children and families assign to the cancer-symptom experiences

(Chapter V); and (3) the substantive theory, Children's and Families' Lived Experience of
Childhood Cancer-Symptoms, which describes the lived experience of cancer in relation
to passage through the transition periods, and how the personal meanings and transition
periods relate to theory of Keepïng the Spirît Alive (Chapter VI), Taken as a whole, the
three chapters of findings address the study's research questions: (1) identi-g

the

meanings and interpretations children and their families assign to the symptom
experiences; (2) identifjhg how ciddren and their families respond to the symptom
expeziences; and (3) i d e n t w g how the children's and families' sense of self are affected
by the symptom experiences. Additionally, the fïndings sections are in keeping with the

study's theoretical fhmework, the philosophy of interpretative interactionism, in that the
findings emphasize the importance that the children's and families' meanings,
interpretations, responses, and sense of self have for interpreting and understanding a
complex phenornenon such as the cancer-symptom trajectory.
The findings were derived from al1 of the 39 families participating in this study,
although more attention is given to the 15 families who were each followed for
approximately one to two years. A description of the sample's charactenstics is provided
at the beginning of this chapter. In order to protect the anonymity of the children and
families who participateci in the study, al1 names identified in statements that support the
findings are pseudonyms.

Description of CMd and Famlly Participants

Demographic information d e s c r i i g the study sample is presented in Table 3.

Table 3 describes the characteristics of all39 families participating in the study including
a separate section descriibing the 15 families followed longitudinally.

TABLE 3.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF CHlLDREN AND TaEIR

Characteristics

Total Sample: N=39

Longitudinal
Famiiies: N=15

Chiidren with cancer
Gender: Female
Male
Age (on entry): 4-5 years
6-11 years
12-18 years
Grade: Kindergarten
1-6
7 - 12

Other
Race: White
Aboriginal
Asian
Other

Diagnosis: ALL - Staudard
ALL - High risk
AML*
Lymphoma
Central nervoud
brain tumors
Solid tumors
Abbreviations: ALL - acute lymphocytic leukemia; AML - acute myelogenous
leukemia. *AMI,: One child was diagnosed with both ALL and AML.

Table 3 continued 3

TABLE 3.

DEMOGRAPEiIC PROHLE OF CHLDREN AND THEIR
-

Characteristics

Total Sample: N=39

-

-

Longitudinal
Famiües: N=15

Children with cancer

Time since diagnosis (on
entry): 1-6 months
7-1 1 months
1 year
2-3 years
4-5 years
6-7 years
8-9 years
2 10 years
TreatmentChemotherapy
Chemotherapy
& Surgery*

Chemotherapy
& radiation
Chemotherapy,
radiation, &
BMT
Chemotherapy,
radiation, &
S W w Y

Al1 types

*Surgery: only includes swgery specific to removal o f the cancerous lesion or tumor. It
does not include biopsies or treatment-related surgery such as centrai lîne insertions.

Table 3 continued

*

TABLE 3.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF CEIILDREN AND THEIR
Totai Sample: N=39

Longitudinai
Famiiies: N=15

Children with cancer
Relapses:

Health Status on exit from
the study: Relapse
Remission
Death
Families

Parents: Two parent
One parent
(mother)
One parent
(father)
Other

-

Occupation* mother:
Laborer
Clerical
Profession&
Management
Homemaker
On leave
0 t h
N/AS
Pertains to the individual's employment
was conducted. NIA: Pertains to family situations where mothers are deceased or not
involved.

Table 3 continued 4

TABLE 3.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF CHILDREN AND THEIR
FAMILKES

Characteristics

Total Sample: N=39

Longitudinal
Families: N=lS

Families

-

Occupation* father:
Laborer
Clencal
Professional/
Management
Homemaker
On leave
Other
N/A*
Family Income:
2 $1O,OOO/yr
$1 1,000-$2O,OOo/yr
$2 1,000-$30,000/~
$3 1,000-$40,0OO/yr
$4 1,000-$50,000/~~
$51,000-$60,OOO/yr
$6 1,000-$70,000/~~
2$7 1,ooo/yr
Siblings: None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
More than five

Residence: Urban
Rural
status at the time that the study
was conducted. NIA: Pertains to family situations where fathers are deceased or not
involved,
to the individual' s

A total of 39 families participateci in this study. The researcher maintained contact
with the majority of the 39 f-lies

throughout the course ofthe shidy by interacting with

them during their foiiow-up appointments in the outpatient clinic. However, 15 families

were followed more intensely. These 15 f a d e s were not only followed longitudindy
over a period anywhere fiom 12 to 24 months, but were involved in multiple forma1 and

informal interviews and observed more fkequently comparai to the other 24 families. A
total number of six families who were invited to participate in the study declined. The
major reason given by these families for declining was that they felt "it was not a good
tirnefor them o r their children." Additional reasons included being too busy or fearing

that their children would become too distressed. From bnef conversation with these
families, the researcher sensed that in addition to the children's cancer diagnoses the
farnilies were experïencing other stressors in their lives and that partaking in the shidy
would only add to their stress. In addition to the families who dedined the researcher's

invitation to participate, there were many families never approached by the nurse
intermediary. The nurse intermediary was very protective of the families attending the
cancer clinic and assurned for many reasons that such families would not make "gooà"
participants.
Of the 39 children, the majority of the children were diagnosed with either

leukemia or lymphoma (7 1.5%). Although most children did not vary per race, a variety
of ages and educational levels were included among the 39 children. Most of the 39
children had two parents (87.2%) and siblings (87%). All the children received
chemotherapy either alone or in combination with some other type of treatment. At

completion of the study, most of the 39 children remained in remission (89.7%)- Similar
trends were found for the 15 children followed longitudinw

Keeping The Spirit Alive flhe Spirit Within): An Introduction to the Theory
This chapter presents an overview of the substantive theory: Keeping the Spirit

Alive and its main categones. The purpose of this chapter is not to provide a detailed
account of the Grst substantive theory, but to set the stage for discussion of the second
substantive theory. The theory of 'Xeeping the Spirit Alive'' is representative of how
children and families responded to the "whole" cancer experience within the context of
the children's changing cancer experience (see Figure 1, p. 142). Summary of the major

categories of this theory has been provided in Table 4 at the end of this chapta (p. 162).
Specifically, the mode1 descnies how the children and their families used the
process of keeping the spirit dive in response to them having to experience the central
problem or phenornenon of the cancer-symptom trajectory: Getting through al1 the rough
spots. The process of keeping the spirit dive was manifested in the fonn of strategies.
Two intervening conditions were identified that influenced use of the process and its
strategies: (1) the degree and type of social support; and (2) children's and families'
approach to keeping the spirit alive. The major consequences of children and their
families taking or not taking action in having to get through all the rough spots of the
cancer-symptom trajectory related to how children and their families existed in their
worlds. That is, the process of 'Ireeping the spirit alive" in response to having to "get
through al1 the rough spots," affecteci the children's and families' % y

of being in the

world." For all the children and the families, a way of being in the world was a dynamic

experience; that is, their Lives had changed and were changing, and M e was no longer as
predictable as it had been in the past,

approach
to
keeping

support

Getting Through Al1 The Rough Spots:
Basic Psychosocial Phenornenon
Keeping The Spirit Alive:
Basic Psychosocial Process

1:

Way Of Being In The World: Consequences Of Keeping The Spirit Alive
(i) Living Through It
(ii) Sense Of Self
(hi) Sense Of Well-Being

Figure 1 Keeping The Spirit Alive: The Spirit Within

The Basic Psychosociaï Phenornenon of the Theory:
Getting Through AU the Rough Spots (A Rauglir Ride Ahead wiih Many Bumps..)

One of the most signüïcant categories in the paradigm model is the category
identified as the central phenomenon. The phenomenon is the central idea, event, or
happening, about which al1 0 t h categories are linked to or in which the theory is
developed (Creswell, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The phenomenon that had the
greatest effect on the children and families was identified as "getting through all the

rough spots" and is shown on Figure 1 as zigzag lines surroundhg the physical, mental,
social, and emotiond self. In this section "all the rough spots" is discussed first, followed
by discussion of "getting through it." "It is never over with" a key characteristic of the

phenomenon is also discussed in this section.
(1) Mi the Rounh Saots
It would be an understatement not to refer to the cancer experience itself as a

major event for children and their families, full of pain, suffering, and the fear of death as
exemplified by the following:

Sibling of a child diagnosedfive years ago: I 'd say it 's pretty major. Like it S
almost not time consurning but it "s a long haul. It 's not something rhatyou can
cure ovemight. It takes a white. Youjust have to go with thejlow and...Like if's
jusr a big issue. m a t S aZZ that really stands out.
Child with cancer (4 54-year-oldfernale): Actually, I thought thatfor a long time
when I had it in the beginning, Ijust thought I was going to die because of this
siZZy cancer,
Cancer was seen as something that was huge and never ending as noted by one
adolescent who was comparing cancer to other illnesses that her family had expenenced:

I mean the cold orflu wusn 't an everyday thing like cancer is...cancer is an
everyday thing (child refemng to the never ending, ongoing nature of cancer).

Morever it became a much larger experience as each day passed:
Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): It is a learning experience as well as a
lzye aperience and it will be a lot more other things in the long m.

Parents also acloiowledged how the experience grew:
Mother: It 's a bigger. bigger, b e , bigpictureConûibuting to this huge experience was that children and familes experienced a

hardness to living life. Indeed, the increased c'hardness"to iife that cbildren and families

experienced was evident by the fact that they frequently used the adjective "hard" in
their conversations while desmbing events experienced:
Mother: Yeah. There 's an ugly side to i t There 's,there is a hopefl side to it but
it 's hard, (pause) hard...ltk hard. It 's hard on the parents. it 's hard on the
siblings, it 's hard on, especially hard on the kids, physically. emotionally.
mentally and on it goes. It S a big, big, picture.
Sibling (7-year-oldfemale): I would tell like it's really hard because you have to
get needles and maybe a central Zine and stuff like that.

Child with cancer (1 I -year-old male): Having cancer is hard.
Child with cancer (II-year-old male): @ause) Well it's really hard to take care of:
like taking the blood out and everything, it grosses them (referring to hisfamily)
all out. Well he Fis father) gets grossed out but he j w t can't handle it.
Mother: It is very hard, yeah! Youfeel like you are not yourself: Youfeel like yoti
are to blame. I want to cry, but I can 't because she is here you know.
Father: Yeah. (sigh) it was hard, like @ause) Imean it was plain and simple, it
was hard...No, it is hard on thefamily like it is a lof of @ause). either way like it
is hard for my wife and it is hard for me.

The road ahead for children and their families became so hard for them that at

times it seemed or was simply overwhelming for them as is evident by the following
comment made by a 16-year-old female with respect to being diagnosed with cancer:

Child with cancer Yeah, Ijust don 'tknow, like kind offeeling like I'm not going
to be able to be a nomal teenager because itY.' weird cause I was always very
healfhy and nothing mer happened to me. 1was a klutz but I was never in the
hospital- I 've never been in the hospiral before now. And then like, al1 of a sudden,
if'sjust like crazy and 1can X I can 'tgo to parties with myfien& I can 'tgo.
And then I'm sikteen and I can 't drive. Well1can diive, 1can get my licence I
just, 1can 't, Idon 't really want to bother right now? 1&4PE TOO MUCa ON
M Y PAA TE.you know? So itjm kinda such that I'm sixteen and I have ail this
fo...
(Note: Words that are capitalized and in bold are words that the individual had
emphasized in his or her speech).
Another example of the diffïcult road that families had to travel was provided by a

mother when talking about her son's cancer treatrnent progress:
Mother: The doctors described it like two stepsfornard and one step backwards.
Idescribe it more as 250 steps backwards and two stepsforward.
Underpinning aLl this ''hardness" was the very fact that children were diagnosed
with cancer:

Mother The hardest part is to have your child sick. yeah. It 's behind everything,
all the changes are because she is sick-.Mother: I think everything that you ntentioned but I think the hardest thing a
mother hus to go through is when you realize how sick your child is...You are
hurting inside andyou have no controlInterviewer/Researcher: Whar is the worst part about having cancer? You told me
some of the good things, what is the worst thing about if?
Child with cancer (I1-year-old male): @ause) Having if!
The diagnosis of cancer in and of itself was not the only cause of the children's

and families' suffering. It became apparent early on in the study that children and families
had a difficult time ident-g

the definhg event of the cancer-symptom trajectory or the

event that had the greatest effect on their lives. Although children, siblings, and thei.
parents had no dificdty discussing what it was lilce to live day-by-&y with the presence

of childhood cancer, they had a difficult time pinpointing what it was about cancer that
made the experience, as al1 participants described it as "hell on earth" or "scary" or
"devastating" and "so hard." Parents as well as the il1 children and siblings expressed

that there were many difflcult events or aspects about the cancer-symptom trajectory that
caused them to suffer. Accordingly, part of the phenomenon that children and families

experienced was the very fact that there was so much to endure in relation to the cancersymptom trajectory; that is, there were many rough spots or "rnany bumps in the road"

that made life "harder to live:
"

Mother: it S the whole, the wholepicture. Ir's the whole...if's the everything.
Everyday you wr'sh you never had to eqerience it.
Father It's al1 together (in response to identz3ing what is the worse thing about
cancer)...Everyday we, me and my wife, we think about it (about their child being
sic&,

Comments made by parents such as "rhere 's always sornething" or "it wasjust not
one thin&' or "it is the treatment and al1 that comes with it" illustratecl that there were

many aspecl to cancer and difficult events that families had to face. As one mother
noted, it was hard to give one response to any questions asked by the researcha as she
"'qerienced a multitude of feelings for each question." Everything about childhood

cancer affected the famües. Aptly expressed by some of the parents, it was '*thewhole
ench ilda !" or "the whole gamut" or 66astronomical."

Like theü parents, children with cancer shared similar thoughts. "The whole thing

nich" was a fiequent sbtement made by children of ail ages. Additional comments made

by children were indicative of the many negative sides of cancer and the cornplexity of
the illness:

Child with cancer (7 5-year-old male): Uh ...1'd tell thern I missed rnyfiiencis. I
hate getting thepokes27ie pokes realiy hurt..-you miss schooL.
Child with cancer (9-year-old male) It is everything!

Child with cancer (11-year-old male): Itk a very bad disease!
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfernale): Oh. the worst thing about having cancerO k q , sony. Um,the worst thing about it kinda being looked at dzrerent by
people on the streets and iike the symptoms and um--.Nat reallyjzcst,feeling
dzrerent and the symptoms...lguess basically everything about it, but 1don 't
h o w ...
The "many bumps in the road' or "rough" spots contriiuting to the hardness
included such events as: experiencingthe diagnosis and getting past the diagnosis;

dealing with the fear of death; adjusting to the multiple changes that take place; balmcing
family life with hospitd life; keeping the family unit together; waiting for the "cure"; and
adjusting to the "ups and downs" of the childhood cancer experience.
Dealing with the symptom experïences of the chiidren was another major event or

bump in the road for these families that influenced and contriiuted to other difficult
events. Often the children and their families wodd emphasize that the symptom
experiences greatly contributed to the difficulty or 'liardness" of the cancer expenence

and that the symptoms were significant to how cancer was experienced:
Chird with cancer (26-year-oldfemulee): Symptoms are the big part of cancer!
Well because there S a lot of symptoms. So Iguess and 1feel that most the tirne at
least once a day 1have a headache or at least once a day 1feel nauseated or. you
know whatever. And that really suckr. Like I've only thrown up once but...

Although the rough times or spots were numerous and varied, ali the rough spots
were associated with the following five characteristics or dimensions: (i) uncertainîy; (ii)
a multitude of feelings and the joy and unspeakable sadness; (iii) restrictions; (iv) extra

work; and (v) the loss. Definitions of these characteristics are provided in Table 4- Each

of these characteristics while contribuhg to the hardness of cancer-symptom trajectory

in their own unique way, were interrelated, The degree of intensiîy of each characteristic
had an effect on the other which subsequently determined the o v e d l hardness of events
related to the cancer-symptom trajectory.
(2) G e t t i a ~
Throue

Al1 the rough spots and the associated hardness alone did not capture the overall

phenomenon or problem experienced by the children and families in relation to
childhood cancer. hstead the overall major phenomenon was identified by children and
parents as actually having to "get through" al1 the rough spots. Not only did they have to
acknowledge that there were many rough tirnes, but they also had to experience having to
actually get through the rough spots in order to t d y get a sense of what the cancersymptom phenomenon encompassed. This included al1 rough times fiom dealing with
hair loss to dealing with the death of a child. "Getting through" as opposed to "getting
ove?' the rough spots was necessary in order for children and farnilies to be able to move

on; to regain some sense of fieedom fkom the cancer:
Child with cancer (14-year-oldfernale): It is getting through it, NOT OCIER IT!
Ir is gem-ng through in IWO ways. Iguess getting over ii makes it seem like you
are always there and you are always îrying ro get over it, I don 't know 1have
weird Zittle visions in my mind of things, it is like a barnkade. And for me it is not
going over ïî und geîtingpast it, it is going through it ripping it al1 down and

tearing it into pieces. Like I don 't want it to be something whole thar isjust
behind me but is something that 1destroyed and n'pped down and isjust not there
any more. Getting over it, it is still there , it wouldjust always bother me. I don 't
know. Like men though it is behind me, it is still there- Yeah! With getting over it,
it would still be whole even $it was behind me. It would still be whole because
you don 't get over it as a whole thing, you go through piece by piece like
trentment by treatment,page by page. section by section, it is not a whole thing,

The importance o f viewing the cancer phenomenon as a "getthg through"

experience was repeated throughout the children's and families' narratives; it was not
uncornmon for children and families to refer to the notion o f "getting through" or ccgoing
through" and "gone through" in relation experiencing al1 the rough spots and times. For
example:
Father: ...and that's how Igot through it othemise I wouldn't have gotten through
it.

Father: Everybody (refemng to everyone in hisfarnily) is going to have to try to
get through thk together.
Mother: Like you do have to go through a lot of treahnent yet.
Mother: It was the chemotherapy we were naing through. like hying to get
through, and step by step, step by step, page by page.
Child with cancer (I 6-year-oldfemale): Cancer is a terrible thingfor a person to
have and definitely hard to go throughfor anyone it touches.
Child with cancer (4 %-year-oldfemale): Cause 1wasn 't through with it (the
cancer treatment).
Sibling (Il-year-old female): Then when you see her like going through the
chemotherapy and everythingyou can 't really see how its getting better but ...

Even one of the children's poem on a wall in the chemotherapy room had the

following line in it that reinforcd the getting through part o f the cancer phenomenon:
""Eventimes when really bad thoughts hurt... they want to get through this BIG ALESS!"

As part of the phenomenon, "getting through" each rough spot involved children
and their familes moving forward and accepting each new obstacle resulting fiom the

cancer-symptom trajectory including the cancer- and treatment-related symptoms. In
"getting through" it was important for children and their fafnilies to experience the rough

spots and push ahead regardless of the degree of unceaainty, feelings, restrictions, work,
and losses experienced. Getting through each event fùrther helped children and their

families to feel more certain that they could deal with or manage the cancer experïence
and achieve the desired goals:
Child with cancer (14-year-old female): I mean 1looked at the road-map
(ireatment regimen) thefirst time, you know thefirst tirne they ever showed it tu
me, it was like l a m never going to get through this. "Doyou see how long this
thing is! It is lîke each page is two months. I am never going to get through this,
never going to do this. Then Ijnished theiirstpage and it was like "wow Iget
t o m the page. And then I didn 't reaii'y look at ir and suddenly 1went back to it
and it was like wow, the secondpage is gone too! And then I looked backyou
know one halfof the thirdpage is gone. There are on& six pages altogether or
something like rhat. Theffih, the lastpage is like a whole year ofjust monrhly
treatments. And 1was Iike Ipast the haIf-waypoint. So 1am Iike two and a haK 1
am a halfdone, I am more than a halfdone. Then Ikind of look back and you
know, I con 't believe 1have already done al1 this, like it seems like it has been not
that long I guess.
"

"

Regardless of what children and theïr families focused on in "getting through," in
the end they al1 had to focus on discoveruig the process that best helped them to get

through the rough times. Although originally labeled or identified as the basic
psychosocial process, it became obvious through the course of the shidy that having to get

through or getting through was in fact part of the phenomenon or problem:
Sibling (17-year-oldfemale): No, you kànd of get sick hearing that fiaving to get
through it) because myparents afways say that. It is retarded cause you know you
have to get through i f , C m EITRER W A Y! You are Zookingfor an easier way

or a better way to get through than just get through it, that is retarded. Unless
you have terminal cancer andyou have decided like not to get treatment or
whatever,you have [ike ,you are going to get through it either way, you know
because that isjust like stating the obvious!
Accordingly, "having to get through" was not sufficient enough to stand on its

own as the basic psychosocial process as is supporteci by the foiiowing statement:
Sibling (1 7-year-oldfemale): Obviouslyyou have to get through it, I mean there is
no getting around that. But I think the thing to do isjust to try and make it as easy
as possible or better like work around it.
Experiencing the numerous dinicult times necessitated that children and families

1ea.na process that would facilitate them in "getting through" as is evident by th%
comment by an adolescent in response to the question about how she dealt with having
cancer:

Child with cancer (14-year-old fernale): Just dealing with it. puning up with it,
getting tizrough it! Iguess it isjust you learn to deal with it and learn whar you
have to do, @ause) leam how you are going tofeel. ..
(3) It is Never Over With. A Never-Endb h u m q of Abu& Srna Atone the Wq

Presented as a theme, this key characteristic of the basic psychosocial
phenomenon emphasizes that children and families will always have to experience getting
through some rough spots in relation to the cancer-symptom trajectory; that is, even when
the cancer treatment is completed and the children remain in remission. Regardless of the
outcorne, there would always be physical and motional scars to remind children and

families of the cancer; the basic psychosocial phenomenon of cancer would forever be
with the children and families. For example, there was always the "hardness" related to

dealing with the fear that the children's cancer would recur:

Mother: And even at the end it is notjinished because then you still have to corne
for blood work, you still have to deal with it, Obviously the word you want to hear
is that it is gone. And the words you want to here repeated afterwards is that it is
still gone and it hasn 't corne back, like so.
Father: So Idon 't think the wowy is going to be over probably for the rest of our
lives. Because the thought of it remwing, we all know that cancer can recur at
any time.
Father: VI could have cancer and 1could take itji-orn h n e and $1 had to die 1
would rather do that because if,it is not right. And it will be over when they are
putting me in a box and shoving me in the ground and she is crying because dad
died when Re was eighty or ninety years old. That is when it will be overfor me-

The Basic Psychosocial Pracess of the Theory: Keeping the Spirit Alive
Equally important in the paradigm mode1 is the category refmed to as the basic

psychosocial process. Basic psychosocial processes are derived fiom psychological and
social processes, interactions or structures that are present within human interactions.

They can best be descnlbed or depicted as a compatible change in strategies or patterns of
behaviors that are carried out to achieve some desired outcome in relation to the
phenomenon or problem under study (Berg, 1998; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990, 1994). The strategies are actions or interactions that result in response to
the central phenomenon (Creswell, 1998). In response to the phenomenon of "getting
through all the rough spots," 'keeping the spirit alive" emerged as the basic psychosocial

process. In addition to describing this process, this section defines: (1) what is meant by
"spirit"; (2) '?ceeping the spirit alive" strategies; and (3) a key characteristic of the

phenomenon, "You have to do what you have to do."
The process of 'keeping the spirit alive" is depicted in Figure 1 by short arrows
leading to and fkom the spirit and the four types of sense of self. Just as "geniag through"

was fkequentiy expressed throughout the narratives, so too was the importance of having

or maintainhg some degree of "spirit" as is reinforced by common statements such as "at
least (name of the child) still has hisher spirit with them" or "it is important not tu give
up the spiritr'

Keeping the spirit aiive reférred to the children's and families' ability to not let
the cancer-symptom trajectory get the better of them, or more specifically to not let the

cancer destroy their spirit because indeed the cancer experience and aii it rough spots
could diminish the spirît inthe children and f d e s . No matter how rough the times
became, it was important for the spirits of the children and all other family members not

to be totally overpowered by the cancer-symptom experience as the spint was vital to a

state of being or existing in the world. It was vital to the children's and fàmilies' sense of
self. In fact, during times of decreased physical, psychological, or exnotional strength, it
was especiaily important to maintain the strength in one's spirit. Keephg the spirit dive

became a p r i o w for the families:
Mother: She has a wonderjül attitude, wonderjùl spin-mal attitude, mental
attitude, and that 's excellent, BUT
ORDER TO M m ' . TRAT,YOU
R4 KI?TO, you have to have your down tirne- 1need her (daughter with cancer)
tu understand that when Isee that she isjighting.
Mother: It just amazes me, the depth of it you know. Like you think of her
personality and how you t e raised her and that. You hope tltat f i o u 'refaced
with something so aw$d as a ltye-threatening disease that THEY CAN FIGHT
AND M;QRVTANSOMESENSE OF S P W T ! But the, the depth of her
courage was realiy quite amazing, quite umazing. I don 't think that 1could hope
to expect thatfiom too many people. You know what I mean. And for such a
young person you know.

Although parents experienced strong emotions when th& children had to

experïence the discodort and pain fiom the cancer and its treatment, seeing the children
lose part of their spirit was even more difficult to bear, even if it was temporary Parents
noted "it was h a d " But, as long as the children were able to maintain their spirit,
parents and siblings were able to get through the cancer-symptom trajectory; that is, the

cancer experience was more tolerable when the child's spirit remained intact Even for
children who were dyhg it was important and possible for children and f e l i e s to
maintain a sense of spirit. As well, it was important for families to keep the spirits of
their dead children alive as this helped to build up spirits of each family member; the

child's lingering spirit helped to keep the f d y going on as is evident by the following:

Mother Oh, there are reminders of Tommy (dead child) in the house, it is
strange. Like Lyn (the child's sister)found his siurpee spoon in thefieezer the
other night. She was 0.K with it. Atfirst when Tommy died. it r a s tough going
for her. But now she is 0.K n e kids are h y , but are able tu tuik about Tumrny,
He 'Il aiways be with t h (Ais siblings). He is still the hero and the$ght is still
going on! THE ESSENCE O F B S P W T WZCC AL WAYS BE WITRME,
WIZL AL WAYS BE TRERE.The other day 1felt him holding my hand in
church. And when we went jishing with the "A" family (another cancerfami&) it
was thefirst tinte without him, it was strangefor al2 of us! But it was a wnny day
and we al1 said "Tommy must have been responsible!"
(1) Definition of S ~ i r i t

Spirit in this instance emerged as that very thing or essence within children and
families that helped them to ""getthrough" all the rough spots of the cancer-symptom
trajectory; it was the spirit that helped children and familes continue living, even in the
face of death. The spirit represented a sense of an awareness of being in the world that
involvecl more than just existence, but actually surviving and iiving.
The bi-directional nature of the '%eepingthe spirit alive" arrows in Figure 1

denote that both the spirit and sense of self interact to maintain a sense of spirit which in
turn strengthens the self (refer to Chapter I for the definition of sense of self). However,

while the spirit was connected to the individuals' and famiy's sense of self, the spirit
could not be equated with it or any part of the self such as personality. Instead the spirit
existed as a distinct entity. The spirit was viewed as one of the many components that
made the individual or family unique; that made them who they were as iilustrated by the
following:
Father Cathy was always a beautr$d child. She was beautril in every way, her
look, her hair, herspirit, herphysicalprowess, and so on.
Additionally, children and families associated the spirit with the following four
characteristics: (i) a particular mind-set or state of mind; (ii) a force within or a need to
persevere; (iii) a passion or wonder for living; and (iv) a need to feel connected. The spirit

as noted by one child was just not one thing but was "a combination of positive attitude,
determination, perseverance,..." (refer to Table 4 for definïtions).
(2) 'CKee~ine
the S ~ i r iAlive"
t
Stratedes
Keeping the spirit alive was manifested in the form of the following strategies:
(i) Coming to know what to expect; (ii) Holding on to the belief of getting through it; (iii)
Putting it in its place; (iv) Taking one day at a tirne; (v) Being present; (vi) Taking care;
(vii) Taking time for oneself; and (viii) Cherishing the good moments (refer Table 4 for
definitions). Al1 these strategies served to protect and strengthen or uplifi the spirit.
Chiiàren and their parents and siblings dl relied on these strategies. The strategies could
be used directly by the individual to help maintain his or her sense of spirit. Or, the
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individual could use the strategies to help maintain or keep the spirit dive in others. As
weLl, the strategies could also be useci to maintain the sense of spirit within the famiy.
Use of these strategies were especially important during those times when children and

families were having to get through a Lot of hard times or rough spots such as increased
symptom distress. How successful one was at applying these strategies helped determined

how children and familes existed in their worlds or their way of being in their worlds.
(3) You Have To Do What YOUHave To Do. MY s M t wiM do whatever to pet throush
ît and that means we do the best we can!

This theme emerged as a key characteristic of the 'Xeeping the Spirit Alive"
process and its strategies. It reinforces that while al1 the children and families relied on
the same eight strategies to get through the cancer-symptom trajectory, they nonetheless

approached each strategy in their own unique way. Moreover, it was important for
families to find ways that worked best for them, "tofind the best system" or "doing
whotever it takes" to get through the rough spots.

Intewening Conditions of the Theory Associated with Keeping the Spirit AUve
Intervening conditions refer to those factors that influence the use of the processrelated strategies by facïlitating or constraining the strategies taken within a specific
context (Cresweli, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The conditions are depicted in Figure
1 on the outside of the model's circles. Arrows extending fkom the conditions pass

through the outer circles to the core of the theory or the spirit; this is to underscore their
infiuence on how children and families experience the phenornenon and process of the
cancer-syrnptom trajectory. Mthough it is rmgnized there may be additional conditions

that influenced the process of keeping the spirit alive, for the children and fàmilies in tbîs
study the following two categories of conditions became especially predominant in

detenninùig how they got through the cancer-symptom trajectory: (1) the degree and type
of social support; and (2) cbildren's and families' approach to keeping the spint alive.

(1) Depree and T p e of Social Su~nort.
Mv Circle of Fumilv and Fnénds and the
-

People vou Meet al on^ the W w

The degree and type of social support refers to the many diEerent types of social
support experiences that affected children's and families' responses to getting through the
rough spots. Social support that was perceived as satisfactory and necessary helped
children and their families deal with the cancer-symptom trajectory and helped them to

keep their spirit alive, even during the times when children were not feeling well. Six
types of social support experiences significant to children and families were identified: (i)
support from my family or "myfamily stands by me"; (ü) support fkom other families;
(iii) support fiom my old and new friends; (iv) support fiom hospital and clinic staff;(v)

support f?om religion; and (vi) financial support (refer to Table 4 for defïnitions). Of a l l
types of social support, it was the family unit that was most important to iduencing the
il1 children's and al1 other family members' ability to get through the cancer-symptom
experience:

Father: Yeah it's differentfor everybody but the one thing is "hang in there!':
You got to make sure that your wife is number onefor you and help each other
through it because ifyou haven't got the supportfiorn each other, you are in
trouble. Like it's long and make sure that you have each others support and keep
it there,
Fathec Yeah. 1think so, some ways, in a lot of ways it's brought us closer 1think.
Um @ause) there are some scars t h e and @ause) they show up e v e y once in

awhile, the behaviour or (longpause) I think the closefamiiy is kind of what got
us through itMost of the f d e s became closer because of having to get through the cancer-

symptom trajectory:
Child with cancer (14-year-oldfemale): We (talking about another child with
cancer)found thatfirst of ali it brings you a lot closer to your famil'y because rhey
are the ones that are with you. for ail of it, for everything like thar And she said
" p u know by the end of treatment, not ail the tirne, butfor the rnostpart, and
me and het-both agree on it that we would rather rent a movie and sit home and
watch it with ourfamilies. then go out and sit in someone S basement with our
fi-enh... WeIl.you kind of knew that your famiiy cared but, it isjust that they
never really had a chance to show you. It kind of gives them a chance to show
you"

Child wirh cancer (I1-year-oldfernale): It made us closer.
As well, "keeping thefumily together" was just as equally significant to children
and families as it was to get through the cancer-symptom experience:
Father: That S what went rhrough rny rnind. fis like "Oh my God! My child is
sick. oh my god, what 's going to happen to thefamily? It was like a doubleb a d e d shot gun going in two dzrerent directions ifs Iike "Oh what are we going
to do?
"

Fathec U m @ause) we got to work ut it (teeping thefamily united)...Yeah. you "ve
got tu work at it, you can 't stop.

Unfortunately, not al1 f d y units remained intact:
Child with cancer (Il-year-old male): (szghs) My dad, um (longpause) he lefi usAIi fathers do that acîtially because they think they can't handle &@ause) WelZ
not aIl fathers but my dad he lefi thefirst of Januay (sighs).

In addition to the five types of social support, the following three charactenstics
emerged: (i) Even though we are different, we are not alone; (ii) 1need to give back; and

(iii) 1would not change anything. These three characteristics reinforcd the signifïcance

and importance that the intervening condition, social support, had on the children and
families because of the cancer-symptom trajectory (refer to Table 4 for definitions).

(2) Children's and Famiiies9A~nroach
The second intervening condition, children's and families' approach to keeping
the spirit alive, refers to the approach children and their familes adopted with respect to
keeping the spirit alive. The approach was determined or based on how they defïned or
viewed getting through the cancer-symptom trajectory. A commonly held Mew for all
families was the belief that they had no choice in getting through the cancer-symptom
trajectory. Accordingly, the children and their families approached getting through by
moving forward and plodding on. The strategies of keeping the spirit aiive were readily
adopted in order for them to be able to move forward and moreover, attack the very
nature of cancer that was threatenuig their sense of spirit. While al1 families believed that
they had no choice in the matter of getting through the cancer-symptom experience,
additional views were also adopted that added to how they approached the keeping the
spirit dive strategies. Specifically, families at times viewed the cancer-symptom
trajectory either as a challenge and test of one's strength, or as an overall loss and

devastating defeat. These additional beliefs resulted in families applying the strategies

even more intensely (refer to Table 4 for definitions),
Consequences of Keeping the Spirit Alive: A Way of Being
Consequences refer to the outcornes that resuit in relation to use of the process

and strategies to manage or deal with the central phenornenon (Creswell, 1998; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). Consequences may result fiom taking action as weil as by not takuig
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action. The main comequences that children and families experienced in response to
keeping their spirits alive were related to how children and their families existed in their
worlds or thek way of being in their wodds. Specifically, this category was refmed to as
"a way of being in the world" and was represented by three subcategories: (1) how

children and families lived through the cancer-symptom trajectory; (2) how it affeçted
their sense of self or the changing sense of selc and (3) the degree of weli-being
experienced by children and their families. A way of being in the world is shown in
Figure 1 as the outer circle of the mode1 with bi-directional arrows. Again the bi-

directional nature of the circle allows for a way of being in the world that is fluid-like,
infiuenced by the types of rough times experienced as weLl as the keeping it dive
strategies. That is, a way of king in the world is dynamic and not fïxed- For example,
Living through it, ranged along a continuum from barely surviving cancer, to suniving,

to moving beyond surviving, to living, and lastly to celebrating life. Like living through
it, changes in the self did occur, were dynamic, and were associated with how one lived

through the cancer. For example, living life through the cancer-symptom trajectory as
opposed to just surviving iife, only reuiforced the child's and family's sense of self. A
sense of well-being or the degree of comfort experienced by the children and families
also occurred along a continuum, fkom feelings of being at ease with oneself and one's

condition, to feelings of extreme distress, lacking any sense of solace and inner peace.
Lastly, three key characteristics emerging fkom the data also helped to define this
category: (i) Cancer is only one part of m y me; (ii) My life is on hold; and (iü) Life is
never the same. (Refer to Table 4 for defïnitions).

Conclusio~i
This chapter provideci a overview of the k i t substantive theory: Keeping the
Spirit Alive. Most significant about this theory was that it was important for children and

familes to exmence "getting through" as opposed to "geming over" a l l the rough spots
of the cancer-symptom trajectory. Considering symptoms were identified as "rough
spots" by children and families, this theory provided an understanding of how symptom
experiences could make life difficuit for children and families. However, a more thorough
understanding of what role the cancer-symptoms played in the children's and families'

lives is provided in the next two chapters which describe the substantive theory:
Chikiren's and Families' Lived Experience of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms.

TABLE 4.

I

KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE: CATEGORIES
DEFINITIONS

CATEGORIES and
SUBCATEGORIES

Basic Psychosociai
Phenomeoon:

"Getting Through ail
the Rough Spotsn

Represents the complexity and
"hardness" of the cancersymptom trajectory; that is,
cancer was fùli of many "hard"
and difEïcult times for children
and families.
*Many ciiffirent types of rough
Spots

Additionally not only did
chiIdren and families have to
acknowledge or encounter the
rough spots, but they also had to
coafront them one by one, and
step by step. They had to "get
through" them as opposed to "get
ove? them

Never Over With, A
never-endingjourney
of the rough spots

~Refersto the never-ending
experknce of having to get
through aU the rough spots- That
is, even when treatments are over
and the children remain in
remission, chiidren and families
will aiways experience cancerrelated rough spots.

*Ailrough spots shared five key
characteristics:
i, Uncertaiuty - referred to astate of not
knowing and living in the unknown,
Skepticism, a lack of security,
indecisiveness, and self-doubt were a l l
part of feeling uncertain,
ii- Multitude of feelings - referred to the
children and f d - e s experiencing a
multitude of feelings in relation to the
rough spots, Most prominent were the
feelings of sadness and joy. Feelings
d e s c n i d like a "rolfer-coaster
expenence," fsibüngs especiaüy
experienced cancer as a "sadm
experience.
iii. Restrictions - referred to the
psychologicai and physical limitations
and barriers that resulted because of the
rough spots. The restrictions af5ected
every aspect of daily Me. "L* on
Hofd!"
iveExtra work - r e f m d to the new roles,
activities, and responsibilities that
resulted because of the rough spots- This
included extra physical, mental, social,
and emotional work
v. Loss - refmed to the multiple losses
experienced because of the rough spotsAssociated with the feeling thac
somethhg had been taken away. The
range of losses included loss of
independence and hction, missing
work or school, missing friends and
family members, and the uitimate loss:
death.
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TABLE 4.

I

KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE: CATEGORIES
CHARACTERISTICS

CATEGORIES and
SUBCATEGORIES
Basic Psychosocial

Process:

4Subcategories:
"Keeping the Spirit
Alive" was
manifested in the
form of eight
strategies.

~Referredto the children's and
families' abiiity of not letting the
cancer get the better of them or
not letting the cancer destroy their
spirit. The individuai's and
family's spirit becme vulnerable
because of aU the rough spotsThe process was manifested in
the fonn of eight strategies-

lWhile aU children and fatniil-es relied on
the process and aii its eight strategies to
get through the rough spots, they
approached each smtegy in theù own

*Spiritemerged as that very thing
or essence within children and
families that helped them to "get
through" a i i the rough spots of
the cancer-syrnptom trajectory.

eCharacterlstics of the Spirit:
i, A particular mind-set - referred to a
particular state of mind that helped the
individual get through the rough spotsThere was no one right or correct type of
mind-set; each individual had theù own
unique mind-set which reflected how one
Iooked at Me,
ii- A force within or a need to persevere refemed to a quality withia the individual
~
that caused them to fight or C O ~ M Uon
despite aU the rough spots. The "fighter
within!"
iii, A passion or wonder for living referred to having or living a life that was
rneaniagfid; having a passion meant
having some reason to live.
iv- A need to feel connected - referred to
being connected to others in the world
and valuinglexperiencing life in the
context of carïng connections.

~ E i g hstrategies:
t
i. Coming to Know what to
Expect - referred to the children
and families developing a
lcnowledge base about the world
of cancer in which they were now
a part oc it was important for
them to come to know everything
about the cancer-symptom
trajectory.

weed to be attentive
oinvolved watching, observing, listening
ebecoming accustomed to the new routine
oknowing what to expect helped the
families to plan ahead to some extent
oleaming to expect the unexpected
experïenced
osometimes fdes
information overload - timing and
readiness to Eind out was criticai
osometimes it was better not to know

unique way-
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KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE: CATEGORIES
CHARACTERISTICS

CATEGORIES and
SUBCAïXGORIES
- -

esubcategories:
"Keeping the Spirit
Alive" was
manifested in tbe
form of eight
strategies.

-

-

- --

Strategies cont
ii. Holding on to the Belief of
Gettïng Through It - referred to
developiag
children and fdes
and maintaining an overail belief
that they were going to get
through aii the rough times,

ui. Putting it in its Proper Place referred to children and fdes
u n c o v e ~ reasons
g
and giving
meaning to having to experience
"getting through cancer"; in effect
it involved trying to make some
sense out of a "homile"
situation.

iv. Taking One Day at a Time referred to children and the
f d e s having to live life more
in the present or in the very
moment; it involved focusing all
their energy in getting through the
cancer on a &y to &y basis

~diE6cultto do at times
ahad to overcome and confiont many
feats
ehaving a strong religious faith helped
*knowingothers had a strong belief
helped
eespeciaily important to chïidren that
p&nts believed that the chiidren had the
strength to get through it
*havlng faith in oneself
esorne reasoned that gettïng through was
necessary for the sumival of the famiiy
unit
esorne reasoned that it helped to
strengthen the individual and family, and
helped one to feel more comected to
one's family
asorne reasoned that it happened to them
because they could better deal with it
compared to others
ereasoned that things could always be
worse
msome reasoned that God would not have
let cancer happen to them if God feIt that
they could not handle it
asome reasoned that life made no sense
*involvedbalancing the present with the
past and fùture
ehaving some plans for the friture meant
there was hope
esometimes învolved living "minute-byminute"
einvolved learning to wait for thhgs
ehelped families to appreciate the
importance of just being in the world

Table 4 continued4
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KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE: CATEGORIES
- -

I

CATEGOEUES and
SUBCATEGORIES

mS u bcategories:
'Xeeping the Spirit
Aliven was
manifested in the
form of eight
strategies.

DEFINITIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

Strategies cont.

*important to be around significant others
*really important for fatdies to "be with"
and be there for their children
einvolved accepting and understanding
the Other person
.'king there" sometimes involvedjust
s i t h g beside the individual
*"just being"invo1ved the individual
maintainhg some sense of presence in the
world

vi-Taking Care - referred to the
need for children and f d e s to
try to ensure an environment that
was physicaiiy and
psychologicaliy safe for those
they love& It involved doulg
whatever one could do to prevent
any distress or harm happening to
the dl children as weil as every
other famiiy rnember-

minvolveci focusing on protecting the
children and others
oneed to be vigiiant -staying on guard and
watching over for impending danger
*findingways to make children and
others cornfortable

vii. Taking Time for Oneselfreferred to the children and other
family members finding and
taking time for themselves; it
involved trying to take some son
of break from the cancer-

.need for some personal space
minvolved doing things that were
imporîant to the individual
weed to think about other things in We
besides cancer

viii, Chenshing the Good Times referred to children and families
not only experiencing some good
amongst ail the bad times, but
also learning to appreciate and
welcome the good times; it
invofved iïnding and
expdencing some joy in We-

einvolved cherishhg any good news;
experiencing planned and unplanned
events that resulted in pleasure/joy
*reaiization that there were "goùd days"
as weil as "bad &YS"
*experiencing"special momenrs"

v, Being Present - referred to
the need for children and their
fsunilies to be with others; be
there for others; and just be there
for onesel£ Being present was
important to feeling a sense of
counectedness as opposed to
feeling doue or abandoneci in the
world

Table 4 continued*
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KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE: CATEGORIES
CHARACTERISTICS
.Social support referred to the
many dïffêrent types of support
experiences that helped chïldren
and families to keep their spirits
alive-

*"Even though we are different,.."
r e f d to individuah not feeling that
they were "alone" in getting through the
cancer experience and this was because
of the support they received within the
f d y unit and h m other famifies.
Despite all the diffetences between
individuais and families, they s-d
getting through the cancer experience.
eb'Needto give back" referred to the
u2iporîance of not only receiving socid
support but also providing social support;
it was important to chiIdren and familes
to be able to help others going through
the cancer-symptom experience.
.Y wouid not change anything" referred
to the importance support played in the
families' iives; it was this support that
made cancer bearable, Moreover, some
would not have changed anything because
of the support that they received and ail
the new people that had entered their
lives.

eIncluded six types:
i, Support h m m y family referreci to knowing that the
f d y would always be there for
the individual family member and
that the individual famiiy member
would be their for the family unit.

-most important fonn of support
.difficult for the f d y when the child
was hospitaiized as it meant that the
family was not together
maintainhg the family unit was just as
important as beating the cancer
.fathm and siblings both expressed the
desire CObe more involved in the
chîidren's care - at tïmes they felt like
outsiders
-support in the fonn of meeting
information, practical, and emotionai
needs

mhaving a strong family base prior
to the cancer experience was
criticai for the ability of f a d i e s
to get through a l l the rough t h e
and to survive as a family

Table 4 continued*
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DEFINITIONS
Types of support cont.
ii, Support fkom other families referred to the support received
fiom other children with cancer
and their f d - e s , FamiLes
viewed other cancer families as
'"MynewfamiIr or "'My second
târniiy." They were members of a
new cornmunity

CHARACTERISTICS

*involved a special understanding
between families
*%eing there" for other families during
the difficuit times was valued
*encouragementfiom other f d - e s was
vaiued
0deai.h of other families*children
extremely difficult to get through

K Support fiom my old and new
fiiends - referred to fiiends that
children and farniiïes had before
and &er the cancer diagnosis.

*practicalsupport îkom fiiends was very
important
*emotional support in the fonn of
understanding and not judging
*discoveredwhich tnends were their true
fiends - ofkn it was the people one least
expected
ojust 'king there" for the childreri and/or
family was what was valued the most

iv. Support fiom hospital and
clinic staff- referred to the
support children and fdes
îkom the professional care givers.
Also ceferreci to as '"My new
f d y " or "Mysecond family-"

*important to estabiish bonds with
professional care givers - to feel
connected
*practicaland emotional support was
equaiiy valued
*difficultto break away k m the second
f d y " - experienced a loss

-

v. Support h m religion
referred to support denved fiom
maintainhg a belief in some type
of God*

*thosewho were "reiigious" seemed more
at ease, despite ail their sufferhg
ofor the most part religious faith helped
families to be more accepting of the
cancer, but they still experienced the
hardness
mat times became angry with God

vi. Financial support - referred to
the support that enabled families
to deal with any additional
financial costs that resulted
because of the cancer-

*adequate finances made M e a lot easier
4 1 families experienced additional costs
such as travel and parking expenses
*compoundedby a loss in h o m e related
usuaüy to the mothers quitting their jobs
to care for their children
*al1families experienced some fjnancial
strain
Table 4 continued+
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CHARACTERISTICS

CATEGORIES and
SUBCATEGORIES
- -

.Intemenhg
conditions:
Children's and
Families' Approach

~Referredto how children
approached the "keeping the
spirit alive" strategies;
determined by how they viewed
getting through the cancer
experience4ncluded three types:
i- Just having to do it!: "You have
no choice!"

- .

*al1adopted the approach of "jjust doing
it-"
mat times f d e s would adopt additional
ways to approaching the strategies
*adopts the strategies without question readily adopted
oappiied in a cafefùl manner
omoved forward, plodding on

ii- "A test of one's strength": The
challenges

oapproach the strategies with more
intensity
owanted to prove to others how strong
they were
."cïsing above the situation"
*morepositive amtude to Life

iii. "An overall loss": Devastating
defeat

magain approaches the strategies with
more intensity, but for different reasons
famiiïes had not given up - they just
approached iife and cancer with greater
=gen=y
*more negative attitude to life - many
barriers
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CATEGORIES and
SUBCATEGORIES
.Consequences of
Keeping the Spirit
Alive:

"A Way of Being in
the World"

-

CHARACTERISTICS
.&A way of being" referred to
how children and families existed
with in the world in the context of
having to get through all the
rough spots of the cancersymptom trajectory; influenced
by the ability to keep the spirit
alive.
As one mother expressed:
"There is a difterence between
just surviving cancer and acnially
living through cancer!"

.'Cancer is o d y one part of my life9*
reflected tnat although cancer became a
big part of the children's and familes'
lives, it was stU considered by them to be
only one part of their Me- Except when
the symptom trajectory became really
intense, cancer did not totaüy over take
their lïves. AIthough difficult at tîmes, the
children and families, did COvarying
degrees try to incorporate other noncancer events into their lives
."My life is on hold" r e f d to
not king able to immediately continue on
to the same degree as in the past with
their present &y to &y plans of life such
as going out with friends, continuing with
school or wotk, going to their favorite
restaurant or participatiag ia their favorite
activïties such as cheer leading or just
playing with Enends. Although aU
chlIdren and families expressed that there
was more to them then their experïence
with cancer, they nonetheless al1
experienced some degree of their life
king put on hold- Ail familes were in a
perïod of waiting or they experienced
numemus waiting periods."Life is never the same" refemed to
how the children's and families' way of
existing in the world changed forever
because of the cancer-symptom
û-ajectory, From the moment cancer
entered their lives, it became apparent to
children and families that the world as
they knew it, would change forever-

Table 4 continued
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KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE: CATEGORIES

CATEGORIES and
SUBCATECORIES
.Consequences of
Keeping the Spirit
Aiive

Subcategories:
Represented by three

.Subcategories:
i, Living tbrough it referred to
how chlldren and f d - e s iived
iïfe while getting through aii the
rough spots of the
cancer-symptom trajectory.

-

subcategories

ii. A sense of self or the changing
self -referred to the self and how
it changed in response to the
changing cancer-symptom
trajectory-

-

Ui. A sense of well-king
referred to the degree of comfort
or psychological ease that one
could feel; it involved achieving
some sense of solace and inner
peace.

mranged dong a continuum h m bareiy
survïving cancer, to surviving, to moving
beyond survïving, to liviag, and l a d y to
celebrating Life
a i t was important for children and
f d e s to have a We not totally
dominateci by the cancer
.the bondslconnectedness that existed
between children and families helped to
cietennine how they lived life
.during the more difflcult times, the focus
was on surviving the cancer - living in the
cancer world was more dominant
orangeci dong a continuum fiom feeling
least Like oneself to feeling more like
oneself
*Experiences changes in self throughout
the cancer especially during the most
intense perîods
*deveiopinga sense of belonging to
others and feeling connected was
significant to a sense of weii-being
especially during the times of increased
distress

CHAPTER V: PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
Chiidren's and Famiües' Lived Experience of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms:
An Introduction to the Theory

The second substantivetheory that evolved fiom the findings is entitled:
"Children's and Families' Lived Experknce of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms-?'This
theory was nested within the first substantive theory, Keeping the Spirit Alive, and
reflects how getting through the cancer and maintaining a spirit was so much influenced
by and tied to the cancer-symptoms. A second theory was substantiated when it became

evident there were two more core categones emerging fiom the data. Although these
categories could be explained to some extent by the first theory, they nonetheless
warranted a theory of their own. The two core categories identified are as follows: (1)
Personal meanings of the cancer-symptom experiences; and (2) Passage through the
transition periods. The fkst core category represents the basic psychosocial phenomenon

of the theory and refers to the phenomenon of children and families giving meaning to
the cancer-symptom experiences. Symptoms were experïenced not only as physicai
entities but were lived by the children and their families through the meanings that they

gave them. The persona1 meanings affected how children and families viewed the overall
cancer experience and could increase or decrease the hardness of cancer. The second core
category represents the basic psychosocial process of how children and families moved
through the cancer-symptom trajectory. "Tassage through the transition periods" involved
experiencing change in the "keeping the spirit alive" strategies. The process of "passage
through the transition periods" helped the children and their f d e s deal with the

p a o n a l meanings of the cancer-symptom experiences. It helped children and families to
integrate the personal meanings into their daily lives so that they could survive and live
through the cancer-symptom experiences.
In this chapter, the fïrst core category, "personal meanings," is the focus of

discussion with attention to the changing sense of self and changing body. The second
core category, "passage through the transition perïods," is discussed in the next chapter
and cornpletes discussion of the second theory. Consideration of how the cancersymptom experiences relate to the phenornenon of getting through all the rough spots and
the process of keeping the spirit dive is also discussed in the next chapter.

Introduction to the Basic Psychosocial Pbenomenon:
Personal Meanings of the Cancer-Symptoms
Although children and their families consistentiy emphasized that cancer involved
many aspects, events, elements, and rough spots, the cancer-symptoms as represented by

personal meanings especially were significant to how cancer was experienced by children
and their f e l i e s - Even during those perïods when the children were symptom-fiee, the
living through the overall cancer experïences and the meanings assigned to it were still
determïned by the symptoms or the lack there oE The presence or absence of symptoms
also helped to determine the chüdren's and their families' degree of uncertainty, feelings,
restrictions, extra work, and loss experienced. Ultimately this had an effect on their
quality of life, and their need to keep their spirits alive as is evident by the following:
Mother: Unpredicted symptoms are big things cause I don 't b o w where the Hell
they are comingfiom, like what is this (longpause). Symptoms are
important...Yeah! To me symptorns are like signs of trouble. I mean sornething is
happening and...

The symptoms served as a source of knowleclge as well as concem for children
and their families as is evident by the following:

Mother: Well his body is telling us something, so, Zike the signs are there, it isjust
a matter offiguring it out!
Father: She was complaining of stomach-aches @ause) and she vomited, she
would get tired, and sometimes she hadfover problems. We would bring her to
Ernergency. You know, once again you start worrying more.
Moreover, the symptoms helped to shape how the children defineci their worlds

and their changing self as well as changes within the family unit. While the identification
of specific symptoms nich as nausea or fatigue in and of themselves added to an
understanding of how the children were medically progressing from a disease perspective,
they provided little understanding as to how the children and families were afXected
personally. It was only when cfiildren and families taiked about how the symptoms made
them feel within the context of the whole cancer-symptom experience that one could get a

sense of how the symptoms affected them and the* quality of Life. Considering specific
symptoms solely in and of themselves provided little insight into what the children and
families were thinking and feeling, or what they were going through. Understanding

could only be achieved by considering symptoms and their effects within the whole
cancer-symptom trajectory because individual symptoms took on diffecent rneanings

depending on the context within which the symptoms occurred.
For example, one mother expressed no problems in caring for her child's mouth
sores and the resulting mouth pain that was caused by the chemotherapy. Although
feeling bad for her child's pain and suffering, she expected the mouth sores and pain, and

referred to them more like side effects of the chemotherapy treatment. In contrat, the
chîld's mouth sores and pain took on a whole diffaent meaning when they occurred after
a bone marrow transplant. To this mother, the mouth sores although expected and still a

major concem, were now viewed to be more serious. Aithough she w-ould do his mouth
care during the chemotherapy, she felt the nurses should be the ones doing the mouth care
after the bone marrow as the mother noted "they knew what to lookfor." The mouth sores
after the bone marrow transplant now became something "repulsive" to her because of

how they looked, how they made the child feel, and the fact nothing helped to make her

child carry on with some normal activities:
Mother: This is worse...How hefeels, the mouth sores are GROSS !@ause)Like
when he was in with the sores down his throat andstufl he wasn 't spittïng up al1
thar s t ~ @1was able to do the mouth cure und he wus able to tuke Nystatin
(medicine) and he was able to.,. You know a warm blanket und some morphine
calmed him enough to breathe and it cleared up. But now he is throwing up stufl1
have never seen. throwing up like that bile stufl it isjust gross and the glut that
collects in his mouth isjusf gross, Yeah, like horrible, hom-&lemouth sores cause
1can see them all over himThe syrnptorns were not so much mere side effects or single states that resulted

fiom a particular cause that led to specific effects or outcomes. Rather they represented

multiple levels of meanings that were connected to the changing context of the children's
and families' experiences. This led to the development of the second substantive theory

which was guided by the core category: Personal meanings of the cancer-symptom

experiences (see Figure 2, p. 177). This core category refmed to the meanings children
and families assigned to the cancer-symptoms as they were experïenced within a
particular context. In Figure 2, the personai meanings are situated within the spirit. The

"keeping the spirit alive" process extends fiom the spirit and varies in response to the
persona1 meanings that children and families assignai to the symptom experiences- Eight
personal meanings emerged as foiiows: (1) 1have a sick stomach...1 feel sick, 1feel bad;

(2) 1 feel yucky, crappy, shitty...I feel really sick, 1feel really bad; (3) 1am sore,..boy, my
body hurts; (4) 1 a m cranky...I am not myself; (5) 1am just experiencing an everyday

thing...1 am just a little sick; (6) 1 feel wiped out..my body is just too tired for me to care;
(7) 1 am scared...I don't h o w what is going to happen to me; and (8) I am hurhng...my

heart is sad. Although each symptom experience was unique they did share the quaiity of
being '%ard" on the child and famiy- Overail, the cancer-symptom experience was best

summed by families as a "bittersweei qerience" and is depicted in Figure 2 as a curved
line situated directly above the eight personal rneanings.
"My changing self' and 'hiy changing body," subcategories of the core category,
personal meanings, are also depicted in Figure 2 as c w e d h e s directly below the
categories of the personai meanings and ''keeping the spirit alive" strategies. These
subcategones represent how the sense of self of the individual and f d y as well as the
children's sense of their bodies change throughout the cancer experience. The changes
discussed in this chapter are interpreted within the changing personal meanings of the
cancer-symptom experiences.
The next sections of this chapter first describes the eight personal meanings of the
cancer-symptom experiences. Following this discussion, ''my changing self' and 'tny
changing body" are elaborated on. The complete theory is depicted in Figure 3 in Chapter
VI (p. 257). A summary of the findings presented in Chapter V has been provided in
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Table 5 at the end of this chapter (p. 251).

Least Like

Most Like

Normal

Key:

My Changing Self
My Changing Body
Al1 The Rough Spots

Figure 2 Personal Meanings: The Basic Psychosocial Phenornenon
of Children's and Families' Lived Experience of
Childhood Cancer-Symptoms

Personai Meanings of the Cancer-Symptom Experiences

(1) 1Have a Sick Stomach. Sick Head...I Feel Sick 1Feel Bad
The phenornenon of 'Teeling sicK' involved those experiences when children were
not only sick with cancer, but because ofthe cancer, felt sick physicaily. Although by the
very virtue of being diagnosed with cancer, children were labeled as being "sick," the

children did not necessarily have to feel si& They could be sick wiîh cancer and yet feel

Child with cancer (7 %-year-oldmale): Iwas not that sick..
Interviewermesearcher: m a t does 'hot that sick" mean? m a t does that
mean?

Child with cancer (7 '/t-year-oldmale): Um ...I wasfeeling good.
Child with cancer (11-year-old male): Ifeel like I don 't men have cancer
sometimes.
Interviaver/Researcher: WelZ do you feel Iike that nght now?
Child with cancer (I1-year-old male):Yes (during this time the child had minimal
symptorn distress)...Because it's never on my mind.
Interviewer/Researcher: Do you feel like you are sick?
Child with cancer (9-year-old male): Yes, because @ause) rny tummyfeels sick.
Children described themselves as being healthy when they experienced few
symptoms:
Intewiauer/Aesearcher: What does it mean to be healthy?
Child with cancer (7-year-oldfernale): No runny nose, no cough, nothing...

However when symptom distress or discornfort was experienced by the children,
it was then that they felt sick and associated feeling sick with being sick and being part of
the "sick world." It was the experience of feeling sick that made the cancer seem real and

more difficult to bear. As was noted by one child "feelingsick is worse than being sick! '*

Usually the discornfort associated with '"feeling sick" was experienced in one or
two areas of the children's bodies. With this symptom experience chiIdren often were

able to express how and why they were feeling the way they were; they had less difnculty
in both pinpointing the source of their distress and descrîbing how they felt:
Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): Youfeel bad. but you know in what way.
m e n you arefeeling like vomiting or nausea, Iguess the wordfor feeling bad is
nausea or you have a headache Iike those are the worak to describe it fleeling
bad) because you know exactly what is wrong with you.
"Feeling bas' most o

h was linked to the side effects of the cancer treatment.

Accordingly, although "feeling bas' was an unpleasant, undesirable, and a hard state to
experience, it nonetheless was perceived as something to be expected. However, while it

was to be expected or even if children and their families knew it would be temporary and
would eventudy resolve, it did not make it easier for the chîldren to experience:

ChiZd with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): It is not so bad gemng the medication.
because once you have your i; V . (intravenous)started it isjust another Iiquid
dripping into you. But you know that later it is going to make you so sick and that
is what is su hard about gemiig it because you don 't want to get sick later.
Although children could feel bad, this did not necessarily mean that they were
perceived by others to be "reulZy sick" In other words, the cbildren could feel sick, but

the families did not necessarily view the children to be really sick in the sense that the
cancer was no longer under control:

Mother: Nothing has changed.. ..he still has the migraines...but at least h i . cancer
is under controlMother: Things are O.K.. but he is nauseated and tired.. .this is to be expected.
Moreover, while the Yeeling siclr" experience was taken seriously by children and

their families in relation to the distress and s u f f i g that resuited fiom it, it was never
associated with the children not be able to get through the cancer experience. Tt was part
of the rough spots of cancer.
When children and their f d e s were asked tu desmie signs and symptoms that

were associated with feeling bad or sick most, including the sibhgs, associated "feeling
bad" or "feeling sick" with nausea and vomiting or as the children would Say "asick

stomach or sickness or pain in the stomacli":
Mother: It is tough. there were times when she could hardly keep anything down
for aboutfour days. I think it might have has something to do with the anesthetic
but iam not sure. Peah so we told the doctor how sickshe was after-..
Interviewer/Researcher: So do yozc remember what that was like startingyour
medicinefor thefirst time?
Child with cancer (1 I -year-oldfernale): Well, ifelt sick ...1think a little bit
nauseous and a linle bit dilzy...and then school started and I missed almost the
first day of school.

The syrnptom of nausea and the vomiting associated with if was very visible
to children and their familes, and therefore, legitimized the children's feelings of

sickness. In fact, how sick the children were judged to be, was in part based on the
severity of the chiIdren's experience with nausea and vomiting. Symptoms that were less
graphic, especially fatigue, although contniuting to the children's sickness, were in fact

not always associated with the "feeling bad" experience. Some parents and the children
did not even identi& fatigue as a "feeling si&' syrnptom experience:
Mother: He wasjust tired. Not so much sick, not throwing up and not wanting to
eat and s i u - This t h e he wasjustplain tired and he would eat havasleep but he
was still eating.

However, not all children experienced nausea and vomithg as the main symptom

of the -'feelingsice' experïence. Instead of feeling bad or sick in their stomachs9some felt
sick more often in another part of the body such as in their heads in the form of a
headache.
In addition to experiencing 'Teelhg sicl?' Çom symptoms such as nausea, the
children and their families aiso had to experience changes in their daily routines in order
to tnily qualiîjr for the "1am feeling sich?' status. That is, the children and their families

were no longer able to carry out al1 of their normal routines or day-to-day activities.

However, it did not mean that everything in their lives was put on hold. The children's
spirits were temporarily chaüenged or weakened, but the children were stiU able to
continue to some extent in their day-to-day living. Although the children concentrated
more on their physical bodies durùig the "1 feel sick" perïods and did not feel completely

whole, their sense of selves were still not totally overcome by the symptoms. The
children were desmied as "more or less Iike iheir 016 se&"; that is, they still exhi'bited a
part of their physical, exnotional, social, and mental self even though the total self was not

as strong. As well, the children's bodies were much more sensitive; that is, they sensed
every feeling and change that was brought upon their bodies. The children, however, still
tried to remain connectai to their old way of life:
Interviewer/Researcher.-How dzyerent was that day compared to the other days
of the week?
Child with cancer (7-year-oldfernale): Just that 1threw up Monday.
Interviewer/Researchec Wereyou still able io play and do everything that you
normally did?
C: Yeah.

When children had to give up some of their favorite things such as missing some
school days or not being able to go over to play with their Wends, they would tiy to

compensate for such losses. Alternatives were put into place such as invithg one good or
speciai Glend over to theh home to play with them:
Child with cancer (11-year-old male): He wasjust my one specialfnend who
would always come over. He men sent me a letter,

Likewise family members tried to rmain C

O M ~ Cto~ some
~
of thei.oid ways of

life in order to maintain the f d y ' s sense of self and keep the f d y unit togetha.
Keeping things 'hormal" was also viewed as one way to make things a little better for the
ill children:

SibZing (14-year-014: ijust hied to keep doing like the regular shrffI was always
doing like-_.Ourhouse was pretty normal but she had her central line and that is
reaiZy weird to see something sticking out of her... WeiZ Idon know lyyou could
really say "normal. " Things did change obviously but if wusn 't like it was a
whole lot dlzerent. We had to do al1 the things...and then she just looked bad too
Iike because she was so skinny and everything. 1think we tried to keep everything
normal probably for her too,just ...
Fatherr Ifshe eats a little bit, she may want to throw up and that'sprobably you
know @ause) any of those symptoms are showing the sickness. But zyshe can keep
up on the bike, let her do it.

However, the '"feeling bad" cancer-symptom experience made life harder for
families with respect to the extra restrictions, work, uncertainty, loss, and so on, that
resulted fiom the children "feeling sick" and the families struggling to maintain some
unique family and individual functions and roles:
Mother: It was hard...T'ing to get a family routine again. be a family. But still
running back and forth to the clinic... And then he picked up things and had to
come back to clinic,
Father: Sometimes you cari?, sometimes you can (in relation to maintaining a
"normal" l i f ) , I mean. And certain@in t e m of rnyjob there has been you know
a lot of days where 1haven't been there and you know 1think itputs stress on
other people in the oBce and you know I con 't say it hasn 'taflected my work, it
still obviously has affected my work during those times.

Famiiy members could not always be together and Wre theu children, parents had
to make changes in their lives:

Fathec Well we @arents)said "well we have three k i k at home, we can 'tjust
(snaps hisfingers) up and leave "( in reference to faking their ill child fo a
hospital in Saskatoon)...But what wredid. wefound a babysitter,packed our bags
and went to Saskatoon. We had made arrangements that 1would stay and I had
taken time offwork.,.

Time and experience affected whether or not children experienced the "1 feel bad"
experience. The more fiequently children experienced a certain symptom coupled with
the children's and fimilies' ability to manage them helped to decrease the children's "1
feel bad" experïences. Children and their families had at least some idea how to make

such experiences not as bad or they knew how to make one feel better to some degree:
Child wirh cancer (25-year-oldfemaie): Like I can remernber 171was sick tu my
stomach and was going fo fhrow-up, 1usuallyfeel better right after I t h - u p
you know, because it, 1don 't know, itjust makes you feel better right aflerwards. I
don 't know zyit makes you feel better in the long run (laughs). long tem.

However, there were times where even the most experienced child or family had
problems reducing the symptom distress. As was the case for all of the symptoms
experienced by the children, total relief was not always reached. Key phrases such as
'csortof;"

"a Iittle less," "a linle," and 'lguess" were ofien frequented in the children's,

parents', and siblings' talk of symptom management and were indicative of the fact that
many of the children's symptoms were not completely eliminated:

Mother: He still had a headache but it lessened a degree.
Child with cancer (7-year-oldfemale): Well it (medicinefor nauseci and vomitin@
took away most of it, but Istill threw up a linle bit.
Intewiewer/Researcher= Did you stillfeel sick in your ttîmmy too?
Child with cancer (7-year-oldfemale): A bit.

For some children, rest or sleep was the their only option in deaiing with their
symptoms. Sleep was valued by the chîfdren not because it helped to relieve specific
symptoms, but because it took the children out of the realm of the world of feeling
anything, even if it was just temporary:
Child with cancer (9-year-old male): Sleeping that's because my mind was total&
offthings rtght!
In?erviauer/Researcher:Anything that you could do to make yourselffeel beiter?
Child wirh cancer (7-year-oldfernale): No, Ijust laid in bed...Just Zay in bed.
Interviewer/Researchec m a t things helpedyou the most when yozc had cancer?
Child with cancer (7 55-yem-old male): Mm.,.having sleep.
Child (5-year-oldfernale): My sore himrny, Ijust could not get to my bed fast
enough!
At times the 3eatment undertaken to relieve îhe children's symptoms made the

chiIdren feei even worse:
Child with cancer (14-year-old male): 1was kind of almost ticked offcause they
were using Maxeran and Benedryl (dmgs to treat nausea) and thenfinal& a&r I
refuseci tu take it cause. it would be Iike i would take it and then my parents would
either have to scrape me oflthe ceiling or scrape me oflthefloor. And then my
last treatment*t h e -found out that what was easier and worked better was Gravol.
Child wîth cancer (4 %-year-oldfemale): I wasfeeling good. They give me special
stuffthat makes me gooey in the head. 1hate that s t u ~
Arriving at some degree of symptom relief often involved a '?riai and errof'
approach by children and their families, and the children discovering and trying out self-

initiated strategies:
Child with cancer (IO-year-oldfemale): Theyjust told me to take Tylenol (for
headaches). They told me to take two extra strength and I was taking three extra
sirertgth. And it didn 't really, itjust kinda made it a little bit les.. Yeah, I even
hied having morphinefor. ..Like lhad mouth sores, so I had morphine dght? But
when 1was done with my m o u l sores Istill Itad some morphine lefi so I even

tried taking that with my headaches and that didn 't work- And so ijust laid down
a lot and put pressure on my head. That sounds kind of weird, but itfeft good to
fike kind Of p h on my head.... 1just figured it out (laughs)....
Intewiavm/Researche~:Did anything help to take away the headache?
Child with cancer (7 % -yenrsld male): Calming down..Jjust ta1ked.J used to
do that al[ the time.
Child with cancer (4 %-year-oldfernale): My brainjust kept on thinking-..Just to
get rïd of thispain. And it helped me not think about dying-

Although many chiIdren in this study engaged in selfiinitiated strategies that
helped to relieve some of the symptom distress, such strategies were not dways
recognized or known by the professional care givers, nor were children encouraged to use
these strategies.

The difficulty in managing and controlling symptoms accordingly resulted in the
children and their parents believing or accepting that some sort of unresolved symptom

distress was to be expected, that it came dong with the territory. An udortunate
consequence of symptoms that were treated but unrelieved was that some children and

their parents gave up on managing subsequent symptom experiences. In fact there were
times that when the '4feel sick, 1 feel bad" experiences could evolve into "1 am feeling
crappy" expenences (refer to personal meaning #2) if chilcira and their families had
problems managing the symptoms. However, there were also the tïmes when the "1 feel
sick, 1feel bad" experiences evolved into "1 a m just experiencing an everyday thing"

experiences (refer to personal meaning #5) .In such instances it was not always that the

suffering and hardness associated with such experiences became les, but that the children
and their families were now accepting them as part of their daily routine withui the
context of the cancer-symptom trajectory.
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(2) 1Feel Yuckv- C ~ ~ D DSbittyJ
V,
Feel Reallv Sick 1FeeJ R e a h Bad

Symptom experiences identified or refmed to as "yucky," ' L c r a p ~ , "or "shitty..."

involved those experiences in which children not only felt "really sice' but were viewed
by themselves and others to be "realiy si&':
Child with cancer (11-year-oldfernale): Like it (the chemotherapy) makes you
really sick and yucky!
Child with cancer (16-year-oidfernale): When I feel crappy, 1feel like a cancer
patient!

Not only did such experknces resdt in the children feeling "yucy" or "crappy"
or "shitty," at tirnes parents would themselves feel 'cshitty" having to watch their children
suffer so much. Likewise the siblings also experienced feeling yucky in response to
seeing their siblings suffering:
Sibling (8-year-oidfernale) And sornetirnes his eyes would be Iike more shut or
because probably because rnost of the time when you have cancer you get reaily
tired. You need to take ail sorts of needles and smfl Yeah most of the time when i
visited him ira the hospital, um. he would be asleep- I feit kind of like yucky
because 1wouldn 't be able to see him, Like he wouldn 'tpay very much attention
to me,

Sibling (12-year-old male): Seeing her sick is hard...Like eating and (pause)
throwing up, her eyes slightly ciosed @ause)waikïng slow&, throwing up when
she eats s m "Feelingyucky" experiences were perceived to be more than the children's
",,gular" or "normaP' symptoms that would resolve once the children completed a
specific phase of the treatment course- Instead, the symptoms were no longer viewed as
'‘normal" because they were experienced more intensely and for the most part, took

longer to resolve. "Feeiingyucky" was associated not only with the cancer treatment but

also with the cancer itself Whereas with the 'Y am feeling sick" experience there was
always the expectation that children would get over the physical sickness, children and
families did not imrnediately assume this with the "feelingyucky"experiences. Families
experienced much more uncertainty with the 'tfeelingyzïcky"experiences. The children
and their parents and siblings ail feared that the symptoms would not resolve or that they
wodd not being abte to control the symptoms-It was the "1 feel really sick" symptom

experiences in which parents viewed their children to be really sick. Moreover, the
parents feared such experiences could result in the children's death. hterestingly, as
much as the children did not like being hospitalized, it was when they felt ''yucy" that

they did not mind being hospitalized. Sometimes they even requested to go hospital
which not only supported how sick they must have felt, but also suggested that the

children felt that they needed more protecting and comforting. In effect, they were

"taking care" of themselves by realizing they needed to go to the hospital:
Child with cancer (1 1-year-old male): Yeah, cramps here and headaches there.
rny arms were really weak. my legs were realh weak 1could barely walk..Weil 1
was thinking about having to go to the hospital.

Another diffaence between "1 feei bad" and "1 feel yucky" cancer-symptom
expenences was that for the latter the feeling sick was more intense for the children.
There was "feelingsi&' and then there was the experience of feeling "reaiZy, reaiZy,
sick." The intense feeling associated with 'ffeelingyucky"was often in relation to the

children feeling terrible al1 over their bodies. In contrast to the "1 feel bad" experiences,
the "feeling yucky" experiences ïnvolved more than one part of the children's bodies;
every inch of the children's bodies became extremely sensitive:

Child with cancer (9-year-oldfemae): It is worse, it is like a shark biting me all
over!
At times, the "$eeIing yucky" was so intense for the children that they had a hard

time describing how they felt as reinforced by one of the children: "When you feelyucky
ail over there are no words to describe it except that you just feel bad a!l ove<

"Feelingyucw' all over the body could be the result of many symptoms affecthg

many different parts of the body or in fact just one symptom affecting ody one part of the
body. However, in cornparison to the "feeling sick" experience, the one symptom became

so intense that it made the children feel r e d y bad all over their bodies. For example, one
mother noted that the mouth pain her child was experiencing fiom treaûnent-related
moud ulcers at one point became so severe, that her child refused to move because it

would only cause the pain to radiate dl over his body as indeed it did sometimes:
Mother: Mourh pain is his majorproblem. First it was his teeth and now it is his
whole mouth and he ate little...He is also hming stomuch pain, he is not talkfng,
he is tired.-The intense feelings that could also be experienced because of one symptom was
reinforced by the following:

ChiZd with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): Ah. 1did have the headachefor about,
frorn like M i twelfth when Ifirst started treatment. Igot a headache and I had it
until Zik the longest.for the longest time. 1had ilfor Zike a monrh! I COCnDN'T
STARID IT!
Child with cancer (16 year old fema2e):Yeah because sornetimes you have
headaches and they don 't hurt as much and sometimes they are really bad and
sometimes you just want ro go to bed and leme me alone.
Interviewer/Researchec Like do you remember how you werefeeling the last time
we talked?
Child with cancer (11-year-old male): Pretty sick! I had bad cramps. It felt like

somebody pinching my stomach really hard, reah'y hard. like somebody pinching
your stomach really hard- I had to lay in bed a lot-

Aithough nausea and vomiting were o

h associated with the ''1 feel sick"

symptom experience, they also were equated with the "1 feel redy sick" experience when
they became constant or increased in intensity:
Child with cancer (Id-year-old male): I'rn handling the nausea, sort of but
sometimes it gets so bad that l g e t to the point of crying-..WelL this month has
been quite horrible- Z've beenfeeling really bad. ..Well. my stomach basicalZy...It
feels really gross...
Interviewer/Researcher: m e n would you say you were the sickest? Do you
remember a day when you reallyfelt sick?
Child with cancer (7-year-old-le):
When Ifirst started chemotherapy. ljust
kept on throwing u p . J kept on throwing up and throwing up and throwing up.
Yuck!..hwas reufiybad. I kept on throwing up. Z didn't want to do anything
@ause) and stufflike that.
Child with cancer (9-year-old male): Kind ofpuked a lot and it hurt.
Father: HerJirst set of chemotherapy. she was realij, really sick like nauseated
and didn 'î want 2 0 get out of bed and she kept throwing up.
Father: These things she was throwing up, she was throwing up blood and big
chunks of black stu-and oh it was hom-ble.

"Feeling really si&' could also be the result of the children experiencing multiple

syrnptoms:
Child with cancer (16-year-old fernale): Sore stomachs. headaches. weakness.
blacking out- Like I'd turn my head and i ' d black out.
Child with cancer (7-year-oldfemak) : Mm ...ican 't remernber when it was
(when she wasfeeling really sic& but when my throat was really sore and I
couldn 't eat or drink anything and I kept on throwing up.
Child with cancer (4 %-year-oldfemale): I hate mouth sores...1hate diarrhea. It
(the chemotherapy) made my bum hurt. It made my. ..
Sibling (8-year-oldfemale): But then when you 're really sick it 's like you have

like quite afav things at once like maybe a headache and diLots of things.

and stomachache-

As well, children could not always identifjr which of the multiple symptoms made

them feel worse or "reealiysick." hstead, children would state that "al1 ofthe above " (in
reference to their multiple symptoms) made them feel "realIy sick-'"
When children felt sick ail over o d y their bodies, this only made them more
sensitive which in tuni compounded their suffiring. Children also experienced few
reprieves fiom their source of distress. Besides feeling sick a l l over, the "feeling yucky"
experiences were more difficult to relieve. Children and their families did not always
know how to relieve or f
kthese symptom experïences. There was an uncertainty about
what was happening and also how to make the children feel better:

Child with cancer (I5-year-oldfernale): But you know when you arefeeling reali')
sick and there isjust no way offixing. you just feel absolutely ternrnble.
I mean ut
least with throwing up you know you are going to throw up and you go and vomit
and you feel better. Like you just do it and get it over with, Feeling really sick,
you jus? feel terrible al1 over, your body is weak, your head hurts, and you feel
yucky andyou don 't know how you are going tofùc it andyou don 't know what is
going to happen. l t is like the anticipation. you don 't know what fi going to
happen.

For many, sleep was the only option and even then children still felt crappy to
some degree:

Child with cancer (14-year-old fema le): Plus sleepfor everything as you don 't
feel it any more! Sleep doesn 't take away the crappyfeeling, it isjust that the rime
you sleep, you don 'tfeel crappy or don 'tfeel anything. SIeep is good because
even though you miss out on things, gyou were uwake you still would miss out on
things because you feel so crappy!
When '~eelingyucAy,"the children experienced their sense of self mainly within
the context of their physical sense of self or through their physical bodies. Mainly
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experïencing life through their physical bodies was seen by the children and their parents

to be necessary. The children needed to direct al1 their energy at maintaining their weak,
yet very sensitive bodies as one mother reinfiorced:
Mother: When 1looked at him 1could see, i didn 't see Jefl I saw afZghtfor
Zi$e. .no his mind wouZdjust go somewhere else, I think ..Ï t is a survival thing.

Understandably, it was during the tïmes when children were feeling "pcky" that
parents and siblings describeci the children to be least Like themselves; certain attributes
that made the children unique were missing or changed:

Mother: He was sick, he was reah'y sick, he'd cry h e u have a stomach ache, a
headache and it's you know @ause)he was not the same Daniel for how long?
For one month.
Father You don 't recognke him when he is sick, you know?
SibZing (7-year-old male): She LF notfùn anymore.
Sibling (14-year-oZdfemale): Okay so 1went in there (the hospital) and she still
had her haïr but she looked reaiiy pale and Zike thin and then 1went and isat
beside her and she wasjust watching TV and Zike she never said anything. It was
so weird. It didn 't even seem like her..$ut the way the l o o k S h ejust Iooked .
really sick.
Sibling (16-year-oZdfemale): Ifound Jane to be the rnost sick nght afer her
surgery because she Zooked so fiail and weak, and because she wasn 't talking and
smiling. She was very unlike herseK it seemed to me ut tharpoint that she was
very iII.

Parental statements such as "he wasn 'tBruce, he was a sick child," reinforceci the
affect that the symptoms had on the parents' perspectives of their children. They often

described the children as "being in their own world"
Feeling so y u c b meant that the children could rarely do or partalce of things that
they normally would do. The symptoms were so hard on their bodies, and more to the

point on their spirits, that children at times did not care about anything and sometimes felt

like giving up. For example, one adolescent who had experïences with severe headaches
and fatigue expressed the following:
Child with cancer (Io-yeur-oldfernule): I j w t didn 't cure rea& how Igor to
wherever Igot to. Like, I mean iwanted my mom to Zike curry me because 1
couldn 't walk and Ijust kind of gave up. 1was like "Idon 't cure Ijust wanf to go
home and lay down "you know? There are sometimes when o u s tfeel Zike crap,
and, you know, Ijust sometimesfeel like 1wish it wus all overyou know? But not
veiy often.
The children's spirits had been weakened or were fading and therefore, they not

only were less likely to act like themselves, but also interacted less with others in their
world when feeling "reallysick" hdeed, it was during such h e s that the children were
quick to S o m the researcher verbally a d o r nonverbally that they wanted to remain
quiet and be left alone. Lack of direct eye contact or comments such as 'Wot today
Bobby," was their way of teiling the researcher that they did not want to be bothered. It

was as if they were slowly discomecting with their worid. They became very quiet and
still. It was their quietness and stillness that reaiiy scared parents because it represented to

hem that the children were giving up; that they were losing th& spirit to fight. To
parents and siblings, the children's subdued manner meant to them that the children were

Mothec 1know when he is not talking a lot. he is notfeeling well.
Sibling (23-year-old male): Connor isn 't interacting with me as much as he
usually does, he does not want to pnrtic@ate in any g m e s . To me this is a sign
that he is notfeeling well.
Sibling (14-year-oldfemale): But just to see her Zyïng there ...it wasjust hard
but ...I just couldn 't b e k e that she was in this position (having cancer)...

Although the cbildren did not want to interact with others during the 'Wcky"

times they nonetheless wanted to be near theu families or have their families '%e there"

for them. However, it was important that their family members not touch them physically
or talk too much to them:
Child with cancer (7-year-old female): Weil not to sleep with me butjust sleep
near me (in reference to having herfamily near her).

Thek bodies were so sensitive that any additional movement, touch, sound or any
other action that aroused them, only made the "yuckiness" worse, that is, it just made
them feel sicker.

Parents also felt a need to be near their children during the "yucky" tirnes, be it at

the hospital or in their homes. While feeling helpless in resolving the children's
symptoms, parents nonetheless felt they needed to be there in order to take tare of them
by watching over them and protecting them fiom any 0 t h intrusion that would make

them feel worse. It was if they were "standing on guard" for their children. They became
very vigilant in watching over their children and m a h g sure that their children were

cared for in an appropriate manner:
Father: We keep an eye on her (child with cancer).
Some times this involved parents not waiting for care to be delivered:
Father: Don'? sit back and waitfor the others to do it because it won 't get done..
The very fact that the parents' physical and mentai presence was constant during
the v c k y " symptom experience resdted in the parents' sense of self merging with their
children's sense of self. For the parents and children, the voice of "I" became the voice

of "we." It was during these times that the children and their parents existed within their
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own world. The only outsiders let into their world wnsisted of those individuals who
would be involved in the children's care.

Just as it was the case for their parents, the sïblings' worlds were especially
defined or detemiined and controlled by their ill brothers' or sisters' "1 feel yucky"
experiences. 'Teeling yucky" symptom experiences made the siblings' worlds harda to
live in, that is, they had to put up with more work, restrictions, and uncertainty- Their
emotions were more intense especially with respect to feeling sad and their sadness was
best described as an 'bspeakable sadness"; that is, they were silent about their sadness.
Most parents never realized just how sad they were. The siblings' sadness for most part
was associated with the real and potentiai losses- This included losses related to activities
of daily living such as going out with their friends. More importantly was their loss of
their family. Whereas the parents especidy the mothers, were given the opportunity to be
with their ilI children, this was usually not the case for the siblings. The siblings felt

isolated being away from their ill brother or sibling:
Sibling 02-year-old male): The house is usually quiet and Iike it gets quieter and
quieter and then I kind of miss her because she isn 't here. Nomally she is always
talking a lot and then it gets annoying, but when she isn 't here the house is quiet.
Not o d y were siblings more often separated fiom their ill siblings during such

times, but they were also separated from their parents. Their parents were less able to "be
there" for them. Yet in spite of this, most siblings dthough missing their parents, never

resented the special attention that their il1 brothers or sisters received:
Sibling (8-year-oldfemale): 1was treazed Iike less "carely " by myparents but 1
didn 't mind because my brother needs lots of care.
Sibling (12-year-old male): .*.but1understand that because she n e e h more

attention.
Sibling (14-year-oldfemale):1know people hud asked me when it was going on,
"was I ignored or whatever. " But I didn 't reullyfeel I was ignored because 1
knew they fier parents) were, it wasjust to help her get better so it didn 't really
bother me.-.but then 1guess now if you think about it 1 was left at home alone. - -

The siblings were only concemed about their il1 brothers' or sisters' needs; their
own needs did not matter. in fact through out the complete cancer-symptorn trajectory,

siblings for the most part would put their ill siblings' needs before their own needs. They
never "wished" for anything for themselves. Moreover, it was like their sense of self did

not matter or exist. Whereas parents ofien talked in the voice of 'ke," siblings talked in
the voice of %e" or "she" and not "Y or even "we." The voice of the "other" was how

siblings lïved life, especially when the brothers or sisters were feeling yucky. The siblings
acted like they were outsiders. Compounding such feelings was that they wanted to help
their brothers and sisters feel better, but often were not given the opportunity to do so.

Although support fiom the family unit was recognized as the most valued form of support
in helping children and families get through the cancer-symptom trajectory, it was
apparent that the direct physical care of the children's symptoms expenences was mainly
the responsibility of the mothers. This was of course to be expected considering it was the

rnothers who had the most opportunity to spend time with the children. However, both
siblings as well as fathers expressed a sense of loss about not being more involved in the
children's syrnptom care. They really downplayed their contribution in helping the
children deal with the symptoms. It was hard for them to be on the outside with respect to
the direct care:
Sibling (19-year-old male): U m @ause)1wish I could have been there, morefor
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her Iike when die was in c h i c going through her treatrnents. in a way 1feeI bad
that 1wasn 'î there moreFather: Joyce M e ) was looking aBer the actual treatments and stuff like that
and 1would be on the road. I found it very difficutt to deal with being on the
road.
Futher: But Iike 1toId her, 1says 1know I can ' t j k nothing, I know 1can 't do
nothing about it and i d o n 't want you to think that Ican and 1saidI mighr say that
1can, but 1can 'tfùic everything but 1need you to talk to me..Father: No, 1didn 't even know (in reference to his child receiving 0xygen)-..That's
what 1mean, Iike she hadn 't told me everything- Like i wasn 't there!Even when fathers and sibiings were involved in the direct care they, like the

mothers, felt that they codd not provide complete relief for their children. The care they
provided only "sort of helpes' the children. They felt that they could not f
k everythhg
or make everything better which only made the symptom experiences harder to get

through:
Father: Because as a parent you feel that you can do everythingfor your c h i l .
and not being able tofrx something that your child is going through is very, v e v
dzflcult. 1mean they break something, you 'IZfinda way off ? n g it.,. They cut
their self and you fùr it- You run against something tike this and you can ' t f i itYou have to, you original& walk in to a building of total sh-angers and say "Here.
i ' m putting rny child in your han& Fii it. " And it 's a dzrerent viewfor a parent
to go through that. lis. "you can 't do itfor your child-" You have to rely on other
people S knowledge and other people S expeî-ience and you Ire so unpreparedfor
it. It scares you to a point that, oh i hope they didn 'tfaII asleep in this class or
that clam, you know, zfit was something a parent couldfi...
Father: You didn 't like seeing her laying there si& in pain. 1t was hard too and
not being abIe to do nothing about it. Yeah that's the hard part, is not being able
to do nothing about it.

Keeping the spirit dive was especially important for children and their families
during the "1 feel yucw' symptom experiences. However, it was during such times that
maintainhg a sense of spirit was also most difficult. Their need for support became

extremely important durkg such experiences. The support helped them to survive the
''yucky" cancer-symptom experiences.

...

(3) 1am Sore Bov. Mv Bodv Hurts!

Symptom experiences identified as "1 am sore" were viewed by the children and
their families as those experiences that resulted in the children feeling and being in
physical pain; that is, those experiences that made the children hurt physically. However,
unlike the pain that could be experienced during the 'T feel bad" or ''1 feeling yucky"
experiences, the physicai pain during the "1 am sore" experiences was not constant; the
pain was briefer. Moreover, the pain was not experienced al1 over the children's bodies.

Nonetheless, the physical pain experienced was equated with life being hard or unfairThe pain experienced during the "1 am sore" experiences was usually the result of
some type of procedure such as a bone marrow aspiration or intravenous insertion.
Procedurai pain, even though temporary made, the children feel especially sore and
scared; regardless of age, al1 the children dreaded procedural pain:
Child with cancer (7-year-old male): m e bone mawows, 1hate those!
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfernale): Bone mawows Ican 't stand! I have ask
to get put out (anesthetized)for them now- I told the doctor that 1should get put
out for now because there was too manypainfùl ones.

The pain experienced during the "1 feel sore" experiences could also result from
the cancer treatment such as in pst-therapy headaches that would corne and go. In such

instances, the children may be hurting physicaily, but were not necessarily feeling sick.
That is, children and f h l i e s did not view the pain as a sign of being sick; the children

could experience "feelingsore" but still be viewed to be healthy. However, children

could also experience brief episodes of pain while at the same time feeling sick due to
some other reason and therefore, experience both "feeling sore" and "feeling sick"
experiences. Additionally, when the physical pain became more constant and ongoing,
children were labeled as sick. Such painful experiences then became "1 feel sicK7or "1
feel yucky" experiences:
Child with cancer (I6-year-old female): Yeah. It was it was a really HWW
headache. Before Igot diagnosed 1was having like headaches alZ the time, that S
why they said it was migraines. And I could hear, I could hear like thumping
sounlis and stuflike that- It was realiy weird. And like sometimes water$aZZs and
stuff like that. It was so w e i d
Child with cancer (4 $5-year oldfemale): I went to the hospitai-..Because I had
pains, pains. pains, badpuins.

Even though the pain experienced by the chiidren during the "1 feel sore"
syrnptom experiences was bnef, it nonetheless resulted in the children m d y existing
within or focusing on their physical self. They felt "less" like themselves, although they

felt like this for a much shorter period in contrast to symptom experiences such as "1 feel

sick" or "yucky" symptom experiences. Parents' and siblings' sense of self remained

fairly intact during the "1 feel sore" experiences, although during such times ail their
attention was directed at the children. Their lives were temporarily on hold.
Associated with the "1 feel sore" experiences resulting fkom cancer-related
procedures were feelings of being afiaid or symptom experiences labeled as "1 am
scared" experiences. In fact, sometimes the feelings of being afraid would outweigh the
feelings of being sore. Overcoming the fear during pauiful procedures really required a
lot of strength and concentration from the children and often would Vary fiom procedure
to procedure for each child. Aithough the children were ofien able to carry on after the

procedures were completed, this did not lessen the difficulty of dealing with such
symptom experiences. The anticipation of future procedures affecteci their way of being

in the world in that some of the children would experience feelings of anguish and
distress; their ernotional sense of self became the focus,
The pain experienced during the "1feel sore9'expiences, although brief, was not
something taken iightly by the children. And contrary to what may be expected, the older
childrenjust as much as the younger children had a hard time dealing with their pain. Of
al1 symptom experiences, "1 am sore" was one that children in retrospect would describe

more vividly than the other experiences. What was cornmon to al1 their descriptions was
the hardness of the pain. Moreover, for some children there was nothing that could d u c e
the hardness. Basically, the only way the hardness of the pain could be relieved was by
rernoving the source causing the pain. For example when asking one four year old child

what helped her to feel better during a bone marrow aspiration, she responded by stating
"nothing" and that she only felt better "after its done."

The sensation resulting fiom the pain was never forgotten by the children. This
was because the children viewed their "1 feel sore" pain to be an experience and not a
single physical state. Although never forgotten, children did try to deal with the "1 feel
sore" expenences by reducing the stature of such events within the total cancer

experience:
Child wirh cancer (15-year-oldfemale): You don 't remember irfeeling if as bad
(in reference ro a p a i n i procedure). Irnean you know that ut the time you would
have ratherjust died than have to do itfor another second @ause)and then you
know, like even though ir was completely terrible, thinking back you know you are
not in that moment so you don 't know how bad ïr was andyou think "Oh.that
wasn 't thar bad. " But fyou had tu do it again you h o w you would still die to

have to do it again,

The "1 feel sore" symptom experiences like all the other sympttom experiences,
resulted mainly in feelings of sadness as opposed to other feelings:
Intewiewer/Researchec O.K show me how you feel when you get your N i n ?
Child with cancer (4 year oldfernale): @oints to the sadface onfaces diagram)
hteniiaueu/Researcher=Sad?
Child: Yeah.
IntewiaverAesearcher: Do you aterfeel angry or get mad?
Child: NO!

For the parents and sïblings, the physical pain that children experienced was
understandably hard on them. Moreover they experienced the children's physical pain
more as a "1 am hurting" symptom experience (refer to personal meaning #8). That is,
they experienced a lot of mental distress or suffering because of the children's pain. The

mental distress was in relation to seeing the children suffering, as well as not always
being abIe to take away the physical pain. For the children and families, " the "1 am sore"

symptom expenences reinforced to them how unfair life could be; such experiences were
equated with life beuig unfair. However, although the children's physical pain

experiences caused a lot of distress for families, parents nonetheless found some of the
other syrnptom experiences such as "Ifeel yucky'' more difficult to accept. Accepting the
children's pain was seen by the parents as part of the normal cancer trajectory. As well,

although they did feel helpless to some extent in dealing with the pain, they nonetheless
felt that they had more options and control in dealing with the "feeling sore" experiences
compared to the "feeling yucky" experience.
(4) 1a m Crankv...I am not Mvself

Symptom experiences identifiai as "1 feel cranky" were viewed by the children
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and families as those experiences that resulted in the children experiencing changes in

their moods and behaviors, from being depressed to becoming turbulent and agitated:
Father: He c d for no reason...You didn 't know why, or knew whar was going
through his mind but Imean they told us when they started the Prednisone. one of
the side efects is emotional ups and downs kind of thing so wejust amiarted to
that andyou know you get over it. He had bad d q s and good days...But I don?
think he ever got @nuse) l i k , I mean he never got violently angry- lfanything he
got depressed and criedfor no reason. more that way thnn the other way so he
never got violently angry and started throwing things like that, never!
Father: You look across the table the wrong way ut her and look out.. S e (child
with cancer) has gotten to the point now where a mood swing will hit her and
quite ofien she willjust walk away, she'll go to her room, it willpass eventualbChild with cancer (11-year-oldfernale): It changed me a linle because when I had
rny treatments, I would be gnrnpy, usually. I became more grumpy than normal.
Although reasons contniuting to the state of 'Teelhg cradq" varied, this
symptom experience resulted in al1 the children and families feeling out of control to
varying degrees. Most found the changes in behaviors and mood not a pleasant
experience:

Child with cancer (I1-year-old male): Mood swings, 1would like say on
Nintendo 64, if1 like lose, I would get mad und go, yell at Karl or something. And
$1 can't have that then 1would go like "mom,I want this!" U m me and my
brother would have a lot offghts @rmiouslyhe rarel'yfought with his brother).
Child with cancer (9-year-old male): Physically I felt like shit. I was "cryish "
(crying easily). I was depressed. 1was a total son of a bitch..J could kick
anybody 's ass kind of s t u .
The children's sense of being were viewed to be different and the changes that

occwed were perceived as negative changes, something not desired by their parents and
siblings. Like their siblings and parents, the children did not like the changes that made
them cranky and unpleasant to be with. It was difficult for the children because they had

no control over their sense of self or how they actecl. They o

h realized they were acting

differently, but codd not change their behavior and hence, became fiutrateci:
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfernalefi These dPys when I'm feeling cranky 1
hate it, because i am sometimes meun to myfamily and Idon 't want to be, I love
them way too much!..-Idon 't like how this changes everything...

Because the changes in the children were changes that often were not desired or
welcomed by the children and their families, each family member and the family unit as a
whole were affected. When the children were 'Yeeling cranky," the children and their
families did not want to be aromd and close to each other. They experienced fewer social
interactions; their social sense of self was affected. Accordingly the dynamics of the
family unit changed during such symptom experiences. Even the siblings who so much
needed and wanted to be near their ïil siblings, did not want to be around their ill brothers
or sisters when they became cranky.
The "feeling cr-'

symptom experience could result fiom the very tact of being

diagnosed with cancer. Or it could also result fkom the physicai and mental distress

caused by the other symptom experiences such as experiencing a bad back ache that
caused the children to "feelsi&' as well as c'sore." Of particula.importance was the

effect that certain medications, most notably steroids, had on the children. Often the
steroids' effects on the children's personality was what families and children found the
most difficult to control. Children were often descnied as hysterical, anxious, and hawig
a low hstration level. When t a b g steroids, many children were describeci as having

totally different personalities especiaily affecting their social sense of self:
M o t h e ~When she is on steroids, a lot of times when she gets the obsessive
thoughts, it carries over to times when it is completely out of her system. It h a s

really affected her sociulization, it liugely h m affected her
socialikation and no? only when she is not on it. Just the whole, you know kids
get used to reacting in a certain way and that has becorne a big part of her.
Father: Oh yeah, yeah her reuchon, a behavioralpattem that she learned when
she was on steroids. she '11continue to use it -

Although families were made aware of the effects of the steroids, for most the
experience was something that no matter how much they was wamed about, it was much
worse in reaiity. The moodiness and fiutration experienced by the children were hard for
parents to d e d with because their children were not the 'Wthat they were used to or the
child that they found to be unique and special. Parents found their anxious, c r w
behavior hard to manage. For the most part, they found that the only way to deal with it
was by letting it nin its course. Additionally, parents felt that they had no control in
parenting when the children became cranky- They felt guiity not being able to control
their children's behavior:

Mother: You start doubting your parenting skills. " M q be 1am creating a
monster? You don 'tglike 1don 't know what it is going to be, cause you really
feel at the time that you may be creating a monster
"

Associated with the change in the children's moods and behaviors were changes
in the children's appetites and the subsequent feelings and sensations experienced by
most of the children because of the changes. Specifically because of the cancer and its

cancer symptorns and treatments, especially steroids, children's appetites would change
from a complete loss of appetite to appetites that were describecl as insatiable:
Child with cancer (4 55-year-old): Ifeelhungryfiom my rnedicine @ednisone). 1eat
lots! I'm hungry, I'rn hungry.., I asked Daddy "doyou eat al1 of that pizza pop?"
Intewiewer/lZesearcher: You asked Daddy if he was going to eat all of hi3 pizza pop and
what did he say?
Child with cancer (4 55-year-old): No.
InteniewedResearcher: So you are yours and you ate his?

Child with cancer (4 %-year-old): (laughs) Yes!
Interviaver/Researcher: Whenyou 're not that hungry how many pîzza p o p would you
eat?
Child with cancer (4 %-year-old):Uh,usually ihave three.
Interviewer/lResearcher: Three but when you 're really hungry how many do you have?
Child with cancer (4 %-year-old): A Iittle bit more, like three more and that would make
Pve-

The changes in their appetite warrant discussion under this subcategory because
both children and their familia viewed these changes as changes in how the children
acted and behaved. Changes in the children's appetites were associated with a lack of
control. To some extent parents and siblings measured or evaluated the children's sense
of self or how much children changed according to their eating patterns or appetites; that
is, seeing the children overeat or not eat brought on feelings that their children had
changed and were not themselves.
Of al1 appetite changes, the children found a ravenous or insatiable appetite to be
the one that affecteci their life the most, as well as the one most difficult to deal with.

Experiences related to having an increased appetite to the point where most over-ate,
were viewed by the children as something really unusual and strange. Phrases such as
"just a pif

were used by the children in descri'bing how they changed with respect to

eating. Whereas they associated a lack of appetite with being sick, they never associated

an insatiable appetite with illness. Perhaps this is why the children were much more
animated in their telling of their experiences related to having an insatiable appetites.

Such experiences were unexpected and it is was like in the telling of these experiences,
the children were saying 'Vou will not believe this, but..."There was a tone of
astonishment in their voices and ofien they eyes were wide-eyed in their recollections of

such experiences.

In addition to experiencing an increased appetite, chifdren also developed strange
and musual cravings:
Father: For a while it was every night at 10 O 'dock that she wanted garlic
sausage. So we gave ifto her and she ate it.
Mother- Like she cravesparticular things and only that.
Mother: He craves things ZOO...Icooked constantly. I'd be cookhg [magna in the
middle of the night. Homemade spaghetti Like the kid craved. We hadstacks of
bugs of McDonald's in thefldge, day and night.
Child with cancer (1 2-year-old femae)): Um b u s e ) when Ifirst started going on
Prednisone, the steroidr, 1didn 't reafly carefor pickles but 1ate tons of them!
Although each child developed different patterns of eating, a shared element of
such experiences was eating a specific food(s) fiequentiy and/or at odd hours for a certain
period of time such as the need to eat cabbage at three o'clock in the morning. The
children would often go through periods of craving a certain fast-food ctiain specialty.
One 13-year-old adolescent boy first started off craving one fast-food chain's fned
chicken, then another's hamburgers, then another's Chinese food, and finally another's
submarine sandwiches. Each craving lasted approximately three to four months and in

fact could be used as categories in definhg the very phases of cancer. Another 1l-yearold boy would rnove back and forth from a fast-food chah that specialized in pizza to
another chain that specialized in seafood.

While at times children enjoyed the food they ate, for some it got to the point that
they also did not enjoy what they were eating. For some, the over-eating became a chore;

eating constantly became physically exhausting especiaIly when they were fatigued to
begin with:
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Child with cancer (I4-year-oldfernale): And then 1was still on this medicine that
made me hungry and 1was so tired and 1jwt wanted to lay down and r a t but
then I had to k e q on eating. 1h d to keep on gethng up and thinking of things
that 1had to eat and 1wasn 'tgetting enough sIeep because 1was up every three
hours during the night to get something to eat.
Yet, they could not stop themselves fkom eating and as noted by one 18-year-old
adolescent male, "there was no?much others can do, exceptfor having the child >parents

not always giving into their chiid's craving." The cbildren accordingly experienced
feelings of frustration. Over-eating represented to the children a lack of control over their
bodies and their sense of self. They perceived th& bodies to be distorted.
Whereas the children found ova-eating distressing, parents found a lack of
appetite more difficult to deal with. Even though the children still may have had strange
cravings and ate at odd hours, this was preferable to seeing their children not being able
to eat a d o r keep my food down. Whereas "eating more" represented a sign of health to
the parents, the image of an emaciated child getting sick at the sight of food only
reinfûrced to parents and sïblings that the child was sick and that death was near. While
parents often were unsuccessfbl in gening their child to eat during periods when the child
had no appetite, they were successfùl in getting food down them during periods when
their child had an insatiable appetite. In effect the parents felt they were "doing

sornething" that really helped their child; they were taking care of their child. Not only
were they feeding the child, they were feeding their child's spirit,
Because of the need to focus on the chi1dren's diet during perbds of under-eating,
the families experienced changes in how they lived life. Just as an insatiable appetite
meant more work, restrictions, and disruptions in their normal mealtime and lifestyle for

children and families, so too was this the case when the children had no appetite- The act

of eathg when they had no appetite was perceived as a chore by the cbildren; children
had to work hard at it:
Chifdwith cancer (4 %-year-oldfernale): You i r y to eat. m i l e you eatyou
should watch W. Keep your brain supewised. It helps you not think aboutfood.

Although the children knew that eating would help them to heal, they 6requently

could not make themselves eat no matter how hard they worked at it- Moreover because a
lack of appetite was associated with 'yeelingyucky," at times eating became just too
"harà" or diffiçult to do.
Disruptions with respect to normal eating patterns had resulted. However, whereas
dealing with an insatiable appetite involved more work for the parents with respect to

purchasing and preparing the food, it was still not as taxing as caring for children with no
appetite:

Mother: Everything that she has been eating has to tastejust rïght or ~yyouput
too much spices or not enough spices or something in or something that is too
tomatoey or whatever, she doesn 't fike if...lfanything doesn 't taste you knowjust
perjfectly then she 'll eat may bejust afav spoonfùfsof it. Everything has to be jus?
so.

Although the childysravenous appetite meant more work and disruptions in
parents' lives, it nonetheless was a welcomed sign for parents as most of the time
throughout the cancer-symptom trajectory, getting their children to eat usually was a
constant struggle. Parents really felt out of control during periods when their children

refused or could not eat. The sibluigs' also experienced negative consequences because of
changes in the childrenyseating habits and included such things as the break-up of the

family unit during mealtime, eating at odd hours, and not going out for dinner with the
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"whole" family.
(5) 1 a m Just ExDeriencine an Evervdav Thine...I am Just a Little Sick

Symptom experiences identified by the children as "'everydaythings" were
viewed by the children and their families as those experiences that became a part of their
everyday life. Although most symptoms were accepted a d viewed as part of gettïng
through the cancer-symptom tnijectory, symptom experiences labeled as "everyday" were
distinguished fiom the other symptom experiences by children and their familes as being
not as severe even if they did occur on a daily basis or even if health professionals viewed
them with more concem:

Child with cancer (Il-year-oldfernate): I think Igor headachesfiorn the...1don 'r
think they were that bad though.
Child with cancer (16-year-oZdfernale): I stitl have, 1have a headache rïght now
kind of but it 's not a bad one...
Child with cancer (I 7-year-oldfernale): Idon't know like some doys you are
having a good day and so you have a headocle but you stifl able to manage itChild with cancer (I 7-year-old male): No. no sornetimes they 're really bad and
sometimes they'rejust fight headaches.

Additionaily, children were more adjusted living with '"everyday" symptom
experiences:
Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): It is only because you becorne
acmtorned to it, like it is sornething that is not going away so you stop noticing...

Denning symptoms as "everyday" symptoms was one way for children to
convince themselves that they were not too sick:
Child wirh cancer (16-year-oldfemale): I feel a lot healthier right now. But Istill
like can like have headaches and IstiU feel nauseated fike al1 the time. ..

To some extent labeling symptoms as "everyday" experiences became one way to
normalize We; it became one way for children and the families to be not so consumed

with cancer. It was their way of spending less tune being associated with and in the world
of cancer. Understandably during the researcher's informal and forma1 conversations with
the children and their familes, discussion of "everyday" symptoms were never brought
up by them even when the researcher specîfically asked if they were experiencing any

symptoms. Often in conwrsations with them, they would talk about how bcgood"things
were and that they were feeling fine or alright:

Child with cancer (II-year-old male): Yeah, 1amfeeling good right now, almost
back to normal (the child was in between treatments)-

In fact, except for perhaps some signs suggesting that the children were not
completely right such as thinning haïr, most of the children did appear completely well.
At times, it was difficult to distinguish them fkom their 'liealthy" siblings in clinic

especially if their hair remaineci intact. An awareness of any symptoms only became
evident when children or theù parents would by coincidence or accident weave the
experience of "everyday" symptoms into discussion of other situations or events or if the
researcher directly asked them about a distinct symptom. It was as if both parents and
children, regardless of age, assumed that the researcher was already aware of the
"everyday" symptoms. These symptom experiences had become so much a part of the
children's and families' lives that they were in fact taken for granted, not warranting
discussion even between the parents and children themselves. Even siblings viewed these
symptoms as a matter of fact and refmed to them in a nonchalant manner.
And when children and their parents talked about these syrnptoms, there was an
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ordïnariness assignecl to "everyday" symptoms or a tendency for them to downplay the
quality of the symptoms. Words or phrases such as "not too bud" and "tolerable" were
referenced to when they talked about them. This language contributed to them trying to
achieve a sense of a normal life or more to the point a life in which it was cancer did not
dominate. Downplaying the cancer-symptom experiences was one way f d i e s could
gain control over their day-to-day living. For example, one school-age child's and his

family's symptom talk was limited and downplayed despite the fact that he had
experienced headaches, some pain fiom mouth sores, and an increased appetite.
Interestingly, experïencing the cancer-syrnptom trajectory did not dismpt the family's
day-to-day activities. His mother had trouble identifjhg changes in her child and family.

In experiencing "everyday" symptoms or perceiving symptoms as everyday
events, the children's and their families' sense of self did not appear to be challenged or
threatened as much in cornparison to the other symptom states. This was not to Say that
they did not need to apply or use the 'Ireeping the spirit alive" strategies. They still had to
work at maintaining their spirits, and in fact viewing symptoms as "everyday" things was

an example of believing they could get through the rough times and showed the faith that
the children and families had. The strategies were also necessary, especially ifother

symptom expenences were occurring concurrently.
Although the children experienced bodies that felt somewhat renewed in the sense
that the symptom experiences were not overwhelming, the children nonetheless did not
experience complete renewal. They still experienced some lack of control over their
bodies. As weU, even though children believed that the "everyday" symptom experiences

had not changed them much, they experienced life differently and still could not
participate in al1 of their favorite activities as they did before the cancer experience. No
matter how hard they tried, the children and families couid not live a Life completely fiee
of cancer. The very nature or fact that there was work involved in disregardhg or
downplaying the "everyday" symptoms, was itself a reminder of the cancer-symptom
trajectory.
A consequence of labeling some symptom experiences as "everyday" was that for

those experiences children and their parents did not always talk of such symptoms during
interactions with the nurses and doctors at clinic visits:
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfernale): Like 1mean things are bothenng me but
stomachaches and headnches. I usualiy don 't say anything because that's normal
for me now.
Children at times also did not seek out their parents in relief of these syrnptoms.
Instead, the children would go about their day-to-day activities incorporating their own
interventions that helped to bring some relief. Most children would ask for or accept
symptom relief in the form of a medication only when the "everyday" symptom got
"really bad" and was no longer viewed as "everyday." For the most part, the "everyday"

symptom experiences were taken for granted by those involved in the lives of the
children. However, the longer the children experienced the "everyday" symptoms, the

less tolerant they became of them or the cancer-symptom trajectory.
While "everyday" experiences were usually noted during the t h e when the
children were still undergoing treatment, most of the children ais0 had experiences with

"everyday" symptoms years after completing their treatment; that is, most never becarne

totally symptorn-fiee. True the "everyday" symptoms were ofien minimal,the children

nonetheless experienced symptoms that they refmed to as 4Ceverydd'such as having as
an occasional headache or sore body joint or feeling slightly more tired on occasion.
(6) 1am W i- ~ e dOut-..Mv Bodv is Just Too Tired for M e to Care

The symptom experience identified or refmed to as 'tviped out" was viewed by
the children and their families as an experience that resulted in the children feeling totally
exhausted:

Child with cancer (14-year-old male): There are days when I wake up when I feel
Zike I've been hit &y a truck,
Mother: You know she 's veryJvery tired. She doesn 't have the same energy nt all
like there 's such a huge difference in her, she doesn 't want to go anywhere, she
doesn 't want to do anything. And a lot of that its notjust emotional. She 's
literaliy ve>y tired Shejust can 't do it. She can 'tsit in the carfor halfan hour
till we get somewhere.
Child with cancer (4 %-year-ola: IsZeep Iots some days.

The exhaustion resulted fiom a variety of factors including the cancer itself and
al1 the rough times associated with it, as well as having to maintain a sense of spirit. The

feeling of exhaustion was not to be confused with feeling sleepy. Although there was a
range in feeling exhausted fiom extremely tired to totally wiped out, feeling exhausted
involved much more than feeling sleepy or being just tired. When the researcher refmed
to the children's exhaustion as just being tired, she would often be corrected by the
children as evidenced by one young child's response:
Interviewer/Researchec Because you werejust so tired?
Child with cancer: Because 1was too exhausted and stuflund Ididn 't have
enough muscle or stuff like that.

Indeed, feeling exhausted was beyond a normal "sIeepy tired" feeling and
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involved so much more of the chddren feeling bad:

Child with cancer (I 5-year-old fernale).- The dzrerence between Iike "tired-out
your body" and sleepy tired @ause) is like your whole body bjust being reallj
tire4 Iike ahawtedWhereits feeling 'yust tired' or ''sleepy" did not affect one's sense of self, 'ffeeling
wiped ouf' did affect one's sense of self and challenged one's spirit. When the children
felt wiped out they experienced Me in a state of limbo; they felt like they not in the
living world, yet not also in the world of the dying. At best, children could be descn'bed

as "zombies" when feeling "wiped out." It was Wce they were sleep walking through the
cancer-symptom trajectory while feeling ''wiped out" or as one mother stated the children

looked ''zonked out." With the exhaustion, the children really could not do much, nor did
they care to do anything. For many of the children, the couch in their Living room became

their best Fiend:
Child with cancer (I6-year-oldfernale): ljust lie on the couch main& (laughs). 1
didn 't move much. Ijust...l...l...ye ah, Ididn 't do much.
Sibling (7-year-oldfemale): Um...sornetimes when he comes home he S reall'y,
realb tired and hejust watches a movie and sleeps on the couch.

In fact, instead of the 'kick bed" it was more appropnate to refer to the "sick

couch" as an appropnate symbol of the sick role in children. The tiredness the children
experienced not only prevented the children from canying on with simple day-to-day
activities like even stepping outside to sit in their backyards or being with their fiiends or
peers, but vimially at times prevented them fiom feeling and thinking. Every activity or
response became harder to do. It was as if the tiredness put them in a state of suspended
animation. Moreoveryfeeling "wiped out" made it difficult for the children to feel

connected in their worlds:

Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): It is usually that flatigue) thatprevents
you fi-om going out unlessyou are realïy sick and vomiting and con 't stop
throwing up. But it is usually that, thatpreventsyou fiom going out and going to
schooL J mean lots ofpeople sit through school ifthey have a headache or theflu
or something...But when you are wiped out. it takes too much energy to get up, get
showered, or get dressed and by the time you are ready to go you just want to
pass out and die and sleep for anoîher 12 hours. 1used to be very excited about
going to school but by the time that Igot ready, 1used to be so tired. so out of
breath that 1would faIl bnck to sleep and sleepfor about eight hours straight.
However, while the children hated feeling "wiped out," many of the children and
parents did not aiways see the extreme or constant fatigue as a cancer-symptom. To some
extent the feelings of total exhaustion were viewed as a normal part of the cancersymptom trajectory that could not be changed or treated. While children and their parents
at times found the 'tviped out" symptom experience difficult or even unbearable, they
rarely sought out help or relief for the exhaustion. It was almost as if they had given into
the exhaustion. Even those who did identi£jrthe exhaustion as a symptom, often had the
view that there was nothing or "no particular medication that couldfix it." The only thing
parents recommended for the children was that they rest for their exhaustion. Although
families felt that it was good for the children to rest, they expressed concerns about the
children's lack of energy or motivation to do anything.At times parents and siblings
viewed the children in such as state as almost being dead.
Children also felt that sleep was about the oniy thing one could do when feehg
exhausted. The children expressed that the only thing that one could do for the exhaustion

was "to go with it and notfight it." That is, it was important to try to sleep or rest:
Interviewer/Researcher: m e n you are tired do you play as much or what do you
do d~rerentlywhen you are tired?
Child with cancer (4 55-year-oldfemale): Go to sleep.

However, sleeping provided only short reprieves nom their exhaustion because
when the children would awaken fiom their sleep, their exhaustion was still evident. In

fact, some children felt so exhausted that they did not even have the energy to f
d asleep:
Child with cancer (II-year-old male): Weil @auFe)Ijust relax and then shut my
eyes and go to sreep.
Interviewer/Researcher: Anything else that helps you being tired, when you are
tired?
Child with cancer (II-year-old male): My pills. U m @ause) well. 1can 't sleep
sometimes so 1have to take these pills that help me go to sleep.

Iust as feeling ' C ~ p eouf'
d affiected the children's sense of self, so too it affectai
the family unit's sense of self When the children were wiped out they did not interact
much with their f d y which was difficult for family members, especialiy the siblings. In
a way it put the family in a state of limbo as they waited for the children to regain their

strength and become once again a "whhole" f d y unit.

Interestingly, although children hated feeling dragged out or having Less energy,
the feeling "wiped out" experience gave them a reason or permission not to partake in
their world. It was a legitimate and temporary way to take a rest fiom al1 their worries and
pain caused by the cancer symptorn trajectory.

For most of the children, feelings of exhaustion to some degree continued even
when they had completed treatment or were near completion of their cancer treatment.
This was the case for the following child who was near completion of her treatment:
Mothec She has a teacher's aidefor two and halfhours in the morning because I
think she'llfi.izzle out by the afiernoon~..zJshewent to play in somebody 5 at IO30
AM and then 1took her to school (Endergarten), she would be miserable and by
three O 'clockshe be exhausted. You know it is a lossfor her, it is very hardfor
her.

Although the lack of energy that children experienced at the end of treatment was

not as severe as that experienced during treatment, it nonetheless was present. The length
of time that it took for this symptom experïence to resolve was what made it even more
"hard" and difficult to get through it. Most of the children who had been in remission for
many years felt they never regained back all their strength. Children would describe their

energy levels as being around "80 to 90 percent," but rarely "1 00 percent." Interestingly
too, lack of energy in their children prior to the cancer diagnosis, was one of the first
signs that triggered parents to think the children had more than just flu:

Father: Ker energy loss. Aahh, imean she, she had already was unabCe tu
complete the truck andfield activities because she just had no energy and for Beth
that was a 180 degree tum- So that combined with when we were at the lake and
the kids were taking hrms mnning down the bill and races and she didn 't
participate and spent most of the time laying down and wrapped in a blanket and
so on. And su it was all those things.
Interestingly, Beth (child in previous quote) to this day, many years after
completion of the cancer treatment, never did regain all her energy back; she never went
back to participating in any track and field events.
(7) 1am Scared...I Don't Know What is Goinn to H a ~ ~ to
e nMe

This category referred to syrnptom experiences that brought on fear and a feeling

of trepidation to children and their families. At tirnes the "1am scared" symptom
expenences were the most difficult ones to live and deal with by the children and their
families. Families experienced a lot of uncertainty:

Sibling (8-year-oldfernale): Yeah. I wom-ed when T'nafirst got sick and then she
was really sick but now l'm not as womed (not -feelingwsickpresenfly).
Intewiaver/Researcher: And when shefirst go? sick what was it that made you
WOT?

Sibling (7-year-oldfernale): WeII ididn 't h o w whnr was gonna happen to her so
1was scared.

Sibling (1O-year-old male): Like when Ijirst saw his leg ampututed when he Jrst
came backfiom Vancouverum 1hudn 't seen his legfor about three weeks
because he hadjeans over it and he was using crutches and when ifinally seen iî
i was scared to death. 1w u .scared of how itfelt to him- 1did not know.

It was the "1 am scared" symptom experïences that most threatened the
individual's and family's sense of self as it represented to them the possibility of the
recurrence of something they feared very much such as painful treatments or procedures
(e-g.,bone marrow aspirations):
Interviewer/Researcher: Tell me about the needle in your back? (Pertains to the
bone man-ow aspiration which the child referred to as "the needle in the back 'y
Child with cancer (4 %-year oldfemale): SCARED!

While the children feared the physical pain of the treatments, the parents and
siblings feared that the children would not be able to handle the treatments or procedures
or that they would be too much for the children to endure- Children and their parents also

experienced fear in relation to potential side effects of treatment that would lead to
temporary changes in the children such as haïr loss. However, of all events that led
children and their families to be overwhelmed with feelings of £éar and anxiousness were
those symptom experiences that could lead to the potential of relapse or even worse,

death:

Child with cancer (17-year-old male): Yeah,yeah. like that was the scariest part
cause like one day ï*mdriving home and the next thing I know I'm in the intensive
care unit with a bunch of people on top of me (laughs).
Fatheri ido. Ifear at any moment that her blood counts are gonna go down
unnaturally and we 're gonna take her in and they 're gonna say "Oh it looks like
the medication isn 't working...The faters and infections..She S out of remission. "
Sibling (IO-year-old male): Then I thought that he would die. And until he went to
his operation i was crying lots of times when he was gone to Vancouver and 1
stayed here with my aunîy and unclefor three and haifweekx And I was afiaid

that he was going to die but ...

This included symptom experiences that were related to potential side effects or
complications of the children's treatments:
Father: Heart dumage. AA major organs, like your main organs could have
damage to them, Or the onslaught of leukemia. Or another type of leukemia
could start- Then there S that one that you have to wear gloves thut you inject
into her and its highly toxic. And yet you 'reputtïng that into your kid.

The fear of relapse or death sometimes resulted fiom the chïidren experïencing
new symptoms; symptoms that neither the children nor families knew how to respond to.
This included unexpected symptoms that were not emphasized or recognized as common
side effects of the chemotherapy or radiotherapy treatment regime. While the symptoms
may not necessarily have been serious, parents experienced fear and increased anxiety
because their children were not responding like the majority of children did to treatment
or according to the treatment protocol. For example, some chikiren never got too sick
during the more intense phase of chernotherapy regïme, yet became sick during the less

severe chemotherapy phase. This resulted in the children and their families developiag an
even greater feeling of mcertainty with respect to the overall outcorne. If the children did
not respond typically to the chemotherapy with respect to side effects, the parents

sometimes felt or reasoned that there was always the possibility of the children not
responding typically to cancers that had high rates of survival. A sense that something
bad was going to eventually happa prevailed in their mïnds. It was Ore "waitingfor the
other shoe to drop" as so many parents often expressed.

Likewise, children and their families experienced fear of relapse or death in
relation to children expaiencing symptoms and signs from treatment that were identified
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as more serious in nature such as side effects that were life threatening:

Child with cancer (5-year-oldfernale): 1didn 'r eut when Ijiainfed Vaintingwas
this child 3 definition of being really sick). It was scary because I wasfmtasleep
Another example involved a school-age child who requïred medication for high
blood pressure caused by the cancer treatment. The drug that the child was put on, was a
very strong drug. While it helped to relieve the cbild's blood pressure, the child
developed breathing problems and became incoherent to the point of becoming delirious
when he initially was put on the medication- His mother had emphasized that this was a
"veryscary time" for the child and the family:

Mother: i t scared the heebiegeebies out of us! It was Hellish on Fkiday-..We even
rhought he could die! Thephysicians were really womèd.

The child's side effects were treated and the child was temporarily taken off the
medication. However, in order to maintain his blood pressure at the proper level, he stiU
needed the medication, although at a lower dose to prevent the serious side effects f?om
recurrhg. When it was tirne for the child to resume the medication, the child became very
apprehensive and fearful. On observing the interaction between the nurse who was iryhg
to get the child to swallow the medication, a look of terror covered the child's face. He
refused to take it initially which was atypicai behavior for him in reIation to him taking

bis medication. He had expressed:
ChM with cancer (9-year-old male): Is that the medication...1am afiaid 1won 't
wake up...l a s t time Ididn 't wake up!
Eventually &er much discussion, reasoning, and reassurance by his mother that
things would not be like last time due to a different dosage of the medication, he did
resume taking the medication. Nonetheless both the child and farnily were very fearfùl
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about what did happen and what could have happened. His sïblings who also witnessed
his severe reaction and expressed how fiightening the experience was to them.
Although the fear resulting fiom treatment-related symptoms was difficult for
children and their families, cancer-related symptoms were even more t e r r i m g as the
children and families felt they had less control over fighting the cancer as opposed to
fighting the treatment. For many of the families, the fear that the cancer had retumed did

not always pertain to a specinc symptom state. Rather it related to the child generally not
feeling well:

Mothec So likefor thefirst,for four years since Peter was diagnosed he never
had theJlu or nothing, neSo anyway last year he complained he doesn 'tfeel
well and it lasted afau days so you know evevday 1would give him a physical
and he was okay and then Saturday morning, you know my heart sank 1thought
oh no, perhaps the cancer had retumed.
The symptom experiences that triggered the most fear io relation to relapse or
death were the reappearance of symptoms that were initially experienced during the onset
and diagnosis of the cancer:

Father: No. No, it was one of the worst times because of thefact that we were
seeing the symptoms coming back that actualiy got us to the docton in thefirst
place.
Children and their parents feared both the relapse and the threat of having to once
again get through al1 the rough times and the hardness of the cancer-symptom
experiences. They feared losing control of their bodies. For some, the fear of having to
experience al1 the rough times was more prominent than the fear of dying. Such
symptoms produced so much fear, that they o

h paralyzed children and families nom

participating in life. Theu spirit was overtaken by fear which in hun affmted their sense

of selfUneasy feelings occurred any time the children became sick- The uneasy feelings
were especially experienced by the parents, perhaps because the parents more so than the

children were always waiting for the cancer to r e m . Common acute ilinesses like the flu
forever took on a totally different meaning for parents:
Mother: Anyway Iseen Dr. B you know and each rime he gets theflu or whatever
but I always thinkyou know that direction (refemhg to a return of the cancer).
For some parents the fear of symptoms never subsideci, no matter how long the
children's cancer remaineci in remission:
Intewiewer/Researcher: Do you think now too because it has beenfive years, do
you stiflfeel when he gets sick that it could be the cancer?
Mother: Oh yes (imntediately responded)).Like fast week he wasfeeling sick I
mean 1know if'sjust, it 3just ..-But I think it will be like thisThe symptoms children experienced did not always have to be perceived or
classified as intense to be "scaty" to parents. At times the symptoms could be subdued,
yet parents could still be aikaid:
Mothec WeZihe Zooks. acts, and feels well, but.-.
The "but" was in teference to this mother fearing that while her child may have
looked better, there was something to suggest that he was still really sick. Often the
parents' fear occurred during the times when the children were going through a
particularly critical phase of treatment. Even though the children appeared to be stable,
parents experienced feelings that something was "not quite righz" which in turn provoked
feelings of fear. Past negative symptom and treatment experiences contriiuted to the
parents' fear and feeling that something bad was going to happen.

Children, like th& parents, associated specinc and non-specific symptans with a
the fear that the cancer might be recurring- Sometimes the fear would be so great in the

children that they would not talk about the specific symptom(s) or would downplay how
they were feeling. For example, one adolescent girl who was on maintenance treatment
for high risk leukemia had experienced a five week episode where she was not feeling

well which conesponded with abnormal blood counts. As the weeks progressed she
experienced more fatigue, headaches, and stomachaches, to the point where she was just
dragging herself into the cancer clinic for her scheduled appointments. In addition to
feeling scared, she also felt "pcky-" However, it was not until she started feeling better

and her blood counts were improving that she shared with the researcher that she was

afiaid her cancer had returned because the way she felt in the past weeks was how she felt
pnor to being diagnosed with leukemia.

Families especially expenenced feeling scared when their children expressed
feeling "yucky." For the siblings and parents, it was during these times that they felt that
the children were very close to dying. Although siblings and parents womed about the il1

children dying throughout the cancer-symptom experïences, the fear of death was even
more prominent to them when the children were feeling really sick. It was during such
t h e s that symptoms were no longer just viewed as symptoms but instead viewed as signs

of impending death. Such feelings were f.urther compounded by how the children looked,
that is, if they physically looked iike they were dying. For most siblings and parents, the
dying child was perceived to be a child who was very pale and scrawny with sunken eyes.
A sense of emptiness and stiilness were associated this look of death:

Father: It was scaW..Because I mean he was sitting thme and @ause) slumped
over and wouldn 't say anything, nothing, he wouldjust, there was nothing there at
ailThis "death look" when combined with such symptom responses of pain or
lethargy, only led to more feelings of fear and at times were too overwhelming for the
siblings and parents. The fear at tunes got to the point that they could not focus their
thoughts on anything but the cancer. Their sense of self was being consumed by the fear
generated from the symptom responses that signified death. Their overwhelming feelings

of fear revealed just how much they loved and cared for each other:
Sibling (IO-year-old male): I would tell them (other siblings) that it is good that
yozc are afiaid because thatjmt means thatyou are concemed for your brother or
sister and thatyou reaily curefor them.
(8) 1am HurtinP...Mv Heart is Sad

Symptom experiences identifid or refmed to as ''hurting" were those viewed by
the children and their familîes as experiences that caused them mental distress and
heartache or suffering and varied depending on the context of the cancer-symptom
trajectory. In addition to the physical pain, children and families experienced emotional
pain:

ChiZd with cancer (4 %-year-oldfernale): Anytime my head hurts he (brother)
laughs at me..dnd he hurt rnyfeelings. He laughs at me when Iget hurt.
Sibling (1O-year-old male): It is mostly painfil inside where it hurts and it
basicalZy acts like ifyou have leg cancer it acts like $you have a big bruise and
you all know how bruises hurt.

The suffering experienced in fact resulted d i r d y or indirectly fiom al1 the
symptom experiences previously discussed, nom feeling sick to being scared. In the
recounting of "1 am hwting" experiences, families descrïbed feelings of theV "hearts
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breaking"; it was like their sense of self was wounded:
Mother: I remernber thinking of Karen (child with cancer). itk iike you poor
sou[ how couidyou go through this time afir time. Itk painfilMother: It hurt. It hurt so rnuch...1know he doesn 'î cornplain but you know Iguess
itjtrst hurts and hurts me too when 1see him cty, when Isee him you know.
Watching and knowing the children were experiencing physical pain fkom
intravenous insertions, bone marrow aspirations (BMA), and iumber punctures (LP)were

especially hurtfùl for parents and caused them a lot of distress. Children experiencing
physical distress in relation to other symptom states such as nausea also caused much

mental distress for the parents. The heartache and mental distress experienced by parents
also resulted fkom seeing their child hurting not so much in a physical sense but more in a
mental or psychological sense such as the psychological distress children suffered in

relation to hair loss.
Having the children do or go through things that made the children sad was hard
for parents to deal with as this one mother acknowledged:
Mother: Oh 1hate that, iike 1mean today when she went in (tu the operating
room) she had tears in her eyes and shejust hates to go.
Realizing their children were not able to partalce in daily childhood activities of
living due to an increased degree of symptom distress, was especially hurtful to the

parents. Not only did it represent to the parents that their child's condition could be
worsening, but it reinforced to them that their child was not dlowed to "JÙst be a kid!":
Father: Oh yeah, yeah. it brings tears to my eyes you know. Tou can see she
wants tu go but she can 't (in reference to going on a bike ride).
Any additional illness setbacks experienced by the il1 children only made the

children's M i g more d i f f i d t for parents to endure. Their suEering was tied to many
emotions. In addition to the sadness felt, parents experienced some anger and resentment:
Mother: She is taking a step backward...sheCAN'TEVEN W U ! - T h a tS
grea?.,.it is no?fair!

Parents' suffeiing was also in relation to not being able to take away their
children's physical and mental pain. Not only did this make them feel like they failed as
parents, but simply put, it hurt parents that they could not make things al1 better. Kt was
not uncornmon for parents to suggest that they would in a moment not hesitate to trade

places with their ill children. The physical and mental pain of the il1 children caused so

much hurt and suffering in the parents it was like they themselves were experiencing the
pain- Moreova, it reinforcd how much their sense of self was interconnected or tied to
their children's sense of self.

The parents also experienced increased suffering in relation to their healthy

children misshg out on thuigs or having to sacrifice a lot because of the cancer-symptom
trajectory- Part of their suffering was related to the guilt they felt because they were not
able to be there or present for all their children. Parents suffered in relation to the possible
damage their lack of presence may have or will cause.

Siblings also experienced increased sufferïng in relation to their il1 siblings'
experiences with physical and psychological pain and distress. Like their parents, the
sadness experienced by the sïblings was very evident in their narratives and storïes:
Sibling (6-year-oldfernale): 1was d when Coty was sicK..I was sud that he
might die!
Sbling (19-year-old male): I remember thefirst d q of her treatment, we wulked
into the treatment room and there is all these people sitting in chairs with I: V: S

(intravenous)and you gotpeople with no hair orpeople on the bnkk of death und
like they all have different types of cancer but to us, cancer we think il's afl one
thing- m e n she sat down COget her I. V., we were lookïng around in this room
and there are old people. youngpeople. middle-age. gettïng îreatrnentsyou know
and they have all these s dfaces. 1will neverforget that fook because it's @ause)
you look at it and they are suflering and when 1look at that and 1think of her and
just, you know, 1think about her getring treatrnents

Sometimes the siblings' sadness was attri'buted to Iosses that their ill brothers or
sisters had to experience:
Sister (6-year-old female): it made me kind of wom-ed because there s' this T.K
show, a guy has cancer and he 's bald- He lost his hair and it seems like he S not
going to grow it back because he S Iike he says that he won 'tgrow his hair back
because he had it since he was a Iittle kid and he starts tu cry nnd tell his dad and
he told his dad that he doesn 't want to be bafd.
Sister (5 %-year-oldfemale): Like he fier brother with cancer)felt sad, very sad
because he had nothing to ploy with in the hospital. just color and bingo...Oh.
that made me really sad.
Sister (5 %-year-oldfernalefi Sad sometimes because I have nobody to play then.

Often a profound sense of sadness would overcome siblings when they talked
about having to see or just being aware or knowing that their iIl siblings had to endure

painful procedures. Like their parents, siblings felt helpless in not being able to take away

the pain. In fact sometimes when siblings trîed to relieve the children's pain, it only led to

more physical pain. For example, one mother recailed how her seven-year-old daughter
while visiting her hospitalized brother one weekend had tried so hard to make her brother
feel better fiom pain caused by his mouth sores. She knew he was hurting a lot so she

tried such thïngs as making a spaceship for him fiom his Leggo collection as he was too
weak to do so. However, nothing helped and in fact she only made the pain worse when

she kissed h a brother on his cheek. This mother recalled: "Linda (sibling)felt so bad for

following weekend when he wasfeeling beiîer."
Perhaps even more telling was the suffering expressed on tbe siblings' faces in

relation to seeing their ill sibhgs being hurt physicaiiy and r n e n d ~A,s pre"ous1~

However, their sadness could not always be hidden in their facial e~~ressionsn e y gave
the impression of being like wounded anirnals.

physicai effects of the cancer on their body and included everythin6 fiom ex~efienchg

procedural pain to feeling nauseated to just feeling really sick:
IntewiewerLResearfher: Okay can you show me here how do ~ o u f e e l
get your IV in?
Child with cancer (4 Wear-oldfemale): Sad!
Interviewer/Researcher: Can you tell me some of ihose îimes
Child with cancer (5-year-oldfemale): When I was vev. veV

Y OP~t

P u

Sad?

Interviewer/Researckr: m a t bas made you most sod since ~ o u ' v ehad cancer?
Child with cancer (11-year-old male):Cramps. heudaches, taking a lot of
medicine!
Children also experienced sadness knowing other children N a e h-g:

Child with cancer (11-year-oldfemale): What made me sad? n e C V ofZisteniW
to little kids going through treotrnents and gemng a needle pndscreamingThe fear of death resulted in the children feeling sad for theinselves:
InterviewerLResearcher.- m a t made you most sad about beiW si&?
Child with cancer (4 $4-year-oldfemle): Thar I was going $0 die!
The hardness in relation to the cancer symptom trajectory s&

as ail the

uncertainty or restrictions caused increased psychological distress a0d suffering for the
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children just as it did for their parents and sibhgs. This included such rough times as
thinking about and waiting for painful procedures, having to miss out on certain events
because they were deemed to sick, and missing school. AU the rough times including aü
the losses experiencedby the chiidren resulted in them feeling sad for themselves:
Child with cancer (5-year-old female): 1was sad because 1couldn 't c h b the
tree,
Inten>ewer/R~esearcher:Like when you were gefting your cancer treamient, your
chemotherapy, what made you sud?
Child with cancer (7-year-old child): Ididn't have any haïr.
Interviewer/IResearcher:What made you the most sad?
ChiZd wïth cancer (7 55-year-old): When Laurie (another child with cancer) died.
Child with cancer (8-year-old male): Sad, I feIt sud because I 'm tired and 1can 't
play and 1can 'tgo to school. Once 1could go to school andplay outside but now
1can 'tChild with cancer (IO-year-oldfernale): Oh, it was sud because I wanted to see
thosefiravorks that I missed.
Interviewer/Researcher: m a t ' s the thing that's made you sad the most about
having cancer?
Child with cancer (1I-year-old male): You lose yourfiiendr andyou have to go
back to a different school.
Child with cancer (11-year-old male): Sad-..Can'tplay football, can 'tplay soccer,
can 'tplay basketball, can 'tplay Kings Court.

Being separated fiom one's f d y especidy resulted in the children feeling sad:
Interviewer/Researcher: Was there anything that made you really sad when you
were in the hospital?
Child with cancer (7-year-old child): Yeah @ause), um myfamily wasn 'î there.
IntewiewedResearck Tell me some of the happy days thatyou had while
having the bone rnawow transplant?
Child with cancer (7-year-old child): Um @ause),when my family came to visit
me and "grammy " too.

The ill children also experimced hurt in relation to seeing their parents and
siblings suffer because of the cancer experience-They felt at times that they were a
burden to their parents and siblings because of the cancer-symptom trajectory and felt
bad that their families had to make so many changes:
Child with cancer 06-year-oldfemale): It was my mom 's and dad 's jrst night
mer going out since Igot sick. Like ever really going out! Khey went, they went
gambling to the casino and ah, it was, it was Father 3 Day you know and I ruined
my dad S Father 's Day because they had to corne home because Igot sick..
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfemale): I feel bad because P (brother) is really
jealous now and he is upsetthg us all.,.

To say that having cancer in one's famiy, was complex and caused a great deal of
suffering for all involved wodd be understatement. The children's and familes'

experiences and stories reinforceci that the cancer-symptom îrajectory resulted in more

sadness in the hearts of the children and their families than they had been accustomed to
in the pst. In addition to all the added pressures, there was now as many of the families

expressed: "the sadness.

"

When children were asked what it was iïke to have cancer,

many responded iike this one young child did by simply stating:
Child with cancer (7 5-year-old male): Urn @ause), it was sad.

Just as there was more than just one specific event that contributed to the hardness
or roughness of the cancer-symptom trajectory, so too were there many reasons that

caused the children and families to feel hurt and feelings of sadness. From dealing with
the loss of the children's hair, physical pain and exhaustion, loss of fnends and families
and so on, children and their families had many sad days and nights. Children and their

families did not becorne numb to the sadness. In fact with each subsequent experience the

sadness was felt even deeper or as expressed by one mother:
Tnere are many b e t s of sadness! ..A is Iike peeling an onion! The layers. as
you peel the layers 08the layers have gotten deeper now, now it Las gone right
to the core ofyou, Before it was getting used to it,just surviving. Now it is part of
you, it has i a k n a year to becorne that sadness, now it ikpart of us. It (sudness)
will always be there. It changes your whole Zzye. 1can 't men explain i f . idon 't
look at anything like 1have before-

The sadness and the suffering associated with if became even deeper was they got
through the cancer experience; the sadness was felt more, to the point that it helped to

define who they were. It became a part of them; yet the sadness was not "worn on their
sleeves" or out there for others to see:

Father: No, it is a direpent degree of dc@cul@
Mother: It is a deeper sadness. 1think. It is not on the suface any more. i t is
where nobody can see it, it has become inward now, don 'tyou think Bill?
Father: Yeah..Mother: II is not something you talk about to people. Before people would say
"howare you? But everything seems normal now, nobody says that anymore,
and nobody @es you ihat understanding anymore, that leeway. It is more of a
deeper sadness, it is a deeper sadness, it is more inward.
Father You get less lefor that than when you are actualb in the middle of a
"

cnsis.

Mother,. Because you don 't, people were understanding, ïî is no? there anymore.
And only by sharing their suffering and sadness with others, did the hurt and

sadness become evident. Fortunately, the families in this study wanted to share their
sadness with the researcher who felt very privileged to be a part of their worlds even for
a brief moment in tirneWhile children and their families experïenced a lot of mental suffering, this did
not stop them h m getting through the cancer-symptom t r a j e c t o ~Nor did it take away
their hope. They continuai on, despite experiencing less understanding from others:
Father: The bombs havefinished dropping and now we have to rebuild over

again, at least we hope they havefinished dropping!
Mother: You never know-

Summary of the Eight Personai Merinings of the Cancer-Symptom Experiences:
A Bittersweet Experience
Although each cancer-symptom experience was discussed separately, the children
could experience more than one symptom experience at the same tirne. Moreover, the
children codd not really separate one symptom experience fkom another symptom
experience without affecting the overail cancer experience. Thus the meanings in

Figure 2 are depicteci as overlapping circles in which each symptom experïence is
comected and reiated to one another. The cùcle demonstrates that each experience
contributed to the hardness of the children's cancer experience. That is, all symptoms
experiences were considered by the children to be difficult. They al1 brought with them
varying degrees and types of extra effort, restrictions, pain, and additional womes. Just as
children and families had a difficult time articulating what the definhg event of the
cancer-symptom trajectory that had the greatest effect on their Lives was, so too they had
a hard time deciding what symptom experience was the most difficult:

Child (2 7-year-old male): Pou couldn 't go out and play and nausea. Its notfin at
al1 and you'd like to take that a w y and then thereY.' the headaches which you can
live with but some were so great that Gust kind of said 1don 't want to live
anymore. You kind of lookat them and hy and stage them but they 're allpretty
bad cause ïfyou look ut tirednessyou 're laying around and wasting your
day...kind of notfin with those either su ...they 're al1 kind of intertwined and you
kind of have to really. really ...Yeah it would depend on the day and situation and
huw bad they were.
Child with cancer (7-year-old female): ïïiey were 60th about the same (refemhg
to how shefeltfiorn the chemotherapy and bone marrow transplant).
In hindsight children and their families would often imply that while a particular

symptom experience may have been tmly "bas' at the time they were having to get

through it, the experience in the end was no worse than other symptom experiences. Al1
symptoms were experienced as rough spots:
InterviewerResearcher: Ofall those things (symptoms) I mentioned, being tired
and everything, what is the worstpartforyou?
Child with cancer (11-year-old male):@ause) C: Ail of them yeah, yup.!MostZy
just (pause) all of them.
Intewiewer/Researcher: But there is not one symptom worse tlian another, like
her throwing up?
Father: @ause)If's ail together.
Child with cancer (14-year-old female): Idon 't know becausefor me it is so
weird because while it is happening 1could jùst tell this is the worse 1ever
expenenced but then afienards. 'So Iguess it wasn 't that bad!" Iguess thinking
backyou would ask me then I would have said "IFEEL SO HORRBLE but
now I am saying Iguess compared to other things it wasn 't that bad.
"

Child with cancer (1 7-year-old male): Nausea. headaches, um....1don 't know. I
don 't know ifthere was one worse than another one. Um,...Well the headaches ut
times were like really, reafly bad like the whole head hurt. m e nausea
was..@ ause) I don 't remember what the dmg was but when they hospitali-LE you
for it you start to throw up in the middle of the night. l started to throw up when
they started the drug and 1would thrown up constant&f i P m then until when Igot
out and...

Symptoms identifiai as the most difficult or hard, were those experiences that
were occUmng in the moment; the symptom experiences that the children were presently
goùig through:

Child with cancer (15-year-old female): Well when you are going through it, it is
the worse symptom in the world. But then when you are going through something
else it is the worse thing.

The children's difficuity in separating or dividing up the overall symptom
experience was also reflected in their inability or their lack of desire to rate specific
symptoms such as pain on a rating scale or measurernent tool. Initially the children,

regardes of age, cooperatc3d and responded to the researcher's request to rate the
intensity of their symptoms either on the VAS (refer to Appendix F). However, it did not

take long before they became easily tired and nustrated with such requests. Even when
the children did rate the symptoms, they indicated by what they said as well as by their
tone of voice a degree of uncertainîy to their ratings. They were never totaily definite or
absolute about their ratings:

ChiZd with cancer (16-year-old female): U m @ause) when 1was in the hospital
before with my bone marrow transplant, they were alwqvs asking me to rate my
pain and you can 't really measure pain. So fyou arefeeling bad then it doesn 'î
reah'y matter how intense it hurts or whatever, itfeels bad and (pause) when you
arefeeling the pain. you don 'î realfy want to have people asking you '%ow are
you feeling?" (Ïnocking tone - laughs) "1feel Zike. 1don'rfeel good thank y m very
much!"
This lack of desire to assign a specifk rating was also observed when nurses or
doctors would ask children to rate the intensity of their symptoms. For example, when a
nurse asked one hospitalized nine-year-old boy to rate %ow bad the mouth sores were,"

he hesitated and then responded by stating "1can 't use that (the scale)...do that." The
nurse interpreted this to mean that he did not understand although in the past the
researcher had witnessed him having the ability to use the scale. Accordingly the nurse

then asked him to rate hîs pain on a different scale. This time the child said nothing and
just stared at the nurse. He seemed to become increasingly fhstrated and angry as

indicated by his facial expression. The nurse responded by stating that the child would
need time to learn how to use the scale. Later the child confided to the researcher that he
did understand how to use the scale, but that he just did not want to because it could not

describe how he really was feeling. To the children, assignuig a number or level to a

particular symptom could not capture how they truly felt. Although each symptom
resulted in unique or different sensations and emotions, in the end each symptom
experience was d e s m i as being "'bad':

Child with cancer (14-year-old male): They were all bad (laughs)...Cause they al2
sucked! (Laughter) 1don 't knowIt was perhaps for this reason the children and their families never really got used

to the symptom experïences even though they often would talk about the need to "get

used" to the symptom experiences. For the children and families, "getting used" ta the
symptoms really meant learning "to [ive with the syntptom experiences, birt never really
liking them? Although part o f keeping the spirit dive involved parents ancl children

accepting that symptom experiences, at the same time this did not mean that they got
completely used to them in a true sense:
Child with cancer (16-year-old male): You don 't realIy get used to it (cancer and
its symptom). You really don 't get used to it, you adapt to it. You don 't really get
used to it. 1mean you have to adapt because ifyou don 'tyou 're going to die..dnd
I don 't think there 3 any way that you con total&prepare because there are no
actual guarantees.
Child with cancer (17-year-old male): 1think you learn to a&st to it. I don 't
think you ever get used to it reaZly. You learn to adjust to it but get used to it is
kind of Zike you sort of do but its kind of Zike 1felt that we got used to it sort of and
then, we stopped and then started all over again.
Child with cancer (9-year-old male): Igot used to it I guess (not definite).
Father: I thinkyou never get used to it. You can get into the routine and know
what to anticeate so that it Iessens some of thefear and the unknown, but it still
hurts and it still breah up your routine and you still h o w two days Iater "I am
going to be sick, " you know?
Sibling (8-year-oldfernale): Like you adjust to it but you 're not really used to it
and you don 't recillyfeel like doing it (things cancer-related) but you know you

have to.
It was important that the children and families never became totally used to the

symptom expmiences, as there would be no need for them to apply the strategies of
keeping the spirit alive, It was the personal meanings that triggered the keeping the spirit
dive strategies as depicted in Figure 2. While they adapted to cancer and its symptoms
as well as a new routine to life, the families still experienced pain and suffering.

Moreover, the new routine unlike their old routine was not carried out unconsciously:
Father: You do the things that you have to do but it îs stiZl a pain every time! O rS
stiZ2 a conscious thing, it. It is not like you sZ@ unconsciously like going ?O work
everyday! It is a very dzrerent kind of routine.

Even children who had relapsed and undergone numerous treatment courses never
totally got used to the cancer-syrnptom îrajectory and ali its treatment. This was because
there was always the hardness that came with each cancer-symptom experience:
Child with cancer (1 7-year-old male): Well every time Zike afier I had about three
remissions and they were short. So afier each one it kind of changed a d~rerent
treatment protocol and smff but as it got tu the end it sort of was the same- You
would go in every F r i d q and get this done and that done. Every week or every
second week or something we 'd have a or e v e y month you ühave a bone marrow
or spinal tap or something like that. It got sort ofpredictable but it was STXLL

R4RD.
The hardness of the cancer-symptom experiences was something the children and
families never got used to. Children and their families described their experiences with
the cancer-symptoms as bitter in nature with many layers of sufferhg. To hear parents
refer to cancer as "horrendous" or "hell on earth" reinforcd their sutTering and
underscored their feelings of bittemess. Likewise, children of al1 ages experienced the
bittemess and suffering as evident by the following statements:

Child with cancer (Kyear-old male): It is not a pleasant orjirn eyerience!
ChiZd with cancer (5-year-oZd female): THE HORROR OF IT ALL!
SibZing (1O-year-old male): Cancer is very pain@ inside..lune&.
symptoms...

.Very sad. ..ls

However, while s u f f h g was unpleasant, painful or almost unbearable at times, it
could not be avoided. One needed to confiont the d & g related to the cancer and its

cancer-symptom expenences. Just as one adolescent explaineci it was important to np
down the barricade piece by piece in order to get through the cancer-syrnptom trajectory,
children and their families had to get through each layer of suffiering and bitter feelings in
order to survive.
Perhaps even more difficult to bear than one's own sufféring was the suffering
experienced by others. The children especially shared the feeling that they caused their
families to d e r which in turn caused them deeper sadness and anguish:
Child with cancer (1.5-year-oldfemc~le):It is temablegoing through it, but 1can
see i?being more tem-ble,not more tem-ble, but really tem-bZe tu be part of the
family who has to watch somebody go through it cause like you know yau feel so
bad. like there isjust no way you can help them...1-t
that youjêel really
helpless no?being able to do anything as a family member...

Yet despite their suffering and bitter feelings, children and families were able to
appreciate that there were some good things about cancer as was evident in the children's
narratives. Amongst the layers of suffering and bittemess, were layers ofjoy that were
important to the children and families:
Child with cancer (4 '/rear-old fernale): You don 'tget to have*
notfeeling well. ..But I had lots offùn. ..

cause you 're

Intewiewer/Researcher: Okay ifsomeone said to you what is it Zike having
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cancer, what wouldyou say to them?
Child with cancer (1 I-yeur-old male): @ause)Some of it ispretty cool (in
reference to getting things and people being kinder when hefelt sick) and some of
it is pretîy bad (in reference tofeeling sick)!
Child with cancer (18-year-old male): Yeah. Weil, well a lot of bad things were
happening and a lot of good things happened in those years. I h working on my
4Ihyear of remission.
Mother: It isjust finding some joy in the middle of it and may be some boredom
or some @ause)routine or control ofyour day.
Mother: And aahh we were certainly disheartened afier the results (results afier
thefirst surgery)). We were ovejoyed by the end of the second sets (second
surgery), there was a big improvement!
Sibling (7-year-oldfemaie): m e n IJmnot happy I'm usually like ...umm ...1don 't
know kind of in between, loneiy and sud.
In addition to learning how to experience the bitter times, families had to come to
accept the "good" associated with cancer and the cancer-syrnptom experiences:

Mother: 1mean you have to [ive-..Yeu know I cherlrh every moment with those
kids now. And like wejoke around a lot when we're home together and they fier
children) don 't want to get up and go to school. Like Ijust make my rounak
jumpingfiom bed to bed to get in with them and theyjust love ifand we sit and
falkfor hours you know. 1don 't know. I think we 're closer. And before when John
(child with cancer) was younger we never had the talkx Like he was too young he
didn 't really ...hejust wanted to play with you and my girls were veryJ "come lqy
with us, let 's talkJlet S talk girl talk. " But now,just before 1went to Toronto, he
called me into his room and said "Mom come Zay with me and let's have a talk "
And so 1did and we were therefor halfan hour and had our Iittle mother-son talk
and it was quite good.
As many of the children and families noted, the experience of cancer involved the

good and bad times. It was important for them to "take the good with the bad!" Even is
instances when children did not survive the cancer, it was important to find the ccg~od":
Interviewer/Researcher: So you think cancer has two sides? There is a dark side
and what would you call the other side?

Sibling (13-year-old male): J o f i l Intewiewer/Researcher: Joyfil okay. So what 's the dark side?
Sibling (13-year-old male): Having some. h m n g theperson that has cancer
sufier and havingpains and aches and having to go through it 24 hours a dny. 7
days a week
Intewiewer/Researcher= And what 's thejoyjùl side?
Sibling (13-year-old male): Either having them die or survive.
Interviewer/'Researcher:And when you say die. what 's joyfùI about that?
Sibling (I3-year-old male): Like it 's, like a reward. mat. cause ifyou 're realh
sufier a lot..Mother: E w e n c e that we wouldn Y want anybody else to go through @ause)
but with the son that we had that went through his cancer. it w m a good
experience.
Father: You wouldn 't wish that on anybody but the point is that OUT (pause)
experience was good you know, the whole thing is 1mean you can't even say it is
finished because he is only in remission...1would say it was a positive experience
in the wayfor only in the way that everything went wellfor ur. Everything turned
out rightfiom bad at the start to good ut the end and even feverything in
between was not always good. we had @ause)because you Lad to do if anyways.
We hadfùn, we had a good time, we madefiends and everything was good that
ww
Intewiewer/Researcher: Okay $one of yourfir'encis got diagnosed with cancer,
what would you tell them?
Child with cancer (Il-year-old fernale): Thatyou are going tu be okay and
@ause)don 't fhink of the bad things. think of the good.
Accordingly, "bittersweetfeelings" emerged as the overail cancer-syrnptom

experience. Bittersweet feelings is depicted in Figure 2 as a c w e d circle directly above
the "personal meanings" phenornenon.
Subcategories of the Core Category
AIthough the previous sections described how the self and body changed in

relation to the changing personal meanings, this section fbrther clarifies the relationship

o f the core category to its two subcategories: (1) my changing self; and (2) my changing
body. Because of the cancer-syrnptom experiences, children in this study became more

aware of who they were and how they felt. They refiected more on what made them
unique. As well, they became more aware of their bodies. AIthough the self and body are

discussed in two separate sections, in reality they did not exist as distinct entities but
instead were interrelated and reciprocal. How the children felt in their bodies in response
to the cancer-symptom experiences, afkcted how the children felt about themselves.

Likewise the* sense of self determinecito some degree how theïr bodies responded to the
cancer-symptom experiences.
"My changing self' and my changing body" are depicted in Figure 2 as two
curved lines. These two c w e d lines are closely situated to each other to reflect their
interdependency.
(1) Mv Chaneine Seif
As was noted in the discussion of the eight personal cancer-syrnptom meanings,

the children's and families' sense of self was greatly influenced by the meanings assigned

to the symptom experiences. When children experienced any of the symptom experiences
it resulted in them feeling different; they did not feel Wre their "old selves" which in turn

affected how the family felt.
As is depicted in Figure 2, "feeling different" could range nom '4feel least like
myself' to "Ifeel most like myself." The degree of feeling different was determuid by
the type and number of symptoms experienced by the children. Understandably the
children felt least iike themselves when they experienced symptom experiences such as "I
feel yuclq" or '4 am cranky" symptom experiences. When experiencing "everyday"
symptom experiences, the children felt more like themselves. However, the ability to
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keep the spirit alive also influenced how the children felt as is depicted in Figure 2 in

which the process of keeping the spirit aiive extends fiom the personal meanings and
changing sense of self.

The very nature of cancer resulted in most children and families having to
experience suffering at a level that was never quite experienced before, so it would be
unreaiistic not to expect changes. However, the changes were characterized in terms of
the children and families growing. Most children and their family members d e s d e d
themselves as deveiopùig as individuals, becoming more mature or being more sensitive
to the needs of others. While for some, the changes were viewed to be overwhelrning;

others did not describe the changes in such a grand way:
Child with cancer (I 5-year-OId fernale): You know those people who go and say
they are going ' ï a m going to dedicate my life to good things, life has So much
meaning to me now!"..A lot of people end up with those direrent perspectives
Zike people say things Iike 'Mis has made me realize you on& have so much tirne
ro Zive and things can happen ut any tirne-" 1never ended up with a perspective
like that- 1ended upjust Iike i was before-.. i think you r e a k e how important
family are to you- Like Iguess before it was like the sister 1was stuck with having,
but now I r e a k e they are really, realb, important to me and you know when 1
need h e m they are therefor me and when 1am going for something, they 'II
always be there...that did change. You also realize how importantyourfnendr
are...y0u it is not like one ofthose eye opening Zzye chitanging ezpenënces, notfor
me ifwasn 7.
Sibling (IO-year-old male): I changed because 1have heard more about him
(older brother with cancer) since he got cancer. Before he got cancer he used to
defend me and ljust let him do aII the work and 1wouid do nothing and 1would
sit back and now Idefend him. 1used to never defend him. Now ifkids makejùn
of hirn because he has cancer ['II defend him--

It also must be noted that while the children and their families expressed that at
times they 'Tel?dzflerenf' or "not themselves" or "not normal," they nonetheless
reinforced that the basic core of what made thern unique had not changed. In effect,

dthough children and their f d e s experïenced a changing sense of self throughout the
cancer-symptom trajectory, their b e r core or their spirit remained intact:
Child with cancer (1 6-year-oldfemale): Mmmm, 1don 't think I changed much as
a person and who lam, 1may be have sorne different opinions on some things,
andfor all1know my opinions may have changed like that anyway, but no, Idon 't
think it completely changes who you are. Weil it didn 'tfor me any wqsS..
InterviewerMesearcher: Ok;ay tell me $you had to describe who f'Chrr's" is what
wouId you Say?
Child with cancer (Il-year-old male): 1would say my name is Thris" and 'Tm
still an I I year Ofd. IstilI have to do my chores and I can still go sliding. 1can
still go snowmobiling. I still can go icejishing.
"

Sibling (IO-year-old male): He (brother wiîh cancer) was the same person just a
lot more tired andjust because he Iooked dzrerent. I thought he was the same
person, but 1knew that his hair would grow back and he would eventually get a
prosthetic leg...I was looking, I was seeing ifhe would be a d~rerentpersonbut
he didn 't. 1wasn 't looking at looks or sleepiness or grouchiness. I was looking
at his actualpersonalisf zyit was changing him.
Mother: Oh. there 's the self that 's who he is and there 's the serf what he does.

And he wasn 't the "doing" Brad, but he was certain& the Brad!
Even with the changing attitudes or perspectives and even though their lives had
changed forever because of the cancer-symptom trajectory, most felt that they

nonetheless maintained their sense of spirit. Comments such as "at Zeast he m a i n t a i d
his sense of spirit" supporteci this.
Likewise even though the family unit changed, the basic core of what made the
families unique, remaiaed the same. That is, those families who were strong to begin
with, only became stronger; and those families who were not too united to begin with,

only weakened and eventuaily feu apart.
(21 Mv Chandne Body

In addition to experiencing changes in their sense of self, the cbildren also

experienced changes in their bodies as is depicted in Figure 2 as a circular iine directly
below the changing sense of self: Because of the symptom experiences children also
became more aware of their bodies. Prior to experiencing cancer, the children may have
lived through their bodies, but they did not really pay much attention to what their bodies
felt like to them or reflect on what their bodies meant to them. That is, prior to the cancer
experience they reaily did not know their bodies and in fact, took their bodies for granted.
It was not until the children experienced the symptom experiences that they became
experts in relation to knowing their bodies:
Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemafe):I don 't know Iguess for example each
rime you throw up you notice each tirne before you throw up you know you maybe
get afinny feeling fight here @oints to an area on her stomach) and it i s a finny
stingrgrng
feeling or afirnnypiercingfie[ing. Wltatever it is that your body does or
you know you get afùnny taste in your mouth, whatever it is. AND you start tu
notice those things. So you know when you get thefinny taste you Say "O.K. this
means 1am going to throw up and you can go running to the bathroom.
mereas someone who h m newr gone through cancer, zfthey arefeeling sick to
their stomach and they are about to throw up. You know they get a fimny taste in
their mouth, they don 't know why- Theyjus? for some reason have a fùnny taste in
their mouth..,
"

Having to get through the varying symptom expenences resdted in the children

becoming focused on theu bodies because of what the symptoms meant to them as well

as how the symptoms made their bodies feel. The attention they afforded their bodies
varied according to the degree of suffering they experienced because of the symptoms.

This ranged fiom the children almost forgetting about their bodies, to becoming
completely fixated on their bodies. Not thinking about their bodies occurred during times
when symptoms were minimal. Awareness of their bodies did not mean that their bodies

were becoming separated fkom their overall sense of self. However, because of an

increased awareness of their bodies in relation to the symptom experiences, children
experienced their sense of selfdifferently. For example, when children defined their
symptom experiences as "nasty" they lived mainly in th& physical sense of self. Increase
symptom severity resulted in the children's bodies feeling totally diEerent to them In
contrast, children experienced a healthy, 'homal" body when they experienced minimal
or no symptoms.
Understmdably, the children's changïng bodies affected how they lived Me and
interacted with others important to them. In the end, having to get through al1 the rough
tixnes of the symptom experiences resulted in the cbildren never again taking their bodies
or life, for granteci. They had developed respect for their body, especidy a healthy body

that was fkee of symptoms. Developing a respect for their body involved the children
becoming more attentive to subsequent symptom experiences and taking better care of
their bodies.The children as well as the families became experts with respect to the

children's changing bodies. And indeed, most children experienced bodies that changed
throughout the cancer-symptom trajectory. Moreover, faxnilies wanted others to be aware
that the children experienced changes. It was not uncornmon for the familes to want to
show the researcher pictures of the children as they changed. The family picture album

would often be pulled out and for some children, it was like the researcher was tlewing
pictures of multiple individuals, and not just one child.

Throughout the cancer symptom trajectories, the children experienced many
different types of bodies including: (i) the unruly and failed body; (ü) the sensitive body;
(iii) the distorted body; (iv) the regulated or engineered body; and (v) the renewed body.
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(i) The d

y and failed body refmed to the children's experiences of a body that

were uncontroilable. hstead of the children having control over their bodies, the
symptoms took control over their bodies in two ways. First, chiidren could no longer
make their bodies do certain things that they wanted to do and normally were able to do
such as run in gym class or walk up a flight of stairs:
Child with cancer (7-year-oldfemale):Before I could nrn longer and 1wouldn 't
get so tired!
The children's bodies rebelled against the children by not allowing the child to
participate in certain activities inçluding activities of daily living:
Child with cancer (Io-year-oldfernule): Because I couldn 't do anything by myself:
1had to learn like I dr'dn 't have to learn, but I mean. iike 1had to get help offthe
couch, and feveryone is sleeping, how am Isupposed to go to the bathroom, you
know. It was really. it was a big chore to try and get off the couch.
The second way that the body became the d

y body was that it would do things

that the children could not stop it fiom doing. They had no control over their bodies.
Sometimes this involved the physical body such as trembling fingers; sometimes it
involved their mental or psychological body such as when they became cranky or "outof
contrai" with respect to their personality. Because of the symptoms, the children's bodies

were no longer dependable, tnistworthy, or predictable to the children. Instead of the
children having power over their bodies, the bodies now had a will of their own. This

had an effect on how children pdcipated daily in life and interacted with others.

Having unruly bodies also led to children feeling confined or restricted in what
they could and could not do on a daily basis. Moreover, "others" now were having to do
things for the children that the children could no longer do themselves. Hence, the

children needed to rely on more help and support fiom others such as requkhg assistance

in walking and going up the stairs. The children's bodies became dependent bodies.
AIthough children were dependent on others prior to the cancer-symptom trajectory, this
dependency was a normal dependency that al1 children experience growing up. Hence
children became aware of having a body that was dependent on others. The d

y and

failed body resulted in a loss of some fieedom.
(ii) The distorted body was the body that children viewed as dEerent fiom their
normal physical self, Hair loss, round and pu@ faces, weight loss or weight gain, slow

moving bodies or bodies with limited movement, tired bodies and so on, contributeci to
feelings of a distorted body:

Child with cancer (11-year-old male): It (the medicine) rnakes my cheeks and my
body really huge!
Any devices to assist the fading body such as a wheelchair fiirther provoked
feelings that their bodies were distorted and that their distorted bodies were more
observable or prominent to others:

Child with cancer (14-year-old male): It is a Iittle embawassing fiaving to use a
wheelchair). They automatically think r h cripped, I can 't walk or something.
And then all of a sudden Iget up and star? walking. And then they think that I'm
faking ït or something, idon 't need the wheelchair or something.

Al1 the chiidren would talk about their experiences of other people staring at them,
especially as they ali agreed "when they had no hair!" Moreover, the ill children
perceived that others looked at their bodies, or more appropriately, the il1 children as
different even though inside the il1 children may have felt the same inside:

Child with cancer (16-year-old fernale): Like some people think I'm a boy (with
hair Coss) and.. jus? 1don 't know...people don 't recognize me and stuff like

that-..people don 't usually recognize me- Unless they know who I am...
ChiZd with cancer (9-year-old male): Okay well it (the medicine) makes mefat as
a Aog. Everybody makesjùn of me. Ifelt like anybody picked on me.
Families of'ten confïrmed that their children at times did not look like themselves:
Father: Oh they don 't look the same, Imean especially with no hair and with the
Prednisone, hisfat littleface that you don 'r even recognize...
The il1 children believed others misunderstood them or misinterpreted who they

were because their physical body had changecl. At times, even the children themselves
did not understand what was happening:

Chihi with cancer (16-year-oldfemaie): Right now it is hard to understand what
is going through this crazy, chubby. watennelonface of mine...God knows I
sometimes can 't understand myself:

The distorted body as the children perceived it, was noticeable to others in an
unpleasant way. The children felt others saw them as deformed or distorted or as
complete strangers. One adolescent said she was of3en mistaken for a c'punker"when she
had her hair loss:
A lot ofpeople are like kinda diflerent, like people that 1just meet and srufflike
that. People that know don 't mean to, they 'rejust kind of you know. ..A lot of
people thought 1was into punk. like I was a punker you know but uh...

Like having a balding head, the children felt at tunes bald or naked in a general

sense because of their obvious body. At times children sensed that their appearance
caused others to be afiaid of them. Even afkr treatment completion, children for the most

part still felt their bodies showed signs of their cancer-symptorn experience. On one hand,
the distorted body made the children feel that theV tnie self was hidden, like they were
wearing a mask and costume, and on the other hand, the distorted body made them feel

like they were naked to the world-

But perhaps what was most telling was how children themselves were obsessed
with their bodily changes. Although they reaily believed they were the same deep inside,
they nonetheless did not like how cancer changed them physicaily or outwardlyYThis was
never so evident in one five-year-old girl who while attending the cancer c h i c
throughout her treatment course would not play much with the other children in the
clinic. It was not mtil the end of her treatment course when she was beginning to look

like her old self that she began to interact more with others. During one visit her mother
and the researcher caught her staring in one of the clinic's mirrors. When the researcher
said how nice her hair looked she responded by saying ''1am still not Carrie!" She had
said this because although her haïr was growing out it was stilI not the same as it was
before the cancer experience. Her mother dso noted that when she had no hair she
avoided dressing Wce a girl even though she realized she was a girl and would start fights
with anyone who would cail her a boy- This child felt her body was so distorted that

although feeling the same, she avoided the world. Likewise, the older children would at
times avoid seeing their &ends because of their body appearance:

Child with cancer (15-year-OId fernale) 1loved WK (shopping maIl) but I
wouldn 'tgo thet-e because 1know 1would see somebody Iknew.

(iii) The sensitive body referred to a body that lived in a world of physical and
psychological pain. ALthough children had experienced pain and suffering to the cancersymptom experience, the pain and suffering were for the most part, not as intense or
constant as it could be because of the cancer. Pain resuiting fiom symptoms such as
nausea or back pain, fiom being isolated fiom others, firom seeing other children die were
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just some of experiences that resulted in the children becoming more sensitive. Even after
treatment was completed, children defined their bodies as sensitive bodies in that they
remained perceptive to any physical changes in theùbodies and were more sensitive to
how they responded to others and how others responded to them. Because the children
experienced a sensitive body, the children seemed to have developed a sense of self that
was much more sensitive to the world around them. In a way, this was a positive outcome

because they felt they became more understanding of others. For some of the children
their sensitivïty was so intense it was Iike they existed in another world or state fiom
others. They had their own culture in which rnost were outsiders lwking in- In interacting
with some of the children it felt like they were scrutininng everything that the researcher
was doing. For all the cMdren, the sensitivity was reflected in their ability to judge who

was t d y sincere to them. Their increase sensitivity was understandable considering they
had endured things that many adults had not experienced.
(iv) The regulated and engineered body referred to a body that was managed and
adniinistered to. Although children and theu bodies prior to the cancer experience were
regulated by their fafILiIies and other significant adults in their lives, the regulation and
administration of their bodies became even more pronounced once the cancer was
diagnosed. The children and their bodies became like machines or computers requinng
updating and maintenance on a constant and faKly strict basis. Moreover, the greater the
symptom distress experienced by children then the greater need for regulation.
Viewing their bodies like machines was even more appropriate considering the
children's lives evolved around and relied on the treatment regimen that kept them

d

g and on track. Just as eating was a necessity, so too was having treatment.

However, whereas such activities as eating could be more flexible, with treatment there
was less room for flexiibility. To some extent, children defined themselves in relation to

their treatment regimen:
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfemale) WelI, atfirst 1was on Monday
Tuesdny...everyMonday Tuesday and Fn-dayI think it was? Or Monday
Wednesday and Fridny? Pardon me. But then every now it 3 basically like every
once a week type of thing or sometimes a couple tirnes a week but it 'snot as hem>y
as it was before?

Their lives were planneci around the treatment regime, fiom the day-to-day
activities to fùture activities. For example, in deciding where to go on a holiday one of
the adolescents noted that she would have prefmed to go to Hawaii, but realized that it
was too far away and so she settled for Florida. Part of her decision was based on the
timing of her treatment schedule and how havhg treatment pnor to going on the trip

would make her feel. However, sometimes the regulating of their bodies became too

much for the children and their families which led to them rebel against the treatment

regimen by delaying or postponing some of their treatments.
(v) The renewed body referred to a body that enabled the children to carry on in
life and enabled them to do t b g s that they wanted to do; it was a body that made the
children feel alive, energized, and spirited. It was a body that made them feel like a kid

again. Understandably children's bodies most often felt renewed once treatment had
stopped, and when the symptom experiences had resolved or were minimal. Their bodies
were not failing them like they used to. It during such times that children once again
realized how good their bodies could feel.

The renewed body could also be experïenced while the children were still in

treatment and often was the result of some type of treatment intervention that helped to
boost theV spirit even if it was for a short tirne. For example, one child who received
blood on a regular basis expressed the followùig:

Chiid with cancer (12-year-oldfemale): Yeah, Ifeel more energized and stufllike
that...like Igot a new battety or whatever so...(laughs)....lhod two un& of blood
on Fnday before 1went to the mail and I'rn still feeling pretty good. Usual[yit
Zasts at Zeast a week or two-

It was the renewed body that helped to revitaLized the children's and families'
sense of spirit. It gave children and families hope to continue on.

Conclusion
This chapter demonstrated the significance that the cancer-symptom experiences
and their assigned rneanings had to shaping the children's and families' cancer
experiences. The personal meanhg affected the children's sense of self and how they
expaienced their bodies. In him, the changes experienced by the children af3ected 0 t h
individual f ~ l members
y
and the f d y unit's sense of self. The next chapter fiutha
completes explanation of the second substantive theory by focusing on the theory's
second core category: Passage through the transition periods.

TABLE 5:

PEmONAL MEANINGS OF THE CANCER-SYMPTOM
EXPERIENCES
-

TEE CHANGING SELF A N D
BODY
.experiences where children feel
physicdy sick; unpIeasant, hard, and
undesirable state
.feeling sick is different fiom being
sick
.feeling sick made the cancer more
real; however, feeling sick was not
necessarily equated with being
"redy" sick
.aIthough an undesirable state, feeling
sick was accepted as part of the
cancer experience; regular or
"nomai" cancer-symptoms
and provided evidence that the cancer
is king beaten
*usuallyinvoIves one or two areas of
the body and associated with
treatment
enauseci and vomiting especiaüy
associated with it

.experiences some changes in
daily routines
*moreconcentration on the
physical self but other
dimensions of the self are
present
*bodymore sensitive;
experiencing more restrictions
esense of seifviewed to be
"more or tess" Mce the old self;
however, child did not feel
completely who1e
.althou@ the family
experiences changes, it remains
intact

.experiences where children feel
"realiysicK'
*childrenare considered "really sick"
massociated with death
oeguated with "something else is
going on" or that things are "not quite
right"
.treatment- and cancer-related
mevery inch of the body feels "shitty"
.children are very sensitive to the
outside world
ornuch harder to manage

*especiaUy"hard" on the
children and family unit
.carrying out daiiy activities
becomes extremely difficult
mchildren descn'bed as not acting
Like theu "old selves"
*physicalself dominates; failed,
distorted body
.parents and sïblings also feel
yucb
.parentsTselfis merged with the
childrenTs self
.shiingsf self rernains on the
"outside" of the family unit

Table 5 continued*

TABLE 5:

PERSONAL MEANINGS OF THE CANCER-SYMPTOM

CANCER-SYMPTOM

ME-G
AND
CHARACTERISTICS

TEE CELINGING SELF AND
BODY

1am sore boy, m y body
hurts

*becauseof this symptom experïence,
life was perceived as unfair,
sornething bard, and rough; like life
"sucks" type of thing
*experienceswhere chiidren feel
physical pain
*usuai.iynot as long lasting
*usuallyprocedual-related
*not always associated with "king
sick''

.physicaI self dominates but is
limited compared to "1 feel
yucky" experience; body
sensitive during the hurt
*f&y unit remains intact
*parentsand siblings experience
a lot of mental distress because
of the chiidren's physicaf pain;
children experience mental
distress when their pain is not
taken seriously

1am cranky... 1am not
myself

*expenenceswhere chiidren undergo
changes in their moods and behaviors
- out ofcontrol, anxious, low
frustration level; in tum parents and
siblings become anxious and
hstrated
*Me is sometbing where the
individual has no control
.experiences changes in appetite
mchildren descriid as king
unpleasant
eassociated with many aspects of th
cancer experience, but especialiy
associated with the steroids
ethere is "no medicine" or nothing
specinc that c m help to make it
better

whiiciren descriid as not a c M g
Like their "old selves"; body out
of control
*affects social sense of seW
fewer social interaction
lfamily fin&
it is not pleasant to
be around the children
family spends less t h e
together
*disruptionsin family's
activïties

1am jus&experiencing an
everyday thing 1am just
a Little sick

*symptoms that become a part of
everyday life
*symptoms perceived not to be too
severe
qmptoms identXed as "Uot too bad"
*labelhg symptoms as "everyc&fl
helped children to maintain some
normalcy
*associatedwith viewing Life as "more
normal"
mfrequently do not seek help for these
experiences

.children's and f d y ' s way of
Life more similar to the way it
was like before the cancer
diagnosis
Osense of selfdifferent, but not
to any great extreme
Osorne sense of a renewed body

...

...

Table 5 conünued*

TABLE 5:

PERSONAL MEANINGS OF TEE CANCER-SYMPTOM

CANCER-SYMPTOM

THE CEANGING SELF AND
BODY

aiSe was equated with exhaustion
.exmences where children feel
totiiuy exhausted
~differentfiom feeling tired; instead
children feel "reaiiy" tired
*noenergy
.net much helps to relieve the
exhaustion except sleep
msometimes so exhausted that even
falling asleep is a chore
.usuaiiy longer lasting

.children's self is in limbo - not
in the world of the living but
also not in the world of the dead
diildren spend most of tirne on
the "sick couch"
efamily carries on but extra
work related to caring for the
"exhausted" child
.body has failed

1am scared...i don9t
know what is going to

*associatedwith viewing Life as the
'bknown"; Iife is the unlaiown
*experiencesthat brought on feelings
of fear and trepidation; feelings that
"something bad is going to take
place" or 'kaiting for the other shoe
to &op"
wsociated with painfiil treatments,
the possïbility of relapse, the
possibility of death
euneasy feeling state
msome degree of fear mains forever
in children and fanilies

.thteatened the children's and
family's sense of self
ofamily unit tries COstick
together and become closer - to
protect themselves fÏom the
dangers of the outside world
*uncertaintyof what is
happening to the body

1am hurting...my heart
is sad

*experienceswhere children and
families expenence mental distress
and heartache
mfeels like the heart is breakhg
wsociated with all the cancer events
that cause children and famaes to
saer

&agile sense of seifespecially
for parents and siblings -relateci
to seeing the ili children's pain
and distress; sensitive body
vsadness dominates self especialty for stblings
~familymembers "take care" of
each other - not to hurt one
another

1am wiped ou...t M y
body is just too tired for

me to care

I

MEANING AND
CECARACTERISTICS

PASSAGE THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIODS OF TEJE THEORY
uCHnlDREN'S AND FAMZLIES' LIVED EXPERIENCE OF
CEILDHOOD CANCER-SYMPTOMS"
From one transition point tu another; So many d~fjficulfroads ahead..

Introduction to the Basic Psychosocial Process:
Passage though the Transition Periods
The cancer experience for the children and families in this study was a dynamic

one greatly affecteci by the personal meanings that they assigned to the cancer-symptoms.
ChiIdren and families experienced many changes with respect to their experiences of
getting through al1 the rough spots associated with the cancer-symptom trajectory. These

changes are represented by the second core category of the theory, Families' Lived
Experience of the Childhood Cancer-Symptoms (see Figure 3, p. 257). The second core
category, the basic psychosocid process, is identified as "passage through the transition
periods."
"Passage through the transition periods" as a core category represented the
changing nature of the children's and families' use of the "keeping the spirit dive
strategies" and their way of being in the world as represented by transition penods.

Critical to the process of passage was how the cancer-symptom experiences and the
meanings assigned to them affecteci children's and families' way of being in the world;
the children and families approached the "getthg through" differently as the meanings
changed. The ''keeping the spint alive" process was experienced as a change or
movement over time when the meanings of the cancer-symptom experiences became part
of the cancer experience.Transitionperiods t d y reflected the diverse joumeys children

and familes embarked on with the changing symptom trajectory serving a the head guide

OveraU, the core category, "'transitionperiods" constitutes seven transition
periods or changing states. The chanmg states that could be experïenced by the children

and their families are: (1) It is just the flu; (2) It is a blur; (3) It hits home; (4) It is not so
bad, it is pretty good; (5) It is nasty; (6) It is "dragsville"; and (7) It is comeback t h e .
in the discussion of the varying transition periods it is important to note that

children and familes did not necessarily experience passage through the "transition
periods" in a relatively systematic and progressive manner. In fact some did not go

through every perïod or changing state. For example, one family whose school-age child
had been diagnosed with low rïsk leukemia, never had to get through the "nasty" or
"dragsville" transition periods. As well, it was also possible for children and their

families to experience two transition periods concurrently, to experience one transition
period more than once, or for members of the same family to expenence different
periods. The cancer-symptom trajectory was an "up and down" experience for many
families:
Mother.. Thefirst three months of chemotherapy was the worse...but her body
adjusted to chemotherapy, and things got better....but then she woutd get another
new set of chemotherapy that resulted in us adjusting to a whole new set of
symp toms!
"

Father: I g o on an up and down roller couster. Welell it is, it isjust a big roller
coaster.
Although there were similarities that families shared in experiencing a specific
transition period, they also experienced differences related to the surrounding context and

conditions, and the meanings they assigned to each phase. Thus while the transition
perïods are presented here in an organized and sequential manner, they were not
expenenced as such. They were not experienced like stages in which one stage gives way
neatly to the other until resolution is declared. Instead children and fimilies experienced
the cancer-symptoms in a more fluid-lïke type of movement; movement that was not
fixed in one direction which explains why "passage through the transition periods" in the
model's diagram (Figure 3, p. 257) is depicted as an outer cùcle with bi-directional
arrows. It was more likey for families to experience the periods as transitions coming and
going. Discussion in this chapter is directed at how this core category relates to the
phenornenon of getting through al1 the rough spots and the process of keeping the spirit
alive. This discussion is summarized in Table 6 (p. 304 ).

u My Changing Self
u My Changing Body

0

Transition Periods
Al1 The Rough Spots

Figure 3

Passage Through The Transition Periods:
The Basic Psychosocial Process of Children's and Families' Lived
Experience of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms

Transition Periods
(1) It is Just the Flu.,.Anvthinn but Cancer
'Tt is just the flu" period usually for most families marked the beginning of the

cancer-symptom joumey in which parents felt and expressed that "something was not
quite right" in relation to how their children were feeling. Although this transition period

occurred during the pre-diagnosis tirne fiame, it could also occur anytime during the
cancer treatment and pst-cancer periods. The children's symptoms triggered the parents'
thoughts or feelings that something was wrong with their children, were the children's
symptoms. Although at this point the symptom(s) demanded attention, they were not
considered to be of great concem. That is, the symptom(s) at this point represented to the
families nothing more than a sign that the child might be temporarily ili, experiencing
something minor or something not too serious:

Mother: m e n he was going to school and we realired that he was coming home
and sometimes having to go to the bathroom more ofien than normal, we didn 't
chalk it up to anything. But maybe Isaid to him one day, "Maybeyou 're
overeating. Like two sandwiches ut lunch rnqybe is making your bowels loose.
mat's sort of the start but nothing kind of rang that anything was really bad"

As was the case for most, the thought was that the children were experiencing a
bad case of the flu that the children could not shake. In most of the families' stories, both

the children and parents made statements such as "we thought it wasjust t h e f i " or "we
thought it wasjust theflu hanging on...

"

Children themselves did not always cornplain about how they felt and if they did,
they usually desmied themselves as "feeling si&'

or 'Yeeling bad." Sïblings often

thought the ill children were "pufting on an acf" in order to get some extra attention:

Sibling (IO-year-old male): Achral& as soon as he was whining about his knee
was hurting I would start buggrgrng
him about it- I thought he wasfaking-

Sometimes too, families associated the symptoms with "growingpains" or some
type of injury WIe falling off the monkey bars. Parents usually viewed the symptom(s) as
a normal part of childhood:
Mother: Nothing realb kind of clicked and then one of hirfiends ut school had
rnentioned to him that he looked like he hadput on maybe a linle bit of weight
here because his t-shirts weren 'tfining the nglit way. Then again kind of we
listened and we thought the kid is growing...
mean
I everything was going great
and he was eating in his teenager thing. He was eating a lot...And I cholked it up
to his having his dad 's metabolisrn...

The families' views were reinforced by the children's family physicians. Many of
the families were told the following by their physicians:
Father: Like her cold sort of disappeared but she still hadpain und the doctors
kept telling us well it 's growing pains, if'sgrowing pains ...
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfemale): I was really sick since December and the
hospital and my doctor kept sending me home telling me I had theflu. Yeah. 1
went to the hospital even and the hospital told me it was theflu.
Child with cancer (7-year-old): WeZl, rnom took me to a doctor and they said it
was probably just that Igot a cold orflu in my bones...

The beliefheld by most physicians that nothhg was wrong was evident by the
fact that for at least half of the families it took months before the diagnosis of cancer was
made. And even when physicians suspected that the children had something more than

the flu, cancer was oflen not considered:
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfemole): Well they @hysicians)said the reuson
that I either had epilepsy or migraines because of my headaches and because 1
was blacking out. So 1was supposed to see a neurologist, but Ididn L i t didn 't
end up happening becuuse theyfinafi'j took bloodfiom me...

Hence for most familes, their first encounters in dealing with the symptom(s) was

to be concemed, yet to continue on as usuai such as planning for family outings or
vacations, going to work, or going to school. The individuals' and families' sense of self

had not really altered that much. Families did experience uncertainty and worry as many
of the children were never were aven a definite diagnosis during the initial period.
However, for the most part families initially did not view or descnbe this period as
"really hard." They did not have to get through anythuig too difficult so carrying out the

process of keeping the spirit dive was not given as much consideration as it would be
later on.
Part of this lack of taking the symptoms too seriously could be due to the fact that

for most children, the symptoms were in fact nothing out of the unusual or were not
different fiom what the children had experienced with past &esses. A sore back,
tiredness, lack of energy, and no appetite and so on, were some of the common symptoms
that first called attention to the cancer experience, and without situating the chiidren's
symptoms within the context of cancer, f d e s understandably would not be too
concemed.
However, as t h e went on and the children's symptoms had not resolved and in
fact got worse:
Child with cancer (7-year-old female): First it hurt in my bock well actually my
neck...And then my back hun and my legs, then my anns and then everything
started to hurt and I j w t didn 't want to move.
Child with cancer (II-year-oldfemale): If hurt so much that my mom took me to
the Emergency room and then they prescnbed inflammation pills and then the
doctor sent me to the hospital to see ifit was arthritis because they thought it was
arthritis so the pills seemed to help and thenfinal& around July it started gem-ng
really bad!

The increasing severity of the cancer-symptoms caused the chiidren and their
parents to worry more:

ChiId with cancer (I6-year-oldfemale): 1 was Iike "Oh cool I have theflu no
more school for a while" and then 1went back to school for about a month out of
the whole second tenn and then spring break carne along and Igot sick again. So
then 1was in the hospital and then carne home and...lwasfeelingfine for a IittIe
while and then ail of a sudden Ijust started feeling really di' and 1felt like 1
was going to Iike get sick all the time and I couldn 't walk a lot- Like when the day
1went into the hospital1 coddn 't even waIk---1didn 't know. 1was Iike really
scared because 1didn 't know what was happening to me,
Symptoms became to be viewed as something more serious, something to be

feared. Instead of just feeling sick, children started to feel "scared" or "nasîy" or "feeling
really sicK7:

Child with cancer (16-year-oldfemale): 1couldn 't men move. I was like bent
over and everything. 1wasjust. ..and walking to the car and stuff Iike that I was
too sick to do,
The '%ardness" of the cancer-symptom trajectory was beginning to creep in
and affect the families' sense of self. Families were now making changes in theh lifestyle

Iike not going out as a whole family and the il1 children were missing more and more
school or not being able to participate in their regular or favorite activities like gym. The
children were now starting to focus on their bodies. More restrictions and losses were

being experienced. Most teiling of al1 though was that the iil children were changing; that
is, they were desctibed as not acting or looking like their usual self
Mother: About a week before, we were at the lakefor about ten days andfor
about a week hejust wasn't himseW... Yeah he would wake up every morning
saying that he is nauseous and he was sleeping an awfùl lot and he wouldn't go
into the water and that's not like Ken. Ken lived in the water when we were at the
Iake and so we took him home, took him to the doctor with his bumps and he sent
us to Children's right away and r h q diagnosed him the same day.

Father: Well the way Sara (child with cancer) was acting...we know our daughter,
it's notjust growingpains. Well she didn 'r like school no more. She didn 't want to
go to school. It was hard to get her on the bus because it hurt- She could barely
walk- She wouldn't hold her head straight. you know. she would hold her head
sort of kïnked to the side, when you asked her to hold it straight, "Ican 't ir hurts R
It was during this time that parents and the children were becoming discouraged
or in fact, their sense of spirit was weakening. The iii children became especially
discouraged as they not o d y could do the things they really Liked doing, but they did net
feel like themselves. Feelings such as fiutration, anxiety, and anger were becoming more
evident during this perïod. Hence the need to really start to work at keeping the spirit
dive. Although ali the strategies were use& most important to familes during this
transition period was the strategy of "coming to know." Both children and parents needed
to h d out what was reaily wrong. In fact, some of the parents and siblings acted iike they
were detectives on a fact finding mission:

Father: Well we were going to pushJike we kept pushing the doctor. like there
has got to be something, you've got to be able tofind something!
Child with cancer (Il-year-old fernale): And my dad goes "we really want to
know what is going on here!"
Children and familes were no longer accepting the physician's evaluation that
their children were fine and that there was nothing seriously wrong with the children.
Ofken a specific episode or some unique, sometimes subtle symptom or sign triggered
parents into thinking that their child was really sick; that something was really wrong:

Mother: Basicallj I just said to him '?ou know Bob S eyes are not as white us
they should be. Theyjust don 't look right to me and something is ofl
Parents needed to become more demanding in order to protect or take care of their
children. They became more vigilant in watching over and protecting their children.

Although children and their families needed to find out what was happening and now
womed that it could be something more serious than the flu, they still never expected

cancer or any other life threatening condition that was associated with dying. Suspecting
cancer especiaily was not common because as most children and their families believed
that only older people got sick as a young child was too young or simply put by some

families "they had not lived Iife as yet? The only families who did suspect cancer, either
had a child who previously was treated for a life threatening illness or had someone

extremely close to them such as a husband or father experiencing cancer. However, most
children and their families did not suspect or even consider cancer and were in fact quite
surprised when the diagnosis of cancer was made:
Child with cancer (16-year-oldfemale): I didn 't men think it was cancer. Like I
didn 't men think about it. Well they took bloodjust to see what it was. We thought
1was anemic. My grandma was Iike so maybe ')ou're anemic or, yozr know,
because you 're really white and stus
"

Father: Well we never men thought of cancer. Like cancer had crossed my mind
at the time but @ause) 1never men, 1never even gave it a second thought Iike it
sort of went in one ear and out the other sort of thing.
Intewiewer/Researcher: You were saying you didn 't think it was that lifethreatening...but what was in your mind?
Father 1don 't know. something like appendik, some infection inside her body or
something.
Interviewer/Researcher: So when they told you it was cancer, what did you think?
Father: Well it's a shock you know. My wz@ cried nght away. Ididn 't cry until a
couple hours iater.

It was important for the children and families to beiieve that the children were not
experiencing anythmg that could lead to death. BelieWig that the children had a serious
condition but not too serious, was mother important strategy used during this period to
help maintain their spirits or their will to fight. The need to beiieve was so necessary and

prevailing that upon reflection, parents questioned themselves with respect to how they
could have not have thought otherwise as all the signs were there. The very fact that
children and their families were not expecting cancer made the diagnosis even harder to
deal with. It was at this point that they now moved into the period referred to as "It is a

Unlike the "it is the flu" period which for most f d e s took t h e before the
roughness or hardness could be reaily felt, the "it is a bluf period began abruptly or
commenced in a rough mamer for the children and their families. It was like being
"kicked in theface" as many expressed. To Say that the children and families were in

shock during the transition perïod of "It is a blur" wouid be an understatement; it was Wce
being in a "hue" or '$og" or "in the darK' or "in a blur."N the chiIdren and f d e s

were still so surprised to hear that it was cancer and accordingly were in a state of shockThey really did not know what to expect. As one adolescent noted when she was asked to

recall what she expected or thought when she was told she had cancer:
ChiZd with cancer (Wyear-old female): I had no idea, no idea. I was out
shopping with myfriend and as her mom was driMng us back to her house, 1
noticed my dad was waiting there, sitting in his car in my fiend's driveway- He
said he had been sining therefor 20 minutes. He told me to get into the car, that
we had to go somewhere and I thought what did I do...and 1thought something
happened to my grandma. that she hadpassed away. 1knew something was not
right and then he said Dr. G had culled and she wants us to corne in and talk to
her. And then what I thought it might be anemia because anemia makes you really
tired, you know, pale, and it would make me sick al2 the tirne. That 5; basically
KENT TO BER, IT WAS SO
what I though it was. AND TEEN W E N
NOT MHXT I EXZDECTED AT A U !

Children and f d e s all expressed disbelief. They could no longer feel

completely secure in the world- Their worlds had been shaken:

Fathec Well 1think (pause) it was very traumatic experience. We wentfiom
having a chîld who kind of had t h e j h and take her to the doctor and @ause) al1
of a sudden she's got this. You have to deal with it all of a d e n...itfelt like
road wreck!
Sibling (16-year-old fernale): When my parents wouldfeel sad. that is when I
would kind o f f e l insecure. Because you know you 're usually the one that
depends on the parents and then you see the parents crying and you'I2 usually be
"okay who do Igo to now? You know. Ijust sut there.
"

This transition period could last anywhere fiom one day to approximately a
month. For a few, it was very bnef l a s h g only during the first few hours after hearing
the diagnosis. During this period, the rough spots became "harde? with more intense

uncertainty and more Loss. Although children and families were finally told what was

going on, therefore gainhg some certainty in one way, they now had another type of
uncertainty to deal with. For the children and families, the feeling of a world as a totally
safe, secure place was lost. The uncertainty concernai what would happen to the children

and the family as a whole. The uncertainty of death now hung over them. Parents could
no longer claim that all their children would definitely outlive them:
Mother: Anyways then (sigh) itsjust a blur, 1think you 'rejust numb and you
know itjust becontes timeless and (longpause) ...1thought he was going to die... 1
don 'I know,1just rea2Zy lost truck and sort of you become automatic. Youjust go
where you 're told and do what you 're told
While the children and families had not yet experïenced much of the cancersymptom trajectory, they all realized that life as they knew was "going to change

forever," and that they would have to change with it. They would now have new roles and
responsibilities. Iust exactly how things would change for hem, however, was not clear

to them. Even after being told by their health care team what to expect over the next few
months, most did not really comprehend what this would all mean or imply.
The shock and uacertainty experienced by children and families resulted partly
fkom the fact that the pre-diagnosis cancer symptom course resulted in a different and
unexpected outcorne. It was as if the symptoms had betrayed them in that they indeed
were an indication of something more serious. From the moment of being told the
diagnosis, the children's symptoms now took on a whole different meaning as the
possibility of death now entered the picture. The symptoms were no longer considered or
looked upon as a normal part of childhood or of growing up. A headache, upset stomach,
and so on could no longer be viewed as something srnail or minor.
The symptoms dernanded more attention, and were viewed to be nasty and
something to be feared. Most parents feared that the children were going to experience or
go through something very painfbl where they would suffer a lot. The symptoms that

were a concern to them at this point of the cancer-symptom trajectory were not only the
symptoms that the children were presently experiencing, but also potential symptorns
that they could experience in the fuhue. Siblings no longer thought the il1 children were
"putting on an aci" in order to get some extra attention, and they also feared that their ill

siblings would suffer. The families' views of the children having to experience suffering
were reinforced by the chitdren's oncology physicians when they talked about some of
side effects the children would experience.
It was during this period that families really started to change how they n o d l y

functioned. However, the changes at times were experienced as a blur. Some described it

as time when they were just "going through the motions of 11Ye" or as an "out of bot@

experknce-" Family members had difficulty concentrating because of all the worry and

sadness that succwnbed them:
SibIing (14-year-oldfernale): Tuesday wefound out and Fn-dayit was w g e r y
already. So then she got home and i actuallyjigured out what it probably was
and that got me more womrrled
and then I had to go to school the next day and 1
really couldn 't do anything...Yeafi. I couldn 't really do anything in class. Like 1
couldn 't think and then..J think I made it through thefirst class and then I think I
started crying a f f r Iike thefir+t class and the principal took me and 1wasjust in
her offcefor the rest of the day.
Father: B efirst thing Ithought of was that 1looked at Ann and thought I'm
going to lose her, you know. Thefirst two weeks were the hardest on me because 1
did not want tu accept thatfact that she had cancer...
Intewiaver/iResearcher: So you found thar thefirst t w weeks
~
that was the
hardest?
Fathec WelIjior me it was and any ways @ause)my rnind was not working.-.My
little girl is going to die, that 's al1 I could think of was my Iinle girl is going to
die,I'm losing her. 1don 't want to [ose ber.-.Itk a death sentence.

It was during this period that things such as sïblings going over to the fiends or
parents going to work were abruptly put on hoid, Evaything evolved a r o d the news of
the diagnosis. Because everythhg was so new, ail they could do was not only take one
day at a time, but more to the point take one hour or minutes at a tirne.

All energy was directed toward taking care of the ill chiid as well as the family.
The strategy of putting cancer in its place, was not too helpful at this point Instead, the

strategy of taking care by the means of protecting each other fiom falling apart was
especially focused on. This included the parents fhding a safe place for their healthy
children to stay, while the parents remaineci with the iii children who were hospitalized.
It was important for the parents to be there with the ill children in order to watch over

them and to make sure that they were not expenencing unnecessary pain. While it was

important for parents to corne to know what would happen in the fùture, al1 that parents
t d y wanted to know was whether or not the children were going to live,

Siblings too at this tirne wanted to '%e there" for th& ill siblings, but
unfortunately were not always allowed to be with them during the initial diagnostic
period. The siblings also wanted their parents to be with them, again something that was
not possible. For the siblings this was a very uncertain time and they experienced lots of
worrying. While it was important for them to lmow if th& ill sibluig was gouig to Live or

die, they also needed to know what exactly was going to happen to their il1 siblings as
well as what would happen to themselves. The 'hot knowing," just made life more of a
blur for them.
The family's sense of who they were was beginning to be defïned according to the
ill children's sense of self. The children's symptoms now determined the way of living

for both the il1 children and also all members of the family. The symptoms were no
longer a separate entity but instead, were being weaved into the very fabric of the
families' world. Family life fiom this moment on would evolve around the il1 children
and how they were feeling.
Although many things occurred during the diagnosis period, in retrospect parents
and children had a hard time in providing the details for many of the events which fiirther
emphasized the cloudiness and darkness of this phase. Some children noted that they did
not remember much during this period because they basicdy slept through. These
children felt so sick that sleep was the only way to deal with their feelings. However, one
aspect of the whole diagnosis period that stood out for children and their families was the

date of the diagnosis day:
Mother: He was diagnosed October 3rd.Icannot forge? thaî, October jrdChild with cancer (I 1-year-oldfernale): When Igot sick? Um. it was @ause)Ju&
30th of 1996Although "it is a blur" occurred around the diagnostic period, for some families it
also occurred during times when the children's symptoms were uncontrollable and
especiaily difficult to manage. As weil, "it is a blur" could result when the children were

having to undergo a new type of treatment that was considered especialiy physically and
mentally challenging for children and their families, such as a bone marrow transplant.
For exarnple, one mother noted during the early phase of her son's bone mmow
transplant that she felt she was on bcautomaticpilot."
"It is a blur" characterized by an overwhelming sense of disbelief could also occur
when children relapsed. Relapse was a surprise and especially difficult to accept in those
families where children did not seem to experience a lot of symptoms during their first
round with cancer. In such instances it was not uncornmon for parents to wonder what
went wrong as evidenced by the following statement expressed by a father whose child
had relapsed: "He was doing so wefi.. never got sick like....what happened? "
(3) It Hits Home

This transition period was characterized by three main events. First, it was marked
by the families recognizing what getting through the cancer-symptom trajectory really

was going to entail for them. Although they were uncertain about the details, they knew

one thing for sure: that they were going to experience a lot rough times and suffering over
the next few years. There was no way to avoid the suffering especially in relation to the
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cancer-symptom experiences. O

h their realization of fùture rough times was brought

on by the children undergoing their first or second cancer treatrnent, and was fÙrt.her
reinforceci by seeing other children and their families in the clinic or hospital experience
difficult events:
Mother: Irnean it doesn 't reah'y hit home untilyou are there. when she is there
and
and you heur of stories and everybody 's h o m r stories and it is very d~%f;cult
it realïy hits home but it isjust something that isn 'tjust going to go way.
Father: 1think it wasjust a case of coming to e s with reality that 1had to deal
with it, not that it was the material itselfyou know, it wusjust @ause) it was
making things hit home and (longpause) becorning m a r e , su many statistics and
some of the riskx

Secondly, the "it hits home" period also marked the time when the children and
the famiIy declared war on the cancer and the cancer treatment and the children's

symptoms. This period was identifid as the real learning period for children and their
families. Children and their families sought to discover al1 the ins and outs of the
practical aspects of cancer treatment such as what c h i c days would involve the children
getting blood tests. Coming to l e m about the cancer itself such as prevalence rates and

treatment approaches was a concern for families. Some families also found it necessary to
review research-related cancer information:
Father.-And 1think at the time, I went Zookingfor research on the internet and
@ause)1think what she was going through and the proposed course of treatment,
welI it wasfairïy well studied and so everything was agreed on what the &ors
were saying. So we went along with that, theprocess.
'Tt hits home" occurred during the initial period of cancer, but also occurred every
tirne the children received a new course of treatment. To some extent, "it hits home" was

ongoing as the fight and the learning never ended:

Father: 1think it wasjust a case of coming to p p s with reality that I had to deal
with it...it w m making things hi&home and (longpause) beconing mure, sa..

Thirdly, "it hits home" was also a perïod when most children and their families,
k a l l y realized or experienced the effëcts of treatment. They now got a taste of what they

were previously told may occur, and for most this meant symptoms that really did not
make the children feel too well- Hence, the label "it hits home!" For most, the children
first experiences with treatment were not very pleasant- Words such as ccscary"or

"crappy" or "nasty" were more and more fkequently used to express how they felt.
As well, the degree of the severity of the children's symptom experiences or the

children's symptom distress, helped to determine how hard the hit was. Understandably
vrhen the distress was more severe, children had a "harder" time dealing with the
symptoms and had to work a lot harder in maintaining a sense of spirit in order to get

through the cancer-symptom trajectory. Increased symptom distress also resulted in the
children and families expiencing a harder life because increased syrnptom distress
resulted in more disruptions and restrictions in their daily living. It was during this penod
that parents realized the danger of making too many plans in Life and living solely for
future goals. Instead, parents had to leam to accept that not all plans would transpire:

Mother: Ifyou have a buttefly in your hand and zyyou grab it and hold on to it
too tightly. you 'ZZ c m h it. And so l$e is like that when you corne up to a situation
and you think this is going to be normal, zyyou hang on to it too tight and zyit
doesn 't happen like that, then it devastatesyou! But ifyou hold on lightly then-..
Father: We said "well we con V make any plans. " For two years we made no
plans. You don?plan evenfor tomorrow because you don't know what tomorrow
is going to bring so you don 't plan anything. Anybody phones you up and says
"well do you want to go to a movie, yotr want to do this*you want to get
together. " i said, "Call us that day, we will see what Tom is like. "

Considering the chiidren and their families not only had to adjust to the side
effects of the treatrnents, keeping the spirit dive was most necessary. Strategies used
included need to believe that they could beat the cancer, to take one day at a tirne, and to
take care of each other especially in response to the distress resdting fiom the symptoms.

k was important for parents to spend time and be involved with their children in a way
that would help reduce their symptom distress:

Father: n e r e was always one of us there e v e v night (in the hospital) and @ause)
we spent time over there. And we would get to the Nintendo gantes and we spent a
lot of timeplaying Mntendo and cards and going to play pac man and stuflike
that. And thatpassed the time and it makes a big dtrerence thenjust sining there
doing nothing andfeeling sorry for yourselfor whatever. I mean we were always
doing something. Hi3 never sut there and jwt groaned about things because we
were always busy doing something and @ause) you know, ifyour mind is bury
you think of other things...

Additiondy, it was during this time that family members needed to take some
time for themselves:

Father: 1had to get out, get out in the burh where it's quiet and 1could think
about it (the cancer)...If's hard, so Ijustjumped on my horse and I went riding. 1
told them (hisfami&) don 't expect me back i don't know when I'rn going to be
back and it might be tomorrow, it might be the day after, it might be todPy. So I
just went rïding. the horse is walking and a lot of thoughts went through rny
mind. Like i was only gone for that day and I came back that evening.
Father: Debbie goes out. Debbie has a really close circle offrien&, I have some
hobbies, we try to make an effort to go out together at least once a week-

For children experiencing symptoms on a faûly consistent basis, it was especially
important for them to do things that they U e d as well as have some fun or pleasure even

if it was only for brief periods. Like their parents, children needed to take some tirne for
themselves and start learning how to cherish the good moments. Any break from the
symptom distress was an added bonus for the children and families and afforded them

more time for themselves.
A most important strategy for this period was coming to know what to expect.

This included figuring out when the children were getting sick either in response to the
treatment or to the cancer itself. Being able to differentiate between symptoms seen by
families as normal or typical and those viewed to be abnormal or atypical, was one the
most important "knowing what to q e c t " source of knowledge for families. No longer
were families going to be lefi in the dark about the children's symptoms. Knowing what
to expect in relation to the syrnptom expenences was critical in helping children and

families deal with the associated distress:
Mother: The doctors told me al1 hell will break Ioose in about rhree weeks, that is
when he '21 get sick!
"

Mother: You knew that this (symptom) is expected, it was expected.
Mother: Because you have to be reminded again that 's normal (symptorns)to be
going on right now.

The children were becoming more aware to how theïr bodies were feeling. When
the children, parents or siblings perceived something was not quite right, they took action
to h d out why things were the way they were. It was almost as if that they were fighting

the symptoms and not so much the cancer. The families wanted to always be one step
ahead of the symptom course. Parents especially saw this as a way to take care of their

children.

Although symptoms were perceived to be the enemy, they were also to some
extent viewed as a fiiend because symptoms served as a very valuable source of
knowledge for children and familes with respect to how the children were doing

physically and mentally from the cancer and cancer treatment- Parents and the children

took pnde in their knowledge of the children's symptom course. In cornparison to the "1

think it is the flu" period where children and their faLlzilies lacked confidence in talkuig
about the symptom course, they now exhiibited more confidence in their knowIedge about
the symptoms. Families' taik soon became the talk of experts such that they would assign

special labels to certain symptom experiences and were able to identify what was
considered "normal" or "abnomal." Children and families would share their knowledge
about the children's symptom experknces with other children and families. But they were
always cautious to reinforce to others that each child responds in their own unique way. It
was important to expect the unexpected and ?O be prepared for some uncertainty:
Father: It depends on what you are going through. I mean (longpause) ifyou go
through two or three courses of the same thing, you can start to predict a little bit
of what's going to happen. Uni @ause) and you can sturt to see ifyou had the med
once and there is that side effect andyou have the rned again andyou get that side
effect again. well you kind of expected it and not panic about it. um @ause) and
deal with it as a side effect and sort of move on...But you get a List of things that
could happen and the reality is that sometimes al1 those rhings will happen and
the sometimes none of them will happen... and you knowyou have new
combinations of the medicine or whatever, so you don't really know what to
expect...But 1also learned that statistics don 't mean a hi11 of beans because
(laughs) ifthey meant anything right now well95% of them havent?gone down
the course that we've gone down, so.
It was durhg the %ts home" period that children and their families also started to
put the cancer in its place. They had to make some sense of al1 the suffering that was

caused by the cancer and its symptoms. This included making sense of why they had to
enter the world of cancer as well as why their familes were the ones having to experience
cancer:
Father: What made mefinaily accept it is like I'm not a religious man. never have

been. 1believe in God but I'm not religious, so what made me accept it is Isaid
"Godyou give her to me, ifyou are going tu take her awayfi-om me, there is
nothing 1can do about if-"
Child with cancer (I 1-year-oldfemale): Well the reason why we got, Igot cancer
was because we are very strong and we are goodpeople.
Mother: i think it made me more aware that there is a lot of cancer out there- It's
firnny. I think I'm paranoid because it's like it can hit you any time. you can have a
healthy child, and when Mary was diagnosed, um @ause). I bought babyfood for
Bob (mother 's oldest child)for example and because I didn't have a blender, 1
was younger. I blended Mary'sfood because now iam older, 1wanted everything
to befiesh. But it doesn 't matter how you eat, what you eat, gyou are going to get
it, you are going to get it, that's my opinion now.
Father: In many ways, ifGodforbid that to happen to anyone. 1think in a lot of
ways we are the ideal couplefor it to happen 10. however crazy that sounds.

For most, making sense involved accepting that in order to get better, one had to

feel worse as evident by the following most parents expressing: short-tenn pain, for longr e m gain. Some parents even saw the symptoms as an indication ofhope. It was as if
their child was experiencing side effects or symptoms, this meant the medications were

working on destroying the cancer and that thek child had a greater chance of making it:
Mother: You can 't breeze through if. rfyou breeze through it they say, other
families say. fyou breeze through it. you 're more likely to relapse. m e sicker
you are, the better chances of gettïng better.J i k e ifhe had gone through it and
never thrown up. I would think something was wrong...You expect him to be sick.
Like zyhe had went through it and just sat there and like looked normal,felt
normal. I would have wonder. It (the chemotherapy) wouldn 't be working. mat's
what I would have thought.
Fathec Yes, she is going to be sick but ifwe want her to get better, we have to do
it @ut her through treahnent that makes his child sick).
Sibling (8-year-old fema fe) : Well when like your brother or sister takes some
medicine they might throw up cause it might go down the w n g way or it doesn 't
agree with them. And that they might just notfeel good a+,
sometirnes...Weflit
actually makes you better but it makes you feel worse atfirst and then you feel
better...l thought medicine wus like you 're sirpposed to take it and right away you

feel better but it takes a while to work.

Despite experienciag treatment-related symptoms, children too viewed the
medications as necessary. They also were a little anxious when they no longer were
receiving the medications that fought the cancer cells:
Child with cancer (II-year-oldfemafe): m e n I was on treatment it w u kilIing all
the cancer cellsIntervfervfewer/Researcher:
Now are you going to be okay now, like when you are
not on treatments, are you going to be nervous at al1 or scared?
Child with cancer (11-year-oIdfema1e)r I think a linle bit I'll be nervous and then
in a way I'll be glad.
It was important for children and their parents to clarify that the territory they

were referrhg to was the direct result of the cancer treatment and not the cancer itself.

That is, treatment-related symptoms were expected, but cancer-related symptoms were
not expected especially once treatment had cornrnenced. Focusing on the treatment side
effects as opposed to the cancer symptoms was easier for the children and families
because treatment-related symptoms were seen to be necessary in order to nd the body of
cancer even though treatment-related symptoms caused changes in their lifestyles.
Parents the treatrnent-related symptoms as a sign that the children and their bodies were

still fighting as is evident by the following:
Mother: We were scared...People said he Iooked good because he no longer had
the rash. He was no longer itchy. But this was because he has more leukemia
cells. His leukemia was taking over...bis body was not fighting as much...the
leukemia was taking over.

Fighting the treatment-related symptoms as opposed to the cancer was more
tangible and less fkightening to the children:
Child with cancer(14-year-old male): 1had tofight how bad itfe lt, but I didn 't
have toJight the cancer. 1had tofight the pain. Mothec He was on&fighting the

It was important for the children to fight with help f?om the medicine that they
strategies:
received as well as ~el~initiated
ChiZd with cancer (4 %-year-old fernale): Yeah. but the bug (cancer) hated that
su it tried to get rid of the medicine.
Intewiauer/Researcher: So the bug wasjighting the medicine, but who won?
Child: The medicineJnd also my brain*It sen& it S own medicine down.
Yeah. it helped that other medicine.

Parents especially had to rationalize that the side effects and symptoms resulting
fiom treatment were to be expected and justified especially considering some o f the

potential side effects that could occur. This enabled them to deal with letting their
children go through treatment that could be more potentially damaging than the cancer

Mother: And that drug is another one that makes it really d z f l d tfor a mum
because it 's highly toxic. Ir is highly corrosive to your skïn. Drop it on thefloor. it
will burn a hole in it. l a m supposed tu inject this into my daughter. This makes
mefeel comfortabbl? You have a hard time with it, but zy1don 't she will die!
Father: Like one of the ductors said "You 're going t o m like we 're killing her.
And we basically are knocking her down to bring her back up. " That S a scary
timefor a parent. Are we doing the rïght thing? 1s this going to work? Yes its
tough to see your child get knocked down but you have to be there to pick her up
and help her through it.
Father: Nausea, oh now Ididn 't rationalize that as being sick with cancer. But
that it was the cancer dmgs that were kilZing the cancer. Like we were told that
she might get diarrhea but not to stop it becaure it was something it did to pass
the cancer out of her body and this kind of thing. Ifshe was nauseous with
chemotherapy 1didn 't have a problem with that.
in fact, experiencing increased symptom distress in some instances was a sign

that the cancer was being destroyed as was the case with children feeling more pressure
and pain on bone marrow aspirations. The increased pain signified that the children's own

blood cells were slowly replacing the cancer cells. Children were also aware of this,
although they were not as positive about feeling the pain as others may have been for
them:

Child with cancer (16-year-old fende): But supposedly they @one marrow
aspirations) hurt aJteryou get, like afier the cancer starts to go m a y they hurt
more?

Children and their families found it necessary to believe that one had "?O feel
worse in order to get better? The very notion that one could die fkom cancerjustified the

suffering that resulted fiom the treatment-related syrnptom experiences, as it was a way to
avoid the ultimate suffering experience: the death of a child. For this reason, children and
their families returned dutiMy to clinic to receive their treatments. There was an

acceptance of the treatment and its side effects by parents, but also by the children.
However, the children did have a harder tune accepting the symptoms in cornparison to
their parents. Their talk that centred around the syrnptom experiences was more
expressive in tone and they expressed more anger than their parents. Nonetheless, the
children accepted that they wouid have to experience pain in order to rid them of the

suffering resulting fiom the cancer. They viewed the treatment-related pain as necessary

and never resented those carrying out the treatments:
Intewiewer/Researcher: Did the nurses and doctors do anything to help you feel
better?
Child with cancer (5-year-oldfemale): Yes. î%ey gme me a needleInterviewer/Researcher: But ifa nurse or doctor gave me a needle that would
make mefeel worse cause it would hua me. Why did they make you feel better?
Child.: Because they are trying to take care of me.

Askuig children and their families questions such as "most medications are
supposed to malce you feel better, yet with chemotherapy it rnakes you feel worse...how

do you ded with that?" or to parents '8ow do you explain it to your children?", seemed

irrelevant and even irrational to them. Upon asking such questions, most including the
children would look at the researcher strangely and express that taking the medications
were necessary to survive. It was not uncornmon to hear the children, regardless of age,
"because yozi have no choicer' or "well ifyouke not going to take it then you won't get
better!" Contrast cancer to illnesses where the possïbility of death is much Iess, and
a
i
m to treatmentperhaps parents and children may have been less f

Acceptance of symptoms experiences, however, was dependent on the type of
experience. Children and families had less difficulty accepting symptoms viewed as
relatively short-term or those side effects that were temporary and did not cause
permanent damage. In contrat, symptoms or side effects viewed to be long-term and
causing permanent damage or disability were not as easily accepted as part of the cancer

symptom terrïtory. Parents were more iikely to question if suffiring was justified if it
meant that treatment would result in permanent or long-term disabling symptoms:
Mother: Idon 't know, 1worry about his organs and shrffbecause of all the chemo
and stufl You never know. SalZy 's (another chiZd with cancer) liver realZy kïnd
of...imean its hereditary but what went on with her but still . A s ...
Interviewer/Researcher: So itk not one particular symptorn, it'sjust the whole
thing?
Father: The whole thing,yeah, the whole thing and then we don 't h o w what she
is going to be like with the cancer. She is going to beat the cancerfor sure but
because of the chemotherapy, "what is going to happen to her. is she going to
recover good, her body. are things going to be okny?"...maybe she will have
some problems 1ater.We have to cure the cancer that's the biggest problem,
(pause) but we are going to hurt other things?
Especially hard to accept were any long-temi changes related to the children's
mental abilities or any changes that prevented the chiltiren eom functionhg as

"cornplete" human beings were difficult for parents:
Mother: He couldn't tulk. couldn 't move, couldn't do nothing and they couldn't
understand what had happened,.. It wasn't v q good. And then so he couldn 't
even squeeze our han& or nothingfor a whole week and thenfina& they kept
him an extra week in K U . Then they moved him up to the ward, and we were in
the hospitalI4 weeks straight. h c e couldn 't move his legs. couldn't move
nothing and couldn't eut...they thought there must have been something when
they removed the tumor because $"ou touch something or whatever...Su ut the
beginning he would squeeze my hand or something and then ajter awhile it was a
thumb, and after awhile that got better then it was nodding, and then afier awhile
hefinally could yes nod and thenfinal& every stage and like now he's talking a
linle bit. But he has lost. he couldn't eat. He was tubefed and didn 't know how to
eat. He couldn't open his mouth or nothingfor weeks, and weeks, and weeks. He
just laid therefor weeks doing nothingFather: Just when theyfound that spot on his brain. @ause) imean the seizures
were bad enough and then theyfound that spot and we thought that was the end.
Father: 1think the biggest thing I can Say is her motor skills. she was a very
active child and now she is oniy able tojust sit up. Quite ofien. her and her sister
were mistakenfor twins and you can V, rhere is no resemblance now-..So Iike
pictures on the piano. ifyou would look at them. you could see there is a
resemblance between the two and they are quite ofien mistakenfor îwins. ithink
the hardest part now is seeing the dzfference in the change with her motor skiIls-

Likewise, children also feared that the cancer treatment with respect to the affect
it had on their mental abilities. For example, one childhood cancer survivor ( 11-year-old)

talked with regret and sadness of the affect that extensive treatments uicluding cranial
radiation treatment had on her mental abilities. She blamed the treatment for her inability
to do math in school. It was hard for her to accept because it made her feel different fiom
her peers. Even though she talked about her many experiences with cancer including the

nausea and pain and all the losses, it was her conversations relating to her decreased
mental abilities that revealed the greatest pain. Problems that were not related to mental
hctioning but nonetheless caused permanent physical damage such a h b amputation

also were not welcomed.
However, even long-tenn problems were accepted ifit meant that children would
survive. Part of this had to do with the immediacy of the long-tenn problem. That is, if

the problem would not occur till years long after the cancer was over it, then the problem
was not feared as much or was not that great a concern:
Mother: 1do know one thing, ifhe makes. he will not be able to have kids, he is
for sure infertile!

The immediacy of death and preventing it, took precedence over everything else.
For example, one mother whose son was not responding to chemotherapy was willing to
rïsk the possibility of her son developing long term problems if this meant his survival:
Mother: Everything is happening so fast. It was last November where they were
not even going to do a bone marrow transplantation...now they are...l don 't know
what probiems he 'll have. $bis liver, spleen or whatever will be a problem..not
sure.

Understandably because the children and their f d l i e s had to do a lot of extra
work with the symptom experïences, their individual and family sense of self was
affected. More and more, the ill children became the main focus of every ones' attention

in the family. It was as if the il1 children's sense of self was ail that mattered. The desired
outcome of parents' and the siblings' use of the "keeping the spirit alive" strategies was

to help reduce the suffering of the ill children even if it meant that the parents or siblings
would experience more suffering. The siblings especially sacnficed a lot or gave up many
things in order to help make it better for their iîl siblings:
Sibling (8-year-old male): Tliings that you want to do. you j u t can %..lit is can 't $
you want to go somewhere, "can'î" do that many things-..

The "it is pretty good" period was a tirne when the symptom experiences were
minimal and considered "not too b u 8 by the children and their families. That is,

depending on their perceptions and experiences, some described themselves as feeling
good even in though instances when children may have experienced some type of
symptom on a daily b a i s such as a moming headache. Most, but not a l l children
expenenced the "it is pretty good" period during the treatment stage referred to as
maintenance. It was during this stage that children noted how the hardness of the cancer
experïence had lessened in relation to experiencing fewer syrnptoms:
Child with cancer (I5-year-oldfemale): Maintenance treatment is a lot easier!
Besides that l a m spending much less time at the clinic, 1feel A LOT better al[ the
time ..I don 't noticefeeling a little bit betrer each month, 1feel good each month.
But now that 1think back of how 1felt being on maintenance in August @ause)
Yeah, iguess 1dofeel a bit better each month!

This period also occurred in between treatment courses. However, the length of
time feeling "pretty good" varied and occmed at different time fiames for some of the
families. For instance, for some it occurred aeer the children completed their first
intensive treatment in which the symptom experiences were difficuit, but fortunately as
each subsequent treatment occurred, the symptom experiences became progressively less
severe. For some familes the "pretty good" periods occurred when they least expected it.
And for some families the "it is pretty good" periods were experienced more frequently in

cornparison to other families. However, there were some families who experienced
relatively few or no "preettygood" periods.
The "it is pretty good" period was different fkom those periods where the children

would perk up for an hour here or there during days which were for the most spent
dealing with symptoms. Although children and their families could experience brief
reprieves fiom the symptoms during periods where symptoms were more predomïnant
like during the "it hits home," the overall quality of their iives were more symptom-

bound as compareci to being symptom-fke or reduced. The "it is pretty good" period
involved those times where the children were experiencing overall fewer and less severe

symptoms as opposed to those times when symptoms were more severe. It was during
this period that some children refmed to their symptoms as "everyday experiences." As
well, although children did experience periods of feeling sick during the "it is pretty
good" period, they were short in duration. The "it is pretty good" period was longer with

the chikiren feeling good for the most part:
Mother: Yeah, the summer was great. She was strong, she was running again, she
was, Oh yeah!
Interviewer.esearchec Ifyou had to sum up the Iast couple of months what it's
been Me. what would you say?
Child wirh cancer (I 7-year-oldfemak): U m @ause) it's been pretty good but
sometimes I haven 't beenfeeling v e v good, but overall it is pretty good.
It was during the "pretty good" periods that the children realized what it felt iike
to feel relatively well, having lost that feeling because of the cancer-symptom trajectory.

The children really appreciated feeling well again even if it was not permanent In fact

some of the children pointed out that having been sick made them recognize or
acknowledge what 'yeeling good" really felt like:

Child with cancer (14-year-oldfemaie): LiRe you get so used tofeeling si& that
when you &al& feel better (pause)you know it is like wow "1feel so much better
and dzrerent, Ididn 't even know how crappy 1felt before because 1go? so used to
it! ...it is iike everyday, like zf'you wake up andfeel tired and icky single
"

everyday, then every morning you don 'texpect to wake up and feel enmgried. you
just you know wake up and feel like the day before, so that is what becomes
normal. That is for you because that is how you feel everyduy, that's how you are
going tofeel the next dày, that is what is normalfor you.

When children developed symptoms during this period, o h it was in relation to
the chemotherapy. However, the symptoms usually only lasted at the most, two to three

days following the chemotherapy. Symptoms and feeling sick would also result fiom the

children experiencing normal childhood illnesses which points to a return to a "normal"
childhood ilhess course:
Child with cancer (14-year-oldfemale) :Sometimes Iget col& and smffreally
easily.

However, even experiencing the common childhood illnesses was still tied to the
cancer:

Yeah Iget more col& than before because Istill have, maintenance still keep my
bhod counts at a certain level, like still kind of a Iow b e l ...
To some extent the good periods helped the children believe more in themselves

and that they had the strength to get through the cancer-symptom trajectory. It was during
these times that they did not define theu worlds solely in the terms of being sick. In fact,
the children saw themselves as healthy to varying degrees even though they stdl were

being treated for their cancer. They were just feeling "a little si&' or while not feeling

100 percent better expressed feeling at perhaps "80 to 85percent" better.
Another positive aspect of this period was that the children thought Iess about
being diagnosed with cancer. This was in contrast to the transition periods where they
experienced more symptoms:

Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemale): You are always reminded of it because
you are always sick you are always goingfor an uppoinîrnent oryou are always

you h o w , people looking atyou strangely because you don? have any hair.
Having good perhds helped the children go back to the c h i c for treatments
because they knew that feeling sick was not permanent However, at the same time, it
made it harder to go back knowing that the treatment would make them feel bad again.
Having a taste of the "good life" helped them but also had a downside.
Because symptom experiences in the "it is pretty good" period were experienced
or perceived not to be not as severe, families could h c t i o n more like they did before the
cancer diagnosis. Families took advantage of these times to take time to do "family

Father: We actuaib @ause) managed to go on a family vacation last winter in
March and suddenly we go? tofeel normal again or as close as wer if was. She
was still having herproblemr @ause) but you know ifwas pretty dam good
(laughs). relativeiy speaking.
Sibling (7-year-oidfernule): I think she 's pretty good..l can go swimming with
her andplay games with her.
Sibling (8-year-oldfemale): 1'm lookingforward to hming a good year and
havingfin.
Intewiaoer/Researcher: And what do you mean by a good year?
Sibling (8-year-oldfemaie): Like my sister not being really sick and getting better
and so we can do more things together and having fin al1year.
During these periods, children often were able to resume a lot of their daily
activities. in tum, it allowed a time for the parents to breath a sigh of relief and in fact
provided a period where they could feel good:

Mothec Oh it is such a relief when you feel that she can go to school, yoü know
that she feels better and so on.
Father: Mary wasjust mnning to me "daddy,dadddy. d a d e...".you know and she
was mnning. You know that means she's okay, she con n«l and l w a s happy- We
went bike riding and she was tired but she did okay. She didn't cornplain that she

was in pain. It was a linle bit uphill. she started pushing her bike so that's Zike it
wasn 't nothing likefast but so 1slowed down andjust kind of sut down...We had a
good time so that's important you know.

Relief from symptom experïences meant for the parents that their children could
do "kid things" again. This helped parents to maintain theV sense of hope and beiief that
everything would work out:

Father: Youjust have to believe it, you know it's going to be okay, IfIsee her
swimming in a pool, it's easier to believe than when your chiId is in a wheelchair.

fiowing that their child could once again "be a kz-d " was very important to
parents and sibhgs. In addition to their brother or sister surviving cancer, the only other
thing that sibiings wished for or wanted was that their ill sibling be happy:
Sibling (72-yeur-oZd male): Seeing her happy! That is what makes me
happy...m e n she is running andplaying.

Ahhough parents still found it important to continue applying the strategies that

helped to maintain their children's spirits, the parents also directed a bit more attention
toward themselves and their spirits. This included participating in activïties that dowed
them to take time to do things they liked to do as well as being with or spending more
tirne with their spouses and healthy children:

Father: Get awayfrom everybody, ifyou can andjust tuke limefor yourself
@ause) because you andyour wzye need it.

Families took advantage of this period to live iife iike it was prior to the cancer
diagnosis. However, they could never quite capture their old way of family life as most
parents noted: "Zife is newr the same." Regardless of how well the children felt, parents

in the back of their minds appreciated and feared that things could always change for the
worse, that is, children could once again enter any of the 0 t h more difficult paiods such
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as "it hits home." There was always the fear of the symptoms retuming or worse, relapse:
Mother: Well he looh. acts, andfeels better, BUT.-.
Father: m e n she Sfeeling stronger. when she looks heufthy that helps a fittle bit.
But then you know that what is coming up is a very tough n'de with the
chemotherapy* You know, you 're almost guaranteed she 's gonna be in the
hospital again.
Father: 1thinkshe is okay h t y o u know it's going to change in a couple of days.
You know, you don 'r want to think about it. it 's a possibiIity you know. anything
c m happen-..Yeu know, like she probably can get the relapse too. that's kind of
what I'm wom-ed about you know.

For the sibiings, the "it is pretty good" transition period meant that they could
also interact with their brother or sister in a normal way which o

h meant they could

play together. For the siblings7feelings of sadness were not as predominant as they had

been during the rougher periods. The siblings also t w k of advantage of this period to try
to spend more time with theïr good fiends and parents For example, in one family where

the adolescent child with cancer had just entered the maintenance stage of cancer and was

now experiencing fewer and less intense symptoms, both the child and her family were

able to resume more activities in the non-cancer world because the child did not have to
be watched as much as before. The mother recalled one weekend in which she spent more
tirne with one of her other adolescent daughters and how this same daughter revealed

that she was glad that she "had her mother to herse&" Moreover, her daughter wanted to

take advantage of this time and expressed wanting do t b g s like that involved: wst the
two of us." Time spent with their parents during the cancer-symptom trajectory was

valued by siblings. Although siblings never resented the extra care that their il1 sibliags
received, on hindsight they nonetheless wished that parents could have spent more tirne

with them:

Sibling (14-year-oldfemale): U m ..ldon 'tknow. Ifthey (jwents) could maybe
try and take them (siblings) out likejust evety once in a whik.just so they
@arentsand siblings) can uctually see what S going on cause when you 5.e at
home and they @arents) cal1 and you heur everything that S going on and you
still don 'tb o w , like know, cause you 5.e not there...But it is kind of hard to really
pay a whole bunch of attention to the other kids when one of the fi& is going in
for treatments.
Sibling (IO-year-old male): Tt (cancer taperience) made mefeel le# out und
lonely...They should get involved with the siblings a lot more. Ifthey usk you to
play n garne Ithink that one ofyou should take time out andjustplay with the
child and even though you are worried about your child that is having canceryou
should also spend more time with the other children to. Because Igot Iefi out
quite a bitSibling (8-year-old female): I would Say that they shouldpay a linle more
attention thnn what they wouId usuallypay. Like how they are right now cause
then maybe their other child who isn 't sick would notfeel lefi out.

Considering the effect symptom experiences had on the family unit and how it
functioned, experiencing the "it is pretty good" periods were vital to families' spirit and
sense of self Such times helped to give the f d e s a break in the rouîine of cancer.
Children and their families often expressed that they needed such breaks. Even younger
children expressed the need:
Child with cancer (5-year-oldfernale).. I wish 1could have two weeks ofl
(Refemkg to two weeh offfiorn the treatmeno

The children's and families' perceptions of the symptom experiences helped to
determine whether or not they would experience many or few "it is pretty good" periods.
Even if the children had relatively few symptom experiences, this did not necessarily
guarantee that children and their families would fiel good and was detennined by the
children's prognosis. For children who had a poor prognosis, it was much harder for

families to feel good, even when the children were experiencing few symptoms.
Moreover, in such cases, the children's temporary lack of symptom distress only
reinforceci that things were not quite right, that something bad was about to occur. It was

like experiencing the c a h before the storm,
(5) It is Nastv

This transition period best desmies a time when the children's whole world is
defined solely by their symptoms because the symptom experiences predominated their
worlds. The children and families descn'bed thek lives as "being on hold*" The children
were feeling so rotten that nothuig else mattered in the children's or their f d i e s ' lives
except for how the children felt. Symptom experiences associated with "1 feel crappy" or
"1 feel wiped out" especially dominated this phase and usually the children experienced

multiple symptoms resulting in them feeling horriile al1 over:
Child wilh cancer (14-year-oldfernale): Iwas just feeling so sore all over, Imeun
Ijust felt like a BIG BRUISE.Jike ifnnybody could wouldjust poke you
anywhere you felt like a big bnrise,just feeling so YUCKY! if wasjust a
combination of rhings.

This stage was perceived as nasty by the ï l l children and their families because in
fact, the symptoms were being "nasty'' to the children. For the children the nastiness was
expenenced in relation to all the pain and sufferuig they encountered directly fiom the
symptoms. For the famiy it was perceived to be nasty because they had to watch the
children go through such rough times. It was so painfiil for parents and the siblings to be
on the outside watching the children suffer-

Children who had more experiences with increased symptom distress tended to be
viewed to be sicker by other families attendhg the cancer clinic. The pale, tired looking
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child lying on the couch in the cancer clinic receiving treatment was perceived to be
sicker in cornparison to the child up walking around the clinic even though the latter child
may have had a harder time going ïnto remission. Children and their families who had to

deal with more symptoms generdy were viewed as having a rougher time with the
cancer-symptom trajectory. Such families were seen to be "hit harder." For instance one
adolescent male child experienced so many complications during his k t year of
treatment that he and his f d y besides dealing with the complications, were coastantly

dealing with symptoms resulting fiom the complications. The f d y basicaily spent most
of their time in the hospital and was judged by other familes to be going through a
rougher time than most other fimilies. In fact, because of the child's rocky symptom
course, this family was given or assigneci special statw by 0 t h families attendhg the

clinic. The families and the children especidy watched out for this child and family and
tried to ensure that they were cornfortable while in clinic.
It was during the 'hasty" period that children and families would sometimes feel
like quitting:

Child with cancer (15-year-oldfemaZe): Yucky... m e n 1really reallyfelt tem-bZe
and 1felt like you know 1can 't take anymore, there can 't be anything more
hommbIethan this. Ifthere is something more horrible than this, I don? want to
experience this. Like 1would rather die than experience anything more hem-ble
thon this. I would rather stop now and take my chances with it coming back and
me dying or take a small chance that it might not...
When the symptoms became overwhelming especiaily during the perïod of "it is
nasty," some cMdren questioned whether getting through the cancer treatments was

worth it. The symptoms were not as easily recognized as part of the territory of getting
better. This would at times result in children of al1 ages questioning the possibiiity of
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switching to a different type chemotherapy regimen or way to receive therapy:
Mother: The doctor said what they would nonnally do isjust use whatever
treatment tliey have used in thepust that s e e m to work. but zj-you ore part of this
researchproject then you are either A.B.C. or D of the clinical triaZs- So Celine 's
question is. you know, 'if1wasjust going on the previous best or whatever. how
would ir be d~rerent.and would it be this long. this that and so on. " She knows
that A m - D seems to be the toughest one-..
Parents also had a hard t h e accepting the children's increased SUff&ng,
howeverythey still were more hesitant in switching to another chemotherapy regimen. In

the end although parents wanted to see less suffiring in their child, and wanted them to be
psychologically and physically cornfortable, seeing their child survive cancer still
dominated:

Mother: But then you know we (chiid andparent) have talked, we talked about
what may be the toughest îreatment is the one rhar will do the most good..WeII,
you know. you need to think whether she is going through more torture thon
necessary, but on the other han4 f i t is going to be the one that worh berr in the
end.. .
Father: The thing is she needed a blood transficsion. Fshe didn 'î get it. she was
going to die so regardZess of where she got the bfood, that bfood is swing herfor
now. regardless of what happens now or infifieen or îwentyyears (refem-ngto
her getting sick because of the trans$Ùsion). Heh, she hadmeen, twenty years or
five years. whatever the case may be and that's @ause)Idon't know, that'k the
way rny attitude h m been wery since I've grown up you know. when there is
something ro do. do if...Peah and the same thing with the meutment, okay you girys
know itk cancer,just get on it and norfool around..-

The symptoms were seen to be attacking the children, and parents feared that the
children's will to continue would be squashed. Accordingly, families had to fight back in
order to maintain their children's sense of spirit to go on. Understandably the parents
directed the keeping the spirit dive strategies at trying to boost the ill children's spirit

Taking care was an especiaily important strategy used by families during this period.

Both the parents and siblings tried whatever they could to help the children feel a Little

Being present was aiso another important strategy. However, although the
children wanted to be there with their families as well wanting their families to be with
hem, "being there" only in mind and not body was what the chiIdren desired. That is,

physical contact was to be avoided and was completely not wanted as even the slightest
touch would cause the children fiirther suffiring- It was like "look but don't touch" type
of phenornenon.

It was also very important for parents and siblings not to get discouraged even
with all the uncertainties experienced in this period. They needed to believe that things
would work out well and the children's suffering would be over soon; it was important

for them to hold on to their beliefthat they would get through it:
Sibling (8-year-old): Wellyou have to have confidence that like your brother or
sister's going to be alright. And that..something might happen to them but they 're
sooner or latergonna get better.,. Well, how 1found my confidence was that I
asked my parents what wus gonna happen and then I believed in my parents and
so then Ijust got confident...confidence it means tu believe that somefhingS
gonna be all rïghr men iflike something was really bad nght.
The il1 children needed to know that their families believed that their suffering

would not last forever. Believing that experiencing the nastiness would not be in vain or
fùtile, was necessary in order to justiq the suffeRng resuiting fkom the nastiness of this
transition period,

It was especially necessary for f d e s to be patient during the ''nastf' times as
often they were not living one day at a time, but as most parents noted, "it was more Iike
living moment-to-moment." The extra work needed for this period was intense. There

was so much to do that children and their parents often went through the motions of
getting through it, They would use the strategies without really thinking about them. In

fact some of the cbildren descriid it as a time when their bodies were stiU fighting, but
their minds were too tired at that point to fight.

W l e rallying against the symptoms brought the children and families closer
together just by the very fact that they had a common goal of getting the children to feel
better, f d y members at the same t h e felt discomected 6rom each other as no longer
were they spending any tïme do things that families normally do. Their world evolved

around the symptoms, and not much more. Families, while sharing a common goal, were
also not existing as a family unit. They were rarely together as a whole, between parents
taking tums staying at the hospital and sibbgs have to spend their thne with relatives or
a good family &end. This caused a lot of upset, anxiety, and distress for familia.
Accordingly, it was important for parents and siblings to try to take some time for
themselves, even if it was for a relatively short time. For some parents it involved taking
cigarette breaks while staying at the hospital or just gemiig a chance to get a shower at

home in between spending time at the hospital. For the siblings, taking tirne involved
such things as having to play a quick video game or having a friend or relative take them
out for a brief lunch date. HaWig a good laugh, as morbid as it may have seemed, was
also another way to take time for oneself

Taking time for oneself was also very important to the il1 children and involved
the ill children focusing solely on themselves and giving attention to their body and

getting it better. Al1 their energy was directed at getting over the nasty transition pexiod.

For some children, it involved both th& minds and bodies fighting, whereas for some it
involved theK bodies being responsïble for the fight,
Experiencing periods of nastiuess in relation to the symptom experiences became
even more difficult to bear especially when other stresshl events became overwhelming.
For some, the nastiness was not always only related to the symptom experiences, but to
stressful events 0 t h than the cancer-symptom trajectory. For example, one mother
experienced the "it is nasty period" in relation to financial, marital, and child discipline
problems that all occmed at the same tirne. This mother d e h e d her life at this period as
extremely ugly tirne. She perceived her son to be going through a rather "nasty" or "ugly"

time in relation to his cancer-syrnptom trajectory even though he did not feel his
symptoms were as "nasty" as his mother thought. in effect the nastiness resulting fiom
other stressful life events had an effect on her perceptions of her child's cancer-symptom
experiences and fiirtber demonstrates how individual members of family units can be in

different transition periods during the cancer-symptom trajectory.
(6) It is Draesville

This period was a time when children and their families were becoming both
physically and mentally tired. Their physical and mental fatigue was related to having to

deal with the cancer- and treatment-related symptorns and al1 the rough times associated
with the cancer-symptom trajectory. The children and their familes were getting tired of

many things including having to go to clinic fiequently, the constant treatment regimen
and adjusting their plans around the treatment, preparing and taking the many
medications, not being able to go out with niends, seeing other children suffer through

the cancer-symptom experiences only to finally have succumb to the cancer, and so on.
The hardness in relation to the constant restrictions and extra work was e s p e d l y

contributing to how children and their families responded. Children and families simply
got tired of dealing with the cancer and a i i its symptoms day in and day out:
Mother: I can tell she (adolescent daughter with cancer) is tired of it.
Mother: ButjFom time to tirne he '1I get angry andjust kind of like, kind of sucks
because e v q b o d y else is and 1have to be at home blah. blah, blah...''Man, their
Iife sucks" sort of thing, you know?
Father: It is gem0ngto the point where it is time to get along and it is no?m e r yet.
1mean it is starting to get to the point where it is starting to be long you know.
@ause)But with the support of my w f e and my kids and ourfamily, we'il get
through it.

The children basically became tùed of feeling sick all the time. The tiredness was
only cornpounded by symptom experiences that remaineci constant. Even just feeling a
little sick became a drag for them because even a "little sickness" still caused changes in
their lives and involved extra work and effort for them in maintaining a sense of spirit.
Likewise, the children's parents and sïblings became tired ofthe extra work, and this
included al1 types of work from the physical to the emotional to the social to the mental.
They too would refer to certain periods as "shitty!" Children, parents, and siblings more

often felt c r w during this period. Once again, it was harder to cary out daily fiuictions.
Symptoms that lingered d e r treatment was completed were especially difficult to
tolerate. This was because families had anticipated that once treatment was completed
ev-g

would r e m to "normai" and the hardness related to the cancer-symptom

experience would resolve. However, when the hardness remained especially in relation
especially to the extra work and restrictions, families became tired and discourageci. For

one family in which the child's headaches remained for some t h e after completion of his
treatment, the tiredness of the whole cancer-symptom experience was evident in this
mother and son when they would come to c h i c for follow-up appointrnents. The mother
would fkeely and fiequeny express that she was tireci. Both mother and son at times
looked tired. Moreover, a sense of discouragement in both mother and son at times
prevailed. The statement "things are the same!" as expressed often by mother and son

succinctly summed up their feelings that the cancer symptom experience was dragging on
way too long for them.
The feeling of "dragsville" was some times experienced even if the children

were progressing well with respect to their cancer remaining in remission. While news of
a good prognosis helped the children and their families to maintain a sense of spirit and

belief that there was a light at the end of the tunnel and that in the end tbings would work
out, the cancer-symptom trajectory did drag on at times- There was always a fear that the
'hasty" period could return with all its 'kgly" symptoms. To some extent this period was

one of the most difficult to deal with because the tiredness only made it harder to
continue on. That is, the cancer-symptom trajectory was slowly wearing down the
children's and their familes' spirits which in turn made it harder for them to implement
the keeping alive strategies.
Understandably, holding on to the belief that one could get through was a
significant strategy used duruig this perïod. While the other strategies were used, this
strategy was what really made the difference. It was important to believe that al1 the
suffering resulting fiom the cancer-symptom experience would lead to a positive

outcome. Understandably Tt was during this period where support fiom significant others
was especially needed- The extra support helped children and families to continue to

focus on maintaining a sense of spirit by reinforcing their belief that they would get
through it.
(7) It is Comeback Time

Three types of "comeback" could be experienced in this period as determinecl by
the type of symptom experienced by the children in relation to the presence or absence of
cancer. The three types experienced were Iabeled as: (i) Cancer-fiee and f d y symptotnfiee; (ii) Cancer- and symptom-rem; and (iii) Cancer-fi-ee but not symptom-fi-ee.

(i) Cancer-free and fairly symptom-free
This first type of wmeback referred to children who not only remained in
remission after completing the cancer treatment course, but also remainecl relatively
symptom-ikee. The only remaining symptom usually was related to the children never
totaily gaining back all their strength or physical energy. Some of the children also

experienced symptoms such as the occasional headache or upset stomach. Some
experienced minor symptom distress on an "everyday" basis. However, most felt the
symptorns did not pose too much trouble for them. Knowing and believing that thuigs

would work out for them, in fact became a reality for them. Children and their parents
and siblings experiencing this type of comeback, were now able to take more time for

themselves and their family unit. The children and their families, although having
changed in many ways, were able to r e m to reclaim most of their old sense of self and
continue living a lifestyle similar to the one that existed before embarking on the cancer-

symptom trajectory. Children once again could feel well on a daily basis.
Undergoing the treatment, symptom experiences, and all the tough times in
relation to the symptoms was afler all worthwhile. In fact, having to suffer because of the
symptoms and subsequently succeeding in gettïng through the cancer-symptom trajectory
made them feel mentally stronger. They became more spinted with feelings that they

could accomplish or do almost anyihing because after they put up with a lot of symptom
distress. However, even though children and their families felt stronger,it was stiii
important to work at maintainhg a sense of spirit as the cancer and its mermies were
still with them. While they experienced more stability and less distress during this period,
they also feared the cancer coming back:

ChiZd in remission (18-year-old male)=It is not death that I fear anymore, but it is
the cancer coming back that 1fear.
Sibling (I9-year-old male): I guess in a way I'm always wom-ed about you know
ifthe cancer cornes back or zyit does and I'm not here or ifI've been away to Say
Calgary, Vancouveryou know I will alwaysfeel "eerie about hearing that call.
"

S i b h g (16-year-oldfemale): The most diffcult thing to deal with now is the
checkups because there's always thefear that this thing could come back, but 1by
not to think about that now because things are going so welL
As well, all children and their families experienced some degree of stress just

because they had to r e m or comeback to the "real" world. It was no longer necessary to
concentrate solely on the cancer-symptom experiences:
Father: In a wuy you arefiee during the tirne that your child is sick because
there S no, you are so, nothing else matters, phone calls and so on. You owe
people nothing, how many sick days you have taken offof work. none of that
rnatters...Yeah it @es you permission, v e v much so in a way but you have to puy
for it later,
Mother: But that is what happens to us now, everything has acczrmulated and now
we have to back pack and clean up what we Zeftfor a year. And that is what

really happens, you leave everything,you can 't deal with anyrhing any
more...... that's all, you Ieave your bills andyou don 't cure.
(u) Cancer- and symptom-rem
n i e second type of comeback involved the children's cancer relapsing. The
return of the cancer could occur anytime during their first bout with cancer or afier the
children had successfülly completed treatment. Ofien parents and the children knew the
cancer had corne back even before their physician made the diagnosis. Their knowledge
was based on the return or the cccomebacK'of the symptoms that fkst led families to seek

out help in the first place:
Father: No. No, it was one of the worst tintes because of thefact that we were
seeing the symptoms coming back that actually got üs to the doctors in thefirst
place.
A relapse of the cancer was especially bard on the children and their families.

The hardness was of course related to the children and families feeling that death was

once again close by. As weil, the hardness was related to having been betrayed by the
symptom trajectory- As part of the unspoken and assumed agreement that children and
families had made with themselves or their spirits was agreeing to endure the cancer
treatment and the resulting symptoms with the provision that there would be ''short-term
pain for long-tem gain."

However, this agreement was not honored in families where

the children had relapsed. It was like their symptoms had betrayed them. This resulted in

children and their familes becorning even more discouraged or dejected. Maintainhg a
sense of spirit became even more difficult. It was especidy difficult if the children had
gone through most or al1 of the prescribed treatment regimen before relapsing:
Father: It's you know, it's reafly discoumging @nuse) because she was almost
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two years into treatment when she relapsed and $there is a relapse it usually
happens is in thefirst six rnonths o r so @est bone mawow transplant).

For the children it meant enduring more symptoms which already having gone
tbrough the cancer and its treatment once before, made it more difficult for them to accept
as this time they knew what they were in for, as well as knowing how physically and

mentally bad they could possibly feel. It was not so much death that they feared, but all
the symptoms that they would have to endure. Their parents and sibhgs also found it
harder because once again they put their life on hold in order to help the ili children get
through the symptom experiences, but this time the outcome was even more uncertain.

Although the children who relapsed in this study and their fimiLies al1 agreed to once

again undergo treatment, they nonetheless wondered at times if treatment a second tirne
around would be worth it. Their questionhg stemmed from the fact that the children

would have to suffer once again as a result of the symptom experiences.

(fi) Cancer-free but not symptom-fiee
The third type of comeback time was related to those children who although cured
of cancer, still experienced a great deal of symptom distress. There was a "comeback? of
a cancer-îree body, but the children's symptoms did not subside and in fact for some,

oniy got worse. These were children who continued to experience symptoms such as
extreme fatigue or ongoing nausea and vomiting. Children and families described life as
"no?good!" or "things are the same!" Children would describes themselves as feeling
"really si&'

or "wipedouf' or "not good." They were living the same life as they did

when the children were receiving the cancer treatment. They were in fact still prisoners of
the cancer-symptom trajectory, however, but now the symptoms now became the illness.
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This type of comeback also resuited in the children and familes once again expenencing
other transition periods such as "it is nasty!"
Children experiencing this last type of comeback could not resume a lifestyle that
had less cancer-related uncertainty, work, restrictions, emotions, and loss. As well, the

children's parents and siblings couid not resume a iife that allowed them to take more
time for themselves. Life was still on hold, Just Like it was for the children whose cancer
relapsed, the symptoms had once again betrayed them. The children understandably
became even more discouraged or dejected. Some families felt that rnost health
professionals, Eends, and families were giving up on them and no longer wanted to be
part of their cancer-symptomjoumey. In fact some of families experiencing this last type

of comeback noted that some fkiends and family could not understand why their children

still presented with symptoms because "nfier all the cancer was cured-" The families
got the impression from others that their children's symptoms were no longer justified.

Basically it was like being told that the children's symptoms were no longer reai, and that
it was t h e to move on.

Although families experiencing this last type of comeback were told that the
symptoms were definitely not a repeat of the cancer experience they, nonetheless, could
not help but wonder othenvise. They had already once before been through that scenario
where they were told that their children's symptoms were not too serious when in fact
they were serious. This time around families were even more cautious in approaching

symptoms; families no longer treated any symptom experience with passiveness,
disregard, or indifference.

Children and families who experïenced ongoïng symptorns had to maintain a
sense of spirit by believing that things would get better- They also made sense of it by
rationalizing that things could always be worse; that is, at least the cancer was under
control. Knowing and believing that the cancer was under control in spite of not being
symptom-fkee was what helped them to maintain îhek hope and faith:

Mother: Nothing hm changed and we don 't know t$it wiZZ, but at least his cancer
is under contml-..l;hingswill get back on track once ?hi$ fhing (thesymptom
distress) is under control-

(iv) Summary of 'Tt is comeback timen
Although a sense of uncertainty was experienced throughout al1 the transition
periods that children and their families passed in and out of, it was perhaps during the
penod of "it is comeback tirne" that familes experiencedthe most uncertainty-This
included the uncertainty of whether or not the cancer and symptoms would remain

suppressed or contained, or whether or not the symptoms and cancer would progress.
When symptorns occurred in this period, most found them harder to deal. Families now

knew the symptoms could be an indication of more than just the flu. The cccomeback"
period as one mother noted was "a very unsettled time." Regardless if the children were
syrnptom-fiee or symptom-bound the children's cancer-syrnptom trajectory could go
either way and knowing what period the chîld and family wodd end up in again was so
uncertain, so unknown. Any type of comeback was always possible.

Conclusion
This chapter demonstrated the significance that children's and families' persona1
meanings of the cancer-symptom experiences had in shaping how they responded to

keeping the spint alive. Personal rneanings affected the degree ofroughness experienced
by them and how they used the "keeping it alive" strategies which in turn, affécted their

way of being in the world. Theu way of being in the world was dynamic as evidenced by

their passage through the transition periods. The transition periods were a reflection of
how children and families experienced the overall cancer-symptom trajectory as greatly
uifluenced by the children's and families' assigned personal meanings of the cancersymptoms. This chapter afTiorded the reader a greater understanding and appreciation of

the lived experîence of the cancer-symptom trajectory as experienced by children and
their families.* The next chapter examines and discusses the findings in relation to
existing research that is concemed with the experience of childhood cancer.

Recornmendations for research, education, and practice are also discussed.
*Note: The reader is also referred to Appendix R for examples of two families' îllness
narratives: one of a family with a preschooler experiencing cancer and the other of a
family with an adolescent experïencing cancer. These narratives demonstrate how
families experienced keeping the spirit alive while getting through aLl the rough spots
related to the cancer-syrnptom experiences. As well, both narratives illustrate the
differences and sirnilarïties experienced by the preschooler and adolescent child. It is
hoped that through these narratives, the reader will gain a greater understanding and
appreciation of the lived experience of the childhood cancer-symptom trajectory-

TABLE 6:

CHILDREN'S AND FAMILIES' LIVED EXPERIENCE OF' CHILDHOOD CANCER-SYMPTOMS:
PASSAGE THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIODS

TRANSITION PERIOD

CHARACTERISTICS

RELATIONSHIP TO
CETTINC THROUCH THE
ROUCH TIMES
-

WIT1s JUST THE FLU...
ANYTHINC BUT CANCERn

lbeginning of the cancersymptom trajectory
mtriggered by symptoms in the
child that point to something
that is not quite right
wsually lasted a couple of
months

-

RELATIONSHIP TO
KEEPINC THE SPIRIT
ALIVE STRATECIES

RELATIONSHIP TO A WAY
OF BEINC IN THE W O W D

mat firsl use of strategies was not
changed or focused on
*as symptoms progressed and
families begin to take them
more seriously, use of strategies
bccome more necessary
especially coniing to know ,
iaking care, holding on to the
belief

*at first sense of self not affected
much and can carry out most of
their life activities
.as symptoms progress children
begin to change and families can
no longer carry out their daily
routines; more discornfort
echildren were becoming more
aware of their bodies

-

mat first symptoms are viewed to
be minor and children describe
themselves as "feeling sick"
@latersymptoms are viewed to
be more serious in nature and
children begin to feel "really
sick" or "really nasty" or "really
scared"
~initiallychildren and families
cauld continue on in their daily
lives; life was not too hard
.as symptoms progress, life gets
harder with more rough spots to
get thiûugh
mas symptoms progress there is
more work in managing the
symptoms; restrictions begin to
affect life; and there is
unceriainty to what the
symptoms really mean
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TABLE 6:

CHILDREN'S AND FAMILIES' LIVED EXPERIENCE OF CHILDHOOD CANCER-SYMPTOMS:
PASSAGE THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIODS
--

TRANSITION PERIOD

1T HlTS HOME

CHARACTERISTICS

RELATIONSHIP TO
GETTlNC THROUGH THE
ROUCH TIMES

RELATIONSHlP TO
KEEPING THE SPIRIT
ALlVE STRATECIES

RELATIONSHIP TO A WAY
OP BEING IN THE WORLD

bbegins abmptly and in a rough
manner
bkicked in the face feeling
)feeling that symptoms betrayed
t hem

ymptoms now defined as nasty
and are to be feared - no longer
considered minor or nonnal
@therough spots become harder
wncertainty in relation to the
outcome of cancer

ncoming to know, taking care,
being there, and taking one day
at a time strategies were
especially important

,the family's sense of self was
now merging with the child's
mchanges in lifestyle were now
apparent - at this point fiunilies
realized that life would change
forever

bfamily now reaHy begins to
understand what "getting
lhrough" meant - no way to
avoid the suffering
*wardeclared on cancer
symptoms
areal learning period
*occurredeach time children
received a new course of
treatment or when they showed
new symptoms

~symptomscontinued to be seen
as "hard," "yucky," "exhausting
and so on - al) serious
asymptoms "bit home"
asymptoms were considered
boih enemy and friend in getting
through al1 ihe rough times
fam mi lies based the severity of
child's cancer in relation to the
"hardness" of the symptom
experiences

DaH the strategies were relied on
but "coming to know," k i n g
present and spending time with
the children, and "putting cancer
in its place" were especially
important
acoming to know about the
symptoms; and how to best care
for the child
atrying to put cancer in its place
but was harder to do so with
increased symptom distress

*moreand more the il1 child
became the focus
*parentsand especially aiblings
made more sacrifices
echildren becoming more aware
of their bodies; body becomes
sensitive
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TABLE 6:

CHILDREN'S AND FAMILIES' LIVED EXPERIENCE OF CHILDHOOD CANCER-SYMPTOMS:
PASSAGE THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIODS
RELATIONSHlP TO
CETTINC THROUCH THE
ROUCH TIMES

TRANSITION PERlOD

RELATIONSHIP TO
KEEPING THE SPIRIT
ALIVE STRATECIES

RELATIONSHIP TO A WAY
OF BElNC IN THE WORLD

IT IS NOT SO BAD, IT IS
PRETTY COOD

oreduced syrnptom experiences
aoccurred during maintenance
stage of treatment course or
in-between treatments

msymptoms defined as "not too
bad" or as "everyday "
.parents and children still
worried about retuming
symptoms which made this
p d o d still hard to deal with
orough spots were not as rough

mstill important to apply the
strategies
ataking time for oneself and
cherishing the good moments
were predominant

atime to resume some old
activities
osiblings could spend more time
with their parents
afamily mçmbers felt more like
their old selves
.a time to feel good again; more
awareness of what a "healthy
body" fcels like

1T 1s NASTY

*could occur anytime when the
symptoms were the dominant
force in the children's lives

arough spots predominated symptoms especially "hard"
Oeven rougher than "it hits
home" period
*"yucky," "sore", "wiped out"
feelings

*hadto really struggle to
maintain a sense of spirit
obeing present, taking care,
holding on to the belief, living
moment by moment, and taking
a little time for oneself, were al1
important

4 f e tmly on hold
anothing else matters except
how the child was feeling
.parents' and children's sensc of
self merged
osiblings on the outside
.body sore al1 over; very
sensitive
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CHILDREN'S AND PAMILIES' LIVED EXPERIENCE OF CHILDHOOD CANCER-SYMPTOMS:
PASSAGE THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIODS

-

TRANSITION PERIOD

IT IS DRAGSVILLE

.period when children and
families were becoming both
physically and mentally tired of
the cancer-symptom irajectory
atime and reason varied between
families

IT IS COMEBACK TIME

.unset tling period
othree types of "comebacks"
determined by the cancersymptom experience:
.Cancer and symptoin-free
or fairly symptom-free
.Cancer and old symptoms
return
.Cancer-free but not
symptom-free

RELATIONSHIP TO A WAY
OF BEINC IN THE WORIJD

RELATIONSHlP TO
GETTING THROUCH TIIE
ROUCH TIMES

RELATIONSHIP TO
KEEPINC THE SPIRIT
ALIVE STRATECIES

orough spots were constant and
compounded by the symptom
, experiences
1 whildren and families more
often felt "cranky" during this
period

.holding on to the belief of
getting through was especially
imporlant
.More diMiculty in
implementing strategies

.way of life dragging on
."crankiness" among family
members
whildren become tired of their
regulated and engineered bodies

ause of strategies depended on
the type of comeback - however,
regardless of type of comeback,
strategies were always needed

ovaried from living life once
again to barel y surviving; from
feeling more like one's old self
to feeling totally different; from
feeling a sense of well-being to
feeling minimal comfort
.body could be experienced in
many ways depending on the
type of comeback

.could range from very few
rough spots to many rough spots
as determined by the type of
cancer-symptom experiences

CEIAPTERVII
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction

In this chapter the kdings of the study are discussed in relationship to the two
substantive theones that emerged fiom the data: "Keeping the Spirit Alive" and
"Children's and Families' Lived Experience of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms." Attention

is given to the study's research questions in the discussion of the findings. Existing
research and the study's theoretical underpinnings are integrated into the discussion.

Recognizing this study produced considerable findings, discussion here focuses mainiy
on the core categories of the two substantive theories: (1) Getting through all the rough
spots; (2) Keeping the spirit alive; (3) Personal meanuigs of the cancer-symptom
experiences; and (4) Passage through the transition periods. Children's experiences with
symptom relief is also part of the discussion. "A Lifelong Jouniey," a metaphor for the
childhood cancer-symptom experîence, M e r lends to an understanding of how cancer
was experienced and conceptualized by children and families. This chapter concludes

with recommendations for research, education, and practice.
Discussion of the Two Substantive Theories: Keeping the Spirit Alive and
Chüdren's and Families' Lived Experience of Childhood Cancer-Symptoms

Through the course of this study two substantive theories evolved delineating

how children and their families experience and respond to cancer-symptom experiences.
A strength of conceptualizing the childhood symptom-cancer experience in a process-

oriented fiamework is that it allows one to appreciate the interplay of the core categories

and subcategories that emerged f?om the data- Hence, a more cornprehensive
understanding of the childrea's and families' experïence was made possible, Developing
illness narratives M e r added to an understanding of their experiences with the study's
two central phenomenons. Given the longitudinal name of data collection, one c m be

more confident that the categories and their relatiomhips are credible-

The substantive theories that emerged support existing literature that speak to the
hardness of cancer on children and families (Clarke-Steffen, 1997; Hinds, 1990; Van
Dongen-Mehan & Sanders-Woudstra,1986; Varni & Katz, 1987). While research has
acknowledged that certain cancer-symptoms such as pain can be very hard on children
and families and points to their suffering (Ferrell et al., 1994; Rhiner et al., 1994), finduigs
£tom this study provide greater detail as to the effects that cancer-symptoms c a .have.
Specifically, it was revealed that an interdependent relationship existed between the

cancer experience in general and the symptoms experienced by children with cancer.
Symptom experiences in and of themselves could not be understood without taking into
consideration the whole cancer experience. Moreover, the cancer experience could not be
understood without understanding the overall effect cancer-symptoms had on children
and families. Children's and families' ways of being in the world in response to the
cancer-symptoms was desmïed and presented in process-oriented manna. To date, no
theories have been developed that link children's cancer-symptom experiences to
children's and families' responses to cancer, despite the fact that cancer-symptoms are
repeatedly identifiai as major source of stress for children and fiunilies (Enskiiry Carlson,
Golsater, & Hamrin, 1997; Ferrell et al., 1994; Hinds, 1990; Hogan, 1997; Ritchie, 1992;

Rhiner et al., 1994). Although M e r work is necessary to confirm or refbte the major
categories of the two substantive theorïes, the iinkage of cancer-symptoms to famiies'
responses to cancer on a daily basis, will afford both researchers and clinicians a
foundation from which to develop interventions that will help to improve the overall

quality of Iife for children with cancer and their families. Critical here, is conceptualizing
the relationship of factors and outcomes to the cancer-symptom trajectory as a complex
process that contains multiple facets and implications for children's and family's wellbeing. Structural equation modeling which ailows for the sïmdtaneous consideration of
multiple pathways between constructs will help to codïrm or disconfirm associations
between children's symptom experiences and other variables in a hypothesis-testing

manner. Recognition of the interrelatedness and individual variability of factors salient
to the cancer-symptom trajectory wouid eventdly allow for the design and evaluation

of intervention and prevention programs. However, before applying the method of
structural equation modeling to the study of children's cancer-symptom experiences,
quantitatively represented variables specific to the chiidren's cancer-symptom
expenences need to be developed.
(1)Gettine Throua all the R O U PSmfS
~

The literatwe related to the impact of childhood cancer on children and families
describes the presence of numerous stressors such as uncertainty, confiision, despair,
worry, and caregiver burden (Clarke-Steffen, 1997; Hinds, 1990; Neville, 1998). Such
stressors were also identified in this study. However, this study fùxther showed that
children and families could not definitely pinpoint what the most difficdt aspect of

experiencing childhood cancer was. That is, al1 the rough spots were ditncult for families.
Although during certain periods there were fewer rough times, children and their families
nonetheless expresseci that it was still ditficuit to experience cancer because there was
always something to deal with. This was even the case once treatment was completed and
the children remaineci in remission. Acknowledging that there is always somethùig for

children and their families to bear in relation to cancer is significant and has implications
for professionals caring for these individuals. Professionals need to acknowledge that the

connection between cancer and symptoms experienced by children remain strong years
afier treatment had ended. The effects of the children's symptoms should always be
acknowledged in the care of children with cancer.
Most important in relation to the psychosocial problem "getting through the rough
spots," was that it was not only the rough spots in and of themselves that made cancer
difficult Rather it was more the "getting through" that contributed to the hardness of the
cancer expenence. Children and families had to get through as opposed to get over or

around the cancer. "Gettllig through" appears critical to surviving as weîl as living
through cancer in that it implies the need to face up to and confiont al1 its rough spots.
This makes sense considering there were so many rough spots or barriers or obstacles to
confront. Each barrier had to be broken down in order for children and their families to be
able to continue on with life. Whereas with "getting ove? the family may have survïved
the cancer, it was only by "getting through" couid families continue to Iive life and live

through cancer, regardess if the children survived the cancer or not. "Getting ove? the
cancer was not good enough as some barriers could s a remain preventing one fiom

reaily living through cancer "Gettiug o v e also implies that once the cancer treatment is
completed then the cancer is no longer a part of one's life, that one is over cancer. But as
was made evident by the children and familes, one truly never gets over cancer; that is, it
always rem-

a part of the individuai and family. This was the case even for cMdren in

the study who were had remained cancer-fkee for a period of five years or greater; certain
passages of the cancer experience remained with them forever. These children and their
families while able to resume a life that could be characterïzed as 'honnal," nonetheless
approached and lived life differenly than they did prior to experiencing cancer. ClarkeSteEen (1993) also found that fafnilies experienced a dBerent type of normal after
experiencing childhood cancer and referred to it as a "new normal."
Whiie the cancer experience no longer dominateci the life of those families in
which children remained cancer-f?ee and while certain details of the cancer experiences
faded over tirne for them, they nonetheless still spoke of cancer as being a part of their
life. As well, there was always the fear of recurrence of cancer in the children or being
taken il1 with a new form of cancer. The fear was especialiy evident during the times that

the children in remission had any new experiences with symptoms. Children and families
in effect had to work at getting through cancer for their rest of their lives. Even though the

cancer remains with the individual and famiy, they still are able to continue living if they
experienced "getting through" as opposed to "getting ove? the cancer-symptom
experience. To date, 'Cgettingthrough" has yet to be identified or labelled in the literanire
as part of the basic psychosocial phenornenon related to childhood cancer. However, it

seems more complete to include "getting through" as part of the phenornenon because it

more aptly depicts the d a g and hardness that resuits because of illness.

Further research that examines how "getting through" is conceptualized by those
who expenence childhwd cancer may to add to a greater understanding of the
experience of suffering in children and their families. Cornparhg those f d i e s who
conceptualize cancer more as a "getting over" experience as opposed to those who view it
more as a "getting through" experience is worthy of research attention. Areas that could
be explored include identircying those barriers that children and families find are more
difficult to "get through." Perhaps those who are more likely to conceptualize cancer as a
"getting through" experience are more accepting of the suffering and are able to deal with
it because of some unique quaiity within them that is tied to their sense of spirit. At the
same the, acceptance of the suffering associated with cancer may also contribute to the

children's and families' reluctance to seek out help for symptom distress. The study of the

, "getting through" or "getting ove?
relationship between symptom distress, s u f f ~ gand
may add to an understanding to how individuais seek out help. How children's and
families' conceptualizations of "gettllig through" and "getting over" change over the
years need to be studied longitudînally.
(2) Kee~ingthe S ~ i r iAlive
t

As unbearable as it was at times for cbildren and their families to get through the
cancer-symptom experiences, they nonetheless persevered. Families attributed their
perseverance to the spint within the child or family. Comments in the pediatric oncology
literature such as "the children's responses suggest a resolute spirit that accepts cancer

and goes on with life" (Hockenberry-Eaton & Minick, p.1030, 1994) support the

importance of the spirit in children with cancer. Yet despite this, the spint in children
with cancer has received minimal attention fkom researchers- The focus has been solely

directed at studying the sense of self in children. In fact some would even argue that the
spirit can be equated with one's self or that because it is difficult to truiy measure the
spirit in children that the spirit does not exist. Yet in this study, parents did see the spirit
and self as two separate entities. The need for research in this area is needed to help
CO-

or refite the existence and importance of the spirit in children expenencing

illness. Although understanding spùituality and spiritual distress is beginning to be

studied in children experiencing illness (Pehler, 1997), children's perspectives are usually
not accessed. Moreover, how il1 as weii as healthy children conceptualize "spirit" is not
given any consideration.

Because of the importance assignai to the spint by children and families in
getting through, it became apparent that the process of keeping the spirit alive was

necessary. Children and familia responded to the rough spots of the cancer experience by
applying the process of 'keeping their spirit alive" process and its strategies. Research
directed at i d e n t i w g core processes with respect to children's and families' responses to
childhood cancer is relatively new. Processes that have been discovered include
reconstnicting reality in famiües adapting to the diagnosis to cbildhood cancer (ClarkeSteffen, 1997) and the self-sustaining process used by adolescents to maintain
hopefulness (Hinds & Mariin, 1988). However, none of these processes nor others
specific to childhood cancer have been applied to the management of cancer-symptoms
by children and their families. 'Keeping the spirit alive" process is the first process that

takes into account how children and families respond to cancer-symptoms. Moreover, a
strength of the ''keeping the spirit dive" process is that it can be applied not only to the
hardness of the cancer-symptom experiences, but to ail rough spots of the cancer
experience. However, regardless of the rough spot to which the process is being applied,
the symptom experiences or more specincalIy the personal meanings of the symptom
experiences still figure in how children and famüies respond. That is, much of the
children's and f d i e s ' general perseverance c m be attrïbuted to the symptom
experiences. This reinforces the close relationship of the overall cancer experience to the
cancer-syrnptom experiences. It was because of the symptom experiences that children

and their families recognized the need to make use of the "keeping the spint alive"
strategies. The meanings children and families assigneci to the symptom experiences also

influenced the way they applied the Clceepingthe spirit alive" strategies which in tum
aEected their way of being in the world. By conceptualizing the cancer experience as a
cancer-syrnptorn meaning experience, it became evident that the process of keeping the
spirit alive and the way of being in the world were dynamic expenences for the children

and families. There was movernent fkom one transition period to another.

In "keeping the spirit alive," the array of strategies used by children and families
varied h m "coming to know," to "'takingone day at a tirne,"to "cherishing the good
moments." Significant to these strategies is that each appeared to reduce the htensity of

certain experiences, and made them easier to bear. For example "coming to know"
helped to reduce the unceitainty that children and families. "Taking one &y at a tirne"
helped to deal with the extra work and multitude of feelings experienced by children and

families. Strategies ultimately helped to reduce the level of discornfort felt by children
and families and increase theV sense of well-being. However, an even more important
finding related to use of the 'Iceeping the spirit'' strategies, is that the strategies were used
by the children, siblings, and parents alike. That is, both child and addt participants relied
on the same strategies. In spite of developmental differences, children and families shared
a commoo ground in how they approached and dealt with cancer. This makes sense
considering the use of the strategies affected the individual's way of king in the world
and regardless of age, the desired way ofbeing was to be able to 'keally" live life,

maintain one's sense of se& and feel connected to f d y and fiiends. In effect, a way of
being in the world could be equated what the need to feel human, a need shared by young
and old alilce. However, aithough children, parents, and siblings relied on the same
strategies, there was an uniqueness as to how children and their families approached the
strategies in getting through all the rough times. While in reality they had no choice in
having to get through if they hoped to survive, they did have a choice with respect to how
they could respond in their own unique manner. Nonetheless, acknowledging that a
repertoire of strategies in 'keeping the spirit alive" is shared by both children and adults
will be of benefit for nurses and other professionals who are responsible for the care of

children with cancer and their families. Further research is warranted in describing the
differences between how children and families approach the strategies. As well, research

is needed to be more clearly deluieate how use of strategies vary in relation to the
c%a.nsitionpenods-"

(3) Persona1 Meaninns of the Cancer-Svm~tomEx~eriences

This study supported the position proposed by Tishleman and coileagues (199 1)
that the children's symptoms represented the meanings cancer had for thern and their

families. The symptoms were a source of knowledge for children and families with
respect to the health status of the children which explains why they needed to be kept
informed about the type of symptoms that could result because of the treatment, This
need to know about potential cancer-symptoms helped to give meanuig to the children's
changing condition and is consistent with past research. For example, Mercer and Ritchie
(1997) in surveying the needs of parents with cancer noted that at least 80% of parents

had the need to be told about symptoms to be expected as their child's condition changed.

In addition to serving as a source of knowledge, the personal meanings of the
cancer-syrnptoms influenced children's and families' way of living. The meanings
children and families assigned to the cancer-symptoms were critical to the way they
experienced cancer. It was the symptoms that brought with them threats to their spirits
which in turn threatened their daily activities, relationships, and sense of self The
meanings that children and families assigned to the symptoms were multiple and evolved

as a continuous interpretive process. Moreover, the symptoms were viewed not just as
singular physical states (e-g., nausea) but as whole experiences that occurred within a

particular context. The strength of viewing symptoms as "whole" experîences is that it
allows for an understanding of what the symptoms mean to the children and their
families; that is, the symptom experience represented multiple layers of meanings.
The finding that symptoms have multiple layers of meanings has implications for

how symptom experiences are managed. Health professionais need to consider symptoms
as they are experienced by children within a particular context in order to arrive at an
understanding of what children are experiencing. Most important is the need to reevaluate the way in which Wth professionals assess children's cancer-symptoms*
Although symptoms are multidimensional in nature, to date standard practice to symptom
evaluation continues to be unidimensional in nature, in the fonn of self-report scales
(Ross & Ross, 1988). On these scales the children are asked to rate some facet of a
particular symptom, usually its intensity. However, as was demonstrated in this stuày, the
children often did not see the value of this method as the ratings seemed irrelevant to
them as the ratings really could not capture how they were feeling. Developing a scale
that is fiamed within a meaning-centred approach may provide for a greater

understanding of what symptoms are perceived to be a problem to the children. In
addition to accessing the children's assigned meanùigs, the scale could also incorporate
children's self-reports of the prevalence, fiequency, severity, and distress related to their
symptom experiences. Evaluating children's symptom experiences within a multidimensional fiamework will result in a more accurate understanding of what children are
experiencing.
Lastly, the fact that children of all ages assigned meanings to the2 symptom
expexiences supports the theoretical assumption that children c m be active research
participants especially when appropnate research methods are used.
(4) Passage throunh the Transition Periods

The varied transition periods that ernerged from the data M e r reuiforced the
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significance that symptorns played in the iives of children with cancer and their familes.
Because of the symptom expaïences, Life muid be experienced in various transition
periods from the "it is just the flu" to "it is comeback timey'transition period. It was the
meanings that children and their families attriiuted to the cancer symptoms that grealy
determined the way 'lceeping the spirit alive" was approached and what transition period
the children and families were moving through. For example, experiencing life in the "it
is pretty good" transition period was in part due to viewing symptom experiences as
"everyday" symptom experiences. For some time, transition has been a concept of interest
to nurse researchers, chicians, and theorists (Schumacher & Meleis, 1994). Nonetheless
understanding how children and families transition or pass through the chddhood cancersyrnptom experience has not been given attention. Dekitions of transition found in the
nursing litmature lend support to the attributes associated with how children and families
in this study passed or moved through the transition periods. This includes
acknowledgingthat transition: (1) involves both a process and an outcome of complex
person-environment interactions (Chick & Meleis, 1986); (2) may involve more than one
person and is ernbedded in the context and situation (Chick & Meleis, 1986); (3) denotes
change in health status, in role reactions, in expectations, or in abilities, and in the needs
of al1 human systems (Meleis, 1986, 1991); (4) results in temporary loss of familiar
reference points of significant objects or subjects (Meleis, 1986); (5) requires the
individual to integrate new knowledge, to alter behavior, and therefore, change the
definition of self in social context, of a healthy or il1 self, or of intemal and extemal

needs, which affects the health status (Meleis, 1991). Schumacher and Meleis (1994) note

that meanings are cntical to how transitions are experienced and draws attention to the
importance of understanding a transition fkom the perspective of those experiencing as
became apparent with children and families transitioning through the cancer-symptom
trajectory.
The various transition periods that cMdren and their families could go through
not only provided evîdence that the cancer-symptom experiences were much more than
some singular physical or psychologicai event, but that how symptom experiences were
perceived by children and families affected such things as coping responses, symptom
expression, and activities of daily living- This suggests that the phase of the treatment

regimen or cancer course that children are experiencing may not be the only factor that
detennines the overall degree of difficulty and hardness for children and families
experiencing cancer-symptoms. Accordingly, one cannot assume that the degree of
hardness experienced by children and families is directly and solely related to the degree

of intensity of the treatment that children are receiving. Interestingly, in a study that
examined symptom severity, fiequency, and distress in children with cancer, it was
revealed that although symptom distress was relatively higher arnong inpatients, chiidren
with solid tumors, and children undergoing anti-neoplastic treatment, there was also great

individual variation in the symptorn characteristics (Collins, Byrnes, Dunkel et al., 2000).
Accordingly transition periods related to the meanings children and families assign to

their cancer experïences may be of value in determining how children and families are
managing or adapting to cancer when considered in relation to a particular phase of the
treatment regimen or cancer course. Future research determining how transition perïods

relate to the phases of the treatment regimen or cancer course is warranted.

A Way of Being in Relation to the Personal Meanings and Transition Periods
Related to the personal meanings and transition periods was how children and
families existed in their worlds. Most notable was the effect symptom experîences had on
the children's changing sense of self, The children's sense of self was greatly afEected by,
anci tied to the type of symptom experiences that the children were getting through- This

supports the theoretical assumption that cancer is identity-altering (Mathieson & Stam,
1995). Dependhg on the degree and severîty of symptom distress, children could feel
completely Wce themselves and connected to their world, to feeling not quite like
themselves, unconnected to many thuigs important to them. Although previous research
has indicated that cancer has an affect on children's sense of self (Enskiir et al., 1997;
Hockenberry-Eaton, Hinds, Alcoser et al., 1998; Hockenberry-Eaton & Minick, 1994;
Rechner, 1WO), most of the work is not specific with respect to how children's sense of
self is related to the cancer-symptoms. Additionally, except for Bluebond-Langner's
(1978) study that explorai how children with cancer come to know that they are dying,

no 0 t h research has conceptualized the self in children with cancer as something

dynamic and process-related affected by the changing context. Bluebond-Langner's work
depicted how children's self-concepts changed as they acquired information about
~emselvesand their health status. Part of the information that children relied on was how
they felt in relation to their symptom experiences. However, Bluebond-Langner's work
was specific to children who were dying, and focused more on the children's cognitive

understanding of the cancer experience as opposed to their emotional understanding.

Nonetheless, Blueboad-Langner's work reinforced the need to adopt a process-oriented
approach to understanding how children experïence cancer.
Although children experienced a dynamic sense of self throughout the cancersymptom trajectory, they as well as their parents believed that overall what made the
children unique had remained the sarne. Even with the changing attitudes and a changing
way of life, children felt at the end of cancer treatment that they remained the same
person as they were pnor to the cancer diagnosis. Research also supports the finding that
children with cancer while at times did not always feel like their 'hormal" selves or Iike

'%ealthy"children and did things differently from their peers (Enskâr et al., 1997; Hinds
& Martin, 1988; Hockenberry-Eaton et al., 1998; Rechner, 1990; Weekes & Kagan,

1994), nonetheless they viewed themselves as normal and the same (Aamodt et al., 1984;

Rechner, 1990). These fïndings and the children's staternents that they had not changed,
seem contradictory to what children actuaily experienced in this study as is evidenced by

their changing sense of self throughout the changing symptom trajectory. Additionally,

fiom a developmental perspective and irregardless of the cancer diagnosis, one would

expect the children's self to undergo hierarchal developmental changes. Perhaps what
actually remained constant in the children was their sense of spirit as opposed to their
sense of self. Further study is warranted to clmie how children and parents conceptualize
a sense of spirit in relation to the sense of self.

Findings fiom this study also revealed that in addition to a changing sense of self,
children also experienced a changing body and became more aware of theu changing

body. Their changing body and the sensitivity to their changing body came about because

of the changing syrnptom experiences. It was not until they experienced negative changes

in their bodies that they tmly could appreciate what it felt likp and what it meant to be

healthy. To date, conceptualizingthe changing body in children with cancer or other
childhood illuesses has received minimal recognition in the literature. A notable
exception is Mulderij's (1996) work on accessing perceptions of children whose bodies
experienced some type of disabiiity- In a phenomenological study Mdderij (1996)
accessed the perceptions of physically disabled school-age children and revealed that
perception of the body was a central category in the lives of children who were restrïcted

in their movements due to conditions such as cerebral palsy, spina bifida or muscular
dystrophy. The disability resulted in the children no longer experiencing the lived body in
silence. That is, chddren now became sensitive to their bodies. Mdderij (1996) revealed

that "havinga body" dominated in children with physical disabilities and that the children
experienced a rebellious, unreliable, sensitive, dependent, conspicuous, vital, and "in
therapy" body. Mulderij's astute and unique conceptualization of the disabled child's
body laid the foundation for the researcher to understand how children with cancer

perceived their changing bodies in relation to their cancer-symptom distress. Although
d i e e n c e s did exist in Mulderij's work and the findings of this study on childhood
cancer, there was the commonality that disabled cbildren and children with cancer
experienced not only a "lived body," but also were aware of their lived bodies.
The need for children to assign meanings to the cancer-symptom experiences as
affecteci by an increasingly awareness and experience of the "lived body" lends support
that the self, spirit, and body do not exist as distinct entities but are interrelated and

reciprocal, affecthg each other and being affect by each other. Even when one's own
body becornes an object for one's own scrutiny, van Manen (1998) notes that body is
never t o t d y objectified. Nor c m one separate their body fiom theV sense of self as it is
the body that makes it possible to see, hear, feel, and sense other things in the world (van

Manen, 1998). Future work is warranted to further detail the perceptions of the body in
children with cancer. This includes examining the differences in perceptions in children
experiencing dBerent cancer trajectories.
Another significant, previously meportecl kding revealed in this stiidy relates to
the fact that both the children's and individual family members' sense of self were
affected by the symptom experiences. Indirectly and directly, the familes' sense of self
was tied to the children's symptom experiences to the point that the symptoms affected
how family members felt and experienced being a f d y . This finding lends support for
the theoretical assumption that chi1dren7ssymptom experiences need to be considered
within the context of the whole family. Not only was the f d y integral to the

expressions of symptoms by children, but the children's symptoms determinecl the
family's way of being in the world. The f d l y unit itself could be "more or less7'a f d y
depending on the degree and severity of the children's the cancer-symptom experience.
A troubling finding in this study was how siblings were aEected by the changing

cancer-symptom trajectory. Parents became closer to the ill children and to some extent
maintained their self by merging with the ill children's self when cancer-symptoms
predomïnated. In contrast, siblings and to some degree fathers, felt more like outsiders to

the children's cancer-symptom experiences. Siblings especially experienced feeling

isolated from their parents and ill nblings. Not being able to participate in their ill
sibling's care in g e n d and especially with respect to symptom relief, only increased the
siblings' feelings of isolation and sadness. The isolation felt by them was related to the

many losses that they experienced. Previous work lends support to the fïnding that
siblings experience childhood cancer as a loss (Sloper, 2000). However, the profound
sadness experienced by siblings because ofthe many losses has not received attention.
Because ofthe losses and prevailing sadness, the sense of self in siblings was weakened.
They defined their world through the experiences of their ill sibhgs. Experiencing a
weakened sense of self and profound sadness throughout the cancer-syrnptom trajectory
points to the need for more research directed at understanding the experience of
childhood cancer from the perspectives of siblings. While research attention has been
given to the impact of childhood cancer on sibhgs in general (Barbarin, Sargent, Sahler,
et al., 1995; Ross-Alaomolki et al., 1995; Sloper & While, 1996), minimal attention has

been given specifically to siblings' perspectives about cancer-symptoms and their
involvement in the care of their ill brothers or sisters. Interestingly, research desm'bing
siblings' experiences with their temiinally ill brothers or sisters revealed that siblings who
participateci in their il1 sibling's care and in activities centred on that child's death (e-g.,
attending the b e r a l service) had higher self-esteem in cornparison to those siblings not
involved in such activities (p=0.001) (Micllael& Lansdown, 1986). Lauer and colleagues
(1985) also reported similar findings and in fact, found that siblings who pariicipated in
the care of their iil sibling found the experience more comforting, felt less isolated, and

perceived that relationships with their parents irnproved. These findings lend suppoa to

provide siblings the opportunity to become more involved in their il1 siblings' symptom
management.
Acknowledging that the cancer-symptom experiences affect the familes' sense of
self as well as the children's, lends greater support for the need to adequately manage
children's symptom experiences throughout the course of the cancer-symptom trajectory.
Knowledge of the effect that the cancer-symptom experiences have on the children's and
families' sense of self is of value because it may help health professionals to provide
more sensitive and appropriate care. The findings suggest that nurses and other
professionals need to be cognizant of siblings' feelings and develop interventions that
will assist them in getting through the cancer-symptom trajectory. Research examining

the social support interventions received by school-age siblings of children with cancer
revealed that siblings' perceptions of their own need for social support were not always
congruent with those of their parents (Murray, 2001). Seeking siblings' perspectives on

their o\vn needs and prefmed types of social support is thus essential.
Experiencing Symptoms and Syrnptom Relief

How children experienced symptoms and symptom relief proved to be a complex
phenornenon that was affected by their own perceptions as well as their families' Mews
about symptorn experiences. Chiidren and families identified many facets to what
constitutes a symptom, and what made a symptom difficult to get through. They found it
difficult to pick and chose what symptoms qualified as the most distressing. AU
symptoms were labelled as distressing, although the context in which they occurred and
the meanings assigneci to them varied. As expressed by the children, "they all sucked."

Children also reported that although they learned to adapt to symptoms especially
"everyday" symptom expeziences, they really "never got used to them" or to the cancer
experience in general. This fïnding stands in contrast to research revealing that children
experience getting used to the cancer, treatment, and resulting side effects and symptoms
(Hockenberry-Eaton & Minick, 1994). These coaflicting hdings may in part be
explained by how the children defined "getring used to. " In Hockenberry-Eaton and
Minick's study (1994) "gettïng used ton was equated with becoming accustomed to
cancer and its treatment. In this study, children viewed "getting used to it" as an
experience that involved not only becorning accustomed to the symptoms, but also as

learning to like it or becorning cornfortable with it. Children in this study stressed it was
important not to become comfortabIe as if one did there would be little incentive to deal
with al1 the roughness, especially the roughness of the cancer-symptoms.

Yet despite never really getting used to the symptoms, only certain symptoms
warranted attention with respect to symptom relief. While traditional symptoms that have

in the past been a focus of symptom management such as pain and nausea were attended
to, symptoms such as fatigue were ofien not considered as part of the management plans.

Symptom experiences labelled as "everyday" experiences also did not warrant attention.
While children and families wodd usualiy seek out help for symptoms deerned severe in

intensiw, this was not always the case with symptoms rated mild to moderate in degree.
Even those symptoms that were managed did not always result in complete relief. Instead,
children found that attempts to relieve symptoms usually only "sort of helped-"At times
the only way for children to ded with the symptoms was to sleep. While this strategy did

not relieve symptoms, it nonetheless afforded the children a break nom the symptoms.
This "sort of helpes' attitude was acceptecl by the parents. As well, parents felt that any

strategies that they implemented only somewhat helped to relieve their children's
symptom distress. Fathers especially felt that their contribution to theû children's
symptom relief was minimal.
The lack of achieving better symptom relief could in part be related to children's
and families' belief that experiencing symptom distress was part of getting through the

cancer experience and that achieving complete symptom relief was not possible. That is,
it was expected that children would have to experience some short-term pain in order to
survive the cancer. Therefore, seeking out help was w t warranted. The h d i n g that
children also were able to at times fiinction adequately while experiencing certain
symptom experiences may have contributeci to children not seeking out help. This raises

the question about how much better children could function if such symptom experiences
were managecl.
Although lack of adequate symptom management has been previously reported
(Pederson et al., 2000), it stiU continues to be a problem among children with cancer as

was evident in this study. This could be related to health professionals' perceptions of

which symptoms wmanted more immediate attention. While there is an urgent c d to
improve on symptom management in terminally ill children (Wolfe et al., 2000) or in
symptoms associated with more overt distress such as pain related to painful procedures
(Adams, 1990; Bradlyn et al., 1993; lay et al., 1987; Jay et al., 1983; Katz et ai., 1980;

Reeb & Bush, 1996), the call to improve day-to-day symptom experiences or those that

are more subtle but nonetheless still a source of discornfort, is not as apparent in the
literature. Research is warranted to gain a better understanding of how certain symptom
expenences are perceived by health professionals as well as children and familes.
From a practice perspective, the study's kdings lend support for nurses and other
health professionals to be more vigilant in assessing and managing children's symptom

experiences. The challenge for health professionals as well as parents is to support a
communication interaction style tbat maximizes interactional cornfort and trustîng
relationships between children and adults who care for them (Garbarino & Stott, 1990).
Viewing symptoms as experiences as opposed to sùigular States and understanding what
the symptoms mean to children and families would assist professionals in their care of
providing symptom relief.
A Lifê-Long Journey: A Metaphor for the CWdhood Cancer-Symptom Experience

Both substantive theories help to facilitate an understanding of how children and
families experience the complex phenomenon of getthg through al1 the rough spots of
childhood cancer. The illness nmatives, however, provided a basis for understanding
how the complex phenomenon affect4 the children's and familes' biographies by
contextualizing illness events and illness symptoms. The iilness narratives brought to life
what children and families were experiencing. As supported by familes' stones, getting

t h u g h the cancer-symptom experiences was like going on a iife-long journey. Words

such as 'fiourney,""bumps," or "roadblocks" punctuated their stories. However, instead
of embarking on a pleasure m i s e or a f d y vacation, children and their families were
about to go on one of the most poweiful, turbulent, and tough joumeys of their life: the

life-longjourney of cancer. From the very start of beùig informed of the cancer diagnosis,
all previously planned routes or travel plans were put on hold, New "roadmaps" now

guided their lives,
'Xoadmaps" for the children and families had two meanings for them. First, there

was the roadmap that described the children's treatment course specific to the type of
chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy that children would receive over a speci-fic tirne fiame.
The treatment course was mapped out on numerous pages and was given to children and
their parents to assist in their understanding of the treatment course and what was ahead
of them.

While children were going on a journey in relation to the chemotherapy or
treatment course, they also were going on a joumey in relation to the cancer-symptom
experience. However, the roadmap that guided the children and families on this journey,

although related to the first roadmap, was nonetheless different and stood on its ownAithough not explicitly given the label "roadmap" by children and families, a second
roadrnap did exist for them. This second roadmap that guided the children and families
was the roadmap of "passage through the transition periods." And it was the assigned
personal meanings to the children's cancer-symptom experiences that determined what
transitions periods or pathways that children and families embarked upon and traveled
d o m . That is, it was the assigned meanings that determined the children's and families'

journey in life while getting through the cancer-symptom experiences.
The transitions pexiods or pathways that children and families could travel down

varied f?om their original travel plans. Some pathways were stormy and dangerous with

many wrong tums or dead ends, others were long and arduous or exhausting, while others
seemed less taxing, and almost pleasant. Regardless of the path that children and families
undertook, they had to get through the path in its entirety in order to get to the endpoint or

their desired destination. A detour was not an appropriate option as it could result in a
more dangerous outcorne: that of coming to a dead-end. Going around or getting over a
particular pathway was not advisable despite a i l the potholes that children and familes
experienced because of getting through the pathways.
Every journey traveled was unique for each child and family with different turns

and stops. And as always, it was the personal meanings assigned to the children's
symptoms experiences that in the end determineci the roads or paths that each family
would in their own unique way, travel d o m in order to get through the cancer-symptom

trajectory.

Summary of the Major Findings
In surnrnary, the major research findings of this study are as follows:
~Thatthe cancer experience is a complex experience that cannot be reduced to specific
experiences.
4 3 a t symptom experiences are an integral part in how children and families experience
cancer and in fact, cannot be separated fiom the whole cancer experience.
*Thatsymptom experiences were a family affair; while only the children experienced the
cancer-symptoms, every famiy member experienced the distress associated with the
syrnptoms.
*Thatthe meanings children assign to their symptoms are critical to understanding and

evaluating their symptom experiences.
*Thathow children and families perceive their sense of self is greatly affectai by the
symptoms experienced by chiidren.
~Thatsomething other than one's sense of self, that is, a sense of spirit, may play a role or
contriiuted to chiidren and their families getting through the cancer-symptom experience
and helped maintain one's sense of self and seme of weil-being.
Chat children and familes relied on the same 'lceeping the spirit alive" strategies in
getting through the cancer experiences, although each individual approached the
strategies in their own unique way.
~Thatthe family unit is still the most important source of strength for children with cancer

and their families.
~Thatchildren and families experience transition periods throughout the cancer-syrnptom
trajectory that may not be solely deked in terms of the children's treatment regimen or
cancer course.
*Thatuse of 'keeping the spirit alive" strategies varied as children and their f e l i e s
moved fiom one transition perïod to another.
*Thatthe meanings children and fafnilies assigned to the symptom experiences
detemiined how they moved and changed through the transition periods.
*Thateach child and family experience transition periods in their own unique way; there

was no one commonjoumey experienced by d.
~Thatthe symptoms were not so much single states that r e d t e d fiom a particular cause

and led to specific effects or outcomes, but instead represented multiple levels of

meanings that were comected to the children's changing contexts.
*That aLl symptoms expexienced by children basicaily "sucked!"
*matsadness as opposed to any other emotion (e-g., anger, loneliness) was experienced
the most by children and their f d e s .

*Thatchildren and their f d e s experienced some unrelieved discodort in relation to
the symptom experiences. Expecthg complete symptom relief was not realistic to them.

*Thatchildren with cancer developed not only a greater understanding of their sense of
self, but also became more sensitive to their changing bodies.
*Thatthe experience of cancer caanot be seen as one sole narrative to be lived and
relived by children and their families in its telling, but instead involves children and their
families living and reliving many different stories throughout the cancer-symptom
trajectory. As emphasized by many of the children and theV families, cancer once only
one part or one story in theK lives, and that it is a never-ending story or joumey.

*Thatthe cancer-symptorn experience is best descnibed as a '%ittersweet"experîence with
many layers of sadness, bad thes, and Mering, as well as many layers of joy and good
times.
Recommendations

This study has demonstrated many implications for the direction of how friture
research, education, and practice in relation to children's cancer-symptoms experiences
should be pursued. Some of the more significant implications in the form of
recommendations are discussed in this section.

.This study supports the need for M e r investigation in many areas related to the cancersymptom trajectory. In order to enhance theory development and confïm or reiùte the
main concepts of both substantive theories, research that examines the childhood cancer-

symptom trajectory needs to be undertaken in a larger sample of children with cancer. As
well, research that focuses on a particular type of cancer or age range of children needs to
be conducted in order to see if the two theories' main categories are supported regardes
of the children's varied characteristics. Further study will lead to refinement of the two
substantive theories. In fact concepts related to the process of passage through the
transition periods may emerge that lead to the development of a thùd substantive theory.
~Applyingthe study's two substantive theories to the study of cMdren experiencing

illness conditions other than cancer shouid be undertaken, Such research wouid facilitate
an understanding of how children with different diagnoses and symptoms experiences get
through their illriesi.

~Researchersneed to undertake longitudinal, prospective research studies that will

M e r aid in the investigation of the direction of causality of children's cancer-symptom
experiences as well as help to elucidate developmental changes. Longitudinal research
that involves healthy children would be of value to understand how healthy children and

their families respond overtime to cornmon childhood illnesses and related symptom

experiences.
~Researchattention needs to be directed at studying in a more detailed m m e r how the
"keeping the spint alive" strategies change and vary thmughout the transition pdods and

how they are affecteci by the meanings that children and familes assign to the differing

cancer-symptom experiences.Studying how nurses and other health professionals fan help children with cancer and

their families transition through the cancer-syrnptom experiences is needed. This includes
exploring health professionals' perceptions related to keeping the spirit alive in children
with cancer and their families.

eExîmining whether "keeping the spirit alive" is a process that children undertake to get
through other life experiences that are descnied as hard, traumatic, and chaiienging is
warranted. While "mobilizing the spirit" is recognized as a common, if not universal,
phenornenon in adults experïencing traumatic experïences, fllrther examination is needed
before one can make this claim with children. Such research may result in the
development of a forma1theory specific to the process of keeping the spirit alive in
children.
~Thereis the need to develop an instrument îhat mesures chiidren's symptom
experiences according to the meanings that they assign to their symptoms. A "meaningcentred" measure which includes self-assessrnent of symptom prevalence, Erequency,

severity, and distress would help to provide for a more comprehensive and accurate

understanding of what children with cancer are thinking and feeling in relation to their
symptom experiences. Development of the instrument would frst involve confirmation of
the eight personal meanings in relation to the symptom states that emerged from this
study.

.The potential for tool development with respect to the various transition periods is

evident and includes development of tools that assess how children's symptom
experiences, parent care giving behaviors, and children's and tbeir families' sense of self
change throughout the transition periods.

.Following development and confirmation of reliability and vaiïdity in the meanhgcentred symptom and transition periods scales, research examining quality of life in
children with cancer and their families could be undertaken.

+h~dyingtransition periods in combination with the phases of treatment regimen and

cancer course is warrantai in order to determine the degree to which the periods and
phases covary or relate to each otber- Findhgs fiom this examination will most likely add
to a more comprehensive understanding and detailed account ofhow children and their
families proceed through the cancer-symptom course.

.Recognizing the majority of children and theu families were Caucasian, research
attention needs to be directed at how children fiom other ethnic and culture groups
experience childhood cancer symptoms. To date, there is minimal understanding with
respect to the role culture plays in children's cancer-symptoms experiences and childhood

cancer in general. Symptoms have been conceptualized as an expression of the person's

reality that not only represent the meanings the illness has for the involved person, but
reflect both personal and cultural experiences (Tishelman et al., 1991). This M e r
supports the need to involve children fiom varied cultural backgrounds in the study of
cancer symptoms (Woodgate & McClement, 1998).
~Furtherstudy of what the concept "spirit" means to children with and without cancer

needs undertaking. From a symbolic interactional point of view, the concept "spirit"

could be fùrther elaborated in ternis of its dennition and workings. A concept analysis of
the "'spirit" and the cbself"would help to elucidate the different attriibutes of both concepts

and provide direction for research.
.Considering children and thei.families got rnost of their strength fiom each other, that is
from within the nuclear fàmily unit, the issue of social support needs fbrther examination.
Questions such as "how should available resources and h d s that are meant to promote
support in children and their families be distriiuted or allocated?" or "Should resources
go directly to families iastead of agencies or personnel that serve to help children and
their families get through the cancer-symptom trajectory?" need to be re-examined.

~Keepingthe family unit together was a major concern of children and their familiesAccordingly, intervention studies that facilitate maintaining the family unit need to be
undertaken.

*Furtherstudy of the experience of sadness in the lives of children with cancer and their
families is warranted considering sadness was a prominent emotion in their lives.
*Researchdirected at examining how cancer affects the sense of self in siblings
throughout the cancer-symptom trajectory needs more detailed examination considerhg
that in addition to experiencing feelings of sadness, sïblings experience cancer more as

outsiders compared to 0 t h family merubers.
.Intervention studies that facilitate children and their famiies in "keeping the spirit aiive"
need to be planned. This would involve interventions that facilitate the use of "keeping
the spirit alive*' strategies and the identification of ways in which nurses and other
professionals can protect the presence of the human spirit in the heaith care system.

*Interventionstudies that facilitate the involvement of sïblings in the care of the children
with cancer are warranted considering most siblings wanted to be involved in the care of

their il1 siblings, but were not always afforded the opportunity.
.Intervention studies that a i -to strengthen parents' confidence and ability to care for
their healthy children and il1 children with cancer are needed.

*Interventionstudies that faditate the involvement of fathers in the care of their children

or help fathers feel that they are contniuting to helping their children get through the
cancer-symptom experience are warranted*Interventionstudies that focus on reducing minimal symptom distress are hdicated.
Research is now being undertaken in this area, however, more attention needs to be given
to the children's "everydaf' symptom experïences. Although children in this study
dernonstrated their ability to carry on despite "everyday" symptoms, perhaps their quality
of life may M e r be enhanced by controlling the "everyday" symptoms. Accessing

health professionals' experiences with "everyday" symptom experïences and symptom
management strategies that only paaially relieve the children's cancer-symptoms would
contribute to developing a treatment plan that focuses on all types of symptoms.
.More research attention needs to be directed at how non-pharmacological interventions
can relieve symptom distress in children, especially unique and strategies initiated by the
children. Children in this study talked about their self-initiated strategies yet these
strategies were not always recognized by their care givers, nor were children fostered in
making the most of thae strategies (e.g., used in combination with phannacological

strategies).

~Thereis a need to develop research-based child developrnental and f d y life cycle
theories specific to children who have experienced life-katenhg i h e s s considering
this study revealed that the children's and families' sense of self was greatly affected by

cancer and cancer-syrnptoms.
~Furtherdevelopment of illness narratives that depict children's and their families'
experiences with cancer and other life-threatening illnesses should be encouraged because
such narratives provide a personalized, sensitive approach to contextualinng the ihess
experience.
(2) Recommendations for Education

*Findingsfiom this study in and of themselves need to be disseminated to the community
of oncology nursing and other professional groups who care for children with cancer and

their families. Journal articles, conferences, and scientific meetings will aid in presenting

the fïndings to those directly involved in the care of children with cancer.

.In addition to the general howledge ofsymptom experiences that cm occur in children
due to cancer and its treatment, health care providers need to be educated about how
symptoms can vary in each child, as determined by the children's personal meanings and
the specific transition period that the children are experïencing. A firm and sound
knowledge base of children's symptom experiences is necessary if professionals hope to

provide quality care.

*Healthprofessionals as well as families need to be made aware of the effect that the
cancer-syrnptom experiences have on the children's and families' sense of self. This
awareness in tum may help professionals and families respond to children and dl family

members in a more sensitive and appropriate manner.
*ChUren and their families need to be taught and encouraged by health care providers

that "it sort of helps" responses to symptom distress is not acceptable. Striving for "it
really helps" should be the focus. Health care providers must be aware that more should
be done when symptom relief is not achieved.
(3) Recommendations for Practice

Considering the variability of symptom experiences in children, health care providers
need to be consistent and thorough in assessing children's symptoms throughout the

cancer-symptom trajectory.
*Healthcare professionals need to value children's self-reports related to their symptom
experiences and be consistent in obtaining children's self-reports throughout al1 the
transition periods of the cancer-symptom trajectory.
*Nursesand other health care providers need to encourage and teach children and their
families that taking medication for the p q s e of symptom relief fkom "everyday"
symptoms is appropriate and may help to improve their quality of their day-to-day living.
*Nursesand health professionals need to support parental participation in relieving
children's symptom distress. This includes reinforcing to parents that %ehgthere" even
if it just involves sitting beside their child is an intervention that is higidy valued by

children when they are experiencing a lot of distress.

.As was evident in this sîudy, children did develop their own unique self-initiated
strategies to d u c e symptom experiences. Accordingly, nurses and other health
professionals need to be aware of and support the use such strategies. Acknowledging and

respecting children's choice of ~ e ~ i n i t i a tintervention
ed
strategies w i l l help to empower
children with a sense of having some control over their symptom experiences.
*Moreattention needs to be given to healthy siblings considering they experience a
profound sense of sadness that often is not recognized by their parents or professionals. in
order to help siblings deal with getting through the cancer-symptom experiences, support
programs that promote siblings feeling more iike insiders and less Wre outsiders, need to
be formalized and established. Such programs would include teachïng siblings how they

cm help to comfort their ill siblings who are experiencing symptom distress.
Conclusion

Findings fkom this study lend support to existing knowledge about children's
cancer-symptom experiences, and how children and their families experience the cancersymptom trajectory. At the same tirne, new discovenes unfolded during the course of this
study. A strength of this study was that it added to the body of knowledge available about
how children with cancer and their families perceive the children's cancer-symptom

experiences; an understanding of the pediatnc cancer-symptom experience within the
context of the family unit evolved. Accordingly, results fiom this study provide nurses
and other professionals with a new perspective about children's cancer-symptom
experiences and further direction as to how they can best care for children and the
families. Future research is necessary to ver@ and expand on the study's hdings.

To conclude, findings fiom this study provide the foundation for development of
research and education programs specific to children's cancer-symptom expRiences that
will aid nurses and other professionals in the care of children with cancer. Keeping this in

mind, aU friture investigations and interventions should be focused on the long-term goal

of enhancing the quality of life in children with cancer and their families.
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APPENDICES

VERBAL REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO RELEASE NAMES*
Roberta Woodgate is a nurse and doctoral student at the University of Manitoba- She is
doing a study to leam about cbildren's cancer-symptom illness experiences.

Roberta would Like to invite you and your child to participate in her study- Information
shared with Roberta is stnctly confïdential. Whether or not you decide to participate will
in no way affect the care your child receives.
Would it be alright with you if1 gave her your name so she c m talk to you and explain
the study? By agreeïng to release your name, you would not be agreeing to be in the sbidy
but to just hear more about the study.

(If agreeable, the parent's name is given to the researcher and the nurse thanks the
individual. If the parent declines, the nurse thanks the individual for his or her time.)

*To be used by the Pediatric Oncology Nurse Clinichn of Chilchen's Hospital.

APPENDIX B: INTERmW SCHEDULES
OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR PARENTS

General Grand Tour Question: Please tell me a little bit about the course of your child's
ilhess thus far? How would you describe a "normal" week?
Additional questions:
What was your life like prior to the diagnosis?
What was your reaction to the diagnosis?
Can you tell me what it has been like since your child was diagnosed with cancer?
Describe to me what you recall thuiking at the time of the initial diagnosis (or k t
treatment or near the end of your child's treatment or relapse)?
What types of symptoms has your child had or does have? Please describe them
(e.g., cause, severity, factors iduencing symptoms)?
What do you think caused your child's

(name symptoms)?

or feels
How c m you teii your child is in
types of verbal and non-verbal behaviour)

(name symptoms)? (e.g.,

What words does your child use for
(name syrnptoms)?
What words do you use to descriie your child's
(name symptoms)?
How does your child act when he/she is in
symptoms)?

or feels

How does it make you feel when your child is in
What does it mean to you when your child is in

(narne

(narne symptoms)?
(name symptoms)?

When your child is
(name symptoms), what does your child do for
himherself that seems to help?
(name symptoms), what do you do to help
When your child k l s or is in
relieve the
(name symptoms)?

How can you teil when those strategies are working?

10.

What do health professionals to do for your child when he/she is experiencing is
(name symptoms)?
What would you like the health professionals to do for your child?
Do they do anything for you?
Would you like them to do anything for you?

1 1.

What is it like having a child with cancer?
Kow does it make you feel?
What does it mean to you?
What is the worse thing about your child having cancer?
Has anything happened that is good because of the cancer?
What things are different about your Life now than before your child had cancer?
(Talk about the good and bad things that have happened.)
What is diffkrent about yourself? Do you see yourself differently?
Have your relationships changed with your partner; children; or niends?
What is the most signincant change in your life that has taken place because of
your child's cancer?
What do you expect for the fbture?

12.

What experience(s) has occurred over the last two weeks that you consider
significant? (Tell me about the experience in detail including where it took
place? who was involved, and what was said or done.)

13.

b there anything you do to help deal with your child's cancer?
1s there anything others do that help you deal with your child's cancer? Was there

anything that was not helpfûl?
14.

(name symptoms)?
What is it like having a chïld with
How does it make you feel?
What does it mean to you?
What things are different about your life now since child felt or experienced
(name symptoms)?
What is different about yourself? Do you see yourself differently?
Have your relationships changed with your partner; children; or fnends?
(name symptoms)?
What is the worse thing about your child having
(name symptoms)?
Has anything happened that is good because of the
What is the most significant change in your life that has taken place because of
your child's
(name symptoms)?

15.

1s there anything others do that help you deal with your child's symptoms?
1s there anything others do that help you deal with your child's symptoms? Was
there anything that was not helpfül?

16.

What advice would you give to other parents whose children have been recently
diagnosed with cancer ?

17.

What advice would you give to other parents whose cmdren with cancer are
experiencing
(name symptoms)?

18.

1s there anything else you can tell me about your child's experiences with cancer
and hi*
cancer symptoms that is important for me to know?

APPENDIX C:OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR SIBLINGS
General Grand Tour Question: Can you teil me what it has been like since your brother or
sister got cancer?

Additional questions:
Tell me what you thought about or felt when you were fïrst told that your
brothedsister had cancer? (or When your brother had h i d m first treatment or
....near the end of his/her treatment or ..,.cancer came back?)
What is it like having a sisterhrother with cancer?
When your brother or sister gets sick, how does that make you feel?
What do you t h .about?

When your brother or sister is
make you feel?

(name symptoms) how does it

or in

(Terms that the child is familiar with and that are appropriate to the chiid's
Ievel of understanding will be used to denote tbe symptom(s) in question.)
What is the worst thhg about your brother or sister feeling
(name symptoms use the word that is familiar to the child)?

-

How can you tell your brothedsister is

What words does your brothedsister use for

(name symptoms)?

or in

What do you think caused your brother's/sister's

or in

(name symptoms)?
(name symptoms)?

What words do you use that describe your brother's/sister's
symptoms)?

How does your brother/sister act when he/she is in or feels
symptoms)?

(name

(name

When your brothedsister feels
(name symptoms), what do you do?
How does it make you feel?
What do you think about?
Do you do anything to help him/her?

10.

What does your mothedfather do when your brothersister feels
symptoms)? How does it make you feel?

11.

What do the hospitd staff(e.g., nurses or doctors) to do for your brothedsister
when he/she is in
or feels
(name symptoms)?

(name

What would you like the hospital staff(e.g., nurses or doctors) to do for your
brothedsister when he/she is in
or feels
(name symptoms)?
Do they do anything for you?
Would you like them to do anything for you?
12.

How are t b g s different since your brothedsister got cancer? (Talk about the
good and bad things that have happened.)
How does it make you feel?
What does it mean to you?
What is the wone thhg about your brothedsister having cancer?
Has anything happened that is good because of the cancer?
What things are different about your life since your brothedsister got cancer?
What is different about yourself! How have you changed?
Have thïngs changed between you and your mothedfather; your sistedbrother; or
£kiends/at school?
What is the biggest change in your life that has happened because of your
brother's/sister's cancer?

13.

What has happened over the last two weeks that you consider most important?
(Tell me about it including where it took place, who was involved, and what was
said or done.)

14.

1s there anything you do that makes you feel better?
1s there anything others do that help you feel better about your brother'dsister's
cancer? Is there anything that was not helpful?

15.

(name
How are things different when your brother or sister is in
symptoms)?
(name symptoms)?
What is it like having a brothedsister with
How does it make you feel?
What does it mean to you?
What things are different about your life since brother7s/sister'sbecame sick with (name symptoms)?
(name
What is the worse thing about your brothedsister having
symptoms)?

Has anything happened that is good because ofyour brother'd sister's
(name symptoms)?
What is different about yourself? Have you changed?
Have thuigs changed between you and your mothedfather; your sisterhrother; or
fiienddat school?
What is the biggest change in your Me that has happened because of your
brother' s/sister's
(name symptoms)?
16.

1s there anythingothers do that help you feel better when your brother or sister is
in or feels
(name symptoms)?
1s there anything others do that help you feel better? Is/was there anything that
was not helpfùl?

17.

M a t wouid you tell other children whose brothedsister have been recently
diagnosed with cancer?

18.

What would you tell other children whose brothedsister is in
(name symptoms)?

or feeis

19-

If you could have three wishes what would you wish for?

20.

1s there anything else you would U e to tell me that is important for me to know?

APPENDIX O: OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEW GUIDE
FOR CHLDREN WITH CANCER
General Grand Tour Question: What is it like to go the hospital andlor clinic?
(Note: From past experience, this question has demomtrated to be a proper startuig point
when interviewing il1 children. It is a good way to get chiIdren to open up.)
What is the best thing about the hospital/clinic?
What is the worst thing about the hospital?
Can you tell me what it is like to have cancer?
What has it been like since you got cancer?
Tell me what you thought about or felt when you were first told that you had
cancer? (or When you had your fïrst treatmmt or ....y0 ur treatment was aimost
over or ....y0 ur cancer came back?)
Some kids who have cancer teil me they sometimes have pain, or feel sick in their
stomachs or feel tired. Have you had any of these feelings? Have you had any
others?

(Terms that the chiid is familiar wïth and that are appropriate to the chiid's
level of understanding will be used to denote the symptom(s) in question.)
What is it Iike to have/ or be in
(name symptoms)?
What does it feel like / and what do you think about?
(name symptoms)?
What do you think caused your
What words can you tell me how your
What makes your

(name smptoms) feels to you?

(name symptoms) bad or better?

What do others do when you have
(narne symptoms)?
(others include your brothedsisters; fiiends; teachers; parents; nurses/doctors)
How do you think they feel?
What would you like them to do?
1s there anything others do to heip your
things are not helpfül?

(name symptoms) go away? What

How diffiient is your day when you have or f i l

(name symptoms)?

How do you feel today?
(Also rate symptoms on VAS)

What would you tell 0 t h children
~
who have cancer?

What would you tell o t .children who are in
symptoms)?

or feel

(name

I

Developmental Stage & Considerations

Developing Rapport

Interview Strategies

Preschool children:
megwentric
omagicat thinking
mnegativism
oseparation anxiety
4imited attention span
olives in the world of
the "here and now*'
.social causal reasoning is evident by preschool
Yem

mapproach child gradually & let
îhe child initiate interactions
mflexible approach
#introductionof the researcher by
a significant other

mmultiple, short interviews combined with the option to
combine with play or art
amake use of informal interviews
.provide explicit instnictioiis
.offer reassurance
.short sentences action-oriented questions, cg,, "Do you
cry?"
oavoid "why, when, & how" questions & use "what,"
"where," & "who" questions
ofocus on events salient to them
.focus on the "herc & now"
muse of concrete symbols, specific physical cues
ofocus on one variable nt a time cornplex events should be
broken down into simple, more manageable units
oavoid double negatives, exceptions in sentences, pronouns
myes or no questions need follow-up questions (e.g., tell me
more)
.quiet extemal environment
.avoid long silences Table 1, Continud*

-

-

APPENDIX F: VAS FOR CEILDREN HlTHCANCER

bad as it can be

NO
( e - g , , pain)

APPENDIX G: STRATEGIES FOR FOCUS CROUP INTERVIEWS
Strategies used that facilitated group interactions with adolescent children and siblings
included:

(1) settuig ground rules that included respecting each person's opinion, maintaining
codidentiality, avoiding put-downs, and letting everyone have a chance to tak;
(2) reùiforcing the confidentiality and the voluntary nature of the study;

(3) conducting the interview in a neutral, piivûte area;
(4) using non-directive probes;
(5) beguuiing the interviews with "wann-up" questions preceding questions that were
more sensitive in nature;

(6) watching for any signs of discodort in participants;

(7) facilitating a balanced discussion; and
(8) ending the sessions with infamants havùig the opportunity to ask questions or discuss
any uneasy thoughts as is necessary (debriefing).

APPENDIX EI
CEiLD/FAMlLY DEMOGRAPHIC FORM

I.D. No.
Date

1. Child's age:
Biah date:
2. Child's gender:

male

3. School grade:

-

fmale

Child' cancer diagnosis:
Date of diagnosis:
Child's age at diagnosis:

How often has your child been adrnitted to the hospital? (please give dates and reasons
for admission)

7. Illness Phase:

newly dx.

midpoïnt of treatment ( f i t ch.)

near treatment completion (first dx)
remission

relapse

8. Type of treatment and dates: chemotherapy (name type/date)

surgery (name typedate)

9.0ther type of therapy (name tyjddates)

10. Medications to control symptoms:

1 1. Measures (non-drug) to control symptoms:

mother & father
mother
father

12. Legal guardian(s):

other

13. Marital Status:

mamied
never married

common law
separated

widowed
divorced

14. Occupation of legai guardians:

clerical
retired
labourer
profasional

management
homemaker
other
15. Ethnic background:

Euopean
Aboriginal peoples
British Isles- Asian
Canadian-French
Canadian-Englisb
mm-

16. Family income: below $ l0,000/year

$1 1,000-$20,00O/year,,
$2 1,000-$30,00O/year$3 1,000-$40,0ûû/year$41,000-$50,00O/year$5 1,000-$60,000/year$6 1,000-$70,00O/yearover $70,OOO/year

-

1 7. Siblings (age/gender):

18. Residence:

urban
rural-
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APPENDIX J: PARENTS' OR LEGAL GUARDIANS' INVITATION TO
PARTICIPATE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

Study: Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Cbildren with Cancer and their Famüies
1 am planning to conduct a study entitled, "Symptom Experiences in the Illness

Trajectory of Children with Cancer and their Families-"My study will explore the types
of symptoms children with cancer experknce and the impact cancer and cancersymptoms have on children and their families. I would like to invite you and all your
children to participate in my study.
Children (ages 5 years to 18 years) who have or had cancer and their parents or
legal guardians and siblings are king invited to take part in my study. 1am a doctoral
student completing my PhD program at the University of Manitoba. My study is under the
direction of Dr. Lesley Degner, Professor, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba.
As well, Drs. Rochelle Yanofsky, D. Albas, and W. Eaton fiom the University of
Manitoba are also supervisors for q study.

This study has been approved by the Ethicai Review Committee of the Faculty of
Nursing at the University of Manitoba and the Health Sciences Centre Pediatric Research
Coordinating Committee. Drs. S. Israels, M- Schroeder, K. Stobart, and R. Yanofsky
give their consent for me to conduct the study. Aithough these physicians are aware of the
study, they have no input into who should participate in the study or how the study should
be carried out. During the study, they wiI1 not have access to any information you share
with me. Dr. Yanofsky will have access to information related to the study's findings
because she is one of my s u p e ~ s o r sHowever,
.
the information given to Dr. Yanofsky
will have no details that could identifjr you or your family.
Your participation in the study means that you and your children would be
interviewed each at least two &es by me. Children and parents will be interviewed
separately. Each i n t e ~ e w
is expected to take approximately 30 - 40 minutes, and will be
tape recorded. All interviews will focus on questions relating to your child's cancer and
symptom experiences. 1will be asking your child to rate his or her symptoms on a rating
scale. As weil, 1 will be asking you to complete a demographic form which asks questions
about you and your family such as your children's birth dates. It should take about five
minutes to fïli out the form. If there are specific questions you or your children do not
want to answer, your request and your children's request will be respected. In addition to
the inteniews, 1will with your permission, be spending thne with you and your child
during certain situations such as when your child attends the cancer chic. During these
times 1wiil be noting how health professionals (e.g., nurses, doctors) interact with your
child. 1 may ask îhem and you and your child questions during these perïods. 1also may
make a few brief notes. At no time would my presence interfere with your child's nursing

and medical treatment. As well, medications for your child's symptoms would never be
wîthheld during the study. Also, if any situation arises where you would prefer not to
have me present, your request will be respected and 1would withdraw fiom the situation.
I WU also have access to your child's hospital record and the Manitoba Cancer Treatment
Research Foundation oncology health record for demographic information.
The decision to participate in this study is entirely your own. If you do not wish to
participate, it will in no way idluence the care your child receives. The physicians that
care for your child will not know if you decide not to participate. Although it is not
expected that there will be any immediate benefits to you and your children, 1hope the
information resulting fiorn this study will help heaIth professionals in the fûture, to
provide better care for children with cancer.

Al1 information obtained will be used for the purpose of my doctoral study. The
results may be published in journal articles or a book. In a l l instances, you and your
children's identity would not be discussed or revealed to anyone. Confidentiality will be
maintained except in situations in which there is a legal requirement to disclose identity
(Le., abuse situations). Only I will have access to your name and your children's names.
As well, I plan to replace your name and your children's names with a number so that no
one will be able to identim that you and your chiIdren participated in the study. My
supervisors d l have access to the data obtained ditruig the study, but your name and
your children's names will not be identified on the data. While undertaking the study, al1
data will be stored in a locked cupboard and cornputer protected by a password known
only to me. Once the study is completed, all data will be stored under lock and key in a
filing cabinet at the Cancer Nursing Research Group Office at the St. Boniface Hospital
Research Centre for a period of 7-10 years as recommended by the Medical Research
Council. M e r the seven years, ail data contained on cornputer discs and tape recorded
material will be erased. Notes contained on papa rnaterial will be shredded.
1hope you will consider joining this project. If you decide to participate in the
study, a surnmary ofthe results will be provided to you, if requested.

If you have any questions about the study, you may contact me at
Dr. L. Degner at (---------1-

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Roberta Woodgate RN, PhD candidate

(------0-

1, or

APPENDIX K: PARENTS' OR LEGAL GUARDIANS' INFORMED CONSENT
TO PARTICIPATE
Study: Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Children with Cancer and their Families

,agree to participate and to ailow my child to participate in a study
4
entitled "Symptom Experiences in the m e s s Trajectory of Children with Cancer and
their Families." The study will explore the types of symptoms chüdren with cancer
experïence and the impact cancer and cancer-symptoms have on the children and their
families. Children (ages 5 years to 18 years) who have or had cancer and their parents or
legal guardians and siblings are being invited to take part in my study. The study is
conducted by Roberta Woodgate, RN, a doctoral student enrokd in a PhD program at the
University of Manitoba. The study is under the direction of Dr. Lesley Degner, Professor,
Faculty of Nursing. As well, Drs. Rochelle Yanofsky, D. Albas, and W. Eaton f?om the
University of Manitoba are also supetvisors for the study.
1understand that this study has been approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittee
of the Faculty of Nursing at the University of Manitoba and the Health Sciences Centre
Pediatnc Research CoordinatingCommittee. 1understand that Drs. S. Israels, M.

Schroeder, K. Stobart, and R. Yanofsky have given their consent for Robto conduct
the study. Although the physicians are aware of the study, 1understand that they have no
input into who should participate in the study or how the study should be c&ed out.
During the study, they will not have access to any information that 1 share with Roberta. 1
understand that Dr. Yanofsky will have access to information related to the study's
findings because she is one of Roberta's supenrisor. However, 1 understand that the
information given to Dr. Yanofsky will have no details that could identiQ me or my
family.
1 understand that by agreeing to participate, this will allow the researcher, Roberta
Woodgate, to i n t e ~ e w
me and my children at least two times. 1understand that children
and their parents will be interviewai separately. Each interview is expected to take
approximately 30 40 minutes, and will be tape recorded. All interviews will focus on
questions relating to my child7scancer and symptom experiences. 1understand that
Roberta will be asking my child to rate his or her symptoms on a rating scale. As well, 1
understand that 1will be asked to complete a demographic form which should take about
five minutes to complete. 1understand that 1and my children do not have to answer any
questions that we do not want to answer. In addition to the interviews, 1understand that

-

1understand that Roberta will be spending time with me and my chîld during
certain situations such as when my child attends the cancer clinic. During these times, 1
understand that Roberta wilI be noting how health professionals (e-g., nurses, doctors)
interact. 1 understand she also may be asking them, myself, and my child questions, and
may make a few notes. 1understand that if any situation arises where 1would prefer not to
have her present, 1could ask her to leave. 1understand that at no tirne would her presence
interfère with my child's nursing and medical treatment. As weli, 1understand that
medications for my child's symptoms would never be withheld during the study. Also, 1
understand that Roberta will also have access to my child's hospital record and the
Manitoba Cancer Treatment Research Foundation oncology health record for
demographic information,
1understand that participation in the study is completely voluntary, and that 1or
my children can withdraw fkom the study at any tirne. 1understand that if 1decide not to
participate in the study, the health care of my child will not be affected.
1understand that al1 information obtained will be used for the purpose of
Roberta's doctoral study and in the fùture, may be published in joumal articles or in a
book. 1understand that in al1 instances, my identity and my children's identity will not be
discussed or revealed to myone. 1understand that confidentiality will be maintaineci
except in situations in which there is a legal requirement to disclose identity (i.e., abuse
situations). I understand that only Roberta will have access to my name and my children's
names, and that she will replace my name and my children's names with a number so that
no one will be able to identiQ that I and my children participateci in the study. 1also
understand that Roberta's supervisors will have access to the data obtained during the
study, but that my name and children's names will not be identified on the data. 1
understand that during the study ali data wiii be stored in a locked cupboard and
computer protected by a password known only to Roberta. Once the study is completed,
al1data will be stored under lock and key in a filing cabinet at the Cancer Nursing
Research Group Office at the St. Boniface Hospital Research Centre for a perïod of 7-10
years as recommended by the Medical Research Councii. After the seven years, 1
understand that all data contained on computer discs and tape recorded material will be
erased. Notes contained on papa material will be shredded.

1understand that this study is not expected to have any direct benefits to my
children or myself, but may help heaith professionals in the future, to provide better care
for children with cancer. 1understand that if I ask, a summary of the results will be
provided to me-

If 1have any questions or concems about the study, 1 am fiee to contact Robor the Roberta's PhD supervisor, Dr. L. Degner, at the following numbers: Roberta
Woodgate (---- ); Dr. L. Degner (-------1

Signature of Researcher

Parent's or Legal Guardian's Signature

Date

1 wodd iike a summary report ofthe findings:

YES

-

NO

Please mail a summary of the report fmdings to:
Name:
Address:

Postal Code:

APPENDIX L: EXPLANATION OF THE STUDY FOR THE CHlLDREN
Study: Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Children with Cancer and their Families
Exoianation for vouneer chiidren:

Hi, my name is Roberta and 1am a student doing a project about cancer. 1would
like to leam fiom you what it is like to be a kid with cancer. This project may help other
kids with cancer.
If you agree to help me with my project, 1wiil be spending thne with you to leam
about your cancer. 1 will be asking you questions about having cancer such as ''what it is
like to corne to the cancer clinic to get your treatment?' 1will tape record your answers
and you may listen to the tape recorder. 1 also would like to spend time with you when
you go to the cancer c h i c or if you go to the hospital. 1may ask you some questions
about the hospital and how you feel. You may also ask me any question. You do not have
to answer any question that you do not want to. You rnay also ask me to leave any time
that you do not want me around,
1w
ill replace your name with a pretend name so that know one, except me, will
know what you said or did. 1will not let your doctors or nurses h o w what you tell me. If
you become very sad or upset, 1 will tallc to your parents and get you some help fkom

someone in the clinic like a nurse.
You only have to be in my project if you really want to. If you Say no, no one will
get mad at you.

If you have any questions about the project, you may at any time, ask me or your
parents.

Thank you
Exdanation for older children and adolescents:
Hello, m y name is Roberta Woodgate and 1 am a student from the University of
Manitoba. 1 would like to invite you to take part in my research project. The goal of my
project is to learn more about what it is like to be a child or teen with cancer and how
cancer and cancer-symptoms affects children and teenagers and their families. My project
has been judged to be safe and acceptable for you to take part in it, if you decide to do so.

Ifyou agree to participate in rny project, it means that you will be asked to take
part in at least two interviews. 1will be doing the interviewing. Each interview will be

-

tape recorded and will take about 30 40 minutes to complete. AU interviews will focus
on questions relating to your experience with cancer and cancer symptoms. If there are
specific questions that you do not want to answer, you wïli not have to answer them. In
addition to the interviews 1will be spending time with you during certain situations such
as when you attend the cancer clinic. During these times, 1may ask you questions (e-g.,
''What is the best thuig about the clinic?" ) and 1may make a few briefnotes. If any
situation e s e s where you would prefer not to have me present, you may ask me to leave.
1 will also have access to your hospital record in order to get information related to the
type of care you are receiving. At no time would my presence interfere with your nursuig
and medical care. None of your medications for symptom control will be withheld during
the study,
1will replace your name with a pretend name so that h o w one, except me, will
h o w what you said or did during the course of the project. 1will not let your doctors or
nurses know what you tell me. However, if you become very sad or upset, I will talic to
your parents and you would get some help with your parents' permission.

Taking part in m y project is entirely up to you, and even if you fist decide to
participate, you can still quit at any tirne. If you refuse to take part in the project, this will
not affect the health care that you receive.
My project poses no danger to you. However, you may become more aware of
some of your feelings about having cancer. My project also offers no direct rewards to
you. However, information discovered in my project may help nurses and doctors better
care for other children and adolescents who have cancer. I hope to print the information in
a health journal or book for other nurses and doctors to read. Again your name would not
be printed in the j o d or book. A summq of the results will be provided to you, if
requested.
Ifyou have any questions about the project at any tirne, you are fiee to contact
Roberta or Roberts's teacher, Dr. L. Degner, at the followiog numbers:
Roberta Woodgate (-------); Dr. L. Degner (------)

Thank you very much for considering to take part in my study.
Roberta Woodgate

APPENDIX M: ASSENT FORM FOR CHnlDREN
Study: Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Chiidren with Cancer and their Families
Assent form for vounner chiidren:
,state that 1 am
years of age and wish to take
1,
part in a Roberta Woodgate's project Roberta is a student wanting to leam fkom kids
what it is like to have cancer. This project rnay help other kids with cancer.

Taking part in the project means that Roberta will come to talk to me about my
cancer. She will ask me questions such as "what it is like to corne to the cancer clinic to
get medicine?" She will tape record my answen and 1rnay Listen to the tape recorder.
Roberta also rnay spend time with me when 1go to the cancer clinic or if 1go to the
hospital. She rnay ask me some questions about the hospital and how 1 feel. 1have been
told that 1 do not have to answer any questions that I do not want to. 1rnay also ask
Roberta to leave any time that 1 do not want her around.
1 know my name will be replaced with a pretend name so that no one, except
Roberta, will know what 1said or did. Roberta will not even tell my doctors or nurses
what she and 1 tallc about. If 1become very sad or upset, Roberta will talk to my parents

and get me help from someone in the clinic B e a nurse.
1know it is up to me if 1want to take part in Roberts's project. If 1 Say no, no one
will be mad at me. If 1have any questions about the study at any tirne, 1rnay ask Roberta
or my parents.

have read this page or had Roberta read to me and 1agree to

1

take part in the project.
Signature:

Researcher's Signature
Date

...

i.i.....i.i......~.................*...*.............................~*...*...............*...**..*...........~...~.*~...*.-...---.---.-.....*

1 would Iike a copy of the project:

-

YES
NO
Please mail a summary of the project to:
Name:
Address:
Postal Code:

Assent form for older chiîàren and adolescents:

,state that 1am
years of age and wish to take
1,
part in a research project that is being carried out by Roberta Woodgate. Roberta is a
student fiom the University of Manitoba. She wants to leam more about what it is like to
be a child or teen with cancer and how cancer and cancer- symptoms affècts children and
teenagers and their familes. Roberta's project has beenjudged to be safe and acceptable
for children and teenagers to take part in it, ifthey decide to do so.
Taking part in Roberta's project means that 1will be asked to participate in at least
two interviews. Each interview will be tape recorded and will take about 30 - 40 minutes
to complete. All interviews will focus on questions relating to my experience with cancer
and cancer syrnptoms, Ifthere are some questions that 1 do not want to answer, 1
understand that 1do not have to answer them. In addition to the interviews, 1understand
that Roberta wili be spending time with me during certain situations such as when 1
attend the cancer c h i c . During these times, I understand she rnay be asking me questions
and rnay make a few bnef notes. 1understaud that if any situation &ses where 1would
prefer not to have her present, 1 codd ask her to leave. 1understand that at no time would
her presence interfere wîth my nursing and medical treatment. As well, 1understand that
medications for any symptoms that 1rnay have, would never be refùsed during the
project. Also, 1understand that Roberta will have access to my hospital record.
1 understand that my name will be replaced with a pretend name so that know one,
except me and Roberta, will know what 1 said or did during the course of the project.
Even my doctors or nurses will not know what 1have shared with Roberta. However, 1
understand that if 1become very sad or upset, Roberta d l talk to my parents and I would
get some help with my parents' permission.

1understand that taking part in the project is entuely up to me, and even if 1first
decide to participate, I understand that I can still quit the project at any time. If 1 refuse to
take part in the project, 1understand that this will not affect the health care that 1receive.

I understand that the project is of no danger to me. However, 1understand that 1
rnay become more aware of certain feeiings about having cancer. 1understand that the
project also offers no direct rewards to me. However, 1understand that the information
discovered in this project rnay help nurses and doctors better care for other children and
adoIescents who have cancer. 1understand that information fiom this project rnay be
printed in a health journal or book for other nurses and doctors to read. Again I
understand my name would not be printed in the journal or book. A summary of the
project will be provided to me, if 1 ask for a copy.

1understand that if 1have any questions about the project at any time, 1 am free to
contact Roberta or Roberta's teacher, Dr. L. Degner, at the following numbers: Roberta
Woodgate (------); Dr. L. Degner (---)
1

have read the information and agree to participate in the

project.
Signature:

Date
1 would like a copy of the project:
YES

Please mail a summary of the project to:
Name:
Address :

Postal Code:

APPENDIX N: EXPLMATION OF THE STUDY FOR SIBLINGS
Study:Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Children with Cancer and their Families

Hi, my name is Roberta and 1am a student doing a project about cancer. I would
like to Ieam fiom you what it is like to have a sister or brother who has cancer. This
project rnay h e l ~
other kids who have a brother or sister with cancer.
If you agree to help me with m y project, 1will be spending time with you and
asking you questions about having a sister or brother with cancer such as "Wm your
brother or sister gets sick, how does that make you feel?" 1will tape record your answers
and you rnay listen to the tape recorder. I also would like to spend t h e with you when
you go to the cancer c h i c with your brother or sister or if you go to visit your brother or
sister in the hospital. 1rnay ask you some questions and you rnay ais0 ask me any
question. You do not have to answer any question that you do not want to. You rnay also
ask me to leave any time that you do not want me around.
1 will replace your name with a pretend name so that know one, except me, will
know what you said or did. If you become very sad or upset, 1will talk to your parents
and get you some help fkom someone in the clinic like a nurse.

You only have to be in my project if you reaily want to. If you Say no, no one will
get mad at you.
If you have any questions about the project, you rnay at any tirne, ask Roberta or
your parents.

Thank you
Ex~lanationfor older children and adolescents:

Hello, my name is Roberta Woodgate and 1 am a student fiom the University of
Manitoba. 1am doing a research project to leam more about what it is like to have a
brather or sister with cancer and how cancer affects you and your family. My project has
been judged to be safe and acceptable for you to take part in it, if you decide to do so.

If you agree to take part in my project, it means that you will be asked to
participate in at least two interviews. 1will be doing the interviewbg. Each interview w i l l
be tape recorded and will take about 30 40 minutes of your time to complete. Al1
interviews will focus on questions relating to your experience with your brother's or

-

sister's cancer. If there are specinc questions that you do not want to m e r , you do not
have to answer them. In addition to the interviews, 1will be spending time with you
during certain situations such as when you attend the cancer c h i c with your brother or
sister. During these times, 1may ask you questions and 1 may make a few brief notes. If
any situation arises where you would prefer not to have me present, you rnay ask me to
leave. At no time would my presence interfere with your brother's or sister's nursing and
medical care. No medications for your brother's or sister's symptom control will be
withheld during the project.
1will replace your name with a pretend name so that know one, except me, wiii
know what you said or did during the course of the project 1will not let your brother's or
sister's doctors or nurses know what you teil me, If you become very sad or upset, I will
talk to your parents and you would get some help with your parents' permission.

Talcing part in my project is entirely up to you, and even if you first decide to
participate, you can still quit at any tirne. Ifyou refuse to take part in the project, this
will not affect the health care that your brother or sister receives.

My project poses no danger to you However, you may become more aware of
some of your feelings about having a brother or sister with cancer. My project also offers
no direct rewards to you. However, information discovered in my project may help nurses
and doctors better care for other children who have cancer and their families. I hope to
print the information in a healthjournal or book for other nurses and doctors to read.
Again your name would not be printed in the journal or book. A summary of the results
will be provided to you, if requested.

Ifyou have any questions about my project at any time, you are fiee to contact me
or my teacher, Dr. L. Degner, at the foliowing numbers: Roberta Woodgate
Dr.
L. Degner (-------1
(0----O);

Thank you very much for considering to take part in my project.

Roberta Woodgate

APPENDIX O: ASSENT FORM FOR SIBLINGS
Study: Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Chilàren with Cancer and their Families
Assent form for vouneer chikiren:
years of age and wish to take
,state that I am
part in a Roberta W d g a t e ' s project- Roberta is a student who wants to ieam from kids
what it is Wce to have a brother or sister with cancer. This project rnay help other kids
who have a brother or sister with cancer.
1,

Taking part in the project means that Roberta wiii corne to talk to me about
having a brother or sister with cancer. She will ask me questions such as '%w do you
feel when your brother or sister go to the cancer c h i c to get medicine?" She wiU tape
record my answers and I rnay listen to the tape recorder. Roberta also rnay spend t h e
with me like when 1go to the cancer chic with my brother or sister or if 1go to visit my
brother or sister in the hospital. She rnay ask me some questions about the hospital and
how 1feel. 1have been told that 1 do not have to answer any question that 1do not want
to. 1rnay dso ask Roberta to leave any tirne that 1do not want her around1 know my name will be replaced with a pretend name so that know one, except
Roberta, will know what 1said or did. If 1become very sad or upset, Roberta will tak to
my parents and get me help fiom someone in the clinic like a nurse.

I h o w that 1only have to be in Roberts's project if 1really want to. If 1say no, no
one will be mad at me,
If 1have any questions about the project at any tirne, 1rnay ask Roberta or my
parents.
1

have read this page or had Roberta read to me and 1agree to

take part in the project.

Signature:

Researcher's Signature
Date
1would like a copy of the project:

-

YES
NO
Please mail a summary of the project to: Name:
Address:
:Postal Code:

Assent form for older children and adolescents:

state that 1am
years of age and wish to take
part in a research project that is being camed out by Roberta Woodgate. Roberta is a
student fiom the University of Manitoba Roberta wants to leam more about what it is
like to have a brother or sister with cancer, Roberta's project bas been judged to be safe
and acceptable for adolescents to take part in if if they decide to do so.
1,

I understand that 1will be asked to participate in at least two interviews. Each
interview is tape recorded and is expected to take approximately 30 - 40 minutes of my
time. 1 understand that AU interviews will focus on questions relating to my experience
with my brother's or sister's cancer and cancer-symptoms. If there are specific questions
that 1 do not want to answer, 1understand that 1do not have to answer them- In addition
to the interviews, 1understand that Roberta will be spending time with me during certain
situations such as when 1 attend the cancer clinic with my brother or sister. During these
times, 1understand she may be asking me questions and may make a few brief notes. I
understand that if any situation arises where I would prefer not to have her present, 1
could ask her to leave. 1understand that at no time would her presence interfere with my
brother's or sister's nursing and medical treatment. As well, I understand that brother 's
or sister's medicine for symptom control wouid never be withheld during the project.
1 understand that my name will be replaced with a pretend name so that know one,
except me and Roberta, wiil know what 1 said or did during the course of the project. 1
understand that rny brother's or sister's doctors and nurses will not be told what 1talk to
Roberta about. If 1become very sad or upset, 1 understand Roberta will talk to my parents
and 1would get some help with my parents' permission.
1understand that taking part in this project is entirely up to me, and even if 1 first
decide to participate, 1 c m still quit at any time. If1decide not to take part in the project,

this will not affect the health care that my brother or sister receives.
1 understand that this project poses no danger to me. However, I understand that 1

may become more aware of some of my feeiings about having a brother or sister with
cancer. 1understand that the project also offers no direct rewards to me. However, 1
understand that the information discovered in Roberta's project may help nurses and
doctors better care for other children who have cancer and their families. 1understand
Roberta plans to print the information fiom this project in a health journal or book for
other nurses and doctors to read. Again, I understand that my name would not be printed
in the journal or book. A copy of the project will be providecl to me, if 1ask.

1understand that if 1have any questions about the project at any time, 1am fiee to
contact Roberta or Roberts's teacher, Dr. L.Degner, at the following numbers: Roberta
Woodgate (--- ); Dr. L-Degner (--)
1
project.

have read the information and agree to participate in the

Signature:

Researcher's Signature

1 would iike a copy ofthe project:

YES
Please mail a summary of the project to:

Name:
Address:

Postal Code:

APPENDIX P: DISCLAIMER FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
Study: Symptom Experiences in the Illness Trajectory
of Chiidren with Cancer and their Families
You are being asked to voluntarily participate in a study entitIed,"Syrnptom
Experiences in the Illness Trajectory of Children with Cancer and their Families." The
study will explore the types of syrnptorns children with cancer experience and how
children and their families respond to the symptoms. Health professionals who care for
children with cancer and who work either in Manitoba Treaûnent Cancer Research and
Treatment Foundation (MCTRF) or on CK5, Children's Hospital pediatric inpatient
cancer unit, are being asked to participate. Children (ages 5 years to 18 years) who have
or had cancer and their parents and siblings are also being invited to take part in my
study. The study is conducted by Roberta Woodgate, RN, a doctoral student at the
University of Manitoba, under the direction of Dr. Lesley Degner, Professor, Faculty of
Nursing. As well, Drs. Rochelle Yanofiky, D. Aibas, and W. Eaton fiom the University
of Manitoba are also supervisors for her study. This study has been approved by the
Ethical Review Committee of the Faculty of Nursing at the University of Manitoba and
the Ethical Review CoTnmittee of Children's Hospital. Isobel Boyle, Director of Patient's
Services at Children's Hospital and Vivian Painter, Director of Nursing at MCTRF also
give their consent.
To understand what children and their families are going through, Roberta will be
going with them to MCTRF and to CK5. Your participation in the study would mean that
during such times Roberta may ask you questions about their care. The questions would
relate to the children's cancer and cancer-symptom experiences. All your responses to
questions would be recorded in briefnotes. Roberta will be asking you questions during
times when it would not interfixe with your work activïties. Also, if any situation &ses
where you would prefer not to have her present, she will respect your request and
withdraw fiom the situation. By responding to my questions during Roberts's visits to
MCTRF and CKS, means you give consent to participate in the study.
The decision to participate is entirely your own. If you do not wish to participate,
it will not affect your employment status with the cancer clinic or Children's Hospital.
The infoxmation gathered will be descriptive in nature, with ernphasis on the children's
symptom experiences. It will wt be used for the purposes of an evaluation of your work
performance by your supervisors. During the study, your supervisors will not have access
to any information that you share with Roberta. Although it is not expected that there
will be any benefits to you, the study rnay produce some valuable information that in the
future, will help health professionals understand and care for children wïth cancer. If
requested, you may also get a copy of the study's fhdings once the snidy is completed.

Al1 information coilected will be for the purpose of Roberta's doctoral study. The

results may be published in journal articles or a book. In a i l instances your identity would
not be revealed to anyone; confidentiaiity will be maintained- Only Roberta will have
access to your name, and she will replace your name with a number so that no one will
be able to identifjr that you participated in the study, Roberta's supervisors will have
access to the data obtained during the study, but your name will not be identifïed on the
data. During the study al1 data will be stored in a locked cupboard and computer
protected by a password known only to RobOnce the study is completed, al1 data
will be stored under lock and key in a filing cabinet at the Cancer Nursing Research
Group Office at the St, Boniface Hospital Research Centre for a period of 7-10 years as
recommended by the Medical Research Council, AAer the seven years, all data contained
on computer discs and tape recorded materiai will be erased. Notes contained on paper
material will be shredded.

If you have any questions about the study at a .time or would like a copy of the
study's findings once the study is completed, you are lkee to contact Roberta or the
Roberta's PhD supervisor, Dr. L. Degner, at the foilowing numbers:
Roberta Woodgate (------); Dr. L. Degner (-------1-

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Roberta Woodgate

BASED

APPENDIX Q
Development al
Period
Preschool

Recommendat ions

Developmental
Concerns
VMagical thinking
~Predictability
~Limitedunderstanding
of cause & effect;
egocentric thinking;
distorîed sense of time
.Fem of mutilation
*Self-awareness,
socialization about
adult & peer
expectat ions

DEVELOPMENT

.May not differentiate reality
from fantasy
~Disruptionsin routines
.Feelings of shame; "hurts"
seen as punishment for
misbehavior
~Frightenedby changes in
appearance
.Self-blame, confùsion about
peer & adult roles and
behavior

eAvoid adult-initiated frightening make-believe & unfarniliar sights &
sounds
.Respect child's schedule,
~Repeatedlyassure child that procedures sue not due to child's "bad"
behavior
.Support the presence of a significant caregiver; allow parents to
comfort child in distress
ause intact dolls, puppets
*Avoid deceplion because child cannot easily reinterpret situation

- -

School-age

.Indusûy
~Newlyemcrging skills
related to self-control
& independence
~Peeraccepiance
.Rule conformity

.Feelings of failure or
incornpetence
*Fear of loss of control
~Emban-assment,peer
coercion, rejection, & group
labeling
.Vulnerable to coercion due to
respect for authority
.Deceptions & betrayals by
people child tmsted

~Avoidputting child in losing position, especially in public
*Allow child to participate in decisions relating to research
met hodslprocess
.Avoid public discredit of child - privately ask for child's
participation, maintain confidentiality, conceal refusals or group
membcrship
~Minimizepower position, avoid using authority figures to recruit
subjects, approach child with parent present, reinforce right to decline
to participate
Table 2. continued -@
*Avoid deceptions

Developmenta1
Period
Adolescence

I

Developmental
Concerns

eldentity
.Self-esteem
aPeer approval
mSexuality

S p i a l Risks
eAlienation, limit-testing
*Embanassment&
humiliation
aPeer pressure
econfusion related io gender
roles & sexuality

Recommendations
.Ensure protocols do not undennine adolescent's rclationships with
parents & sigiiificant others; inst itute procedures to verify
adolescent's status perîaining to consent; cl&@ adolescent's
evaluation of consequence
*Proteciconfidentiality & prevent public embarrassrnent of failure
eAvoid peer pressure to convince adolescents to participate
.Respect boundaries of persoiial space & emotional distance

*adapted from Conrad & Horner (1997, p. 167), Morrow & Richards, (1996) & Wender (1994)
It must be acknowledged that al1 the risks listed in this table could pcrtain to children of al1 ages, however, they are indicated under the period for which
they are most salient,

I

APPENDIX R: ILLNESS NARRATIVES

The m e s s Narratives of Two Families
(1)

The Preschool Chiid's Storv: Waitin~for that Beautifid Chiid to Return!

Introduction to the Preschool Child and Her Familv:
This story depicts the narrative of a preschooler, named Jamie, and her f d y that
consisted of her father, Dan, and mother, Denise. When 1had first met Jamie in July of
1998, she had just turnecl 5 years old. In December 1997 Jamie was diagnosed with acute
lyrnphoblastic leukemia Up until the diagnosis, life was viewed by the parents as
something almost idyilîc. At that point pnor to cancer entering thek lives, they would not
have really changed anything in theV lives. They lived in a moderate size home in a
cornfortable, cchild-Kendy area ofthe city. Denise's motber who had heart problems also
lived with them. The parents talked about how prior to the cancer diagnosis they would
go for long wallcs in the neighborhood and that one of Jamie's favorite places was a
communïty playground nearby theu residence.
While they had experienced present and past stressors they nonetheless descriid
their Life as enriching and fidl of many good fortunes. They desmbed their life as almost
perfect at the time of diagnosis. The oniy traumatic event that stood out was the Jamie's
premature birth. However, except for getting through the birth and the period surrounding
the birth, Dan and Denise saw th& child grow up healthy and happy through the years
pnor to the cancer diagnosis. Understaudably, like all other f d e s the news of the
cancer diagnosis hit them really hard and it hit them hard because something had
shattered their almost safe, secure, and happy world.
For Jamie, Denise, and Dan, their world was focused their on nurturing their
family unit, and maintaining strong ties with their "goudfientiS andfamily." To Denise
and Dan, raising Jamie meant everything to them.They approached lîfe fiom a "family
orïented model" as Dan put it, which included doing only what was "best for their
daughter, Jamie." It would be an understatement to suggest that Dan's and Denise's
world would not have been complete without Jamie. They got a lot of pleasure and
strength £tom her, just like she had gotten nom them. They describeci her as their
''beautzfùl child," and fiom their accounts, Jamie had led a life up until the cancer
diagnosis that was described also as beautifid. In addition to valuing each other in their
farnily, they also valued and found gceat pleasure in their relationships with their Fiends
and extended family memben. It was not uncornmon for them to invite fiends and family
over or have them drop-in at least once a week. Friends and f d y members were always
welcomed. Jamie's two cousins would corne over as well, or Jamie would spent a day or
night at their house. Jamie also had made some Eends in the nursery school that she
attended. Denise and Dan, as well as their fiends and f d y membecs always made sure
al1 their children were enjoying life and had a chance to experience many of the good
things of life. Indeed, Jamie's parents trîed to provide as many opporhmities as they codd
for her. There were Jamie's favorite toys in every room of the house. She also had h a
own special couch in the livingroom where she often sat to watch her favorite childrelated video. Receatly, they had gotten a pet dog named "Spot." The dog was treated as

part of the family. In addition to Jamie, Dan and Denîse in the past had fostered older
children who required help dealhg with behavioral and fàmily problems. Both Denise
and Dan thought it was very important to help out others especially children who were
not as fortunate. Their love of seeing children happy and healthy was important to them.
It was as Denise and Dan noted, important "to have some compassionfor sornebody e k "
Although Dan desmied Denise and himseif as ' T d y oriented," 1thought a more
accurate description of them would be child-family orient&..
When 1first met Jamie and her family, JJamie was in kindergarten. Both Dan and
Denise shared equal responsibility in raising their daughter. Additionally, Dan worked as
a school guidance counselor. Denise had just sold her own business, and was Iooking into
starting a new business. As is the case for many mothers of children with cancer, ber
career plans were put on hold with Jamie's diagnosis. With the diagnosis, Denise centred
her life on Jamie's meeting illness and care needs. Dan, however, unWce most fathers,
eventually took a leave fiom his job in order to be more involved in Jamie's care, and
more importantly in her life. In addition to changes related to their careers, Dan and
Denise experienced many other changes throughout the cancer-symptom trajectory. As
Denise stressed upon hearing the diagnosis of her daughter's cancer, she knew "that their
Zife ((tefamil'y 's life) was changedforever!" She did not even have to experience any of
the changes to understand and accept that life was never going to quite the same. Yet
Denise and Dan realized that their beautifül child and her beautifül life were now going to
change.
1 followed Jamie and her faniily fiom July 1998 to December 1999. At the time 1
had ended the researcher relationship with this f d l y , Jamie was six years of age and was
in grade one. For the f h t year, 1had maintained a comection with Jamie and her family
through visiting them at the cancer chic. The c h i c visits lasted anywhere from two to
eight hours. The c h i c visits for the most part occurred on a weekly basis. She was also
hospitalized on and off during the period that 1was following them. Her hospitalization's
stays were mainly brief, for the purpose of receiwig certain chernotherapy agents. She
also required a couple of hospital stays for the monitoring and investigation of fever and
infection. 1 also maintained contact with them by making four home visits. Although the
family was fomally interviewai numerous times, it was my time spent in clinic,
observing and interacting with the family that 1really got to b w this f d y and their
narrative. The last six months of contact with Jamie and her family was through phone
c d s and few bnef visits in the clinic, At the tirne of closure with Jarnie and her f d l y ,
Jamie was still in remission and was nearing her final stages of treatment.
Overview of Jamie's and her Familv's Narrative
Waitine for the Beautifid Chiid to Return!:
amie's narrative is about the struggle of a young child waiting for a chance to
once again experience life as a "girl kid." It is a story of Jamie and her family havuig to
wait and wanting to move on. Jamie was waiting to live life like she did prior to being
diagnosed with cancer where there was more happiness and less pain. She was waiting to
be in that kid's world once again and not in a world where theu was a lot of pain and

hurt. Her family was waiting for Jamie to have a chance of being that beautifid kid again!
As Denise commenteci "we (Dan and Denise) always enjoyed her...we afways enjoyed
doing things...and to be able to give those moments to her...." they were once again
waiting to give her more of those "kid" moments. The parents were waiting to regain
being that famüy who used to go for long walks and would at night often sit outside
watching Jamie play. The cancer diagnosis and the cancer-symptom trajectory had put a
hold on Jamie and her family experiencing a life that could only be descriid as beautifid.
Despite not being a stranger to sadness and suffiring, their world prior to the cancer
diagnosis was a safe and secure world with much joy and pleasure in i t Moreover, while
the parents were waiting to regain that beautifid world, they realizeed it never be
completely the same as evident by Denise's comment:
She was diagnosed in December su, and the summer before she was diagnosed we
used to sit uutside at night and Dan and 1would have coffee and &mie would
play and it w mjust so refaxing. It was wondeîjùl- It was never the same again. 1
never sut outside again.
For the parents the cancer diagnosis brought to them a sense of uncertainty to their
happy life that they had never experienced in the past. The variability of the symptom
course and as ambiguity to what the symptoms meant onîy reinforced their feelings of
uncertainty. As Denise noted, both her and Dan "now realried how everything z
k so
fiagile. ..lmean 1always hm,but yet. .."They now realized that life was no longer that
safe, tnistful and secure place for their child to grow up in,as it should be for children:

Life has been shattered You leam never to trust any one or mom to the point,
yozrrself: You [ose trust in the world!
I'ZZ neverfeel safe, I'II neverfeel safe,..your whole safety net is gone, it 's gone..(Denise)
Denise and Dan now experienced a world that had less joy and pleasure in it:

Um,that 'sgone, my sense of delight in the world is gone to a certain extent...
You know wejust bought this home, we had such hopes and dreams here and 1
mean 1stopped doing any renovations here, ljust Zost interest. (Denise)
Jamie also now experienced a world where things were no longer as safe or
secure. Dan and Denise talked about their beautifid child being more reluctant to play in
their backyard and was describeci by her parents as being aEiaid at times to go outside
since the diagnosis.
Jamie's parents also were angy and upset that their beautifiil child was diagnosed
with cancer. Like many parents they felt betrayed. While they felt they were luckier than
most familes with cancer, they nonetheless felt that the diagnosis was so unfair. They
viewed it to be unfair due to al1 the losses Jamie had to experience that made her a

beautifid child. Any direct loss that Jamie felt, they too experienced. The greatest loss
was losing theïr beautifid child. Jamie also was angry relation to not being her beautifül
self or living in a world that was supposecl to be safe and secure for chiidren. Denise
recalled to me a story of Jamie that took place in a fast food restaurant. Denise was there
with Jamie and some &ends of Denise and Jamie. At one point Denise was observing
Jamie and her friend and witnessed Jamie getting reaiiy angcy and upset when her fiend
made a comment about her short hair. Denise recalled that Jamie looked extremely upset
and started screaming:

How wouldyou like to have to be sick, be in the hospital and have to take al[ these
medicines, how would like that to happen to you, how would you Zike it to Iose
your hair.,.
Denise expressed that she had:

Never seen her so mad, or seen her react tike that. She felt attacked because her
hair is a bigpart of her,
Yet despite their pain and anger, this family overall persevered and continued on.
But like they said, they had no choice as if they did not, they would lose their beautifid
child forever. The parents continued on for their own sanity, but more importantly for
maintaining their child's and family's sense of self.
They focused on getting through life and maintainhg their spirits by doing
"whateverwas the best thingfor hmie. Trying to provide Jamie a life that was as
"nomal" as possible, was what the parents worked on. Although Jamie would protest
every time when she had to return to the cancer chic, she nonetheless after proteshg
would give in and return to clinic with her parents. Just like the parents had no choice,
Jamie knew she had no choice Xshe wanted to get better. She was aware that although
the medicine made her feel sick, she needed to get better. In response to my question what
she would say to other children with cancer "to convince them to go the hospital?' she
expressed: "Su you canfeel better!"
The waiting also helped the f d y to focus more in on what they always felt was
important: being a family that focused on raising a happy child. Although raisuig a happy,
beautifid child was important to .lamie's family before the cancer-symptom trajectoiy, it
became even more important after the cancer was diagnosed. There was more of an
urgency to it now as her parents noted. Moreover, with each setback to secUnng a happy
childhood for Jamie, they only became adamant in providing everything that was
congruent to a happy childhood They fought hard in keeping the spirit dive. The good
times were even more cherished and appreciated. The parents and Jamie experienced
greater joy now in the routine things of life. Although Dan and Denise expressed that they
now experienced in life much hgility and loss 1also found them to be strong because
they were able to hold things together. While the cancer brought them ali a lot of pain and
hurt, it also made them stronger as a family expenencing even more love for one another.
"

Doing so, however, was difficult and depended on them maintainhg some childhood and
family life that was away fiom the cancer:
Cancer can eitlrer make your family stronger or tear you apart n o s e who
become stronger do not let the cancer total& consume them, they keep it separate.
It is so important you ...(Denise)

At the time I ended my interactions with this family, Jamie was receiving
maintenance treatment once a month, For Jamie and her family, the routines of He were
in fact retumùig and did have meaning, although the meanings were different now.
Denise expressed that "they had to rede$ne what nomal was! They were as the Denise
noted "learningto five Ife again!" Dan was slowly returnïng to work füli-time and
Denise was contemplating when it would be a good time, or more to the point a right tirne
for her to retum to work. Alîhough they were making plans now, it was nonetheless hard
for them as expressed by Dan:
"

Exactly, exactly where we are right now...there is pressure. pressure on you when
you workfirfltime and this weighs heavify on your mind..,you can 't throw yourself
into 100% into anything. You know it is hurd.

Although Jamie was in remission, her parents never completely regained their
sense of peace or security of raising a chüd that they experienced pnor to the cancer
diagnosis. Like dl the parents in this study, they would always feel that the cancer was
never completely gone and that it could show up anytime. Not only could it return as
cancer itself, but it could r e m to haunt them in the form of long-term cancer treatment
effects that had an affect on Jamie to be that happy child or "kïd.". Both parents wondered
how the cancer treatment would affect Jamie over her Iife as a child. While they had
hoped there were no long-term eEects, they never felt completely confident:
1(Dan) think there defnitely are some long-tenn effects of the steroih on Jamie.
We are pretty sure, but can never sayfor sure. But um, hopefuly it will not be

permanent.

For Jamie, she was now entering grade one and was experiencing Me as a "girl
kid" again. She was experiencing more childhood experiences like her peers, but still
experienced hurt that was a direct result of the cancer-symptom experience. Denise has
noted that Jamie was in fact thinking and ralkingmore about her cancer experience and
was sharing with her some of the past and present painful moments she experienced
because of the cancer-symptom trajectory. And while she was able to join her peers at
school and leam and play with them, she still had to be more carefül at play and also
required a teacher's assistant during class tirne. She also would o d y go to school half
days instead of full days. The parents now had a chance of seeing their child experience
childhood again, yet their excitement of seeing her happy was balanced with threatenùig

feelings:
It was an aciting time to go back (to school) because she ( h i e ) never had them
@cers) and she really made connections, a lot ofpeople were incredible,you
know parents and the kids, everybodj was wond*l,
and she, you know, slie
loves it. But next year ifwill be chalIengrgrng
as she has to go a whole day, and we
don 't know how much she 'Il be able to do,

So while she regaining h a beautifid life back, it was not completely the same as
her peers. Although Jamie and her family were moving on, they were still waiting to
some extent- However, upon leaving them, 1knew whatever the final outcome would be,
the parents would stiU strive to provide those special moments for Jamie that would allow
Jarnie the opportunity to be a "kid" again. They were aii now beginning as a family to go
into their backyard:
Wejust waited till she got back into school, und between Iast summer when 1
(Dan) was able to start taking her outside and weflav the kite andshe just ran
around with it-..so she could enjoy (continued below)

But just as life was becoming more like a dream, a part of the nightmare was still
with them:

...but she wasn 't able to and it was because of lier development again.
The Core Narrative: Main Themes:
A Dream Turned into a Nightmare: Unlike many of the chiidren, Jamie's precancer diagnosis was brief lasting approximately a couple of weeks. Yet like the other
children, it was initially assumed by h a parents and physician that she was experiencing
the flu:

Tons of eneray...but then she was sleeping in the afiernoon and you know we
thought maybe she was getting theflu. Reallyfor one day that she was at home we
know she was really low and she Cooked reaIIy pale and she just, we thought she
was coming down...we thought she was getting something. Yeah! We even had her
to the doctors.-.the doctor checked her out and everything wasfine- (Denise and
Dan)

The feeling that it was only the flu was supportai by Jamie's sudden bursts of
energy during the few weeks leading up to the diagnosis. She still had energy to play
although she did stay away nom school for a couple of àays. It was not until Jamie had
fainted that the parents knew that it was more than the flu as expressed by Denise:
Shejust collapsed, she was unconscious...l h e w something was tem-6&wrong.

Denise immediately called for ambulance to take Jamie to the hospital's pediaîric
emergency. At the emergency department, things happened or seemed to take place really
fast as perceived by the parents. Both parents talked about getting "a number of direrent
diagnoses" including different types of cancer all within a t h e fiame of two hours.
Having arrived at emergency before seven o'clock in the evening, Dan expressed that "by
nine O Clock at night they (the doctors as well as Denise and himseljl were pretty sure it
was some type of cancer."
But like other parents, Dan and Denise never expected at least up until the time
that they arrived at the emergency department, that it was or would be cancer. Everything
happened so fast as Denise descrïbed, that the cancer diagnosis was a complete shock:
You know it is a strange thingjust, everythïng happened so f m , escalated so fast
that it 's no?,you know it was a shock..
Morever, both Dan and Denise concurred that as soon as they heard the diagnosis
of acute lymphoblastic leukemia, their life changed instantly. In fact, life as they
descrîbed it and continued to describe it, changed fiom a pleasant dream to a horrendous
nightmare:
It was a nightmare. Ir was like within a fav minutes the doctor knav right awayShe was white, and her lips were white. Her blood count was so low, I think it was
thirty-five...ï l e y told us rïght away- It was a nighîmare!

I rnean we had such dreams, such ..-its not that anymore- AFer all this...means
nothing. But 1meanjust as far as now, thefirture, you know...Well itsjust goes
right to the core of your being. m e n you have such hopes, you know we bought
this house. Its not the sarne ...and we had so many hopes and drearns and they 're
gone.
The nighûnare that they were r e f e g to, was the potential that they could lose
their beautifùl child. Their child had looked like she was dying, lying listlessly on the
stretcher, and the diagnosis only made it more real to them. Her pale appearance and lack
of energy now represented a sign of death to Dan and Denise. From that very moment the
urgency to Save Jamie their beautifid child, was al1 that t d y matter to Dan and Denise:
Anything else has, ut best, diminished meaning...Routines of ltye are meaningless!
Pan)
A Month Lost: As soon as Jamie was diagnosed, life truly changed for Jamie and
her parents. In fact, for Denise the change was instantaneously:
1.2a change. You look ut the world dtflerent ...the only way 1can explain is the
day she was diagnosed that day 's a blur- Its like in a second! You open your eyes

and you don 't see the same, you don 't see anything the way you did the day

Although they immediately experienced feelings of change, the parents
nonetheless during the first couple of weeks to a month, experienced numbness- Like
other parents, life was experienced as a blur. When asked, they really could not desmie
how they feIt:
1was blank. yeah 1knew that my lzye was changedforever.
We had, we didn 't know. 1mean Ididn 't know how tofeeL I didn 'tfeel anything
unusual..-You know it is a strange thing itjust, everything happened so fast,
escalated so fast that it is not. You know it was a shock. I mean, 1think ...

(Denise)

The parents continued to describe everything as happening really fast between the
diagnosis and the commencement of treatment which further led them to feel in a state of
confusion or more to the point in a deep trance-like state:

me next day she was transfùsed and uh (pause) and uh (pause)so 1@ause) it was
just uh @ause). It was Iike everything is rushingyou don 't even @ause) it is like
an out of body experience. (Denise)

The out of body expience was due to the shock and trauma in realizing that their
child had cancer. They never once expected or suspected cancer even though to some
extent they expected their child would acqyire some type of health problem. Denise noted
îhat Dan and her were 44aIwayswaitingfor the bomb to drop" because of the dramatic
nature of Jamie's birth. However, even with such thoughts they nonetheless were still felt
they were caught off guard:

Ir was ull very suweal, 1mean it was a21 very suweal-..lfeel

too a bigpart of this
whole thing which is why Dan and 1felt this so traumatic is that Jamie had a very
shessfiti birth. She was in intensive carefor three weeks, we didn 't brïng her
home, she had an emergency cesarian. she seizured constantly...she had two
central lines. um she wasn 't eating...we really took thejirst year l i k , you know
not knowing ifshe 'd seinrre again, being carefùl....You don? have a childso
dramatically and not think that anything scary or serious would ever be down the
road. So 1think this (cancer) was a double blow to us. because we 'd been
reassured everything 'sfine and nothing 's wrong and she 's thriving no problem.
nothing. It 's like you don 't have a child so dramatically that you never let your
guard down. (Denise)

The seriousness of their daughter's birth only made their daughter's cancer
diagnosis more unexpected. It was almost as if they felt that because they had already
experienced the most sîressful event any parent could experience in relation to their child,

they should not have to go through anything else that could be more scary or serious.
They also talked about not being prepared for the diagwsis. Not expecting or being
prepared for the cancer made it diflicult for them to thi& straight or even respond to
anything:
It wus a shock. Yes, it was a shock..You know what. nothing went through my
mind I was blank...Nobodv prepares you for thLs. Nobody. I mean we came home
seven daysfiom the hospital with the most earthshattering naos of our lives. And
we 're home in seven days and you con 't gauge how to react. Idon't know
whether, what S an ernergency and what 's not. 1had lost my whole perspective.
(Denise)

The parents also descriied Jamie as experiencing the shock and trauma in
relation to her life suddenly and dramatically changing:
And then I think ZOO, we went through, we went through quite a, Imean it rS
psycholagically îraumaticfor a child that h m gone throughfiom going to school
everyday to al1 of a sudden a whirlwind of hospitals.procedures and how do you
prepare a chiliifor thar? (Denise)

Although Dan and Denise experienced life as a blur when they first made aware of
the diagnosis, they experienced Life as a blur to varying degrees throughout the cancersymptom trajectory especialiy when they were uncertain of some of their daughter's
symptom experiences. As Dan noted: "ï%erewere always these episodes that you can 't
possibly anticipate that you dread."
As weii, Denise and Dan throughout the cancer-syrnptom experience had
sometimes difficulty focusing on anything not specific to the cancer:
You know a lot of times the Zight goes on and you have to pay bills- Imean 1
couldn 't evenf o m for awhile uboutpayïng bills. Ididn 't know what I was
doing. I was a scatter brain, your mind is never the same. You don 't remember, 1
forget. I'm not as organized as 1used to be, I forget. I have no memory anymore,
1have short temi memory, 1have to wr-ite everything down or I'IIforget My mind
just isn 'tfocused- - .(Denise)

A Child Lost: Dan's and Denise's nightmare was of losing their beautifid child
in relation to a l l the qualities that in their eyes made her unique and beautifid, Dan and
Denise throughout their narrative would talk about al1 her unique qualities and how Jamie
was so special to them:
It's always been good, she always spoke clear, never trouble. People were
astounded, At nine months she was talking- She couldn't walkshe could talk
(Dan laughs with pride and joy). People couldn't b e k e how clear, she never
mispronounced anything. (Denise)
Denise: Every night @rior to the cancer diagmsis) we talked about what she
did.- Dan: We talked about what she was like as a baby Iike when she took herftrst
steps..- We have always been very Jarnie-jiocused.
Denise: And not like in a si& obsessed,jus? in a very you h o w ,fascinoted way
fiom the minute she was bom. It hasjust been a completefascination-

From the moment of hearing the diagnosis Dan and Denise felt constantly
threatened about their child losing d l her unique qualities or even possibly dying, the
ultimate loss:
Denise: You don 't want i f in your face all the time, yet it is aiways there. And
it is Iike a thing you can 'iget nd O$-.
Dan: And it threatens the most important thing in life, every moment. every
moment.

Dan and Denise always took great pnde in their daughter and to see Jamie lose
many of her beautiful qualities was devastating to them. To Dan and Denise the loss of
al1 Jamie's unique characteristics was an attack on Jamie's spirit as evidenced by the
following conversation that Dan and Denise shared with me:
Dan: When everything you see is hom-ble, a deteriorution and al1 the symbols of
her beauty are falling awuy, her looks. her hair. her spirit, her physical prowess it
is hard to sit there and say "oh, didyou see what she did roday... "
Denise: The spirit and the lfe, and the zest of her life (intempted)
Dan: Yeah!
Denise: evetything that she was all about, the personali~is altered when you are
tired, you don 'teut ...
Dan: She wasn 'tJamie, she was a sick child! Oh, Iam not saying that, but 1am
saying that it is harder @ause)you know, it is one thing to Say that she scored a
goal in soccer against the boy's team, then to Say, "Oh she didn 't throw up as
open (intempted)
Denise: Her fater didn 'tgo up

Dan: the diarrhea stoppedfor 45 minutes today!"

The loss of their beautifül child became even more real to them with each new
symptom and side effect that Jamie experienced in response to the cancer-symptom
trajectory. The symptoms and side effects resulted in changes to how Jamie thought and
responded to life. For Dan and Denise the changes were almost unbearable to watch, and
indeed they had to watch and experience many changes. Most notable was the physical
pain: Her jointr swelled- Ker knee, jwt she couldn 't, she was in so much pain, I'd give
her Tylenol and uh..-(Denise)
And that is ny hardest thing that 1had, knowing that 1am infictingpain (in
relation to medical and nursing staff not giving analgesics or sedativeflor painfil
procedures). I. I couldn 't live with myself: I mean it was almost barbarie to me
@ause)and euen a spinal, she 's used to now, but she S hystericai. I mean it 's not
a pleasant aperience-..(Dan)
Even more difficult to witness were the changes in Jamie's behavior that resulted
because of the side effects of the treatment especially nom the steroids. The parents had
to see her respond in ways they never expected fiom such a beautifil child:

I mean thejirst time on steroik she wasjust nutsfiom the sleep, she had
food cravings which were tearing her apart..und there she was shipping her
room of fhefirniture- Things she 's never done before. (Dan and Denise)
The loss was also in relation to how the symptoms changed Jamie's He. She no
longer had a wntrol over her body or her way of Life. Many aspects of her life that
existed and made her happy pnor to the cancer were now no longer part of her Life:
She won 't be pkaying in her kid@ pool out there. She won 't be exposed to
mosquito bites or we don 't take her to the public pool. She won 't be going to
shopping centres and stutlike that. It will be very insular until her blood counts
go back up. And that wus really tough during the winter in the beginning,just
tem-ble. Cause you couldn 'tmen take her in your own yard for a walk. (Dan)
Perhaps one of the hardest loss for Dan and Denise to deal with was the loss of
Jamie's hair. The parents described Jamie as once having the most beautifid long curly
blond hair and took time to show me pictures of Jamie when she had hair. Wherever they
would go people would comment on her head. Just as Jamie's hair was a big part of her
sense of self, so too was it for Dan and Denise:
She had the nicest hair @ause) of any human being mer-..Thot was a bigpart of
her identity, e w m e r e we went everybody stopped us, everywhere we went, as a
baby.. .(Venise)
That 's (Jarnie 's hair) a very big part of @ause)you know my @ause)pt-ide was

that she was. herphysical beaurifùl. is herphysical beauty. @an)
From Denise's perspective she felt that loss of Jarnie's hair caused Jamie to have a
lot of pain and sadness into her once happy We:
But when we got to the point when there wasn 't much there Fair) she became
vety self-conscious @ause). We went to "nome of restaurantp she @ause) would
hide in the bathroom.
"

From Dan's perspective, he thought Jamie was more confiised with her sense o f
self:
She was toying with the idea of ' M a t 3 my identity-.ah. does this mean I *ma
boy? Should lexpe~men-ment
with more boy thingsfor awhile?" (Pause) Wore boys'
clothesfor awhile- She identifedonly with boy animals but it wasn 't in a sud or
' see where this take me.
fnghteried way it was well this 'Ys happening to me, let s

"

From Jamieysperspective 1think she viewed the haïr loss as sadness and
confusion. Her crying out "howwould you Zike to lose your hair" to one of her Eriends, as
well as her comment that she ''stiII was a boy" in response to complementing her on her
hair regrowth, suggested so. In addition to hair loss, Jamie's losses were in relation to no
longer experiencing a world without intense pain or fiequent sickness. She like her
parents, had a hard time not being able to do al1 the t b g s that made her happy.
The loss of their child's haïr and evaything else was hard not only because it was
hard for them to see their child suffer, but also because it was an attack on their sense of
self. At times, the parents expressed feeling self-embarrassrnent about the changes:
People look ut you, "how can you [etyour daughter be Iike that (in reference to
her behavior)...They don 't understand. It is very embuwassing and v e v dozrbting
situution..Ahappens al1 the time to us! Peoplejust don % it bothers me. Ifind
sometimes there is u big change when she is on steroib and with @ends. going
places. and sometimes it is embawussing cause I can 't control the situation or
dzings escalate you know. and sometimes ir is embumassing, and sornetïtnes it is
not. (Denise)

Part of their embarrassrnent was that they felt they no longer had control over
their child and that they lacked proper parenting skills.
Moving Forward; Forgetting about the Routines of Lire and Regaining the
Beauoful Child: Once the parents no longer experienced life as blur or fog, they then
began to really focus on getting through and more to the point, getting their child thcough
the cancer-symptom experience. They did this by trying to regain their beautifid child and
the beautifd life for their child. Dan and Denise both felt regaining their child back was
the only thing that gave meaning to them Living. It became their only true purpose in life:

1mean nothing is important other than Jarnie. ..@an)

We 're completely devoted to get through this. Its our oniyfoctrs in Iife. I have no
other goals. Nothing. Dan doesn 't either. There S nothing. No m o n q goals, no
um, no kind of gening me gening bock to workgoals, my career. Dan foo. This is
our onlyfocus is to get through this, (Denise)
It was at this point that the parents Wce all parents recognized they had to work at
getting through it. They had to go on:
We have been through traumaticfamil'y trouble andyou learn to deal or you
don% You don 't cany a gmdge and we [earn to [ive and move on. (Denise)
Imean we onl'y think of tomorrow. we can on& moveforward. We don? live in
what happened because our lzye i .dzrerent now-..(;Denise)
As in the past, they did whatever was best for her. However, in cornparison to the
past they did it with even greater urgency and vigor. In short, this meaut doing anything
that would make Jamie's life beautifid again. As the mom noted she and Dan "'would
move the worldfor her,,. "
Well we wanted to exploit every service that was available to us. Yeah, everything
that was good for her to help her. (Dan and Denise)
Just as Dan and Denise described the fear and worry to be constant, they also
described having to get through cancer-symptom experience as constant. To them thîs
meant not o d y living day-by-&y, but also C'Iivingevery mome~lt":

We live every moment. like I'm tellingyou. Enjoy with her and um. we do things.
We don 't care what tirne she goes to sleep sometimes we, wejust enjoy it, you
know? (Denise)

This included coming to know everything about cancer:
You are thirstingfor information. you read everything. you know. You are reading
everything. You gather whatever information to make sense Our of it- (Denise)
T a b g care by comforting Jamie was important:
We do the best we con to rnake Jamie comfortable and we do whatever we can to
make her comfortable. We bring her quilt, we bring her sheets. the whole room is
full of alZ herfmorite toys, everything (in relation to Jamie 's hospitalizations).
(Denise)

Protecting Jamie as best as they could was also ùnportant, Like other parents, they
were always watching for changes in her, Part of the protection also involved encouraging
an increase in Jamie's strength in herself:
Wthout îrying to. you know being discompussionate. we haven 't done anything
&ause) h?éd not to undermine her conJidence. tried to (pause)get her to be tough
about the things she has to be tough about, and wavering about the, the pif[taking and the hygienic procedures when they 're necessay.,.(Dan)

Dan and Denise also would look out for each other:
The only thing that 1could conîrol was how Denis and Jamie see me. My job
infuct b to be as controlled and in control as possible because I fez? that 1would
inspire confidence and um, it didn 'tgive me any beneJt but um, itfelt good to be
able to put up a fiont like that. (Van)
Although the parents expressed that routines became meaningless, they
nonetheless tried to regain some of the routines that made Jamie's life happy such as
inviting her cousins over to spend the weekend with Jamie. It was th& way of providing
some sense of normaicy for Jamie. Involving Jamie in activities appropriate for her age
was stressed:

...we do our cru& you know she doesn'tjust sit infiont of the T.V. al1 day you
know. We wouldplay computer games together and she dresses up all drry long,
she is e v e v d~flerentcharacter andyou know we bake and we cook together you
know. (Denise)
The parents also tried to make life normal for Jamie by never using the word
"cancd' in fiont of her. In fact, when they gave me permission to talk to lamie it was
with the stipulation that 1 should not mention the "cancer word" to ha. The parents also
did not talk to Jamie about dying, nor did she ever ask about it, lmlike other preschoolers
who participated in this study. When around Jamie, Dan and Denise trïed not to
emphasize the seriousness of what was taking place:
And like we 've never said to Jamie ')ou are sick. '* We 've never, we *vealways
told her '>ou are well" and it 's (the treatment)just to keep you to stay well.
(Denise)
"

This is not to Say that they were not honest about the treatment. Part of protecting
her was to appropriately prepare her for her treatment:
1think we have given her certain skills to because we have been honest with her

because we9e had herface what it is, which is not an easy thing to do, the
parents, you can bareiy do ityourself: Like Dan h m been amazing with the
treatments and he'k k e n ammng getting her to cope with this and then it's over
for her, it's over andshejwt talks coherentiy afer Fndny (ireannent day) and
you know, iknowyou have seen that. (Denise)
Despite the losses they experienced in relation to Jamie, the parents also would try
to deal with losses by looking for everythuig in Jamie that demonstrated to them that she
was still beautiful. It was important to her parents to teli me of a i l the "amazingthings"
that Jamie had done in between our visits. As well, in any of my conversations with the
parents, it was not uncornmon to hem the parents descnie Jamie as amazing, smart, and
so on:

And the way she talh, her vocabulary, it S like it ain 't bad!. .She is v e v eurious
and she remembers everything, it 's amnzing! (Denise)
Additionally although parents talked of loss they aiso reinforced that deep down
inside Jamie had not really changed:

She S always had an unique personality and that hasn 't changed...Certain aspects
of her interests have changed ...But those were, you know, temporal things,
temporary things-Jdon 't think there 's been anyfindarnental damage to her
personaliîy by any means.(Dan)
The parents also put the cancer in its proper place by rationalizing that as "hellish"
as this experience was, it could had been a lot worse if Jamie had been older:

And die is lucky that she was Young. OK she could go tu school but she doesn 't
have to. She was at the end ofprenursery into kindergarten. You knowjust
imagine ifit was her graduating yearfiom high school or her grade s k or seven
transitionalyear to a new school, it would have been devastating, missing a year
wWZth
her peers. (Dan)

Yet at the same time Dan and Denise acknowiedged that over the last year, Jamie
has had a lot of missed opportunities that someone her age normally gets to experience.
Most important was the loss of potential Eendships:
ïîtere hasn 't been a lot of kiak for her, fLom being in the social situations for two
years fLom prenursery to k i n d e r g a ~leaming
,
about sharing, waiting your turn,
those really hportant things...(Dan)
Jamie too worked at regaining her beautiful life. Often this meant leaming to
accept that she could not always do a lot of her favorite things like going shopping to the
mal1 or out for dinner with her parents because her blood counts were too low. She had to

adjust to the restrictions on her life and be satisfied with activities that kept her inside for
the most part. to school or to Whenever she got a chance and more to the point when she
was feeling well, she would do the things that she had in the past always like doing like
swimming in a wading p l . Both her parents said that this activity gave her such joy.
Perhaps of ail the things that helped Jamie was her imaginary ''kid's world" that she had
created and would sometimes retreat to especidy when she would go to clinic:
She was very imaginable and she has an imagrharyfiend, she bnngs along to the
clinic and never takes him home, hejust cornes with us.And some dàys when she
goes to the clinic and she is very nervous about it, she sleeps in her bed, she will
get an extra pillow therefor him and she holds his hand like this and asks me
what he should Wear and she buckles him in the seat belt in the car. It's all her
own, but yet when we get to the c h i c and it's over, he's gone you don? take him
home, she says "she doesn't need him anymore.."...Yeah. somebody her own,
because she always suys to me "my kidk worldyou wouldn't understand" and she
hm her own kit& world she tells me which is ammng- Wervenever said anything
Zike that, it'i all comingfiom her. She has told me you know "in my world, you
wouZdn't understand.." (Denise)

For Denise and Dan it was very important not to invade her private "kids world
because they feel that is what keeps her going. It gave her some control. Additionaily,
Denise and Dan tried or focused even more on connechg as a family and keeping the
family together. It was important that the f d y worked together:
Denise: We are a very strong couple in a lot of way- (Dan: In a lot of ways) And
we work together with this, we live together, we enjoy together. Our lives are not
without pain and that S a big thing...

In fact Denise at one point expressed that even during the diagnosis things were
not that bad because they experienced the cancer as a family unit:
Because it 's al1 been good for us as a family even d h g the diagnosis, but
because we just made, whatever we could do with her we did-...
At the same t h e , Dan and Denise stili had to work at keeping the farnily togetherBecause of ail the changes they both reaiized that they "had to re-establish themselves as
afamily." Part of this involved recognizing the importance of taking time for
themselves, as well as giving time to Jamie to be in h a own world:
I don 't know. but 1think it 's reully importantfor her to have thar fier own speciul
world) on her own.

It was also important that both accepted each other's ways of approaching the
cancer-symptom trajectory:

Denise: You have to deal with together andyou have to allow the otherperson to
also deal with it in their own way separately as well. You don 'thave to know
everything, you don 'thave to talk about it all the time, you don? have to, you got
to redize that the other person, und Dan and Ihave reah'y given each other roorn
Dan: Yeah, I think we have very different ways of dealing with it.
Denise: We do and we are very conscious of thut-.-.,

In addition to having to work at regaining their beautifbl child and life and
keeping the farnily together, the family also had to deal with other stressors. For Denise
she experienced stressors that included not being able to take part as much in simple
pleasures like going to the hairdresser, and not being able to go out with her fkiends as
much. But even more stressful were responses by some of her friends and family
members. While Dan and Denise did desmie many of their fnends as helpfùl and
supportive as well as important to getting themselves through it, they nonetheless
experienced negative support experiences- Most notable were in relation to others
questioning Jamie's acting out behavior and the parents ability to control h a behavior.
Denise expressed that at times her fiends just had no idea how they could be helpfùl and
therefore, would avoid them:
People don 't know what to do, and it is hard and it is hard because people don 't,
Zike Isaid it is a major change in al1 ofyour relationships you know because
people don 't want to tell you that their kid did this and that or that theyjust
whatever or may be bought a new car or theyjust you know, or they don 't want to
complain about anything us they '11say "what I have to complain about is nothing
compared to whut-.. You know it changes everything. everything, @ause) at
every level. (Denise)
"

Both Dan and Denise felt that the cancer changed many of their relationships with
some of their fiends and family. They experienced some people not really understanding
or not wanting to understand what Jamie and themselves were expenencing. Both
parents lost relationships that they felt they never would regain. At the same tirne they
made new friendships because of the cancer-symptom trajectory. Ln contrast, Jamie
unlike her peers, was not having the opportunity to build ber circie of fiiends because of
the cancer.
Dan also experienced stress in relation to having to work while thinking
constantly about Jamie and her having to go through the cancer treatment. The stress
became too much for Dan and accordingly, he took a leave of absence fiom his job.
Returning to work once Jamie was getting better was even more difficult because he was
having a hard time putting the cancer diagnosis in its proper place.
Despite the work and stressors, the family did have their "periodr of
spiritualisation" as Dan put it. One such perïod occwed during the summer of 1998. Dan
tallced about how Jarnie had a real chance to grow as a child during 40 days of that

particular summer.He talked about a i i the parties she had gone to and how she was able
to play a lot more with her cousins, and how they had a lot of relatives fiom out-of-town
visit them. This was ali possible because during such times when Jamie was receiving
less treatment, and consequently expeziencing fewer symptoms. Denise desmied Jamie
as viewing "life as an adventure"ddurig the good perïods. Indeed, when she came to
c h i c for check-ups during this period, she was fidl of energy and had a srnile on her face.
She would dance in the clinic's haliway with her dolIs. It was almost like a victory dance
as she would fling her arms up into the air. Dan and Denise were so pleased to see Jamie
regain her spirit.
Siege Mentaiity and Going Crazy by the End: Even though Dan and Denise
worked hard at regaining a beautifid life for Jarnie, there were times when it became more
difficult for them.Even when they experienced periods of spiritual wakening, both Dan
and Denise anticipated difficult times ahead:
m e n she Sfeeling stronger, when die look healthy that helps a linle bit @use)
but then @ause)you know coming up is a very tough ride with chemotherapy
@ause). You h o w , you 're almost guaranteed she is gonna be in the hospital
again- (Dan)
While Jamie did not experience any relapse or major complication, the family
nonetheless experîenced events that they deemed to be very stressfbl. Most notably were
the times when Jamie had to be admitted for chemotherapy that required monitoring for a
couple of days:

m a t it's Iike when you are not there (the hospital),you try some nonnolcy in your
life, you know. having a rneal together, go outside andplay, go for a walk but
when she is in the hospital, you realize how serious this really is- I mean it
doesn't really hit home until you are there. when she is there andyou heur of
stories and everybody is talking and everybody's horrur storïes and it is very
dzfficult and it really hits home but it'sjust something that isn 'tjust going to go
away...n e hospital stays are very dz~cult.very stressfil and very isolated(Denise)
A particularly hard part of the hospitalizations as well as the clinic visits for Jamie
and her parents were all the needle pokes and traumatic intravenous (I.V.) insertions that
Jamie had to have for treatment:

They give me lots of needles. A million. D hurts- The L K hurts too. The I. V. is a
needle too. (Znterviewer/Researcher:Doesn 't anything help tu make itfeel
better?) Nothing! Oniy when they take it out my handfesls better. (Jamie ut 5
years)
Every time she would get the I.V. insertion she would display the same pattern of

behavior of initial protest leading to the realization that she could not fight it and
therefore, giving in but still screaming to the nurse who had to insert the needle: 'Y hate''
you! 1hate the poke! 1thought I did not have to come here anymore. I want to go homeDon 't Zeave the owie in! As physically painful as it was for lamie, it was equdy
mentally painful for Dan and Denise. By the tirne it was all over, Denise would be
sweating fiom having to hold and trying to cornfort Jamie during the procedure. Yet both
knew it had to be done, that it was necessary Also stresshl were the few bmes when she
was admitted for treatment of infection. Although I d e would physically get over such
events, the family nonetheless found them difficult. It was Like the cancer was coming
back. They were reliving the initial cancer diagnosis all over again:
"

She was defnitely ill wirh infections...which was scary wirh the Infctious
Disease 's doctors and she was listless and white, it was tertlfiing we didn %..it
bnitgs it home, how seriou it is. (Dan and Denike)
But perhaps even more stressfùl were the unexpected symptoms and not knowing
what they meant:
I've just had certain things that you know like with this rash andjoint pain really
set her bock and 1mean, and things change. Just a little. Like this morning she
had, she was up till 10:30. She never hm, and we kept checkïng on her which
normally you wouldn 't but you h o w these things go through your mind...You
know Igave her this. Igave her that, shepoked her stomach yesterday when she
was playing. Maybe something, you know 1don 't know. 1mean you
wonder...Even childhood accidents aren 't little childhood accidents and little, you
know what I mean. Like falls and ...Like before, you knew she had an ear
infection she had an ear infection. Cause now you 're waitingfor another bomb to
drop. You never relax. menise)

It became even more difficult for Dan and Denise to hem fiom the physicians that
certain symptoms do not mean mything, especially when in fact the symptoms were an
indication that some iIlness was brewing:
We both knew al1 a long it was not nothing...if isjktrating cause you can 't
control it. You say this is the problem but (Dan)
Symptoms that went undiagnosed despite being carefiilly checked out were for the
parents difficult to accept. The not knowing caused a lot of fhstration and anxiety on
their part:
We still don 't have an explanation to this day...That is what you are going
through al1 the time! Pou don 'tknow ifthey are going to be able tofind anything
or treat it. Oenke)

But perhaps the most difficuit or stressful aspect of the cancer-symptom trajectory
to Jamie and her parents was the relentless nature of cancer and having to deai with the
day to day aspects of it:
That 's a lot of responsibility and being wom h w n and being emotionally drained
aper you know a day 's events and watching her have a bone mawow or a,..or a
spinal you knowfor a spinal you have to sit here ut nî@t and give herpills, it
doesn 't end. You knowfor parents afier it wears you down to have to do that as
well. You make sure tythe kid doesn 't want to take the pills you try and...you know
it 's very dr%jalt.(Denise)
Moreover, the stress resuiting fkom the cancer was compounded by other
stressors. While they were focusing on dealing with the cancer, the families began to
experience additional stressors or crises within the major crisis of cancer. Denise's
mother had to be hospitalized and had major mgery- Once discharged, Denise and Dan
now had to care for her and were having a great deai of diniculty trying to get some home
care assistance. Undmtandably Dan and Denise experienced stressors in their
relationships.
The unexpected symptoms, hospitakations and so on were also difficuit for Dan
and Denise because it meant to them that they felt they had no overall control in regaining
their child:
Every tirne. Every time. We reallj realue how we t e los? control as a parent and
we can 't conîrol this at all, or protect herfiom it as when she S in the hospital
and there S nothing you can do. Um...that is...that...you get the same sickfeelings
that started. Days like this and when you go through the @ause). (Denise)
Infinitesimal (in relation to the amount of control the parents feel that they have)!
We can keep her happy and show her that she 's loved. We can not let her know
ourfenr,we c m keep her healthy @use), we can get her into a regime about
taking her medication. We can q l u i n things to her, to her levei so that it takes
away some of thefear and mystery. We can guard herfiom a cerîain degree of
extemal exposure to things especially when she S most sensitive, we can be
particularZy curefil about Our hygiene and who we &ringinto the house. But
realZy 1think those are realiy tiny things compared to the big picture.
Pan)
However, although on one hand the parents felt they had minimal control, they
also felt in the end that it was up to the parents to get the children through the expenence:
Some kit& don 'tsurvive because theparents jwt can 't keep up with it (Dan)
While at times Dan and Denise expressed their feelings of helplessness, they also

recognized they had abilities to get through that many families may not have:

Yeah, because I think there are many ways we've had ideal
circumstances to deal with such a hovor. We are both able to leuve ourjobs and
stiZl support ourselves, we have a therapeutic model offamily behaviour
happening in the house already and in a lot of wuys we...ln many ways. zyGod
forbid that to happen to anyone, 1think in a lot of ways we are the ideal couple
for it to happen to, however ctazy that sounds. @an)
To deal with the more difEcult times the parents became even more vigilant in
their approach:

But we had a SIEGE ~
winter, (Dan)

~we were going~c r q by the end
I of the

~

Being under siege involved the parents not only becoming even more vigilant and
unified, but retreating almost completely into their own world where only lamie and
themselves were the conceni:

Dan: That whole year was like living in a bunker!...Denise: You are afrad to go
out and do anything, you know, it isjust that kind of situation.
J a d e as young as she was, had her own term for retreating into her own world:
Zoning out. She would "zone out" when things got particular tough for her. During her
"zone out" times she would be present physicaiiy yet on all other levels was in her own
space and time. She would not tak to those around her, nor even look at them but instead
stare into space. She even sometimes would "zone out" around her parents.
For Dan, Denise, and Jamie ail interactions with others were limited during the
really "crappy" periods. They lost social and emotional ties with some of their family and
friends. Moreover, some of these ties were never regained.

Resolution: Now 1am almost a CLGirl
Kid" Aeain:
At the time of ending m y relationship with this family, Jamie had gone through
the most intensive aspects of her treatment and was at the point of only requiting monthly
treatments. The family was beginning to regain more of the iife they had prior to the
cancer diagnosis. They were no longer m a d y just Surviving, but as Denise put it: "We
are Zearning to live again. *' Dan had retumed to work although not fbll-time and Denise
was looking into job prospects. Jamie was attending school halfdays and more and more
was able to play with her peers. Dan's and Denise's dream to get their beautifid chiid
back was now more of a reality to them. Although they both agreed that Jamie would
never completely be the same beautiful child, they reconciled this by acknowledging she
would have changed any ways as she was young when her cancer developed and
therefore, her spint and her sense of self had not yet M y emerged. Moreover, they

acknowledged that although she experïenced many losses, she also experienced some
gains, most notably they felt she became even wi-ser. She was in reality and always their
beautifid child. They also saw a fbture for her. Yet for themselves, things were still not as
secure. While they felt things were back on track for Jamie, they did not think this was
the case for themselves:
(Dan)...things are bock on track in some wqys. with her (Jamie) butpersonul~,
not in my lzye...it is reluted to her being sick...
(Denise) You never regain
@an joins in) Once it happens you never look at life the sume way
(Dan alone)...Whar I amfinding the things that are starting to normulize are my
feelings about Jamie and herfirture, but in tenns of myjùture or Denise 's and ozir
firture. thefamily 'sfirhrreas a whole h m changed quite a bitfiom before we
found out about this.
Additionally though Dan and Denise felt lucky that Jamie was a suMvor in
cornparison to other children, they nonetheless experienced some bittemess just for the
very fact that they and their child did have to go through the cancer-symptom experience.
They had to experience the possibility of Jamie dying:
Well to see what the eclipse of her lzye might have been like and to say that she
was lucky (slight laugh), well Iguess everything is relative. (Dan)
While Dan and Denise still felt like an United couple who cared for each other and
while they got pleasure in seeing their beautiful child slowly return, they both were still
grieving the loss of certain qualities of their child. Even though Jarnie had gone through
the most diKcult parts of the treatment regimen and was now in the maintenance phase,
both parents still viewed cancer as a homble experience and they were still suffering
because of it. They both agreed that it really did not matter what stage of the treatment
Jamie was in because al1 of it was hard. Moreover, while Dan and Denise appreciated
that Jamie now once again was able to take joy in many of life's simple pleasures, they
themselves did not necessarily appreciate or enjoy those things for themselves. As they
saw it, it was not there for them anymore.
Jamie too still experienced cancer as a homble experience. Denise noted that the
last time they attended clinic, Jamie had expressed "the horror of it all!" in response to
Denise t e l h g her they were going to c h i c that day. Denise noted that it was very hard
for her in adjusting to going to school. Physically and emotionally it was challengiag. She
only had enough energy to attend school in the morning, and at times she got easily
bstrated while at school.

So while the family had moved on to some extent they were s u waiting. Part of
the child was renewed, part of the child, the innocence of life, was gone forever.
Moreover, Denise noted that with the treatment becorning less m u e n t , Jamie is now
even tallcing more about what has happened to her. The cancer was a part of her Like dl

the other children and families:
it is nght there on the sufacefor her and ir couldcome out any tirne... out of the
blue she 'lljust say something like when she told me the other day ' ï g o t that
butterjly needle and it hurî so much. Um she, that was a long time ago when they
took bloodfiom her...she remembers but ifisjust. I don 'tknow what associated it
with the thought of it, but she hadjust mentioned. (Denise)

More importantly there would always be reminders:
She was watching a certain show and she stopped watchingyou know. and she
really enjoyed ifand the other duy it came on and she said this "is the episode
rhat I had to go to the hospital. She was watching this show when it happened
and she remembered. She said "see! eause) And you know she wouldn 't watch
it. She really enjoyed watching it but she stopped watching itfor months about 6
months ago and she just started watching it again when it came on and she said
oh 'Y remember this one, this iiw k n I fainted fainting represented sickness tu
Jamie when l asked Jamie). She k-nows that she fainfed, we erplained it to her
and she said that's "why 1have to go to the clinic al1 the time and she said this
was the episode, this is what she was watching in my room. (Denise)
"

"

"

"

Although Iamie and her parents became stronger because of ail the difficult times
that they had experienced, there was d
la fiagility about them. To some extent the
nightmare for Dan and Denise would never be completely over because the cancer codd
always corne back to claim their beautifid child:
Five years. She has to befive years (in reference to years in remission) afrer the
treatment, after everything and it is a nighhnarefor us.
Just like after the traumatic birth of their daughter, they were waiting for another
bomb to drop someday as well as waiting for the beautiful chiid to becorne a beautiful
adolescent:
&'II be thatfive years waiting. And then up until then we 've got another seven
years to go here. Until then six and haifyears to go. UntiI then we won 't
breathe. I won 't breathe until she 'sfiifteen years old. (Denise)
Like al1 families, their narrative was still in progress.

(2)

The Adolescent Child's Stow: Sweet Sixteen and Never Been Kissed

Introduction to the Adolescent Child and Ber Fa*:
This story depicts the narrative of an adolescent refmed to as Ann, and her family
that consisted of her father, mother, one sister, and two brothers. When 1had f h t met
Ann in June of 1998, she had just tumed 16 years. In April 1998 Ann was diagnosed with
acute lymphoblastic leukemia, the "high rlsk kind" as Ann put i t In addition to the cancer
diagnosis, this family had many 0th- major stressors to contend with in their lives, As
AM viewed it, h a diagnosis of cancer was just "one more thing herpoorfamily had to
deal with-"
AM was the second youngest child of a famiy of five includùig her parents, Tom
and Gad. She had one younger brother, Roger, 11 years of age and another brother, Eric,
19 years of age. She also had an older sister, Lynn, 20-years-old. AMS
'
father, Tom,
worked in a machine shop and during most of the 18 months that I followed Ann, her
mother, G d , stayed at home to care for Ann. Previously Gai1 worked in a hotel as a
kitchen staff supervisor. In addition to Gai1 having to quit her job to care for AM, this
family had like al1 families experienced nurnerous changes since the cancer was
diagnosed. Ann herself had gone through many physical transformations in appearance
over the time that 1spent with her. However, as was with a l l the other children in this
study, she always retained the qualities that made her unique. Ann especially was an
outgoing adolescent who valued her fnends and loved hanging out with them. She had a
special look about her that suggested she was here and ready to try anything in life. Her
grin and twinkle in here eyes suggested "1 am here world, don't try to stop me!"
AM and her family ail lived in a small bungalow. From a financial standpoint this
family was not well off and next to the cancer, the major concem for this family was
being able to get by fiancially on a weekly basis. Ann's father always seemed worried
and expressed his concerns about being able to pay ali the bills. During the time 1visited
Ann and her family, there was always a lot of movement or action going on in their
house. It was usually noisy and alive, at times chaotic, and very rarely quiet even during
the times when AM was not feeiing weil. n e r e were numerous pets in this bouse.
Friends of the Ann, her parents, and her siblings were afways coming and going. The
phone was always ringing.
Most of the family action occurred in the kitchen and livingroom that were closely
comected due to each other. The f d y was always in these rooms and at time numerous
different interactions or plots could be occurrïng at the same tune. The interactions that
occurred amongst family members and others did not stop, even during our i n t e ~ e w
sessions. Moreover, all the action did not stop even when the livingroom became a
temporary bedroom for AM during the t h e when she was too weak to climb the stairs to
her own bedroom. As Ann laid on the couch with her tube feeding machine beside her,
the family would continue on in the ways. Medical supplies took up even more of the
Livingroom's limited space, however, the family was still able to continue on. As chaotic
as the living arrangements appeared to beythis f d y seerned for the most part to know
what was important to them: staying together as a family.

AM and her f d y were especially close to the parents of Gd.Although G d ' s
parents resided in another province they nonetheless would take tums visiting each otherAM wodd travel with her family about every month or second month to see her
grandparents Sometimes they would travel a day d e r A m had completed her weekly
chernotherapy treatment. Sometimes her grandparents would corne down for a week and
stay with them. They aiways got together on holidays- Although this family was "poor"
fkom a financial standpoint, they were '%ch" in another way through the closeness they
had developed as a f d y over the years. As well, despite the Iimîted resources that A n .
and her family had, this famiy was always involved in helping their Fiends and family
members. Gai1 and Tom would not hesitate to take in any children's fnends who were in
trouble and needed a place to stay. The coEee was always brewing for anyone who
happened to corne by.
1followed Ann and her f d y throughout their cancer-symptom trajectory until
Ann was 18 years of age. For the fkst year and half, 1maintained a comection with AM
and her family tbrough visiting them at clinic and in the hospital. The clinic and hospital
visits lasted anywhere fiom two to eight hours. The clinic visits for the most part occurred
on a weekly basis. She was hospitalized for chemotherapy treatments during the period
that 1 was following them. I also maintained contact with them through home visits which
involved a total of ten visits. The last six months of contact with Ann and her f d y was
through phone calls and some visits in the clinic, At the time of closure with Ann and her
f d y yAM was still in remission and was nearing her final stages of treatment.

Overview of Am's and her Famiïv's Narrative: Waitinp- for Some Fun. Waitinn to
be Sweet Sixteen:
Am's narrative is about the struggle of a young girl waiting for a chance at life as
a teenager embarking onto adulthood. Like the 0 t h families, it is a story of A m and her
f d y having to wait and wanting to move on. Ann was waiting to live Me Wce a typical
adolescent wanting to grow up "ust enough" and her family was waiting for Ann to have
a chance of being that adolescent. AM>s mffering stemmed fiom waiting to tum "sweet
sixteen" with all the good things associated with coming of age such as ail the
entitlements, promises, and enthusiasm, and then once having tumed sixteen years never
seeing most of the good things transpire. The cancer diagnosis had put a hold on A m
experiencing what it t d y felt like to be sixteen years of age. She expressed frequenty
that for two and half years of treatment she would not have control of her life. Moreover,
she was not going to have a "normal teenage life like most of herfienh." She reinforced
"they 'il be partying or hanging out while I'm getting sickfiom my heatment. Leukemia
such!" She feared death and moreover, feared not having a chance at getting mamed,
having children, or ever being an aunt. To Ann, it was like having the wind kicked out of
her. It was like she was betrayed:

I waited all my Iife this day (16'~birthday). It is so important to a girl and well 1
don 't know ij-1'11 now be in the partying mood.

Her f d y also felt the same way, like they were kicked in their guts. This f d y
had already been through so much, a lot more than most families. In fact, having a crisis
in their lives was the n o m for them. Each crisis always kept them waiting, waiting for an
easier life and this cnsis with cancer was no different. It was a real blow to them. They
felt betrayed because they had already had their fair share of He's misfortunes to deal
with. And this cancer experimce uivolved many crises or rough tirnes for this family such
as the times when they thought Ann had relapsed. At times Ann's mother wouid express
"how much can onefamify taRe.' In addition to the cancer stressors, they experîenced
other non-cancer crises during Am's ihess. Understandably, at h e s th-s family felt m e
finally throwing the towel in:
All she 's (Ann) ever had is the occasional rough day or a long dny. She 'II corne
home and cry a linle bit. she will cry and she 'll go "mom 1can 't do this anymore,
you know mommy 1just can V" and I'd let her of course, let her cry it out but you
know...(Gail)
Yet overail this family persevered and continued on. They continued on for their
own sense of self, but more importantly for their fhily's:
This being sick makes me very angry and sad. Sornetimes I jusr want to end
everythng but Iknow I con 't do t h because my family needr me and that would
be a wrong thing to do. (Ann)
I would never do it (stop treatment) because I have such a goodfamily. and I
couldn 't do that to them. (Ann)
Moving on was important to this famiy regardless of the situation:
My aunt has talked with us afav tintes and she has a wonderjùl outlook and it's
one big question, can you change it? F I c a n change it then you change it. lfyou
can't change it, deal with it and move on. (Gail)

As in the p s t , this family approached life and Life's problems head on. It was
important to be able to Say that they dealt with a particular problem and were able to
move on. Ann persevered so she could have a real chance of teenage life and growing
older. She was waiting to survive but also waiting for '3ayback time " as she put i t She
was waiting to do al1 the things that she perceived was part of being a 16-year-old.
Interestïngly though the things she was waiting for changed and the change stemmed
fkom her having to experïence the cancer-syrnptom trajectory. While she'll was still
waiting to grow up, what she was waiting for had changed to some degree. In short she
changed her fiiture tife plans. Yet, while she was still waiting to have some fun and
"eally party," she also now had a real career goal. She wanted to do something that
would make a difference in life. Cancer helped to give her more direction in life or helped
her to carve out more of clear path in life.

The waiting also helped the family to focus more in on what they always felt was
important: maintaining a strong family. Although maintaining a strong f d y was
important to Ann's f d y before the cancer-symptom trajectory, it became even more
important after the cancer was diagnosed. With each blow to them as a farnily unit, they
only became stronger. While difiïcult at times, they tried to remain fairy positive
throughout the time 1spent with them. Although the cancer brought them a l l a lot more
heartache, it also made them stronger as a family experiencing even more love for one
an0ther.
At the tune I ended my interactions with this family, AM W ~ still
S
receiving
treatment. Although she was in remission, there was still some uncertainty if she would
tndy sunive. She was now waiting to reach the age of 2 1 years of age and ail the things
that came with it such moving in to her own apartment, king at university or college, and
having her own car, yet still k i n g close to ber family. For her family, although things in
Life had settled down and lïfe was not as bard, they were also waiting. While they were
more relaxed, they were waituig for their next crisis. However, upon leaving them, 1 h e w
whatever the f i a l outcome would be, this family yet would one more t h e get through
another crisis and survive as a carùig, loving family.

The Core Narrative: Main Themes
Sweet Sixteen and Cancer to Boot: Ann's cancer took awhile to be diagnosed
and when it was, it was just like the other familes, the least thïng that A n .and her family
expected. AM'S pre-diagnosis illness trajectory was especially lengthy, commencing
about eight months pnor to her tuming 16 years of age, the age when she was diagnosed
with cancer. Prior to being diagnosed with cancer, Ann was attending high school. She
was in grade ten. While she descrïbed herself as being f k l y smart, she was not too
interested in her studies. She was much more interested ia the extracurricular activities
especially cheerleaduig practice. She loved going to school, because it was a time to
socialize with her fîiends. A m was r e d y outgohg and had many fiends fiom school and
fiom outside of school. Tara, was her very best fnend who had been fkiends with her for
years. She loved going out with her fiends to such places or events as parties, the local
mall, or movies. She and her niends did not have much money to spend but some how
they managed to get into places where they wanted to go. AM and her fiiends could be
descnbed as adventurous and would always like to try new things and go to new places.
They would at times crash parties and A m admitted to attendhg "raves" with her fnends.
Her parents were well aware of Am's "going-ons," and although always worried
about her, they were able to deal with Ann's behavior. Moreover, Ann had respect for her
parents and always knew when she crossed the line. Ann had leamed fiom the mistakes
her older siblings had made such as them quitting school. She was not going to quit
school like they did because she biew it was important to her parents that she complete
school. Both A m and her younger brother needed to succeed where her older siblings
failed. Not that her older siblings were "baà" according to AM,but it was just that they
made mistakes that only caused her parents to worry more. Ann noted that her "older
brother and sister gave my parents a lot of headaches."

Ann got dong welI with her parents. She refmed to her father as "'puppa"and
wouid enjoy going out with h a father especially to a restaurant. Am also spent t h e with
her mom. Her relationship with her siblings prior to the cancer diagnosis was descrïbed
by Ann as "typcai." They got dong at times but also would have their typical fights and
arguments. A m at times would "boss arouncf' her younger brother. A m was especially
close to her two brothers. She would share things with her older sister, but because here
sister had moved away fiom home approximately two years ago, she was not as close to
her sister as she was to her brothers. A m was also close to her best finend, Tara who
spent a great deal oftime at AM'S house. At times, she would even descnie Tara as her
sister.
h ' s parents described their life as "busy." Prior to the diagnosis, both parents
worked, Tom in a machine shop, and Gail at a hotel. Just before being diagnosed, Tom
was promoted to supervisor which meant he could now get off of shifi work and work
days although it involved a lot of overtime. Gai1 worked days and evenings so at times
Gail and Tom were not able to spend a lot of time together. However, Gail would always
try to make sure that daily everyone sat down for supper even if it rneant having a late
supper. Gail and Tom would also try to go out every Saturday evening. Gail maintained a
close relationship with her parents. Even though they lived in another province, Am's
f d y would fiequently get together with G d ' s parents. Am especially had a fondness
for her grandfathm Atm's parents also participated in a lot of volunteer work. Even
though Am's f d y had Little with respect to material wealth, they always felt they were
better off than most, and wanted to share whatever they had with others. Ironically this
included working with agencies that focused on improving the life of children
experiencing chronic iiiness and disabilities. Am's parents thought it was important that
theu children learn to respect other chilken and people in general especially for those
children and families who had a harder tirne in life. Am's parents also got their children
involved in their volunteer work. In a way, the parents' experience with volunteerîng
helped the family prepare for Am's caucer experience although that was not their original
intent in volunteexing. They knew that it was important to try to deal with life's hard
times. After all, if disabled children and their families were able to get through the rough
times, so could they. They could deal with getting through the cancer-symptom trajectory.
Even before Am's diagnosis, Am's farnily had experienced a lot of stressfil or
hard times, fkom major financial concems to loss of close relatives. As Am reinforced
' k yfamily andpoorparenfsalready had to go through a lot?' It was perhaps for this
reason that made the cancer diagnosis difficult for the family to accept, yet at the same
time helped them to get through the cancer-symptom trajectory. As well, despite all the
stressors in this familyyslife they nonetheless were able to continue on as a family.

Ann's and her life family's life started to take a tuni of direction early in February
1998. Pnor to that t h e around Decernber 1997, Ann started to feel "not welt." Yet she
did not think much of it. Life continued on as is for AM and her family. There was no
need to direct extra attention to keeping her spirit alive. But A m did not get over the flu
and she continued to feel unwell. Like her parents, it was not until February that she felt
it was more than the flu:
Back in December she war. she was sickflu-like. cold like.-.basically at that poin f
it wasjust a cold...lt goes to Februam thefirst week of Febniary That 1had taken
her to Children S Hospital Emergency and they sent her home, saying thut "she
had theflu. let it nrn its course... and at that t h e . I knew there was more than
theflu.1beZieved that she had theflu because she definitety had the symptoms,
But. she was blacking out. ..and blacking out a lot. she was weak she couldn 't
stand up. She S got a,..she S got a nineteen year old brother who was taking her to
the bathroom, You know, assisting her, canying her into the bathroom because
I'm at work You know,sirteen year old gi'rIsjust don'?do that. (Gail)
"

Accordingly, life started changhg for them in February. Ann could no longer do
everything that she wanted to do such as cheerleading, one of her most favorite activities.
There were more doctor appointments, Am missed more school, and Gai1 had to take
tirne off for work. A m was not acting Wre herself. Her energy for life was not the same.
More to the point, it was not pleasant to be around her:
She was moody... she wouldjust tum offanyone! (Gail)
Things started to become more stressfil for the family. The siblings would fight
more. It was at this tirne that AM'S physicians began to agree with Ann's parents that it
was more than the au. They thought may be it was severe migraines or epilepsy as her
symptoms supporteci such diagnoses and plus the fact that the famfiy had a history of
epilepsy. Cancer was never entertaud. In fact, as G d emphasized, it was not until
nearly three months later that cancer was diagnosed:

March 3 Pt Ann was diagnosed with high-risk A.L. L. (Gail)
The date was signïficaut in many ways. First it was a day near many of Ann's
farnily members' birthdays including her father's. As weli, it was a month before Am's
sixteen birthday; the birthday that Ann had planned forever. Weii, cancer ended all her
and her family's plans. Not only did AM joke "some birthdaypresent for me! ",she also
expressed in a sarcastic tone that "it was some gi!that she gave to herparents!"
The timing of the diagnosis and her birthday was even made more significant
because at the time of diagnosis, Am's condition was deemed critical and she had to be
admitted to the intensive care unit. Had it been made a few days later, she may have not
SUCVived. Instead of celebrating a buthday, they would have been mouming a death. As it

was, it took sometime for Am's family to realiy believe that she did have a chance to
experience life as a sixteen year old. The news was devastating for everyone in the
family. For A n .it resulted in many thoughts including perhaps the most poignant of all:

Here l a m sweet sirteen and I have never been kîssed!
A Month Lost; Birthdays Lost: As soon as Am was diagnosed, life truly
changed for AM and her family. As chaotic as life was before the cancer diagnosis, Life
became even more topsy-turvy or upside-down for them. So much so, that for the k t
two weeks ,AMS
' parents descriied the experience like being in "Zimbo." Life was one
big blur for them. As Gai1 noted it took her and her husband time to digest the news.
However, considering their past experience with hard times, they were at l e s t able to see
part of the cloud or fog lifting within two weeks. For Ann, however, this took longer as
for the first month A m was so sick she basicdy slept her way through the first month.
And then after walcing up, she required fûrther time to digest the news. For Am, it was a
"total blur..Apnl was a blur...ldon *tremember much of it! " She noted:

See. [ike. okay...AtJ;rstI didn 't. like, everythingfiom thefirst couple of dbys when
1was in the hospital it was a total blur- Like, 1rememberparts of it and stuff like
that? I don *tknow ...lguess it was because rny hemoglobin was so low? Like. 1
remember some things but very littte? And Ijust remember...like it S. iike it 's
coming back to me Iknow that sounds kind of weird but.-.

Moving Fomard and Trying to be Sweet Sixteen: Once the first month had
passed, Ann and her f d y focused on moving forward and getiing through the cancersymptom trajectory. Moving forward and on was important to than, but as they soon
found out, it was not so easy to. That is, within the big crkis of cancer there were many
other crises contained, waiting to come out. Nonetheless, Ann and her family approached
the cancer like they did with other crises. Once the family got over the initial shock they
moved on in their usual mamer. Although looking fiom afar one would get the
impression that this family responded to the cancer crisis in a disorganized manner, this
was not the case. Gail with the help of Tom, tned to keep things on track, including
trying to maintain much of their old lifestyle as was possible. They tried as much as was
possible to reduce the amount of change in their lives including not getting nd of the
family's pet cat and parrot, both considered to be a source of infection for A m .
Al1 f d l y members knew what their responsibiiities were in order to get through
it. Gail would become the primary care giver and Tom the sole breadwinner. Ann's
siblings were to continue on as before without trying to cause additional stress for A m
and her parents. They were to be supportive to Ann without A m knowing otherwise.
AmYs main responsibility was to concentrate on getting well. Gail and Tom also
encouraged the family to try to continue on as before. However, there was now a greater
focus on A m which was sometimes at the expense of the other family members
especially AM'S siblings.

For Ann's parents dealhg with the cancer meant keeping A n . well and alive. An
important sign to them that they were dealing with it was Ann not having to be
hospitalized. Except during the initial diagnosis, Ann only required hospitalization for
specific treatments and not for complications related to the cancer-symptom trajectory.
Ann's parents were proud that they were able to keep A m out of the hospital:

She has done a goodjob, we have done a goodjob-Ann has never k e n
hospitalized except when she wasjîrst diagnosed-.. WE are keeping her out of the
hospital! (Ga*
Part of keeping her out of the hospital, was learning about the cancer and its
treatment. Gai1 assurned the major responsibility for this while Tom worked in order to
pay the bills. Both assumed these roles as they felt it was the best way to prevent the
family fiom falling apart. Throughout the initial fïrst six months and throughout the
cancer-symptom trajectory, Gail developed a lcnowledge base that resulted in her
becoming an expert in caring for the child with cancer:
Moreover, Gail and Tom became even more of a .expert of keeping the family
together. This included paying attention to their other children's needs where possible,
still visiting Gail's parents, and when they could afford to, going out to b e r . Tom was
even able to take his youngest son hunting with him one weekend- Most important of all
was having dinner together as a family. Dinnertime would take place around 7:30 PM
after Tom got home from work. Most of the tirne, al1the children and the parents would
al1 be there, except when the oIder sibhgs went out with their fiiends. Tom and Gail also
thought it was important not to treat Ann like a "glass doII." This meant being there for
her during the times she needed help, but also not giving in to her every wish or yearning.
Yet even though they were able to continue to move fonvard, doing so was not
without experiencing any stressors or losses. Gail experienced stressors that included a
temporary loss of her job, not being able to take part as much in simple pleasures Wce
going to the hairdresser, and not being able to go out with her fnends as much. Tom had
to work more oveaime in order to pay for the additional expenses related to havhg to get
through the cancer-symptom trajectory. Accordingly, Tom was not able to get too much
involved in such aspects of Ann's care such as not being able to attend AM'S cancer
clhic appointments. G d was his informer; his main source of information- He had to
rely on Gail who at times was too tïred to give every single detail. Tom's lack of
involvement in Ann's care became a real sore spot for him. He wanted to be involved but
could not because like he said "the bills stiU had ro bepaid, it duesn 'tmatter tu the bill
coZlectors thar someone in your farniiy has cancer... Not only did he feel a loss, but he
also felt inadequate at times or more to the point like an outsider. This was especially
evident during the times when he was fominately able to attend his daughter's
appointment. Such feelings were oniy compounded by some of the clinic staff pointing
out to Tom that he ha not attended c h i c in a long tirne. Most telling was the belpless,
lost look on his face while watching his daughter undergo a bone rnarrow test. While Gail
encouraged AM to breathe and held her hand, Tom stood there like an outsider wmting
"

to become an insider.
For Ann dealing with the cancer meant being able to try to be a "regular"
teenager. Although she realized she could never feel the same or experience beùig a
teenager iike her finends until her cancer was cured, she nonetheless tried to live some of
her life as a teenager. She had a lot of "chutzpa" such as not giving up wearing her high
platfonn shoes despite her muscles weakening in her legs. She would try to go to school
once a week and when she was unable to she tried to keep up her studies at home. In fact,
she even took a greater interest in her studies at this point in her life. She was r e d y
excited about her school g M g her a wmputer to use at home. The day she got the
cornputer was a major event for the family. For the first couple of weeks of having the
cornputer at home, part of their conversations would include talk in relation to the
cornputer. Especially important to Ann was that she was able to still go out with her close
fnends even during the times when she was not feeling well. This included going out to
parties.
Most important of ail activities, was Ann hanging out a the local mal1 with her
fnends. She îried to do this almost every second day of the week.
Her good fiends stuck by her, and most of them treated her in the same way as
before her cancer was diagnosed. Tara was especially supportive of Am. She treated her
like she did prior to the cancer-symptom trajectory; she treated her Wce her peer and very
best tnend. In fact at times, Ann felt that Tara had "it worse" compared to what she was
going through. This was because Tara came from a broken home and received minimal
support fiom either of her parents.
AM'S sister and brothers managed to continue on with their daily routines,
although they also experienced changes. For example, Roger spent less time in school as
he would often go with Ann and his rnother to Am's clinic appointments. Both Eric and
Lynn continued to hang out with their fiiends, but at the same thne had to pick up the
slack so to speak, that is, assume more responsibilities. The older sïblings became even
more self-reliant. No matter how hard the parents tried, they realized that the other
children had to give up some things. While Eric and Lynn could deal with by just getting
away fkom their house, it was more difficdt for Roger to deal with. At times he would get
into fights with Am, and then would feel really bad afterwards. He would also display
more aggressive behavior at school when Ann was especially not feeling well. Lynn
would also become angsr at times because she felt her parents were not concemed about
her relationship with her bowend. Eric also had a hard time a c c e p t e his sister's illness
and in fact when Ann was initially hospitalized, was unable to see her because he was so
upset. Watching his sister suffer through the cancer and feeling that he could not do
anything to help her was in fact as he noted harder to deal with than if he had been
diagnosed with cancer. Gai1 noted that if it was possible he would gladly trade places
with her or wished that he was the one diagnosed with cancer.

Accordingly, as Ann and her family were moving on they stili nonetheless were
waiting. Although AM'S parents were pleased with how A m was progressing, they stiU
were waiting for "the other shoe to drop...," or for the other crises:
It is not really a hue remission tïll all the îreatrnent is over.,.the &onemarrow
aspiration couldpossibly not show everything...those cancer cells could be.
For Ann she was also waiting as she moved on. Like her parents she feared the
possibility of dying and more to the point of not havirig a chance to be a t d y Yred
teenager. Accordingly as they moved forward they also still experienced waiting.
One Step Forwarà, Two Steps Back or the Spirai Effect: During the first eight
months Ann and her family continued to approach cancer and life's dficulties head on,
and managed to deal with al1 the setbacks. Even with these stressors and losses, the
family was getting through i t They were getting through it because A m despite feeling
sick, felt she was not "really sick" with respect to the cancer. She was remaining in
remission and her symptom distress had not totally overcome her lifestyle. Up until this
point, despite a l l the non-cancer and cancer stressors that the family continued to
experience, the stressors were not strong enough to pull their family apart and AM was
less able to be a "regulrrr" teenager. The family was able to move forward to some extent.
However, slowly the crises became more fiequent and more intense. The setbacks were
becoming more fiequent and the family was spenduig less and less tirne together as a
family unit They had less time to do things that they liked doing. hstead of taking smali
steps forward, the family appeared to be on a downward spiral course.
While they were focusing on dealing with the cancer, the families began to
experience crises within the major crisis of cancer. In addition to feeling sick because of
the chemotherapy, one of the first and hardest thïngs for Ann to deal with just as was the
case for most of the children, was losing h a hair due to the effects of the chemotherapy.
Although on reflection she felt she was the same person, she nonetheless felt
different at times especially when she compared her present sense of self to the past, and
when she compared her life to her peers. Showing me and others pictures of what she
once looked like with hair was important to her. Feeling not quite herself was fùrther
compounded by other temporary physical changes such as her on and off experience with
bloating or h a inability to do minor tasks Like in hold a p e n d without her hands shaking.
Changes in her mood also caused her to feel different and to feel out of control. She was
now becoming aware of her body because of all the changes.
AM also was going out less o h with her fnends because she felt too sick or
weak. In fact her desire to go out was lessening.
She also would get behind in her studies and worried that she would not be able to
graduate fiom high school with fiends. These losses and potential losses only reinforced
to her that she was still waiting to be that 16 year old.
The siblings also were facing more challenges. This included Eric's b a t fnend
being beaten up in bar and Lynn becoming pregnant While Lynn became more of a sister
to Am, Eric was still having a tough t h e accepting the fact that his '%aby" sister was

sick. For AM, she longed for a hug froxn Eric. However, ever since the time he
accidently hurt Ann by hugging her after she had just had surgery for a central line
insertion, Eric was reluctant to approach her in fear of hurting her or as Gail put it:
breaking her now!
Roger was also not doing well in school. He was becoming more rebeüious.
Moreover, it was about this time that Roger became sick with pneumonia, It was at this
point that Am's mother was having a hard time getting through the cancer-symptom
trajectory. It was during that time in the hospital that Am's mother while waiting the
results of Roger's blood tests crie&
mis is too much, how much more can Itake!

Althou& Roger recovered without experiencing any complications, it was
nonetheless difficult and was fürther compounded by the deterioration of AM'S health
just as Roger was recuvering. Ann became so weak she would fall often in her attempts at
any physical activity. AM was getting tired of the treatments and the way the treatments
made her feel as well as look. Her parents were also getting tired of having to keep on top
of things, and more and more they would argue. W l e Ann learned to Live with the pain
of certain symptoms, her increasing fatigue subsequently reduced her ability to keep up
with her fiïends. Luckily, her best fiiend, Tara, stuck by her throughout the cancersymptom trajectory. Instead of going to every parties, Tara would spend time with Ann or
when she did go to parties, would make sure Ann expaienced some ofthe party through
Tara's reteiling of her expenences.
Am was experiencîng weight loss and despite ail her hard efforts to eat, she
would come to c h i c weekly only to discover that her weight was decreasing. At the same
time, Ann's blood count was remaining low for weeks on end, AM herselfwas not
feeling well, although she was quiet about just exactly how unwell she felt, Both her and
her mom feared the possibility that the cancer may have corne back, although they kept
quiet about their feelings. Sometimes as Gail explained, "if was better not to know
to...better not to go there...!"
The final blow for A m was having to have a nasogastric feeding tube inserted for
supplemental tube feedings. This was traumatic for both Ann and her family, especially
her mother who had to observe the tube being inserted. Gail felt that she had not
succeeded in helpuig her child get through the cancer. She wished that cancer had never
entered their lives. Where she always Wced to be the one to deal with problerns, she had
no control in this situation. For AM the tube represented one more sign that showed
others she was not a "nonnaP716 year old teenager. Although she adjusted to ushg a
wheelchair fiom t h e to tirne, the tube was just too difficult to accept. Yet at the same
time she realized she needed it. As weak as she was she was still fighting.
The tube feedings M e r resulted in changes to the family unit. Gail became more
of a care giver and less of a mother and wife in order to care for Ann during this period.
Moreover, the living room was converted to a hospital room in that Ann due to weakness
now slept on the couch in the living room. A big cart containhg the necessary medical

care supplies as weli as medication was adjacent to the couch. Extra work ,restrictions,
and losses resulted. For A m especîally, she missed going out for dinner with her fiends
and family. The feelings experienced by AM and other famiy members were in particular
described as a "roller-coastei' experience during tbïs tirne. The siblings especially felt
detached from their sister and family. The younger sibIing expressed that his f d y was
not Like the f d y he once knew. And yes, week after week there was no improvement in
AM'S blood counts. Although Ann's physician felt that most likely her low blood count
was the side-effect of one of AM'S other medications and would resolve itself, Ann and
her family could not shake the feeling that it was something more serious.
The seriousness of the situation was reinforced when Am's physician decided it
was time to do another bone marrow test. On the day of the test, both parents came to the
clinic. They were very quiet and somber like individuals waiting to hear bad news. After
the test was done the family were waiting once again. This tirne they were waiting to hear
that the cancer had relapsed. To their surprise, however, it had not, and eventually both
the problems with Ann's weight and blood count resolved themselves.
Resolution: Now 1am Trulv Sweet Sixteen: The news that Am's cancer had not
relapsed brought on a renewal of the family's spirit; they were now able to once again
focus their energies on moving forward-Whilethey came across m e r crises, none
compareci to the tirne when Ann experienced the fear of relapse. Things started tuniing
around for them. A m was feeling better and was able to resume many more activities
including acting as a cheerleading coach. Although she did not feel like ber 100% old
self, she felt pretty close to it and moreover, still believed she would eventuaily feel 100%
well again.
Tom dealt with his lack ofnot being able to care for his daughter by taking on a
new job in his workplace that involved shîft work. Although he was unable to take a
leave of absence fiom his job like Dan in the k t illness narrative was able to do, he
purposely changed his job in order so that he would be the one to attend all of his
daughter's appointments. Like all fathers, Tom needed and more to the point, wanted to
spend more time in his role as a father. This in the meantirne afTorded Gail the time to
renew her energies. She had become exhausteci caring for Ann and with Tom keeping the
family together. Now she took some time to have parties at home with her "girlfiïends!"
She had time to reflect on what she would do in the future.
G d ' s and Tom's goal was to keep the famiy together and for the most part this
was accomplished. Slowly, the f d y was able to get their life back on track:
1think thefamily wer pretty much on pack We had some disturbances with
dzrerent things that Ann had to go through but rra&, 1think the family was on
track (Gail)

The family as Gail emphasized remained intact. Moreover, it became stronger.
The family had to wait, but also now was moving on to other areas in MeeThis included
AM'Sdesire to graduate nom high school and therefore, she made plans to take

additional summer courses to upgrade herself, She had the goal to go into some health
professional career in order to "help other children going through cancer." Gai1 was
now slowly retuming to her old job, and Am's brothers and sister now were feeling more
at ease with Am. Tom felt that he was getting his famiy back as it was before. Moreover,
the family grew in that Tara had a baby boy. Ann did have her chance ofbecoming an
aunt.
At the time 1left, Ann was still on maintenance treatment. Although she still
exhibited a sense o f fiagility about her, she and her family nonetheless demonstrated

additional strength. Moreover, they felt the cancer experience had brought them closer
together as a family.

